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Preface

his is the story of Canada's largest library, and the personalities

and other forces that shaped it from its earliest beginnings. It is

a story with several heroes and a few well-meaning villains, a

story of setbacks and disasters outweighed by perseverance and

good luck or sometimes even by good management.

For readers who are librarians it reflects the development of their

profession during the past century and a half, and the success or failure of

various experiments in the development and operation of one important

library. For cultural historians it presents a case study in the origin,

evolution and influence of a major cultural resource. For staff members

and graduates of the University of Toronto it should evoke a variety of

memories, happy or otherwise, and may explain some mysteries. For other

readers, presumably people interested in books and the serious use of

them, I hope it conveys a notion of what makes a major library, how it

ticks, and why.

Having been chief librarian of the University from 1954 to the end of

1981, and assistant librarian for seven years before that, I have been deeply

involved in the latter part of the story and cannot pretend to have written

an entirely impersonal history. Where it has seemed convenient and

economical I have written in the first person, and have fleshed out the

archival record with my own recollections of what I saw and heard. As

assistant to Stewart Wallace, who was librarian from 1923 to 1954, I heard

a great deal. Also, in my early days at Toronto I met Wallace's predecessor

Hugh Langton, who had been librarian from 1892 to 1923, and so I feel a

personal connection with the Library reaching back at least to 1892.

The Library's story cannot be told or understood in isolation from the

story of the University in which it is one of the vital parts. In 1906 Hugh
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Langton published a history of the University, and Stewart Wallace wrote

a comprehensive history up to 1927, the centennial year, but neither of

these books gives the Library more than passing mention. I hope other

official histories of the University will be written in the future, but I cannot

expect any readers of mine to have any of these books at their elbows or in

their heads. I must therefore sketch in appropriate bits of University

background to the Library's evolution.

Many official records of the early University and nearly all those of the

Library were burned in 1890, but those that survive are amply augmented

by government documents, newspapers, biographies, diaries, letters and

other writings of that period. For the period since 1890 the University

Archives (UTA) alone contain an almost overwhelming volume of detail

from which important bits have been selected, and I cite specific locations

only of those which are not obvious. My telling of the story, though

broadly chronological, is partly topical in order to present a connected

development of particular themes; the clock therefore is turned back and

rewound from time to time. Some interesting sidelights not strictly related

to the Library have been included as notes at the end of each chapter; other

notes and references are listed at the back of the book. An earlier and

slightly longer version of the text, with 1,120 references, may be seen in

the University of Toronto Archives.

The main divisions in my chronology are the eras of the men who were

in charge of the Library from its beginning up to the end of 1981 - as

Claude Bissell put it, 'Our history is not a progression of acts and

amendments, but a procession of individuals.'(l)

In depicting this procession I have shared Henry Fielding's resolve not

to imitate

... the painful and voluminous Historian, who, to preserve the Regularity of his Series,

thinks himself obliged to fill up as much Paper with the Detail of Months and Years in

which nothing remarkable happened, as he employs upon those notable Aeras when

the greatest Scenes have been transacted on the human Stage. (2)

An academic library might seem at first glance to be too narrow and musty

a setting for the transaction ofany great scenes, but actually its repertoire is

drawn from the poets and philosphers, the scholars and scientists of all

places and all times. Its stage is all the world, and the prompter's script

which it holds is immortality.
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he library is the heart of the university. From it the lifeblood of

scholarship flows to all parts of the university; to it the resources

of scholarship flow to enrich the academic body. With a

mediocre library even a distinguished faculty cannot attain its

highest potential; with a distinguished library even a less than brilliant

faculty may fulfil its mission. For the scientist, the library provides the

indispensable backstop for his laboratory and field work. For the

humanist, the library is not only his reference centre; it is indeed his

laboratory and the field of his explorations. What he studies, researches,

and writes is the product of his reading in the library. For these reasons the

university library must be one of the primary concerns of those responsible

for the development and welfare of the institution.

Report of the Spinks Commission to Study the Development of Graduate

Programmes in Ontario Universities, 1966



Throughout the book, numerals in parentheses at the end of a sentence

refer to citations in the References section at the end of the book.

Superscript figures refer to notes at the end of the chapter.



CHAPTER 1

King's College Library -

John Strachan's Legacy

he first person to play a direct role in establishing the library

that is the subject of this book was John Strachan (AM
Aberdeen 1797). He had resigned his post as a parish school-

teacher in Scotland, and at age 2 1 arrived in Kingston at the foot

of Lake Ontario on the last day of the 18th century. He came with the

expectation of organizing and taking charge of an academy that would soon

grow into the college or university that had been proposed by John Graves

Simcoe, the first lieutenant-governor of Upper Canada.

Simcoe, even before leaving England to take up his post in Canada, had

written to the president of the Royal Society about the need for a 'college of

the higher class' in Upper Canada, and a public library that would consist

of such books as might be useful in the colony .(3) During his time here he

continued to advocate something of the sort, so that 'the Gentlemen of

Upper Canada' would not be 'forced to send their sons to the United States

where the British principles of the Loyalist . . . would be totally under-

mined and subverted. '(4) His efforts, however, did not gain much support

in Britain, where Home Secretary Henry Dundas opined that the country

must make the university, not the university the country.

Simcoe had served as a British officer throughout the American

revolution, had commanded Loyalist troops for four years, had been

wounded at the battle of Brandywine, and was present at the British

surrender at Yorktown in October 1781. Obviously he saw his appoint-

ment as lieutenant-governor of Upper Canada, 10 years later, as a con-

tinuation of his struggle against the rebels.

Even before Simcoe's appointment, the desirability of making an

appropriation of public lands to be devoted to the establishment of a college

had been urged on Lord Dorchester, Governor General, by Richard
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Cartwright. Cartwright was an American-born United Empire Loyalist

who had become a prosperous merchant in Kingston and was appointed to

Simcoe's Legislative Council in 1792. It was his offer of free passage, free

lodging and a three-year contract at £80 a year that brought Strachan

across the wintry Atlantic at the end of 1799.

Though Simcoe had left Canada three years before Strachan arrived,
1

some progress had been made toward establishing a college. In 1797 the

Legislative Council and House of Assembly had sent a joint address to

George III imploring him 'to direct his Government in this Province to

appropriate a certain portion of the waste land of the Crown as a fund for

the establishment and support of a respectable Grammar School in each

district thereof; and also a College, or University, for the instruction of

youth in the different branches of knowledge. '(5) In November of the same

year the Colonial Office responded that 'His Majesty was graciously

disposed to comply,' and about half a million acres of waste land were set

aside to provide an endowment for the purpose. Waste land, however, was

not in high demand and was not an immediate source of funds.

In December 1798 Peter Russell, president of the Executive Council and

head of the government in Simcoe's absence, pursued the matter by

sending the Colonial Secretary a report that incidentally demonstrated his

government's recognition that a library would be one of the essential

requirements of the proposed college. The Council had

... proceeded to consider in detail the purpose to which the proposed fund, when

raised, should be applied, and it seemed to be unanimous that they may be reduced to

three:

1st. the erection of the necessary buildings

2nd. the payment of the salaries of the masters

3rd. the keeping of the buildings in repair, the purchase of books and philosophical

apparatus, and other purposes essential to places of education, but in general too costly

to be provided by individuals. (6)

John Strachan, arriving on Richard Cartwright's doorstep on New
Year's Eve 1799 to find that there were no funds in hand and no early

prospect of an academy or college, would have 'instantly returned to

Scotland' if he could have afforded the fare. Cartwright, however,

persuaded him to stay on at least temporarily in his household as

schoolmaster to his own sons and the sons of some of his friends. 'He

further added that he did not think the plan of grammar schools and a

university altogether desperate, although it might take a longer time to

establish them. '(7)
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After three years as a schoolmaster in Kingston, and after failing in an

attempt to obtain an appointment to a Presbyterian church in Montreal,

Strachan presented himself for ordination as a deacon in the Church of

England and was appointed to the mission at Cornwall. In Cornwall he

again opened a grammar school and carried it on, in addition to his priestly

duties, until 1812. Then, having become Anglican rector of York (i.e.,

Toronto) and chaplain to the garrison and the Legislative Council, he again

opened and conducted a grammar school. Twice in 181 3 he distinguished

himself as one of a small party left to negotiate terms with American forces

occupying York, and on the second occasion demonstrated a certain

concern for libraries by extracting from Commodore Isaac Chauncey a

promise to return the books that American soldiers had carried away in the

earlier raid.

Strachan's career in Canada could be interpreted as an unrelenting

campaign pressed through the dense underbrush of provincial and

imperial politics, over muskegs of sectarian intrigue and across icefields of

secular opposition, to the objective for which he had crossed the Atlantic -

a university with himself at the head of it. To strengthen his armour, he

suggested and received an honorary doctorate from Aberdeen. He
established an alternative target by persuading his wife's brother-in-law

James McGill to will a large part of his fortune towards establishment of a

McGill college in Montreal, with the expectation that Strachan would be

its first principal,
2
but by the time the will came into effect Strachan had

other commitments and hopes in York.

In 1820 he obtained an appointment to the Legislative Council of Upper
Canada, and in 1823 became president of the General Board of Education,

which had just been established at his urging to manage the lands set apart

for the support of education. At this point, after 28 years of classroom

teaching, he gave up his position as headmaster of the York grammar
school and concentrated on other interests, interests that were furthered

by the fact that several of his former students could be counted on for

support in the Legislative Assembly. Strachan found a strong supporter

also in Lieutenant-Governor Sir Peregrine Maitland, who in December
1825 recommended to the Colonial Office that the unproductive university

lands be exchanged for more valuable crown reserves. While waiting for

official confirmation of this exchange, Strachan presented Lieutenant-

Governor Maitland with an elaborate statement that enlarged on his own
version of the republican threat - Strachan, too, knew how it felt to

surrender to American victors, and could make the argument even more
eloquent than those we have heard more recently against American
schoolbooks and American professors in Canada:
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Thus the youth of nearly 300,000 Englishmen have no opportunity of receiving

instruction within the Canadas in Law, Medicine or Divinity. The consequence is that

many young men, coming forward to the learned professions, are obliged to look

beyond the Province for the last two years of their education - undoubtedly the most

important and critical of their lives. Very few are able, on account of the great expense,

to go to England or Scotland ... and are therefore, in some degree, compelled to look

forward to the United States, where the means of education, though of a description far

inferior to those of Great Britain, are yet superior to those in the Province . . . but in the

United States politics pervade the whole system of instruction. The school books, from

the very first elements, are stuffed with praises of their own institutions and breathe

hatred to everything English ... It is, indeed, easy to perceive the danger of sending our

most prominent youth to a country to finish their education where they hear nothing in

praise of their native land . . . where her merits are considered defects, and all her noblest

virtues and glories soiled by the poison of calumny; nor can it be expected that any of

them, on their return, will give up their hearts and affections to their parent state with

the same cordiality that they would have done had they been carefully nurtured within

the British Dominions. (8)

As the only member of the Executive Council who had a university

background, Strachan included in his statement a draft annual budget for

the 'national college' and its library:

Four professors at £400 £1,600

One Professor of Law 100

One Professor of Medicine 100

To the Library 100

To a Philosophical and Chemical Apparatus 100

To a Librarian 100

To a Botanic Gardener 100

To a Gardener 100

To two Scholarships for each District one of £60

and one of £40 1,100

To Repairs and Servants 250

Remarks

- The President may, by methodical arrangement and occasional assistance, conduct

with three able and zealous Professors an excellent course of instruction.

- The appropriation for the library and apparatus will require to be increased as soon

as possible.

- The salary of the Librarian may be saved for some years by making some of the elder

students discharge the duties of that office. (9)
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This cautious provision for a library and its supervision, set as it was

within a very modest proposal, was not unique in concept but was the one

which Strachan prescribed; it established for the library a scale and

perspective that determined the pattern for at least the next 30 years, and it

was still reflected in Strachan's second foundation in Toronto, the

University of Trinity College, up until 1961 when Trinity appointed its

first full-time librarian.

A month after submitting this proposal, Strachan arrived in England

with his government's authority to negotiate a royal charter. A year later

George IV signed the charter of the University of King's College, a

distinctly Anglican institution with the Archdeacon of York (i.e., John

Strachan) designated as president. Meanwhile, Strachan had taken steps to

establish a library: he had approached the Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel in Foreign Parts, and the Society for the Promotion of Christian

Knowledge, stating that the main function of his college would be to train

Anglican clergymen; each society agreed to present £500 worth of

theological books approved by the donors and stamped or inscribed with

their names. Thus it came about that King's College had a president and

council and the beginnings of a library some 16 years before it was able to

open for classes.
3

The charter that Strachan brought home was for a college with a

strongly Anglican tone, and Upper Canada was not in tune with it -

indeed the Methodists, Presbyterians, Roman Catholics and Baptists

began to move toward establishing colleges of their own despite the

sparsity of population in the province:

The total population of the province was perhaps in the neighbourhood of 200,000, but

this population was scattered from the Ottawa River to Lake St. Clair, and was

nowhere found in much density. The largest town in the province was Kingston, with

about 5,000 inhabitants. York, the capital came next with about 4,000 inhabitants;

Ottawa, which was then known as Bytown, was a lumbering village containing about

150 houses ... What wealth there was existed mainly in land and goods; and of these,

land, unless in a highly suitable situation, was a glut in the market.

The struggle for existence had left the people of the province little time for cultural

development. A state-aided school system had been established, but most of the

teachers were broken-down soldiers, or other persons unfit for manual labour ... In

many of the 'sylvan academies' the only books in use were the spelling book and the

Bible. In schools established in larger centres - such as the old Blue School in York - a

higher standard of instruction obtained, but schools of this character were an

exception. There were perhaps more churches than schools, but the Church of England
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and the Church of Scotland were found only in the larger centres, and the spiritual

wants of the settlers in the backwoods were ministered to mainly by itinerant

Methodist preachers, whose educational qualifications were not always very high.

Books were few and far between ... (10)

Strachan, however, held a charter for a university with himself as

president, and he was not a man to give up easily. In April 1837, shortly

after the charter had been amended to make it more palatable politically to

the non-Anglican majority, Strachan produced another model budget,

which he put before the College Council and later forwarded to Sir Francis

Bond Head, who as current lieutenant-governor was ex officio chancellor of

the University. In this plan Strachan had increased the staff to a president

and five professors with basic salaries raised to £450, and the bookfund was

doubled to £200, but the librarian and gardener were still pegged at £100

each. This time Strachan's plans included two further clauses about the

library:

Before the University can go satisfactorily into operation a considerable Library should

be formed, containing especially books on the various branches to be taught, that both

Professors and Students may have ready and effectual means of reference.

And, since the mother country was assumed to be the natural source of the

necessary books and equipment:

So soon as matters are in a proper train, it is submitted that the President be authorized

to proceed to England; to select the Library, Apparatus, etc., likewise to assist in

choosing such efficient Professors as are calculated to live in this climate. (1 1)

The proper train of events however was interrupted by the rebellion of

1837.

King's College finally opened for instruction in the autumn of 1843, and

for six years occupied the disused parliament buildings on Front Street,

the Parliament ofUpper Canada having been superseded in 1841 by that of

the United Province of Canada, which began its career at Kingston. There

were very few students at first, and the atmosphere of the time was recalled

thus half a century later by one of the two members of the first medical

class:

During the session of 1843-44, I was the sole regular attendant at Prof. Beaumont's

lectures [in Surgery] delivered in the old Parliament buildings, and at his kind
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suggestion I would draw up my chair beside his in front of the fireplace while he read

his carefully prepared lecture.(12)

In the central part of the building, the library shared the second floor

with the Bursar and his family. In General Regulationsfor the Management of

King's College Library the scheme Strachan had suggested 19 years earlier

was spelled out thus by the College Council:

1 That the Library shall be placed under the charge of the Vice-President and six

assistant Librarians.

2 That the Assistants shall be appointed annually, the office being offered to the

Bachelors of Arts each year, in order of their standing, after the final examinations.

3 That if in any year there should not be a sufficient number of Honour men, the

services of those previously appointed may be retained.

4 That the duty ofthe Assistants shall be to take care of the Books and other property in

the Library, during the appointed hours; to preserve the order and to report to the

Vice-President any violations of the Regulations; to enter in the Catalogues the titles

of Books, as they are added to the Library, and to conform to the instructions of the

Vice-President.

5 That the emoluments of each Assistant Librarian shall be £20 currency per annum.

6 That the Assistant Librarians may be removed, or suspended, at the pleasure of the

Council.

7 That they shall be subject to the same discipline in this capacity as in that of

Students. (13)

The vice-president, John McCaul, was thus confirmed as the first

librarian, a part-time position he continued to hold when he became
president of the college upon Bishop Strachan's resignation in 1848. The
Rev. Dr. John McCaul, an 'Ulster Scotsman' born in 1807, was a graduate

of Trinity College, Dublin (MA 1828, LLD 1835) and had been tutor and

examiner in classics there until he became principal of Upper Canada
College in 1839, having been nominated by the Archbishop of Canter-

bury. When King's College became a reality he was appointed professor of

classics, logic, rhetoric and belles-lettres, as well as librarian and

vice-president to President Strachan, who gave much of his time to politics

and his duties as Anglican Bishop of Toronto.

At the College Council meeting on 29 July 1846, Vice-President

McCaul reported as librarian that he had 'directed the preparation of a full

catalogue both alphabetical and raisonee" In this recipe he seems to have

been improving on what he had known in Dublin, since it appears that
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Trinity College there did not have any kind of subject catalogue until much
later. In physical form, McCaul's catalogue was probably written on slips

meant as copy to be printed into books later on, as was customary in those

days, or else it may have been written directly into a ledger with spaces left

between entries for additions to be made; the pasted-slip catalogues were
begun by Alexander Lorimer about 1859.

Creation of a catalogue raisonnee, a classified catalogue, had to be based

on some scheme of classification, and William Henry Van der Smissen's

rather hazy account is probably incorrect in giving credit for that to

Lorimer in the 1850s, rather than to McCaul. Van der Smissen says 'the

classification was probably done by Lorimer under the direction of the

professor to whose department the respective subjects belonged.' He says

also that 'books within a subject [were] sometimes minutely divided - such

as medicine.'(14) Medicine, however, was not a subject of instruction in

Lorimer's day, and so I think it is safe to say that John McCaul,
vice-president to John Strachan, established the original basis of the

classification scheme that was used in the ledger catalogues up to 1890,

which was progenitor of the scheme which appeared in subsequent card

catalogues up to 1959, and which is still present as 'old class' on the shelves

and in the present computerized catalogues.

The King's College budget estimate for 1847, the year after completion

of the east (and only) wing ofthe building planned for the College in what is

now Queen's Park, shows that Strachan's scheme for the library was in

force. It included £277 15s. 7d. for McCaul as vice-president, £555 lis. Id.

for McCaul as professor, and £132 for seven BAs to serve as sub-librarians

and markers. Obviously, management of the library was not seen as a large

or important matter.

At this point the library was for reference only, at least as far as students

were concerned, and in October 1847 the College Council adopted a

motion by McCaul that a lending library be established for the benefit of

students. Each professor was to be asked to propose a list of books, and a

committee was set up to propose regulations for the lending library and the

'general library.' However, if any action was begun as a result of this

motion, it appears to have been lost in the political turmoil that finally

engulfed the college and led to its secularization.

In December 1850, at the end of the first year after the Anglican King's

College had been superseded by the secular University of Toronto, the

report of the Caput (then the executive committee of the University's

Senate) shows that the Rev. John McCaul, LLD, was still president and

librarian, with a stable of six assistant librarians, of whom four were
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BAs and one an MA. The same report goes on to describe the library

collection:

The Library at present contains about 4,500 volumes; of these, about 2,000 are in

Classics, History, Biography, General Literature, &c; 2,000 in Medicine, Natural

History, Mathematics, and Physics, and the fine and useful Arts; and about 500 in

Theology. (15)

The legacy of King's College to the University of Toronto library in 1850

therefore consisted of some 4,500 volumes, John McCaul's classification

scheme, and John Strachan's ideas about how the whole thing should be

administered. In form and substance it was an embryonic heart in an

embryonic institution for which a live birth was by no means assured.

NOTES
1 Simcoe had arrived in July 1792 and was given leave to return to England, ostensibly for

his health, in July 1796. He did not return. In 1797 he commanded an expedition to Santo

Domingo, but as late as May 1799 was still considered by the Executive Council of

Upper Canada to be lieutenant-governor. He was replaced officially in August 1799 and

later that year the British press reported that he was to lead a force in support of French

counter-revolutionaries against Napoleon. In 1801 he was in command at Plymouth when

French invasion was expected. In 1806 he was appointed commander-in-chief in India,

but died before taking up the appointment. His four-year sojourn in Upper Canada had

been a brief and not particularly happy interlude in a wide-ranging career. In 1 799 he

was succeeded as lieutenant-governor by General Peter Hunter, who was also commander-

in-chief for Canada. (16)

2 Strachan's own account of his arrival in Canada says that he carried a letter of credit to James

McGill, and that while in Montreal he dined with McGill before setting out by sleigh for

Kingston. McGill's sister-in-law Anne was only 22 when her husband, Andrew McGill, died;

she then went home to Cornwall, where she married Strachan two years later. It was in

their house in Cornwall that the subject of a McGill college was first discussed. (17)

3 The Christian Knowledge society gift was received, and now forms a special collection in

Trinity College Library, each volume stamped in gold as 'The Gift of the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge to the University of Upper Canada 1828'. The conditions

attached to the Gospel Propagation society offer were never met and the gift never materialized,

though in debating the university question 19 years later, Strachan seems to have been con-

fused about which of the two societies actually presented books.(18)



CHAPTER 2

John McCaul, John Small and

John Storey

he charter, as amended by the Parliament of the Province

of Canada in 1849 to replace King's College with a secular

University of Toronto, made two references to the Library,

designed respectively to add to it and subtract from it. The first

of these required deposit of all new publications. It said:

That a printed copy of the whole of any book which shall be published in this Province

after the passing of this Act ... and of every pamphlet, sheet of letter-press, sheet of

music, map, chart or plan separately published . . . and also of any second or subsequent

edition . . . shall, within six calendar months after the same shall first be sold, published

or offered for sale, be delivered on the part of the publisher at the library of the said

University ... and on default of such delivery ... the publisher ... shall forfeit, besides

the value of such copy which he ought to have delivered, a sum not exceeding five

pounds, to be recovered by the Librarian ... for the use of the said University, to be

applied for the augmentation of the said library, to be recovered in a summary way on

conviction before any two Justices of the Peace ... (19)

Thus the University of Toronto Act assumed not only a library, but a

librarian capable of taking publishers to court if necessary to get its due.

Unfortunately there is no evidence to show that this part of the Act was

ever observed by publishers, or that the University ever took steps to

enforce it as Anthony Panizzi at the British Museum was beginning to

enforce the Copyright Act of 1842; President/Professor/Librarian John

McCaul was fully occupied with weightier matters.

The bursar's receipt book shows that custodial duty in the Library in

those days was costing about 10 pounds a month and was shared in each

quarter by up to 10 men, most of whom received only £2 6s. 2d. per
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quarter. Most if not all of those who signed the receipt book as 'Assistant

Librarian' were recent graduates who were studying towards additional

degrees in law, medicine or arts. One signature is that of Adam Crooks in

1851, the year he graduated in law and was admitted to the bar, the year

before he graduated in arts. Only a few years later he was to join his

contemporary Edward Blake in saving the University endowment; he

subsequently became vice-chancellor of the University, Ontario's first

treasurer, and then minister of education. Another signature is that of

Thomas Tempest Robarts, a new BA and eldest of the 17 children of

Thomas Parminter Robarts. Thomas Parminter Robarts, just then

resorting to arbitration in order to extract his fee for having audited the

University accounts for 1850 and 1851, was a great-grandfather of John

Parmenter Robarts, the premier of Ontario when provincial approval was

given in 1968 for construction of the University's Robarts Library.

The assistant librarians received their marching orders from President

McCaul, but all other library business seems to have been put before the

Senate for it to ponder. For instance, in February 1852 the University

Senate adopted a resolution proposed by McCaul,

That the President as Librarian be authorized to hand over to the Endowment Board

the Books formerly presented as a Gift to the University of King's College by the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge with a view to their being delivered up to

the applicant who may be entitled to receive the same ... (20)

This resolution satisfied Section 81 of the U ofT Act of 1849, which in

abolishing the chair of divinity had also abolished the University's claim to

these particular books, though James Beaven, the former professor of

divinity, had been dragged along reluctantly into the new university as

professor of metaphysics and ethics, and continued to offer courses

including one on evidences of natural and revealed religion.

The dauntless Bishop John Strachan, after resigning as president of

King's College in 1848 when he saw it slipping out of the control of the

Church of England, had raised new funds and a new charter and by 1852

had established the University of Trinity College as an Anglican

institution within walking distance of the new 'godless' University.
1

Bishop Strachan or his new university had obviously been designated by
the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge to receive the books

in question - there really could be no doubt about entitlement - and voting

in the Senate for this transfer of property through the Endowment Board

must have been a formality that warmed the hearts of Egerton Ryerson and
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some other senators who were intent on having the University cut down
and its endowment shared out to the denominational colleges. When the

actual transfer of books took place, in eight large cases that were 'formally

conveyed in suitable vehicles,' an Anglican weekly used it as a further

occasion to cry out against the 'infidelizers' of the University:

On Thursday last the desecrated and creedless precincts of Toronto University

witnessed a scene which calls for something more than a mere passing notice. It was a

scene pregnant with material for sad reflection, as connected with the moral

degradation of what might have been an illustrious and heaven-blessed seat of learning,

but which now, alas, can only be regarded as an ulcer-spot upon the misgoverned land

of our adoption. (21)

The University Senate, meeting in this hostile climate during the three

years of its existence under the Act of 1849, undertook detailed manage-

ment of the institution. It met more than 160 times and busied itself with

matters great and small, including those that pertained to the Library and

should have been dealt with by the librarian if there had been any

delegation of authority. In many ways the new Senate simply picked up
the strings that had been dropped by King's College Council. For instance,

on 27 August 1850 the Senate resolved that the professors should give the

bursar a list of such works as they needed for the efficient performance of

their duties, 'in order that the Bursar may with as little delay as possible

order from England all or any of such works as may be directed by the

Senate.'

The resulting lists of periodicals and books for the Library were read to

the Senate and approved two months later, but a further month passed

before the second reading and adoption of a 'statute' authorizing the Board

of Endowment to pay the cost of such a purchase.

Similarly, in March 1851, Professor Lucius O'Brien (a surgeon and

professor of medical jurisprudence whose appointment dated back to

King's College days) gave notice of a resolution 'expressive of the

desirableness of obtaining for the Library of the University sundry public

documents and the transactions of various scientific and literary societies,

and to appoint a committee to take into consideration the best means of

obtaining same.'

After nine successive special meetings failed to muster a quorum,

Professor O'Brien's notice of motion came up on the agenda in May and

August and October, only to be deferred each time, and on 1 8 October was

finally 'withdrawn by permission of the Senate.' The earnestness of
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O'Brien's attempt to do something to improve the Library is indicated by

his written application, five months later, for the office of librarian to the

University. There must have been a rising sentiment (shared perhaps by

McCaul) that the President should relinquish his direct responsibility for

the Library to some other member of the teaching staff who could give it

more attention.

The Senate in those days consisted of the chancellor, vice-chancellor,

president, three deans, the seven other professors, three members of

Parliament and nine other government appointees. This august body

exhibited the same reluctance that the University has suffered more

recently in some newly formed councils - an extreme reluctance to entrust

any of its statutory authority to its own officers or committees. The extent

to which it was involved in administrative detail is quite astonishing, and

must have been crippling for the Library as well as other parts of the

operation.

For instance, in November 1851 Dean Beaven, the professor of

metaphysics, gave notice of 'a statute for the purchase of Books on the

Subjects of Metaphysics and Moral Philosophy.' On first reading, the

statute was referred to a committee consisting of the president and four

others. When the committee's report was received the next week, the

statute was given second reading and was approved with the addition of the

list of titles and 'the named price of them £3 14s. 6d.' Even a motion of

which the President gave notice on Boxing Day, 1 85 1 , for 'a statute relative

to an appropriation for additions and improvements to the Library' did not

pass second reading until the following August.

The Library could not flourish in such circumstances, and there was

good reason for Professors Richardson and Herrick to propose a statute 'for

the better regulation of the Library.' This item too was deferred and

referred but after nearly seven months led to acceptance on 28 August 1852

of a statute that was the first serious attempt at a formulation of library

policy. Some of its phrases survived in subsequent revisions for more than

a century. Its clauses included provisions:

(a) for a librarian to be appointed by the Senate, at a salary of £150.

(b) for the librarian to conform to all rules and regulations that from time

to time might be adopted by the Caput for the government and

regulation of the library.

(c) for the Caput to have power to make such rules and regulations for

management of the Library as it might deem expedient, but subject to

approval by the Senate.
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(d) for the librarian to be in attendance from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and to keep

the Library open 'from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. each day during vacation

except during the month of August during which the library shall be

closed.'

(e) ('whereas the present library accommodation is very limited and it is

desirable to define the persons to be entitled to admission thereto until

further accommodation is added') for admission to be available only to

the chief officers of the University, senators, professors, lecturers,

members of the Endowment Board, members of the Executive Council

and of both Houses of Legislature, and matriculated students of the

University.

Apparently the Library was not available in any way to students who had

been admitted to the University but had not yet passed the stiff

examinations for matriculation.

As soon as the library statute was adopted, two professorial members
called for a special meeting to be held the following week for the

appointment of a librarian, and their motion was carried after some
squabbling about the shortness of notice. Meanwhile, four applications

had been received in addition to that of Professor O'Brien. The first was

from the Rev. John William Small, with a letter of recommendation from

the Rev. Dr. Robinson of Armagh; Small was a graduate of Trinity

College, Dublin, and had apparently come to Canada about 1850. The
next was from the Hon. Edward R. Curzon. The third was from the Rev.

Alexander Gale, recommended by the Hon. Adam Ferguson as a 'most

amiable, inoffensive, honourable man of good literary acquirements,

devoted to Books.' The fourth was from Edward Fitzgerald BA, who
during the previous year had been one of the assistant librarians.

When the Senate met in special session on 2 September 1852, these four

applications were read, along with their letters of recommendation, and a

letter from Professor O'Brien withdrawing from the contest. It does not

appear that any applicants had been interviewed. After a lively skirmish

over voting procedure, John Small received 10 out of 18 votes on the first

round, and so was elected librarian of the University. Possibly the

outcome was affected by the fact that the President and four of the nine

professors present were all graduates of Trinity College, Dublin. There

were no votes for Edward Fitzgerald, the only candidate with a working

knowledge of the Library.

Having passed a statute to improve the regulation of the Library, and

having elected its first full-time librarian, the Senate proceeded to hear
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proposals to provide a reading room in connection with the Library and to

extend the use of it to the junior undergraduates and occasional students,

and to appoint a sub-librarian. It seems reasonable to assume that

Librarian Small had some part in initiating these proposals, particularly

the one for appointment of a sub-librarian. At least some of the proposals

were adopted in February 1853, but apparently nothing came of them

because of a new amendment to the University Act; the old Senate held its

last meeting in April and a quite different Senate, as constituted by the

new Act, began its first session in the following March.

William Small apparently took up his duties at the beginning of October

1852. He received his full quarterly salary (£37 10s.) at the end of

December, and there were no longer any 'assistant librarians' drawing pay,

nor any sub-librarian. The nature of the library at the time is reflected in

remarks by Daniel Wilson, who in September 1853 arrived from

Edinburgh to be professor of history and English literature,
2

in letters

home to his wife:

The dearth of books here is something altogether dreadful. In preparing nearly every

lecture I remember books I wish to consult, passages that would be invaluable to me for

extracts, etc. , but they are not to be had, not even a peep ofthem, and I have to get along

accordingly as best I can.

Again a week later he wrote:

I told you in my last of the dreadful dearth of books, but I did not confine my
complaints to you. I went about growling and grumbling, scolding at the librarian,

protesting to Dr. McCaul, and appealing to the Council; and the consequence is that I

have obtained a grant of £75 to be expended on any books I choose to order for my
department of the College Library. I have told them it is not half enough, and believe I

shall succeed in getting it raised to a hundred.

The same series of letters contains the only assessment I have found of the

University's first full-time librarian:

Our librarian, the Rev. Mr. Small, is a fastidious, fretful, touchy martinet. He quarrels

with the students, lodges complaints against them to the Principal, and declares them

the most ill-conducted and unmanageable set of fellows ever heard of. They retaliate

upon him with all manner of tricks and keep the poor man in perpetual hot water. My
own experience of the same young men is that I could not possibly desire a more

respectful and gentlemanly set of students. (22)
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Clearly John Small's life as librarian was not a happy one. Having been

elected by the Senate on 2 September 1852, he seems never to have been

mentioned again in Senate, nor to have troubled the Senators with his

growing disillusionment about his position and the smallness of its

rewards. Election by the Senate amounted to a recommendation to the

government of the day, and appointments were actually made by the

government after approval by the Governor General, who was Visitor to

the University and who sometimes rejected Senate resolutions. John Small

apparently considered himself to be quite literally a servant of the

Government, and directed his complaint directly to Governor General

Lord Elgin after getting no reply from Prime Minister Francis Hincks.

There is no indication that he ever discussed his problem with Chancellor

William Blake or President McCaul, though they had been among his

contemporaries at Trinity College, Dublin. It is probably significant that

the complaint he addressed to Lord Elgin in July 1853 was not

accompanied by any of the customary testimonials. His letter, which drew
a prompt acknowledgement but no further word, tells us most of what we
know about Small and his relation to the University:

My Lord

I beg leave most respectfully to inform your Lordship that in the month of

September last, at a full meeting of the Senate and by a large majority I was elected to

the office of Librarian of Toronto University at a salary of £150. p: ann:-

When I was elected I was under the impression that this arrangement was to be only

of a temporary nature, and that after a short interval I might expect an increase of salary

- the new University Bill however has so changed the state of things that I must look for

redress to your Lordship or some member of the administration - Permit me now

briefly to explain the nature of my present position.

I took the degrees of AB and AM many years ago [1826, 1832] in Trinity College

Dublin and having taken holy orders in the Church of England, I had for many years, ih

the Old Country, the important & responsible charge of a very Extensive Parochial

duty Entrusted to my care - In this sphere ofduty I acted under the appointment of the

Rev. Dr. Robinson who as formerly Fellow of Trin: Col: Dublin, once President of the

British Association, at this time President ofthe Royal Irish Academy & for many years

past astronomer at the observatory of Armagh is a person well known in the Literary

World - he has already testified as to the manner in which I discharged my former

duties & as to my fitness for the duties of the office I hold at present -

A Person in your Lordship's exalted position requires to be informed that the

expenses of living in Toronto have of late considerably increased and that having a

family to maintain & Educate I could scarcely procure even the necessaries of life if my
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means were limitted to the salary awarded me by the senate - that salary being in fact

very little more pr. diem than what every mechanic of even the lowest grade would

expect co receive for his day's work - I do not mean for a moment to draw any invidious

comparison between my position and that of the several Professors who are occupied

only a part of the day and that only during term time while I am expected to give up the

whole day during the Entire year with the exception of the month of August - but I

certainly do feel mortified that the Bedell should be thought worthy of a higher

remuneration than the Librarian who is supposed to be a person of Education & who is

expected to exhibit the appearance of a gentleman - The Senate last year voted £100. p:

an: to the Bedell which taken together with fuel, extensive house accommodation &
other Perquisites will make his place more Lucrative than mine ...(23)

Three months later, on 10 October, having received his quarterly pay

that day, Small wrote a second letter to the Governor General, resigning

his post. No doubt he informed President McCaul of his resignation, and

must have threatened to down tools and leave the University that same day

unless he could be given some help with the work. The bursar's receipt

book shows that within a day or two a certainJohn Storey was engaged as a

temporary clerk, at a monthly wage equivalent to Small's salary; and when
Small received his final pay at the end of December, Storey became

temporary librarian.

At its first meeting in 1854 the new Senate received applications for the

office of librarian but the question of appointment does not appear to have

been raised, and John Storey continued as temporary librarian until the

Rev. Alexander Lorimer arrived on the scene as librarian for University

College. Storey's final pay was for the period ending Saturday 10June, the

date Lorimer's salary began.

NOTES
1 The original Trinity buildings are gone, but the gates are in good repair on Queen Street

West at the head of Strachan Avenue.

2 Wilson, born in Edinburgh in 1816, had left the University of Edinburgh without completing

work for a degree, to work as an engraver. He received an honorary doctorate at St.

Andrews in 1851 for his work Archaeology and Prehistoric Annals ofScotland. At Toronto he went

beyond his formal duties by inaugurating an undergraduate course in ethnology, said to be

the first appearance of anthropology as an academic subject in the western world. He declined

offers of appointment as principal of McGill, president of the nascent University of Western

Ontario, and minister of education for Ontario, and he played an increasingly prominent role

at the University. In 1880 he succeeded McCaul as president of University College, and

after the Federation Act of 1887 he became president of the University. (24)
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Alexander Lorimer's Arrival

orimer's arrival as librarian is an interesting example of the

strength of state influence on the University of those days. He
% &*^S§ was hired by the Government, and I find nothing to suggest that

SliS|~^ anybody in the University had ever heard of him until a few

days before he turned up with a letter of appointment in hand. The
appointment had been initiated by John Rolph, then president of the

Council in the Hincks-Morin Reform Government, in a letter to the

Provincial Secretary:(25)

Quebec, 29 May 1854

Sir,

I have the honor to inclose you a letter from Mr. Solicitor General Morrison,

recommending the Revd. A. Lorimer to fill the vacancy in the office of librarian to

University College Toronto - and in joining my colleagues in approving the

recommendation, I will thank you to take an early opportunity of submitting it for the

sanction of His Excellency the Administrator.

I have the honor to be, sir,

Your most obed. servant

John Rolph

Morrison's letter of recommendation, dated the same day, says:

... the name of the Rev. Mr. Lorimer having been mentioned as a suitable person as

Librarian, I have made extended enquiries as to his fitness and general character and I

have received very flattering testimonials in his favor. I should therefore suggest his

appointment.
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The Provincial Secretary wrote the very next day to Lorimer at Seekonk

'near Boston, Mass, U.S.A.' appointing him as librarian, instructing him

to proceed to Toronto with as little delay as possible and to report to the

president to 'receive instruction as to the nature of the duties imposed on

you by the Statutes of the University.' Not until the following day did the

Provincial Secretary write to President McCaul to let him know what was

afoot:

Rev'd Sir,

I have the honor by command ofthe Administrator of the Government to inform you

that it has been officially intimated to His Excellency that the Rev. Mr. Small has

resigned his office as Librarian of University College, Toronto, and to state that His

Excellency has been pleased to appoint the Revd. Alexander Lorimer as Mr. Small's

successor in that office. Mr. Lorimer has been officially notified of his appointment and

has been instructed to repair to Toronto with all practicable despatch and on his arrival

to report himself to you.

Mr. Lorimer has been informed that the payment of his salary £1 50 per annum will

commence from the date of his arrival in Toronto.

This letter was read to the University Senate on June 26, more than two
weeks after the new librarian had taken office, and can hardly have been

received very warmly. And his congregation can hardly have had time to

organize a warm sendoff from Seekonk; whatever the nature of Lorimer's

previous commitments there may have been, he and his family must have

had bags packed ready to catch the train for Toronto very shortly after

receiving his letter of appointment from Quebec.

Lorimer was a Baptist minister, 'a small, slight, consumptive gentleman

... very meek and mild. '(26) Born in Scotland in 1821, he had emigrated

with his family in 1830 to a farm near Stanstead, Quebec. In Banffshire the

family had walked 14 miles to a Baptist church, and in Canada at age 13

Alexander became such a sturdy convert that he insisted on being baptized

that December, though his celebration of the event in his diary noted that

the weather was — 26°F.(27) His brother James, remembering the

occasion, said it was indeed 'bitterly cold for an outdoor baptism; the ice

had to be broken and the water constantly stirred ... but the boy was
determined and would not be put off.' Having survived such a frigid

reception into his church, he was well prepared for the reception he must
have received 20 years later at the University of Toronto.

After schooling in Stanstead and in Derby Centre, Vermont, young
Lorimer entered Dartmouth College in 1839. He finished his course in
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July 1842 with a gold medal for proficiency in Greek language and

literature, and was listed as a graduate in the commencement program, but

somehow missed getting a degree. The letters BA or MA that sometimes

appeared after his name in University records toward the end of his career

at Toronto were not the Dartmouth AB, and merely suggest the respect he

had gained among his colleagues.

During his holidays from Dartmouth the young Lorimer had divided his

time between teaching school at Derby and attending Baptist meetings,

and when he went on to the Canadian Baptist College in Montreal in 1842

he supported himself as a student by teaching in a private school. From
Montreal he had gone to Kingston in 1844 as minister to a Baptist

congregation, at a yearly salary of $300 and no parsonage. In Kingston he

married a sister-in-law of the notorious Dr. John Rolph, who had fled

across the American border after the failure of the Mackenzie rebellion but

returned to re-enter politics after the amnesty of 1843.

In 1852 Lorimer was called to the Baptist church at Seekonk,

xMassachusetts,
1 but after about 18 months left suddenly to become

librarian at Toronto. As Stewart Wallace has pointed out, Lorimer's chief

qualification for appointment as librarian was his relationship by marriage

to Dr. Rolph, who was just then President of the Council in the

Hincks-Morin Reform Government:

Nepotism was not only a vice of the Family Compact. The Reformers, when they came

into power, out-Family-Compacted the Family Compact in this respect, and it may not

be amiss to recall that this was precisely the period when the Rev. William Hincks,

brother to the then Prime Minister of Canada, was appointed professor of Natural

History in preference to Thomas Henry Huxley ... It must not be imagined, however,

that the appointment of Mr. Lorimer as Librarian of the University was in any way

unfortunate. All records agree in describing him as a man of mild and courteous

manners, and an acute sense of duty. (2 8)

Whatever Lorimer's talents were, he had very narrow scope for them in

Toronto until important changes took place in the University itself.

N o T E

1 The Fifty First Annual Report of the Massachusetts Baptist Convention (Boston 1853) p61 lists

Lorimer as minister, and shows the Seekonk congregation (founded 1 794) had 1 1 baptisms

that year and a total of 184 members, the fifth largest in the Taunton Association and

the second in rate of growth. Seekonk, about five miles from Providence, Rhode Island,

still has a Memorial Baptist Church.
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CHAPTER 4

John Langton and the Library

in East Hall

nder the new University of Toronto Act that Librarian Small

* had found so unpromising, the University retained its right to

I Rft|ra $ examine candidates and grant degrees in arts, medicine and

IS^SbS law, but had authority to teach only in arts, through its

University College. Executive authority was shared rather vaguely among
the president of the college, the vice-chancellor elected by the University

Senate, the chancellor appointed by the government of Canada, and the

Governor General, who was ex-officio Visitor to the University. At its first

meeting, in March 1854, the new Senate reduced the chance of conflict

somewhat by electing John McCaul, who was president of University

College, to serve also as vice-chancellor of the University.

Apart from McCaul, the new Senate included nobody from University

College. Its 23 members did include the heads of 10 other institutions,

mostly heads of denominational colleges that had sprung up as rivals to

King's College and were now intent on sharing in the endowment. It also

included a number of government officials and laymen. One of the most

active members of the new body was a Methodist survivor from the former

Senate - Egerton Ryerson, superintendent of education for Canada West,

the founder and first principal of Victoria College, a leader of the attack on

the Clergy Reserves and University Endowment, zealous preacher and

educator ofwhomJohn Langton wrote 'he is the Pope ofMethodism in this

country, but he mistook his profession; nature intended him for a

Jesuit.'(29)

Fortunately for the University and its library, the members of the new
Senate included Langton, who was to play an active part in defending the

endowment and re-shaping the University. Langton was a graduate of

Trinity College, Cambridge, who on receiving his MA in 1 8 3 2 had come to
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Upper Canada and established a farm on the shore of Sturgeon Lake near

Fenelon Falls. In 1851 he was elected to Parliament as the member for

Peterborough, and in 1855 became the first auditor for the Province of

Canada, after a public accounts committee chaired by William Lyon
Mackenzie had embarrassed the government by uncovering a deplorable

state of financial records and controls. In 1855 Langton was appointed also

to the University Senate.

During the first session of the new Senate, a session that consisted of 18

meetings between 9 March and 8 April 1854, ChiefJustice William Draper

sponsored an address to the Governor General asking him to appropriate

funds from the endowment to defray current expenses 'and also to

appropriate a sum for University buildings and for the establishment of a

library.' The question ofconstruction had been raised several times before,

but in October 1852 the Provincial Secretary had advised the Senate to

drop the subject. Draper's revival of the question was followed up in the

Senate's report for 1854, a report which rebuked the Government for

dragging its feet. The report included a special plea for action to establish

in the University an extensive library, which was seen to be indispensable

to the moral and intellectual growth of the province:

Under the Institutions which it is our privilege to enjoy, this Province has attained

great material prosperity, but she must ultimately fail to attain true greatness, unless

something like a proportionate development of the moral and intellectual faculties of

her people can be secured. The Senate feel that they would but ill discharge their duty,

did they fail to press upon the attention of Your Excellency, a measure which seems to

them so indispensable to the accomplishment of that important end, and they earnestly

pray that Your Excellency will be pleased to authorize them to lay the foundation of a

Provincial Library, in connection with the University of Toronto, and that all available

means may be directed to that object, until a collection of Books shall have been made

worthy of this National Institution, and commensurate with the wants of tHe

Province. (30)

This plea for a proper library was linked to the plea for a proper

university building. In February 1856 the Senate named John Langton,

Chief Justice Draper and Chancellor William Blake as a committee to

negotiate with the Government concerning a site, and for commencement
of 'Buildings designed for the use of the University and College with as

little delay as possible.' At the same meeting, on a motion by Langton,

Frederic Cumberland (a member of the Senate) was appointed architect to

the University. This time there was action. Within two weeks the Senate
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received word from the Governor General that he had set apart a site for

the University, and that he authorized the Senate 'to contract for the

erection of necessary Buildings and to expend thereon a sum not to exceed

£75,000 and to expend a sum not exceeding £20,000 for the Library and

Museum.' After Vice-Chancellor McCaul had moved a resolution of

thanks to the committee, exhorting it to 'continue with equal zeal and

success,' Langton moved that Cumberland be allowed to go to Europe,

especially Great Britain and Ireland, to examine college buildings before

deciding on a design. Cumberland resigned his Senate membership the

following day and by mid-June he gave the Senate a report of his mission to

Europe. The key part that John Langton was playing in this important

business, with such zeal and success, led to his being elected in May 1856

to be vice-chancellor in place of President McCaul.

It was perhaps fortunate from an administrative point of view that the

Library collection up to this time had remained small and relatively

portable. It had begun operation in 1 843 in the old Parliament Buildings on

Front Street, and remained there until 1849. Then the Government of the

Province of Canada, which had moved from Kingston to Montreal, found

itself homeless in April when its building was burned down by rioters.

The Government moved back to Toronto and shunted King's College into

the college building that had been planned for it in what is now Queen's

Park, though only one wing was ever built and had been in use for four

years as a students' residence.

In 1853 the University of Toronto, having begun its life in these wholly

inadequate quarters inherited from King's College, was allowed to take

over the old Front Street Parliament Buildings. The very next year the

peripatetic Government moved back to Toronto from Quebec, and the

University was dumped back into the King's College building, which

meanwhile had been gutted in anticipation of the erection of new
Parliament Buildings in Queen's Park. Then in 1856 the Government

appropriated the King's College building for what it designated the

'University Lunatic Asylum' (actually the women's division of the

overcrowded provincial asylum) and the beleaguered University had to

take refuge in one or two old houses and in a small building that had been

put up in 1850 as a medical school, in the western part of Queen's Park on

the site of the present Medical Sciences Building. (3 1) This building, later

known as Moss Hall, had three largish rooms about 24 feet by 40;

Alexander Lorimer, moving his library for the second time in two years,

must have been given a place for it in one of those rooms.

The University and its College were in desperate need of more space if
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they were to survive, and John Langton, the new vice-chancellor, saw
urgent political reasons to protect the University's endowment by locking

a large part of it into a capital investment that the denominational colleges

could not carry away. Langton wrote to his brother that 'every stone that

goes up in the building, every book that is bought, is so much more
anchorage and so much less plunder to fight for.' John A. Macdonald,

Langton's political mentor, who at that time was Attorney-General for

Canada West, was of the same mind and remarked that even Methodists

could not steal bricks and mortar.
l

Vice-Chancellor Langton pressed ahead very quickly with plans for

construction. Though there was some sporadic interference from Sir

Edmund Walker Head, the Governor-General, who had written a book on

art and took an unwelcome interest in the drawings, Langton was able to

speed the process by keeping it in his own hands. He was undeterred by

the obvious fact that the offices and classrooms and residence and other

facilities of University College, the teaching wing of the University, would

need to occupy most of the space. In a letter to his brother William, a

banker and sonneteer in Manchester, he wrote:

It has evidently been a sore point with [President] McCaul that he has nothing to say to

the building, but as I have got absolute power here I will keep it. However I had to ask

them to appoint a Committee to confer with me and he made a last great effort to

consider it a Joint Building Committee, but [he] not being backed by the Professors I

escaped that rock. Their demands for space were however outrageous and at last it was

only by telling them, as the Gov. authorized me to do, that if they did not moderate

their expectations he would stop the building altogether that I succeeded in making a

compromise. I showed the plan to the Gov. who was in a very bad temper that

morning, hardly looked at it, assented, and went on his tour; so the elevation was

completed in accordance and I advertized for tenders. (32)

According to Professor Daniel Wilson, the building committee appointed

to confer with Langton took a very active part in the planning, attending

'constant' meetings with Cumberland, sometimes at his office. Wilson,

himself a talented artist who in his youth had worked with the painter

Turner in London as an engraver, wrote later that as a member of

Langton's committee he even at times was permitted to furnish drawings

for capitals, corbels and other details.

While Langton was moderating the outrageous expectations of the

professors, he expressed his own priorities by enlarging the library.

Between the architect's 'first study' and the final plans, the library was not
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only improved in arrangement but also increased in floor area and shelf

capacity by about one-quarter.

In his reconnaisance of European universities that spring, Frederic

Cumberland had revisited Dublin, a city where he had spent a part of his

boyhood. Some time after returning to Toronto he asked the University

Senate to tender special thanks to Sir Thomas Deane of Dublin for his

'zealous and liberal aid;'(33) Deane was a leading Irish architect, who at the

time of Cumberland's visit was engaged in construction next door to the

library at Dublin's Trinity College. It is therefore not surprising that the

main room of the library that Cumberland designed in Toronto, in what is

now the East Hall of University College, was fairly similar in general

arrangement to the Long Room of the library (1732) at Trinity College,

Dublin, which itself claims a family resemblance to Christopher Wren's

famous library (1684) at Trinity College, Cambridge. We may wonder
how much Cumberland's use of earlier models was based on practical

reasons related to function, and how much on a North American yearning

for old aristocratic roots and sensibilities.

The library in East Hall, 36 feet by 74, with a 35-foot ceiling, was in

every dimension much smaller than the Long Room in Dublin, but what it

lacked in size it made up in carved woodwork, wrought iron and moulded
plaster. The five bookcases jutting out 9.5 feet from each side wall had at

each front corner a four-inch spiral wooden column with a Corinthian

capital, recalling the fluted Corinthian pilasters that terminate the cases

and support the galleries in Dublin's Long Room. The two galleries and

the four-foot walkway that connected them at the west end had oak

handrails set on elaborate wrought-iron grills, and access to them was by
means of a spiral iron stairway on either side of the main door, similar in

location to the ornate oak staircases in Dublin's Long Room. The
double-pedestal tables designed for the stalls between the bookcases were

finished with ornate mouldings. The detailed drawings of structure and

fittings (many of them tinted with water-color) and the surviving

photographs show that great thought and care went into planning the

library; in its day it was the showplace of the University. An art historian

writing nearly a century later about what was lost in the great fire of 1 890,

however, was not enthusiastic about the room: 'One of the more happy
losses - for fire can clean as well as consume - was the library in East Hall,

a dusty atrocity of Victorian hardwood trim. '(34)

Rough pencil jottings on one of the architectural drawings show that the

total capacity of the room was calculated, at 106 running feet per thousand

volumes, to be 34,741 volumes, thus:
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22,453 vols, in main floor shelving

12,000 vols, in gallery shelving

288 vols, in tables

This had been about the size of the collection at Trinity College,

Cambridge, whenJohn Langton was there as a student, and was about five

times as large as the collection the University of Toronto had accumulated

up to 1856. It would have been hard for Langton and his architect to

justify, even to themselves, a greater provision of shelving.

Just outside the entrance at the west end of the library, in the space now
occupied by new fire stairs, was the librarian's office, a room about 1 3 feet

by 22, with windows overlooking the courtyard. At the opposite end of the

library, with two doors opening into it, was a 'Library Service Room' 14 by

36 feet, with a 14-foot 'book-counter' set into its east wall. This counter

was approached from the stairway in the octagonal tower on the east end of

the building, and anyone who ascended those stairs to the landing was

faced by two doors, one on the right for 'Students' and the other for

'Public'. Each door led to its own small anteroom outside the service

counter, and the two were separated by a solid partition that continued

across the counter and divided it into two equal parts. The anteroom on the

'public' side of the barrier opened into a Public Reading Room 29 feet by

34, at the southeast corner of the building, the room that is now a language

laboratory. The other anteroom opened into the Students' Reading Room,
33 feet by 36 feet, backing on the Senate Chamber. Above the Students'

Reading Room, at the top of the octagonal tower, was a suite of four rooms

designated as Sub-librarians' Apartments, handy to the reading rooms and

the service counter.

Floors in the library were of ' 1 Vi inch best picked clean wrought grooved

and tongued red pine boards not more than 4 inches wide. '(3 5) The joists

and girders were also 'sound red pine' in dimensions from 3 by 5 inches up

to 9 by 17, all wonderfully combustible. The total floor area devoted to

library was about 7,220 square feet, not counting the Sub-librarians'

Apartments and not counting the 'Student Society Room' in the west wing

(now room A 101) which was sometimes referred to as the Residence

Reading Room.

John Langton laid the cornerstone on 4 October 1856, almost in secret,

less than five months after becoming vice-chancellor. He had let a separate

contract for the foundation work while plans for the superstructure were

still being drawn, thus anticipating by more than a century the division of

contracts for the hurried-up construction of Toronto's Scarborough
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College. His contract with Worthington Bros, stipulated a penalty of £25 a

week if work on the superstructure remained unfinished after 1 July 1859.

In fact the coping stone was placed exactly two years after the cornerstone,

and by that time it was safe to do so with ceremony and pomp. 1 he

Toronto Field Battery was ranged outside to fire a salvo, and after the

salute the guests were entertained at a luncheon in the room that was to

become the library. While Lady Head and other ladies watched from the

gallery, the luncheon concluded with much toasting. Governor General

Head, responding to a toast by Langton, spoke thus of the library and its

future:

A few months ... and the Room in which we are now assembled will be filled with

Volumes of Books; and in this Room the Citizens of Toronto, whether they are, or are

not, Members of the University, may if they choose, seek recreation and information.

The influence of such a Library as this is a most important matter. It is not only so with

regard to what the young men take away, but it is so in its general humanizing spirit - in

the feeling of respect for Literature which grows by the possession of such an

Institution as this. (36)

NOTES
1 Stewart Wallace, quoting this remark in his 1927 History of the University of Toronto, left a

blank in place of the word 'Methodists', but in private conversation was not averse to

filling the blank.

2 The bodies of two of the three undergraduate members of the University Company, Queen's

Own Rifles, killed by Fenian invaders at Ridgeway on 2 June 1866, were 'borne to the

University building, where they were reverently laid in the Residence Reading Room, the

students' usual meeting place. '(37)



CHAPTER 5

The Public Reading Room

nclusion of a special entrance and service counter and reading

room for the general public was a very unusual feature of the

Library plan. It could hardly have been advocated or con-

sidered a high priority by the professors, who had been

required by John Langton to moderate their own demands for space. It

would be pleasant to imagine that the Librarian had proposed it, but if

Alexander Lorimer was allowed to play any part at all in the planning he

managed to cover his tracks very well. It would hardly have been proposed

by Frederic Cumberland, who would not have seen anything of the sort in

the colleges he had visited in search of architectural inspiration, and who
had just finished providing the populace of Toronto with a library in his

design of a Renaissance palazzo for the Toronto Mechanics' Institute at the

corner of Adelaide and Church Streets.
1 Cumberland was in fact a

member of the executive committee of the institute, and had demonstrated

his enthusiasm for its aims by drawing up the plans and supervising

construction without fee. Both Langton and Cumberland would have

known too about the public reference library in the Educational Museum
that Egerton Ryerson had established in the Normal School in 1853, a

library apparently larger and more comprehensive than that of the

Mechanics' Institute. Also, as auditor of public accounts, Langton would

certainly have known that Toronto was getting its share of books provided

through Ryerson's system for supplying books to schools and school

libraries in Canada West, a system that made a free grant of books equal to

every purchase and in 1855 had distributed upward of 90,000 volumes.

Presumably, other Toronto residents who were keen on obtaining or

promoting public access to books and learning were concentrating their

energies on the Mechanics' Institute and were not pressing for a special
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reading room at the University. In fact the general population of Toronto,

up to that time, does not seem to have expressed any urgent desire for

readier access to books. A subscription library formed in 1810 was looted

by American forces during the occupation in 1813, and though two boxes

of books were returned by Commodore Chauncey under a flag of truce,

along with a letter of abject apology and mortification, the library

apparently was not revived. In 1827 Egerton Ryerson chaired an

unsuccessful attempt to set up another subscription library for York. Ten
years later, three years after the town of York had become the city of

Toronto, with a population of about 10,000, Anna Jameson took note of

one circulating library:

Two years ago we bought our books at the same shop where we bought our shoes,

spades, our sugar, and salt pork; now we have two good booksellers' shops and at one of

these a circulating library of two or three hundred volumes ofcommon novels. As soon

as there is a demand for something better, there will be a supply of course; but as I said

before, we must have time. Archdeacon Strachan and Chief Justice (John Beverley]

Robinson have very pretty libraries, but in general it's about two years before a new

work of any importance finds its way here. (38)

The Mechanics' Institute had been organized in 1830, and established a

lending library open to all comers recommended by any two Institute

members, by payment of a small quarterly fee. But even by the end of 1850

it had only about 1,300 volumes, including journals, and the annual

acquisition of about 100 volumes was barely keeping pace with losses and

discards. By 1 854 the city's population had grown to about 40,000, and the

library planned for the new building of the Mechanics' Institute was to

have room for perhaps 30 readers and 10,000 volumes at most, presumably

deemed by the sponsors to be sufficient to satisfy the perceived need of

'mechanics' (i.e. tradesman and labourers) and other potential readers.

Also, from 1855 to 1859, while the University building was being planned

and built, the parliamentary library of the United Province of Canada,

being renewed after suffering its fourth serious fire,
2 had its second

sojourn in Toronto; it had grown to some 12,000 volumes but was of little

use to the populace. The legislators, having in 1851 passed an Act for the

Incorporation and Better Management of Library Associations and

Mechanics' Institutes, apparently felt little obligation to make their own
library open to the public. They had resolved to exclude all 'strangers'

during sessions of Parliament except those who were able to 'obtain an

Order of admission from the Speaker of either House.'
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It is possible that John Langton put a public reading room into the

University plans as a political precaution, a token of goodwill which might

soften the continuing attacks on Toronto's monopoly of the university

endowment. Perhaps he thought that Ryerson, his most relentless

opponent among the University's senators, might rise up later to make
political hay out of the seed he had planted in the mind of Lord Elgin. In

the preface to Elgin's 1853 report on the public school system in Upper
Canada, school libraries had been given a very broad responsiblity:

In order to prevent misapprehension, however, I may observe that the term School

Libraries does not imply that the Libraries in question are specially designed for the

benefit of Common Public School Pupils. They are, in point of fact, Public Libraries,

intended for the use of the general population; and they are entitled School Libraries,

because their establishment has been provided for in the School Acts, and their

management confided to the School Authorities.

The Upper Canada School Act of 1850 first set aside £3,000 for the

establishment and support of school libraries, to be distributed by the chief

superintendent of education (at the time Ryerson) on a matching basis

provided that a school used only books which had the approval of the

Provincial Council of Public Instruction. The council was required to

examine books for the use of schools and school libraries, and produced a

Catalogue ofPublic School Library Books, of which a copy was attached to the

end of Elgin's report. Langton would not have wanted that council to cast

its eyes in the direction of the University.

Langton would have known that Oxford and Cambridge too were facing

challenges to their monopoly of university education in their country, and

that commissioners appointed by the British government had reported in

1852 on an increasing recognition that the universities should not be

isolated from society. Also, he may have thought it prudent to take account

of his own Senate's report of 1854, in which an urgent plea had been made
for a 'Provincial Library ... worthy of this National Institution, and

commensurate with the wants of the Province' to be established in the

University of Toronto; in fact he may have played upon this theme himself

in negotiations with the government.

However, if Langton had seen the Public Reading Room simply as a

political token and precaution, he would surely have assumed that its real

use would be by an overflow of readers from the Students' Reading Room
as enrolment grew. If so, he could have made the point without going to the

trouble of placing a very solid partition down the middle of the vestibule

and across the service counter.
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Whatever other reasons Vice-Chancellor Langton may have had for

including a public reading room, it is clear that he found the idea congenial

and that he really did expect the public to use the Library. Langton himself

was a scholar and book collector. Writing home to England from the

backwoods in 1837 about problems encountered in building a log house, he

had gone on to ask his father to send a new book of which he had seen

notice: Raynouard's Influence de la langue romane rustique sur les langues de

rEurope latine. At his log farmhouse near Fenelon Falls, where his sister

Anne and his parents and an aunt soon joined him, Anne conducted not

only a school but also a circulating library for the neighbors:

I find that the quarterly sixpence is a hindrance to the circulation of books ... I think I

shall be obliged to accept a pound of butter or a few eggs in payment, and put the

sixpence into the bag myself.

In the journal that Anne Langton sent home to England in those days, the

entry for 27 April 1841 indicates the strength of the family's attachment to

their books:

John employed the wet day in completing a catalogue of the books, preparatory to the

increase they are to have when the packages arrive. We muster amongst us about 1 200

volumes. (39)

However the idea of a public reading room arose, it was certainly in the plans

that Langton signed on behalf of the University late in 1856, and the principle

of public access to the University Library was firmly established. In its

report for 1857 to the Governor General, the Senate made note of a statute

providing for both the Library and the Museum to be open to the public,

and of the 'great general utility from this outlay of the University Funds.'

The definition of public access, according to the rules contained in the

1859 report of the library committee that John Langton established and

chaired, was subject to certain reasonable limitations. Members and

officers of the Senate, and officers of University College and any affiliated

institutions were allowed to read in the Library; other readers could obtain

books by applying for them outside at the service counter, and could use

them only in the reading rooms. Strangers could be conducted into the

Library by any of the officers mentioned above, but only to view the room.

Still, the main point was that members of the public could use the

collection, and the Library has continued to operate ever since on the

principle that the general public should be able to use the collections but

not have direct access to the shelves.
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When the House of Assembly appointed a committee in 1 860 to examine

charges made by the conference of the Wesleyan Methodist Church of

Canada against the University and all its works, Vice-Chancellor Langton

appeared before the committee along with Professor Daniel Wilson, and

made a detailed defence. In reply to charges that it was improper and even

illegal for the University to spend its funds on a library, Langton appeared

before the committee in Quebec on 19 April 1860, and put forward

arguments very like those that librarians still must address on occasion to

budget committees and government agencies, arguments that were

pressed again in 1966 by the commissioners appointed to study the

development of graduate programs in Ontario. He said, in part:

The ordinary Text Books used in education, the Classified Authors in various

Languages, the Books of reference in common use, are not so numerous as to be beyond

the reach of any College, or even ofmany private individuals; but there is another class

of Books which you will not find there, consisting principally of Books of Reference of a

more special character, not so often used it is true, but as essential when occasions for

consulting them occur; and those numerous periodical publications issued by learned

and Scientific Bodies in various parts of the World, in which almost all new views and

discoveries first make their appearance, and, without access to which, a Scholar, or a

Man of Science, in this Country would have to remain contented with his ignorance,

until, years after all Europe had been turning their attention to something new, he

gathered the information from some digest . . . Such publications, often of a very costly

kind for their limited circulation, can only be found in a Public Library ... Such a

collection the Senate has been authorized to form and is now acquiring, and it has

provided for giving the public the freest access to it. (40)

Having given the University a clear set of administrative procedures and a

fine building within the astonishingly short period of three years, having

spent fully half his time and much more than half his thoughts on the

University as vice-chancellor (with a statutory honorarium of only £200 a

year) and at the same time as auditor creating an orderly system within the

public accounts of the Province of Canada, John Langton migrated to

Quebec along with the Parliament in 1859. His triumphant defence of the

University and its Library before the select committee in 1 860 occurred in

his last year as vice-chancellor. He moved again with Parliament, to

Ottawa, and after Confederation served as the first auditor-general of

Canada and first deputy minister of finance. His personal force and

integrity, which had served the University so well, enabled him to become

the original architect of Canada's system of financial administration, and
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for several years to hold a unique and rather anomalous combination of

offices concurrently: auditor-general and deputy minister of finance. As a

former vice-chancellor he continued to be a member also of the University

Senate; after retiring to Toronto in 1878 he sometimes chaired Senate

meetings, and for a time was again a member of the Library Committee.

After the great fire of 1890 he must have been gratified to see the

University building restored very much as he had planned it a third of a

century earlier, and to see the Library given greatly enlarged quarters in a

building of its own, with one of his sons as librarian.

n o T E s

1 This building later became the first home of the Toronto Public Library. In 1856 Cumberland

was engaged also in planning additions to Osgoode Hall, additions which included its Great

Library.

2 The first parliamentary library had been destroyed when the Parliament Buildings of Upper

Canada were burned by American invaders on 27 April 1813. A part of the second library

was lost when the new Parliament Buildings in Toronto burned down 30 December 1824.

The legislative libraries of Upper and Lower Canada, combined to form the parliamentary

library of Canada, were wiped out when rioters burned the Parliament Buildings in Montreal

25 April 1849. The beginnings of a fourth library were reduced by about half when the

Parliament Buildings burned again, accidentally, in Quebec.
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CHAPTER 6

Alexander Lorimer and

Alexander Brown

hen Alexander Lorimer became librarian in 1854, the collection

had grown to nearly 6,000 volumes, but nobody knew for

certain who owned it. The bursar's annual reports showed
expenditures for library books and subscriptions (£148 4s. 4d. in

1853, £799 10s. 6d. in 1854) but it was not clear whether the Library

belonged to the University or the College. According to clause 46 of the

University Act of 1853, all property was vested in the government, and in

splitting the former institution into two entities, a teaching College (arts

only) and an examining University (arts, law and medicine), the Act did

not assign the Library to either one. The Government had appointed

Lorimer as librarian of the College, but had authorized the University to

construct a building and to spend up to £20,000 for the University's library

and museum. The annual reports of the College Council reported additions

to the College Library (upwards of 1 ,000 volumes in 1854 and about 500 in

1855) and the Senate's report signed by the Chancellor on 31 December

1855 mentioned that examinations had been held partly in the library of

University College. Yet on Christmas Day 1855 a hardworking Senate had

adopted a statute put forward by the Chancellor and John Langton,

appropriating £2,500 from the balance in the University's income fund to

be spent on the University's library.

This sort of muddle does not appear to have worried John McCaul, at

least as long as he was vice-chancellor of the University as well as president

of the College, but Langton as vice-chancellor found it intolerable: '.
. . You

cannot conceive unless you saw it the utter state of confusion in which

everything is. I must put things into some order . . . Dr. McCaul is no doubt

a first rate scholar and a very clever man . . . but he is absolutely deficient in

order. '(41)
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To put things into order, Langton applied pressure in various ways. For

instance, as vice-chancellor whose accounts were subject to his own
inspection as provincial auditor, he declined to authorize payment for a

library book that President McCaul had ordered without the assent of

Senate. The Senate itself does not appear to have come to McCauPs rescue

on this point, for subsequent minutes make no mention of it, but we may
assume that the matter was dealt with promptly after Langton established

a Library Committee of the Senate.

In a broader approach to such problems, Langton proposed Senate

statutes relating to management of the Library and other parts of the

institution, and in October 1856 he and McCaul were commissioned by

the Senate

to wait upon His Excellency and represent to him the uncertainty which at present

exists as to the ownership of the Library and Museum of the late University of Toronto

in consequence of their never having been formally delivered over to any person or

officer. The Senate is of the opinion that the Library and Museum should be

transferred to the University to form a part of the University Library and Museum, but

that a catalogue should be taken of the collections as they existed before the

commencement of any expenditure from the funds of the present University with the

view to their reverting to University College in case [of] the University of Toronto

ceasing to have the management and control thereof. (42)

University College Council offered its assent, implying that the Library or

a part of it had been College property until then, and no doubt seeing the

College as residual legatee if the enemies of the University should succeed

in having it dissolved:

As the Council have learned that a considerable Grant has been made to the University

of Toronto, with a view to Establishing a Library in connection with the Institution,

they have taken into consideration the expediency of uniting the two Libraries, so that

unnecessary expenditure or duplication may be avoided. They are prepared to concur

with the Senate in such arrangements as may be productive of advantage to the two

institutions, and of benefit to the Public. (43)

The required catalogue, printed the following year in a booklet of 89 pages,

must have been based on the classified section of the one that McCaul had

begun 10 years earlier at King's College. It shows a total of 6,934 volumes

listed alphabetically within 21 categories. The archival copy, sent over

from the president's office to the librarian by Sir Daniel Wilson 35 years
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later, was probably John Langton's own copy; alongside the list of

categories there are pencilled figures indicating preliminary cash allot-

ments to be used.

The catalogue contains many things that would be considered rarities

today. For example, it had one of the 200 sets of the first edition of

Audubon's Birds ofAmerica, a first edition of Babbage's Ninth Bridgewater

Treatise, the 1785 edition of Cook's Voyage to the Pacific Ocean, a 1783 edition

of Buffon's Histoire Naturelle in 38 volumes, and 44 volumes of Niebuhr's

Corpus Scriptorum Historiae Byzantinae, all that had been published up to

that date. Divinity was still one of the larger categories, even after removal

of the Christian Knowledge society books to Trinity College, and

medicine was the largest class, but the teaching of medicine and theology

had been cast out of the institution and so no new purchases were

contemplated for either one (See Appendix A).

The printed catalogue of 1857 was the last comprehensive one to be

published until the 'computer-output microform' catalogue of 1976. To
keep track of the collection and help readers to use it, Lorimer seems to

have made at least three copies of each title, on slips that were pasted into

large blank ledgers in such a way that they could be taken out from time to

time and rearranged to make room for new additions. This form of

movable-slip catalogue had been adopted at the British Museum in 1849,

and was maintained there until the 1970s.

An agreement made in 1856 between the University Senate and the

College Council defined the boundaries of jurisdiction in the projected

new building. The College was to control everything except the rooms and

anterooms of the chancellor, vice-chancellor and registrar, the museums,

the octagon and the apartments to which it leads, and the 'Library and the

Reading Rooms used therewith.' Langton's statute pertaining to manage-

ment of the Library was printed along with other statutes of the University

in 1857, for handy reference by all interested parties. It protected the

ongoing interest of University College in what was now clearly defined as

the University Library:

I The Library of the University shall be under the superintendence of a Committee, to

be called the Library Committee, which shall consist of seven persons, three of whom
shall be a quorum, viz.: the Chancellor, the Vice-Chancellor, the President of

University College, and four other persons, two of whom shall be members of the

Council of University College, if members of the Senate. The appointments shall be

made annually by the Senate, on the Thursday next before Christmas; but if a vacancy

occur in the interval, it may be filled up by the Senate at any other time.
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II In the event of the President of University College being either Chancellor or

Vice-Chancellor, he shall be a member of the Committee as President of University

College, and the Senate shall appoint another member.

III The Committee shall order all purchases of books, and all fittings-up for their

proper arrangement; and all accounts shall be first approved of by the Committee, and

the Chairman shall thereupon sign an order on the Bursar, who shall pay the same from

the funds in his hands applicable to that purpose.

IV The Committee shall make from time to time such regulations as they shall think

necessary for the safe keeping of the books, and accommodation of persons using the

Library.

V Until such time as the new buildings are completed all Members and Officers of the

Senate, all Graduates and matriculated Students of the University, all Officers and

Students of University College, all Masters of Upper Canada College, and all Officers

of any affiliated Institution, shall have access to the Library. After a reading room has

been provided in the new building, the Library shall be open to all persons who enter

their names in a book to be kept for that purpose.

VI Members of the Senate, and Professors of University College, shall be permitted to

take books out of the Library, subject to such regulations as may from time to time be

made by the Library Committee; but no other person shall take books out of the Library

except on the order of the Library Committee.

VII The Librarian shall be appointed by the Senate, and they shall also provide such

other assistance as may be found necessary.

VIII The salary of the Librarian shall be at the rate of three hundred pounds a year.

IX The Rev. Alexander Lorimer shall be the [University] Librarian.

In exercising its authority to buy books, one of the first things the new
committee did was to appoint Richard Allen as agent in London, and this

connection was to continue for a century and a quarter.

The clause making the librarian an appointee of the Senate was not new
and may have been repeated as a protest against the manner in which
Lorimer's appointment had been imposed from on high. The penultimate

clause, reflecting a second increase of salary within three years, was a

tribute to Lorimer's performance as well as to his tenacity. His beginning

salary had been no larger than John Small's, but he was quicker than Small

had been to send the Governor General a plea for more money. His letter

was accompanied by a testimonial bearing the signature of President

McCaul on behalf of the College Council. Although his plea drew no
response, and although his wife's brother-in-law John Rolph was by this

time out of office, having precipitated the fall of the Government, Lorimer

persevered. He renewed his plea in May and again in November, with
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special mention of being encouraged by the liberal consideration manifest-

ed by the Crown in augmenting the salaries of the Professors and servants of

University College.
1 This time there was a gratifying response, raising

the librarian's salary from £150 to £250. A further increase to £300,

reflected in the revised statutes of 1857, was granted in spite of the severe

economic depression that had struck that year; it meant that the librarian

was receiving £100 more than the vice-chancellor but still £210 less than

the new basic rate for professors. In 1857 the change to decimal coinage

multiplied all numbers by four, and Lorimer received $1,200.

When Lorimer and his library moved into their splendid new quarters

during the Christmas season of 1859, they were making their third journey

together. The University had been shunted back into the old King's

College structure during Lorimer's first year in Toronto, and later had

been squeezed into Moss Hall. During its wanderings in the wilderness the

collection had been fairly small, but in Moss Hall it had begun to grow
apace in anticipation of the next move, and on opening day the new shelves

must have been about half full. The Calendar for 1857-58 puts the size of

the collection at about 10,000 volumes, and a year later at 13,000.

Though the Government had authorized expenditure out of the

endowment of up to £20,000 on Library and Museum, the Senate actually

appropriated only £3,200 for the Museum and £7,500 for the Library. The
largest expenditure for the Library was in 1858, $11, 170 out of the special

fund in addition to the usual few hundred dollars for binding (by Brown
Brothers Ltd.) and subscriptions (mostly through Allen) that the bursar

paid annually out of regular income and counted as 'Incidentals' along with

clock repair and feather dusters for the Library. By 1859 purchases from

the special fund had dropped to $6,674, and continued to dwindle until

1865 when the fund was exhausted. Very few books were bought for

several years after that, and no annual appropriation was established until

decades later.

Lorimer's task in 1859 was to serve the students (80 matriculated

undergraduates, 39 not yet matriculated, and 69 occasional)
2 and the

professors. The whole teaching staff, as shown in the Bursar's report of

salaries paid, indicates the range of studies that the Library had to cover:

The Rev. Dr. McCaul, President & Professor of

Classical Literature $4,000

The Rev. Jas. Beaven D.D. Professor of

Metaphysics $2,600

H.H. Croft DCL Professor of Chemistry $2,600
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J.B. Cherriman M.A. Professor of Nat'l.

History $2,200

Daniel Wilson LL.D. Professor of History &
English Lit. $2,000

Rev'd. Wm. Hincks FLS Natural History $2,200

EJ. Chapman Ph.D. Professor of Geology $2,200

James Forneri LL.D. Professor of Modern

Languages $ 2 , 200

Geo. Buckland Professor of Agriculture &
Dean of Res. $2,000

Geo. T. Kingston M.A. Professor of

Meteorology & Director of the Observatory $2,040

J.M. Hirschfelder Lecturer in Oriental

Literature $1,200

Rev'd. A. Wickson M.A. Classical Tutor and

Registrar of the College $ 1 ,000

From 1854 to 1859 Lorimer ran the Library and kept it open from 10 a.m.

to 3 p.m. without any help - indeed there may not have been room for an

assistant. In the spring of 1859 he obtained some help in completing the

catalogue in preparation for the move. James Turnbull, a student, was paid

$70 from the special library appropriation, and between June and

December W.H.C. Kerr, a graduate that spring, received $330. The
Senate recognized, however, that the design of the new quarters, with the

Librarian's office at one end and the service counter at the other, could

hardly be operated by one person, and on 1 December it concurred in the

recommendation of its Library Committee that Alexander Brown be

appointed as attendant in the Library at a salary of $160 a year.

Brown, the first full-time assistant in the Library, was a product of the

Model School in Toronto and was only 16 or 17 years old at the time of his

appointment. The scantiness of his salary may have been related to his

youth, but suggests that he may have occupied rooms in the 'Sub-

Librarians' Apartments' at the top of the octagonal tower. The only other

people receiving less than $200 a year were the gatekeeper, housekeeper

and cook, who presumably were all in residence; the Senate's messenger

received $200 and the eight other servants, including the College's

woodcutter, got between $320 and $425.

The Library and one reading room opened at the beginning ofJanuary
1860. The division of work between Lorimer and Brown is one aspect of

the operation the Librarian described in February 1862, in his replies to
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questions posed by a commission appointed to enquire into the affairs of

the University and University College:(44)

Questionsfor the Rev. Mr. Lorimer, Librarian

1. Willyoufurnish a return of the number ofapplicantsfor booksfrom the Library,for theyears

1859, 1860 and 1861?

The aggregate numbers of applications for books, from the Reading room, during

1860 and 1861 [no figures available for 1859] was 8,975 and 9,525, which made an

yearly average of 34 each day, or 60 each day during that period of the year when

Lectures were delivered. The sixth section of the twenty-second Statute enacts that

'Members of the Senate and Professors of University College shall be permitted to take

books out of the Library.' A register kept of the books thus borrowed and returned is

not included in the above numbers.

2. What proportion of the applicants in thoseyears were not connected with either the University

or College?

The Library has been made available to those not connected with the University and

College only during 1 860 and 1 86 1 . As no distinction is made in the form of application

for books between the readers connected with the University and College and those

who are not, I am unable to answer this question. The large proportion of readers

belong to the former class; but, almost every day of the year, there are some readers not

connected with either the University or College, the names ofwhom may be seen in the

Librarian's Register.

3. Upon what system are the booksgiven out, and what is the nature ofthe responsibilityfor their

safe usage and return?

To persons in the Reading room, having previously signed their name and address in

the Librarian's Register, the books are given out upon their giving a receipt on a printed

form which is provided. On the reverse side of this form, the reader is reminded that he

is responsible for the books while the form is uncancelled; also that 'no book may be

taken out of the Reading room, and any person breaking this rule, or writing in the

books or otherwise defacing them, will forfeit the privilege of using the Library . . . The

character and position of those on whom the Statute confers the privilege of taking

books out of the Library, are a sufficient guarantee for their safe usage and return . . . All

books borrowed must be returned to the Library on or before the 3 1st day of May, and

no books shall be taken out of the Library during the two weeks following. The

Librarian may request the return of any book, if it should be called for.

4. What are the duties of the assistant?

From 9 to 10 o'clock A.M., the attendant is engaged in preparing the Library and

Reading room for the day by removing the dust which may have settled on the books

and tables, and arranging the periodicals placed on them. From 10 o'clock to 2 P.M., at

which hour he leaves the Library to attend in the Museums, he is chiefly engaged in
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obtaining the books for which applications are made; and, on their being returned to the

barrier near the east end of the Library, in cancelling the form given, and restoring the

books tc their proper shelves. As over ninety applications are frequently made in one

day a considerable amount of labour is involved in this employment. The attendant also

cuts open the leaves of the new periodicals and unbound volumes, as they come into the

Library, and stamps them; and when the titles of books added to the collection are

written out he pastes them into the Catalogues.

5. Could the Librarian discharge any other duties in addition to those now assigned to him?

During the best portion of the day , from 1 o'clock A .M
.

, to 5 P.M
.
, the duties of the

Librarian require his attendance in the Library. In addition to his other duties the

system of cataloguing the books, which has been commenced within the past three

years and requires to be continued, involves a considerable amount of writing. Books

received into the Library after being stamped, are first entered into a Register of

additions made to the collection, full titles are written out in duplicate for the catalogues

alphabetically arranged, one of which is kept in the Reading room and one in the

Library, and then an abridgment of the title [is written out] for the classified catalogue.

When the increase of readers renders the opening of the south Reading room [i.e. the

public reading room] needful, new copies of the alphabetical and classified catalogues

will require to be written out.

The commissioners, when they reported to the Government, made no

reference to the librarian's duties, but did make suggestions which would
have turned back the clock by changing the University's name to

'University of Upper Canada', changing the name of University College to

King's College, and transferring ownership and management of the

Library and Museum from the University to King's College, Toronto. If

these suggestions had been adopted, subsequent development of the

Library would have been quite different.

In 1860-61 and for three years thereafter the Calendar of University

College carried a paragraph headed 'University Library (including the

College Library)' in which the number of volumes was said, year after

year, to be 'about 15,000.' For its day this was not an insignificant

collection. It was about the same size as that of Columbia College, or half

that of Yale, or one-fifth of the one Harvard College had amassed with

some early help from the confiscated libraries of fleeing Loyalists. (45)

After 1863-64 mention of the Library was dropped from the Calendar for

many years, perhaps through no fault of Lorimer's.

Unlike his predecessor John Small, Lorimer appears to have conducted
his duties with dignity and to have been respected by the students. W.H.
Van der Smissen, who was an undergraduate in those days, wrote later
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that 'if there was a row going on in the reading room, the appearance of

Lorimer with even a little show of indignation was usually enough to quiet

the men. '(46) His control of the collection was equally effective; in

reporting to the Senate at the end of 1862 he was happy to state that not a

single volume taken into the Reading Room has been stolen, or lost, during

the year. His standing in the University is suggested by the fact that he and

six professors were included among those who sat on the dais in

Convocation Hall while the Vice-Chancellor delivered a formal address to

the vice-regal Visitor, Governor General Monck, in 1862. Such clues

indicate that Lorimer's value to the University may not have been too

greatly overstated in the recollections of a student who became one of his

sons-in-law:

... his wonderful knowledge of books . . . made him the constant reference of the diligent

student. He knew every book in that vast library and just where to lay his hands upon

it. Frequently Dr. McCaul would send up a Latin quotation saying he had forgotten the

author and would the Librarian please send him the book, and Mr. Lorimer was always

equal to the occasion. His indefatigable labors in cataloguing and classifying that

immense library were represented by the ponderous volumes compiled by him, which

lay on the tables in the reading rooms ...(47)

In addition to running the Library (single-handedly for the early years)

Lorimer continued to preach as occasion offered, and from 1856-63 was

editor of The Baptist Union, a. small journal that wavered between monthly

and quarterly publication.

Though his health was failing, his hand was still firm in January 1868

when he wrote to ask the Speaker of the new Ontario Legislative Assembly

to make the Library a depository of all publications of the Legislature. By
spring he was known to be in very poor health, and by mid-summer he was

unable to carry out any duties in the Library. He died on September 4 at

the age of 46. The Senate moved a resolution of condolence to his wife and

four children, and asked the Lieutenant-Governor to 'grant from the

General Income Fund of the University such gratuity as may seem fit

having regard to the very faithful and efficient performance by the late Mr.

Lorimer of his duties as Librarian.' His Excellency the Visitor approved in

principle, but when the University's Finance Committee recommended a

gift of $900 as a fit amount, the new Ontario government, successor to the

Reform Government of the Province of Canada that had appointed the

Librarian, took a more conservative view and approved only $140, the
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equivalent of about seven week's pay, small recognition of 14 years of

faithful service.

n o T E s

1 Lorimer's letter to the Provincial Secretary, 26 November 1855, refers to the government's

action in 1854, which raised Professors J. B. Cherriman, Edward Chapman, James Forneri,

William Hincks and Daniel Wilson to £450 annually 'exclusive of the fees received by them

from students attending their respective classes.' If the system was the same as that which

had obtained at King's College, professors received three-eighths of the fees paid by their

students.

2 The bursar's compilation of attendance at University College, as required by the commission

of enquiry appointed in 1861, shows a sharp increase in matriculated students after the

move into the new building, and a decline in occasional student members:

Matriculated U n-matricL lated Occasional Total

1853-54 35 78 113

1855-56 35 110 145

1857-58 56 32 104 192

1859-60 80 39 69 188

1860-61 129 37 59 225



CHAPTER 7

John Edgeworth Thomson

n the month after Alexander Lorimer's death the Senate

received four applications for the librarian's position: from the

Rev. Robert Cameron BA, John E. Thomson BA, W.H. Van
der Smissen MA, and Lorimer's clerk, Alexander Brown. The

Senate lost no time in exercising its new authority to recommend an

appointment but the outcome, given the Senate's composition, hardly

justified the new procedure.

Brown, though probably the youngest candidate and without any

degree, was ambitious and must have been seen at least by himself as a

serious contender. After his first year as assistant in the Library he had

become assistant also in the Museum at the other end of the hall. By
repeated pleas to the Senate, supported by Professor William Hincks (for

the Museum) and Lorimer, he had got his salary up to $300 a year. At that

point the Senate balked at recommending further raises but said it would

be 'glad to retain his services so long as Mr. Brown feels he can consistently

with a due regard to his own interests continue to render them at the

present remuneration.' His own interests extended well beyond the

Library and Museum; as a sergeant in Professor H.H. Croft's University

Company of the Queen's Own Rifles, he had served at Ridgeway in 1866

against the Fenian raiders, and after the action there had been promoted to

ensign. At the beginning of 1868 he had been given an additional

appointment as the University's first superintendent of building and

grounds, at an additional salary of $200. Then, after nearly nine years as

Lorimer's only assistant, he had been left to run the Library single-

handedly for upwards of three months during Lorimer's last illness. Of the

four candidates, he was certainly best qualified by experience.

Van der Smissen was also a serious contender. He had been only a raw
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private in the University Company at the battle of Ridgeway and had come
away with a wound instead of a promotion, but in academic credentials he

outranked the other candidates. Since receiving his MA in 1866 he had

been acting lecturer in German, at a salary of $600, and no doubt his

application for the office of librarian was a bid to improve his security and

salary.

John Edgeworth Thomson, however, had a decided edge on his

competitors and won the appointment easily. Along with 12 other

graduates of King's College, he was a member of the University Senate,

and had been so for nine years. I cannot discover what other career he may
have had in the 23 years since winning his BA in 1845, but am tempted to

think he may have been the J.E. Thomson who failed in his petition to the

Canadian Government in January 1860 concerning some construction

plans that he had prepared 'with much labor and expense' and that he had

failed to deliver before the deadline for tenders 'owing to delay on the

Grand Trunk Railway,' and that the Executive Council declined to give

'the consideration to which he conceives their merits entitle them. '(48)

Thomson's attendance record as a University senator was practically

blank, but he did show up for three meetings in the spring of 1 868 and took

the opportunity to second a motion put by President McCaul concerning a

change of textbooks for modern languages. We may be forgiven for

supposing that his unaccustomed attendance was inspired by a noticeable

decline in Lorimer's health.

Senate meetings in those days usually mustered about six members, but

the minutes for 16 October 1868 show 26 members present. Four had

graduated alongside Thomson in 1845, and eight others were also

graduates of King's College. Obviously the three professors present

carried little weight in such a conclave, and the majority of other members
assembled represented two forces that Professor Daniel Wilson sometimes

railed against in his private journal: they were what he sometimes called

the 'Native Know-nothings party' intent on reserving university posts for

Canadian graduates, regardless of merit, and the political meddlers who
seemed intent on making the University 'a mere political shuttlecock' and a

'refuge for the destitute. '(49)

A motion to recommend appointment ofJohn Edgeworth Thomson was
moved and seconded by King's College men, and at second reading moved
by Vice-Chancellor James Patton (King's College 1848) and seconded by
President John McCaul, erstwhile president and librarian of King's

College. Thomson's salary began as from that day.

The Senate statute recommending Thomson for the office of University
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librarian also reduced the salary of that office from $1,200 to $1,000.

Whatever disappointment Thomson felt at this reduction must have been

sharpened by the fact that his assistant, Alexander Brown, had been given

a further increase of $100. Four years later, Thomson's plea to the Senate

for improvement of his own salary fell on stony ground in the Senate's

Library Committee, of which Professor Wilson was a member. This

refusal, added to whatever other worries the Librarian may have been

struggling with, may account for his undoing, which came about shortly

afterward.

Apart from the campaign that got him into the office, the most notable

event in Thomson's career as librarian seems to have been his leaving of it.

In September 1872 he had a violent breakdown and was taken away to the

provincial asylum. By the following June the Senate, besides receiving a

doctor's report on his condition, was receiving applications for the

position. In 1891 President Sir Daniel Wilson, faced with renewed

political pressure and another new vacancy in the librarian's chair, had

cause to recall the circumstances thus:

Wrote a strong letter of appeal to the Attorney-General on the subject of filling up the

Librarianship. The attempt is being made to thrust in a candidate by sheer political

pressure. We had Thomson thrust in upon us in 1869 [actually 1868] by similar

pressure of political and old graduate influence. He closed his career in a lunatic asylum

after carrying a revolver to shoot the Minister of Education and myself. (50)

Professor W.H. Van der Smissen, in reminiscences written some 40 years

later, had a slightly different version:

He [Thomson] lived with a sister. Dr. Ellis gave him some medicine which seemed to

make him violent. He was shut up in the asylum. Wanted to get out 'at Bethune'.
1

In September 1873 the Senate turned away a plea from Thomson's

brotherJames 'praying for such aid as will enable him to defray the cost of

his maintenance in the Asylum' with the suggestion that such plea should

be addressed more properly to the provincial government. The govern-

ment after due consideration felt free to be more generous and granted an

annual gratuity of $200 as from 1 October 1875, to be paid 'out of the

annual appropriation of the University and University College. '(51) The
gratuity appears in the bursar's records for one year only.

Such was the sad end of a Librarian who was prepared to attack his

problems in a way others have only occasionally dared to dream of.
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n o I E

1 The Bethune most likely to have been the object of this attention would appear to have

been Norman (1822-92) one of Thomson's fellow graduates in 1845 and a nephew of

Anglican Bishop Alexander Bethune. After taking a medical degree at Kdinburgh, he

established a practice in Toronto and was a founding professor at Trinity College Medical

School in 1850. His grandson and namesake won fame as a doctor in surroundings even

more dangerous, in wartime Spain and China.



CHAPTER 8

William Henry Van der Smissen

lexander brown applied again for the position of University

librarian, with qualifications matured since his application of

five years earlier. He had been in full charge of the Library for

more than three months before Thomson's appointment, had

carried 'much of the real duties' since that time, and for 'fully a year during

which Mr. Thomson was incapacitated . . . had the entire charge of the

Library, conducted all the correspondence with English agents and

booksellers, arranged, catalogued, and attended to all other work which

rightly devolved on the Chief Librarian, to the full satisfaction of the

Library Committee. '(52)

The other candidates were the Rev. Stuart Foster MA, and W.H. Van
der Smissen MA, who by now held a regular appointment as lecturer in

German and for four years had been acting registrar of University College.

When two non-teaching senators proposed a motion for the appoint-

ment of Van der Smissen, an amendment in favour of Brown was put

forward by Professors H.H. Croft and Daniel Wilson. The professors

were well acquainted with the qualities of both these candidates, and had a

personal interest in the functioning of the Library - apparently they

believed its salvation depended more on works than on faith in diplomas. It

is worth noting that Wilson himself had no degree except an honorary

doctorate, and it was to be almost a century before the appointment of

Claude Bissell, the first president with an 'earned' doctorate.

When the Croft-Wilson amendment was defeated and Van der Smissen

was elected librarian, Brown applied immediately for an increase of $200 a

year and, after a deal of squabbling between the Library Committee and

Finance Committee, eventually got a raise backdated to the beginning of

1874. Thus, as assistant in the Library and superintendent of buildings
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1

and grounds he attained a salary of $800 a year, compared with Van der

Smissen's $1,000 as librarian plus $750 as lecturer in German.

Van der Smissen, a graduate of University College with honours in

classics, was to be succeeded by two other graduates of that college in a

tradition that held for 80 years until my own appointment in 1954. Born in

Toronto, he was in a line of Canadian-born librarians that continued for

well over a century, until Marilyn Sharrow succeeded me in 1982. Like the

three men who were to be his immediate successors, he was already a

member of the University staff before being elevated to the position of

librarian.

Van der Smissen's 17-year stint as librarian of the University was only a

relatively minor diversion during his 47-year headship of German in

University College. In his reminiscences he says that the Library took very

little of his time, and that 'Brown could do most of the work, until the

Library began to grow.' The hours that Brown could devote to the work

began to dwindle, however, in the last half of 1878. A Senate meeting

chaired by John Langton on 23 December 1879 received a recommenda-

tion that new arrangements be made for 'efficiently carrying out the work

of the Library' because of Brown's appointment as steward in University

College. It seems that Brown did not take up the new appointment,

however, for the accounts for 1880 show that he received pay for about five

weeks only, and that for work in the Library; he also bought an old stove

from the University, for $1.50, presumably to heat other premises in

which he had an interest. In the two following summers he spent a few

weeks in the Library, and in the spring of 1 88 1 he paid the bursar $2 . 50 for

some old fencing, but I do not find his name in any of the financial records

after 1882. After nearly 23 years in service, our first regular library

assistant left the University entirely to go into business for himself, and

opened a stationery store on Yonge Street. He must have departed on

friendly terms, for his name appears in the Library's accession catalogue of

March 1890 as one of the first donors of books after the great fire.
1

When Brown ceased to do regular duty in the Library around the end of

1879, the Senate, in another meeting chaired by John Langton, resolved to

discontinue the office of permanent assistant and go back to having the

work done by a succession of students, a junior and a senior engaged each

year, each to cover half the day. Library hours were shortened and two
'library scholarships' were established, to be held by the third-and

fourth-year undergraduates 'next in standing below the holders of other

scholarships.' The accounts show thatJohn Langton's son Hugh, who was
to become librarian a few years later, was among these student assistants.
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He had held other scholarships of $120 and $100 respectively during his

first two years, then the junior library scholarship of $100 in his third year

and the senior one for $120 in his fourth year (1882-83). His library duties

during those years, however, added to his presidency of the Glee Club and

membership in the acting chorus in the first Canadian production of

Antigone, did not keep him from leading his class in English under the

friendly eye of President Wilson.

The system of junior and senior part-time helpers continued for the

remainder of Van der Smissen's time as librarian, up to the time ofJames
Brebner, who was senior assistant in 1889-90. Apart from the Librarian

and these helpers, only two people appear in the bursar's accounts related

to the Library between 1882 and 1890. One was David R. Keys(BA 1878),

who was given $40 for 'attending as Librarian' for one month in 1883; he

had joined the College staff in 1882 as lecturer in constitutional history,

later lectured in Italian and then English, and for some years up to 1923

was professor of Anglo-Saxon. The other was Robert McKim, President

Wilson's 'most worthy Bedell,' whom he introduced to Princess Louise,

during her visit to the College in June 1883, as 'an old Balaclava man,'

survivor of the favous charge. In 1885 McKim received an extra $27 for

dusting and cleaning 27,000 books - volumes to right of him, volumes to

left of him, volumes in front of him, folios under.

According to Van der Smissen there was no formal appropriation for

purchases in his early days, and neither the Librarian nor the Library

Committee was much involved in building the collection:

. . . some professors seemed to have the power of ordering books which were paid for

when the bills came in. The bills which came in from Allen were almost all

continuations ... The professor of English could not be induced to buy works of

Tennyson or Browning. He said 'wait until they are dead, and then we can buy

complete editions. '(5 3)

The canny English professor was Daniel Wilson, and if this story is true

his canniness about books did not reflect any reservation about their

authors. In the last year of his life President Wilson visited Tennyson, and

had several long talks that he counted as the crowning delights of his

summer.

Early in his career, Van der Smissen tried to improve the rate of acquisi-

tion by persuading the Library Committee to recommend a system of annual

library fees to be levied and held 'as a distinct fund for the better sustena-

tion of the Library.' The committee proceeded to press upon the Senate
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the urgent incapacity that exists for making considerable additions to several of the

departments. Many books, the expense of which puts them beyond the reach of most

students but which are nevertheless almost indispensible aids to those desiring to

extend their researches beyond the range of ordinary textbooks, are wanting. (54)

Library fees were established and were collected for 1879-80, amounting

to $462. The scheme seems then to have been dropped quietly, but the

concern that had led to it had aroused enough interest to serve the purpose,

and there was an immediate jump in annual expenditure from about $1,500

to an ongoing level around $2,600. Apparently this sum was divided into

22 'appropriations' assigned to members of the teaching staff, but there is

no sign of such division in the bursar's statements and there are no

surviving Library Committee minutes or correspondence of those days to

show what the allotments were or how they were controlled.

In 1878 the University's Board of Management requested Van der

Smissen to make a catalogue to be deposited with the bursar for insurance

purposes. He produced it the following April, but not before the board had

badgered him for it and finally warned that any further delay would oblige

the board to hire somebody else to make it, and to deduct the cost from the

Librarian's salary. Though the insurance register contains some titles

published as late as 1887, it was never completed. It shows 8,857 titles in

24,817 volumes valued at $83,410.39. The last three titles in the ledger,

obviously added as an afterthought by a different hand, were valued at

more than 40 times the average price. The register was assumed to cover

only about 70 percent of the collection in 1890, but was useful as a basis of

claim. Apparently Van der Smissen began an accession record also,

perhaps as a supplement to the insurance register, but it has not survived.

Some books that survived the fire in 1 890 bear accession numbers that do

not correspond to numbers in the insurance register. By the end of 1 889 the

accession numbers were near the 6,000 mark.

Two other samplings of the old collection still exist. One is an alphabetic

list of books in the French section, compiled by Emile Pernet before his

resignation from the College in 1883. It lists 168 authors in 919 volumes.

Some additions were made to the list between 1883 and 1890 by John
Squair, who succeeded Pernet in the French department. The other

sampling was the result of spasmodic attempts by the student newspaper
to publish lists of books recently added to the Library. The lists are of

standard academic fare and must have been supplied by the Librarian, but

their intermittent appearance suggests that their publication depended on
the interests and initiative of successive student editors.
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We need not wonder why the Library occupied a rather secondary part

of Van der Smissen's time and attention. His prime commitment, since he

was the first lecturer in German after Professor Forneri's fief of modern
languages was split into three in 1866, demanded a large and increasing

share of his time. By 1890 his subject had an enrolment of more than 200,

almost as many as in Latin and English, which were the largest in the

College. Yet he had only one part-time fellow to help him deliver 19

lectures a week.

The weight of the teaching load in German was symptomatic of the

growing load on the University building and its Library since the opening

30 years before. The total attendance had tripled, and the number of

matriculated students in attendance had risen from 80 to 442 . The teaching

staff had grown from 12 to 27. In 1888 a new chair of political science had

been established, mathematics and physics had been divided into two
chairs, and classics had been divided into lectureships in Greek and Latin.

In the following year W.J. Alexander was brought from Dalhousie

University to occupy a new chair in English, thus relieving President

Wilson of half his teaching responsibility.

Besides the natural growth in numbers, there had been constitutional

changes that opened the way for growth in new directions. After several

years of agitation for admission of women to University College, the

Ontario Government overruled opponents such as President Wilson (who

argued for a separate women's college) and issued an order-in-council that

opened the College to women in 1884. The first nine women students

entered that autumn. Four years later there were 39 women in attendance

and the number was increasing steadily. For their own protection and the

common good, they were assigned a separate study room near the Library.

New provincial legislation in 1873 had provided for the University's

graduates 'in Convocation assembled' to elect a large majority of the

senators and also the chancellor, instead of having all those officials

appointed by the Crown. This change brought in many graduates with

active interests in the welfare of the University including its Library, and

tended to weaken the direct pressures of provincial politics and denomina-

tional intrigue within the Senate. The early 1880s had seen affiliation of

four local theological colleges with the University (St. Michael's and

Toronto Baptist in 1881, Knox and Wycliffe in 1885), their staff and

students adding to the load on the Library. However godless its repute, the

secular University College continued to offer daily prayers at 10 a.m. at

which all who had no conscientious objection were expected to be present,

and continued to print the official prayer in its Calendar up to 1893-94; on
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occasion the Librarian had the student newspaper carry a notice that the

University Library was not open until after daily prayers. A University

prayer is still printed in the University's convocation programs.

Within University College, undergraduate studies had been deepened

in several areas through the introduction of honour courses in 1877, and

these too put a greater strain on the Library.

The most significant changes occurred, however, as a result of the

Federation Act of 1887. Various forms of federation had been proposed at

various times over more than four decades, but the Act of 1887 finally

opened the way for Knox, St. Michael's, Victoria and Wycliffe colleges to

become federated members of the University, and it left the door open for

others. By limiting college teaching to certain 'college subjects' it restored

the teaching function of the University in all subjects except Latin, Greek,

ancient history, French, German, English, Oriental languages and moral

philosophy. It was instrumental in bringing medical education back into

the University through absorption of the Toronto School of Medicine in

1887. It also cleared the way for affiliation in 1889 of the School of Practical

Science, which as a separate provincial institution had opened for classes

1 1 years earlier in the 'red school house' on the south side of the front

campus. There was affiliation also with the Ontario Agricultural College

at Guelph (1888), the Royal College of Dental Surgeons of Ontario (1889)

and the Toronto College ofMusic ( 1 890); negotiations were leading toward

affiliation with the Ontario College of Pharmacy (1891) as well.

All these changes were consistent with developments going on in the

universities of Britain and Europe and the United States during the last

decade of the century. It was a period in which curricula expanded into

new areas, especially in the biological and physical sciences, a period in

which the role of libraries was enlarged as the 'seminar method' of teaching

was introduced, and in which Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore,

founded primarily as a post-graduate institution, set a new pace for North

American universities in research and scholarly publication.
2

A fellowship system had been established at Toronto in 1882, partly to

provide help in teaching but partly also to encourage recent graduates to

continue their studies and research. The PhD degree was not to be

established here until 1897, but the Senate in 1883 had adopted Professor

James Loudon's motion in favor of such a move.

The growing population of students and staff naturally put a strain on

the original building, though the strain was somewhat mitigated by the

opening in 1878 of the first wing of the provincial School of Practical

Science on the south side of the central campus, and by completion of the
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first wing of the Biology Building in 1889 on the site of Moss Hall. For the

Library, changes in population and curriculum that had occurred by the

beginning of 1890, or were about to occur, posed almost insurmountable

problems. For a decade the annual expenditure for books and journals and

incidental expenses had been stuck at about $2,600. Even if more money
had been found, the shelves were full to their planned capacity, and the

building offered no hope of further room for either books or readers.

Meanwhile 'Vander' 3
the Librarian seems to have gone about his

business as usual 'with a single eye to quality and with that eye

encompassed by a monocle of unusual dimensions. '(55) The monocle, a

'perpetual entertainment' to his colleagues and students,
4
focused more on

his teaching duties than on the Library. Undergraduate dissatisfaction

with the Library was a frequent theme in letters to The Varsity, but the

Librarian left it to James Brebner, his senior student assistant, to respond.

Though the Library's problems were growing steadily more serious, I

find no evidence that they had been given any official consideration either

by the Librarian or by the University before a solution was provided,

inadvertently, by Archibald Pride, assistant curator of the University

Museum, on Friday evening 14 February 1890. Pride's instrument was a

lamp, a distant relation of the one which surmounts the University College

crest.

n o T E s

1 According to his obituary in the Toronto Telegram 27 May 1927, Alexander Brown was

born on Park Lane (now University Avenue) in 1843. After leaving the University, he

opened a stationery store on Yonge Street. For 20 years he was superintendent of gates

at the Canadian National Exhibition. He was an excellent shot with a rifle and at age 81

received a prize for marksmanship at Long Branch. I Ie was prominent also in lawn-

bowling circles. In the long run he seems to have fared much better than any of the three

librarians whom he served, and better than if he had managed to become librarian.

2 As a librarian I cannot resist the temptation to mention that Daniel Coit Gilman, illustrious

founding president ofJohns Hopkins, had at one time been librarian at Yale. When he

resigned for having been given no help either in running the library or in stoking the stove to

warm it, his president's response reflected a professorial attitude that librarians continue to

encounter too often for their peace of mind: in regard to your leaving your place my thoughts

have shaped themselves thus: the place does not possess that importance which a man of

active mind would naturally seek; and the college cannot, now or hereafter, while its circum-

stances remain as they are, give it greater prominence. '(56)

3 Stewart Wallace used to recount with relish an anecdote in which his wife, as a young child

answering the doorbell, had turned and shouted upstairs, 'Papa, old Vander is here!'

whereupon Van der Smissen turned on his heel and marched away.

4 University College Principal Maurice Hutton, speaking at Van der Smissen's retirement
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dinner at the York Club, spoke of 'the monocle in his eye ... to his colleagues a

perpetual entertainment. '(57) The diary of Bessie Mabel Scott (later Lewis), who entered

University College in 1889, shows that she attended her first lectures in French and

German on October 10. She thought Squair very good 'but Mr. V - perfectly ridiculous in his

eye-glass.'



CHAPTER 9

Pride Cometh

efore the ornate library room in the University's main building

had any books on its shelves, the room had accommodated the

festivities that followed the capstone ceremony in 1858. As the

shelves gradually filled and became crowded over the next third

of a century, the room continued to be used for ceremonial and social

occasions. Though undergraduates were not admitted to the Library

ordinarily, they were allowed to use it along with the other parts of the

building for the annual conversazione of their Literary and Scientific

Society. Just an hour before such an open house was to begin on the

evening of Valentine's Day 1890, a fateful accident occurred. Archibald

Pride and a young helper were carrying a wooden tray of about 30 lighted

kerosene lamps up from the basement, lamps to illuminate an exhibit of

microscopic slides. As they reached the ground-floor landing of the

octagonal tower, one of the lamps tipped over. In a scramble to open the

outer door and take the flaming tray out into the open air, the men upset

the whole thing onto the floor and precipitated what turned out to be the

most significant event in Van der Smissen's time as librarian.

Kindled by kerosene running down the steps at the southeast corner of

the building, the fire climbed quickly up to the reading rooms (including

the 'reception and study room of the female undergraduates')(58) and

spread along the corridors north and west. By the time firemen arrived the

flames had reached into the Library and an attempt was made to stop the

fire there - but the nearest hydrant could not be used and the firemen had

to retreat westward. By midnight the basement into which the Library had

fallen 'was still one seething furnace.' Luckily a northwest wind arose and

helped to slow the progress of the fire so that it could be stopped before

destroying the western end entirely, but the central tower and everything
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east of it had been gutted. Fortunately the building had been virtually

unpopulated when the lamps fell, and there were no casualties apart from a

few minor injuries to firemen and volunteers.

Next morning Professor Van der Smissen told the Mail reporter that the

Library had been adding about 1,000 volumes a year, up to a total of

33,000, and that all had been lost except 100 volumes saved by James

Brebner, the senior assistant. He said the collection had been worth at least

$100,000, second only to the parliamentary library in Ottawa, and

contained 'no rubbish.' He said there had been some very rare items and

some very complete collections, for instance that in chemistry. He also

claimed that there was nothing in North America nearly equal to what had

been lost in archaeology and epigraphy, collections gathered 'under the

fostering care of the late Dr. McCaul, one of the greatest epigraphists of his

time in the world.'

President Daniel Wilson raised the ante and was quoted in the Toronto

World as saying that at least $150,000 worth of books had been burnt.

Unfortunately the whole building and its contents had been insured for

only $160,000, of which $50,000 was for the Library.

Nearly every account of the fire tells us that the University, between

Friday night and Monday morning, was able to find temporary quarters so

that no classes were missed on account of it. The diary of undergraduate

Bessie Scott, however, shows that there was at least one exception to this

statement: on 2 1 February it notes 'Vander too busy with library to give

lectures ... I study German Lit in YIVICA seated between Miss Wilkie and

Miss Buchan.'

The first temporary library was set up on Monday, in the small YMCA
building on the site occupied later by the School of Hygiene. There a few

reference books were gathered together; some were lent, some presented,

and some bought out of a small emergency fund the Librarian obtained

from the Board of Trustees. A temporary workroom was found in the

basement of the Biological Building (which was not yet completed) for the

Librarian and his assistant Brebner, who gave up his studies in the spring

term of his fourth year in order to give full time to the Library. Here for

several months they began building a new collection, carried on a lending

service, and conducted a busy correspondence.

One of the first things they did was to recover remnants of the old

collection. Besides the 100 volumes that Brebner was credited with saving

from the flames, there had been books out on loan to members of the

teaching staff including members of Trinity College, though Trinity had

not yet joined the federation. Three weeks after the fire Professor Dunlop
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of Trinity responded to a post-card enquiry from Van der Smissen, saying

that he had returned every book in his possession early in February and

was very sorry to have done so. Others did have books to return but there is

obvious exaggeration in the legend that lecturer (later Professor) David

Keys had saved 700 volumes by having them safe at home. Scattered

through the first two volumes of the new accession ledger, begun 1 1 March
1890 and running to 18 June 1891, are entries for 629 titles in 792 volumes

'Saved from fire.'

Nothing else remained of the former Library except the incomplete

insurance register, and a duplicate cash-book kept by Brebner at his own
lodgings. Pride and his lamp had done for the rest.
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CHAPTER 10

Up from the Ashes

he way in which the University rose up out of its ashes, al-

most before they had cooled, bordered on the miraculous. By
the afternoon after the fire the heroic efforts of 74-year-old

President Wilson, and strong support of those around him, had

located temporary offices and classrooms,and obtained assurances of aid

from the Ontario Cabinet. The Government made a grant of $160,000

toward restoration of the building, and the Trustees undertook to raise

$250,000 by public subscription to restore the Library and build a

convocation hall.

Chancellor Edward Blake, recently withdrawn from Canadian politics

and not yet launched in the British House of Commons, turned his

formidable energies toward re-establishing the crippled University and

improving its operation. Among the motions he proposed at a special

meeting of the Senate, four days after the fire, was one that established a

committee of 16 senators 'to act with any similar committees that should be

appointed by the Graduates in Convocation or by the citizens of Toronto

to secure donations of money and books for the restoration of the

University Library.' At the Senate's suggestion a special meeting of

Convocation was convened at the Canadian Institute six days later, and

there the graduates formed a strong Library Restoration Committee under

the chairmanship of the President. Professor Alfred Baker and the

Librarian were included, but the most important and energetic member
turned out to be barrister Walter Barwick (BA 1873, MA 1874) who
accepted the post of secretary. (59) The committee held its first meeting

that same afternoon, upon the adjournment of Convocation. At its second

meeting, on 1 March, the Librarian reported total subscriptions of nearly

$20,000. Among the $500 subscribers was D.B. Dick, the University
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architect; the longer $250 list included the President, five professors, and
H.H. Langton, the registrar. The Young Lady Undergraduates had put

together $2 1 . 35 for a set of Browning or Shakespeare. ! Some 297 volumes

had been received as gifts, the list beginning with 16 volumes from our old

friend Alexander Brown of Yonge Street, who had written to Van der

Smissen 'I deplore with you the loss of our fine Collection of Books.' The
Ontario Legislative Library had lent 230 volumes to help out in the

emergency. John Squair, the lecturer in French, had obtained the gift of

some volumes from the Legislative Library of Quebec but had no luck

when he went to Dr. J.G. Hodgins, newly appointed librarian and

historiographer to the Ontario department of education, with a request for

transfer of a score of standard works in French literature from the Normal
School library, where they were apparently unused. Squair was amused to

find the same volumes still in good condition in 1927 in the Ontario

Legislative Library, which had inherited them. (60) He would have been

further amused to know that in 1980, 90 years after his request, the

University was invited to take its pick from that section of the Legislative

Library.

The Canadian Pacific and Grand Trunk railways agreed to furnish free

transport for donations of books, and various other helps were on the way.

The Toronto World was running a popular 'one-dollar book fund' cam-

paign. Pupils at Parkdale Collegiate had organized to raise something for

the Library fund, and the Toronto Orchestral Society was preparing to

give two benefit concerts in aid of it. Farther afield, the Province ofQuebec
sent a gift of $10,000, and the Canadian Government agreed to remit duty

on gifts of books from outside Canada. Free transport was offered by the

Allan and Dominion steamship lines. Help to restore the collection was

coming from all directions, and Chancellor Blake wrote a year later that

'this loss it was which moved our friends at home and abroad more than

any other incident in our misfortune. '(61)

The campaign had spread very quickly beyond the borders of Canada.

As H.H. Langton wrote later

Doubtless it was not forgotten by some members of the Committee, the Librarian

himself among them, that after the great Library at Strassburg had been destroyed

during the bombardment of the town by the German besiegers in 187 1 the universities

and learned societies of the whole civilized world contributed from their stock of

duplicates and presented sets of their own publications to assist in building up again a

library that should rival the one destroyed ... A few days after the fire, before the

Restoration Committee had been even appointed, the idea of appealing to English
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generosity had occurred apparently to the President, Sir Daniel Wilson, and at his

suggestion a cable message was sent to the Library's London agent [now E.G. Allen]

briefly stating the loss that had occurred and instructing him to give it publicity. (62)

Allen's letter to British newspapers was not the first on the Library's

behalf. Word of the disaster had reached at least two executive members of

the Imperial Federation League in London very soon after the fire; no

doubt the word had been sent by a league member in Toronto, where

Goldwin Smith had become the chief protagonist of commercial union

(and inevitable political union) with the United States. (63) What followed

may have been seen by some as a demonstration by the Imperial

Federation League to show the 'continentalist' faction the benefits of ties

with Britain; it is pleasanter however to think that the benefits which came

to the Library were simply a spontaneous overflowing of international

concern and generosity.

Within two days after the fire, Alexander Stavely Hill, a British MP and

an executive member of the Imperial Federation League (and owner of a

large cattle ranch in the Northwest Territories, 70 miles south of Calgary),

had written thus to the leading British dailies:

... In my repeated visits during the last ten years I have been struck by nothing more in

the rapidly increasing and flourishing City of Toronto than by the great interest shown

by all Canadians in its University, and now a sad blow has fallen upon them, and ...

caused the loss of the Library, which was naturally a chief feature and ornament of the

University.

The Canadians, who with taste and energy work so well in wood and stone, will

quickly I doubt not renew with no diminished beauty the buildings; but we who in this

older World have more of books at our disposal, can better help them to replace this

portion of their loss. Most sincerely do I hope that assistance in this direction will be

forthcoming . . . and will keep alive the spirit of a greater even than Imperial federation

in the realm of learning and scientific progress. (64)

Sir George Baden-Powell, MP, honorary secretary of the Imperial

Federation League, joined forces with Hill and together they established in

Britain a star-studded University of Toronto Library Restoration Com-
mittee which included the British Prime Minister, the Archbishop of

Canterbury, the Cardinal of Westminster, the vice-chancellors of Oxford
and Cambridge and four other universities, Lord Tennyson, the Mayor of

London, the Principal Librarian of the British Museum, and 25 other

notables including 12 peers and eight members of Parliament. The
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committee held its first meeting on Saturday, March 1, only two weeks

after the fire. The executive of this committee extended its efforts to all

parts of the British Empire (except Canada) and through British embassies

to other countries around the world. It also wrote directly to European

publishers, learned societies and universities. The sun did not set upon the

efforts of the British committee.

An extraordinary amount of assistance came also from various sources in

Germany. One of the Library's benefactors there was mineralogist John
Landauer of Braunschweig, 2 apparently a friend of Edward Chapman,
who had received his doctorate at Gottingen and had been professor of

geology and mineralogy at Toronto since 1853. Toronto's Librarian had

written to Landauer in April 1890. Landauer replied that he was forming a

high-powered committee of first-rate men of science, and members of the

Federal Council and the Reichstag:

. . . The Chief Librarian of Strassburg wrote me that the English Committee had already

sent a circular. You see that there is full steam ahead in many directions . . . Give my best

regards to Prof. Chapman and tell him that I have not been idle in the meantime. (65)

A month later Landauer sent a copy of the appeal he had 'forwarded to a

thousand addresses viz. to the Universities, Learned Societies, Public

Offices, Authors and booksellers, and newspapers of the larger towns.'! Of
his committee (which had given him full power to conduct its affairs) he

wrote that it included the new minister of finance and that 'there was

hardly ever a more influential committee in Germany.' Of German
publishers he wrote inJune that their liberality was 'beyond all praise' and

that 'the lists of presents pour in like waterdrops during a rain.' On 13

August he wrote that there were 'more than 3,000 volumes already

reported to me. The University of Marburg stands first with 1,262. The
town of Bremerhaven will make you a present of 100-150 works.' And
this was only the beginning.

In March Van der Smissen had written also to his agents in Paris and

Berlin, and to F.A. Brockhaus in Leipzig. Both German firms circulated

appeals for books for Toronto, and both offered to collect gifts and forward

them. Brockhaus gathered and shipped by far the greater number, and

became the Library's German agent from that time onward.

The campaign was indeed going ahead full steam in many directions,

and there was a certain amount of confusion. Baden-Powell wrote from

London that 'things will be best done ... if all is under some one

management' and at about the same time W.J. Ashley, Toronto's professor
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of political economy and constitutional history, wrote home from Oxford

where he was beating the drum for Toronto: '... the fact is things seem to

have been muddled; and that to some extent from the Canadian side as well

as from the English. We have indeed too many authorities. '(66)

Whatever the muddle, the results were magnificent. Minutes of the final

meeting of the committee in London on 9 December 1891 record receipts

of £372 8s. 6d. and about 30,959 volumes, thus:

sent via the committee 14,000

sent direct 5,247

via E.G. Allen 1,712

via the German Committee 10,000

Donors included the King of Saxony, the King of Wurttemburg, the

Prince of Monaco, the Viceroy of India, the Prince of Wales, Queen
Victoria and her grandson the German Emperor. Alfred Lord Tennyson

presented a set of his works in 1 1 volumes (vindicating Wilson's earlier

thriftiness). Robert Barrett Browning presented the works of his illustrious

parents. One of the unique gifts was a 17th-century manuscript 'The Trial

of the Seven Bishops' containing evidence by Samuel Pepys and others,

and corrections by the Solicitor General, who had tried to erase anything

not quite complimentary to himself. There were books which had once

stood in the personal libraries of Gibbon, Burke, and Guizot the French

statesman and historian, and sets of chemical publications bearing the

bookplates of Cavendish. There were the proceeds of a benefit perfor-

mance by elocutionist George Belford at the Princes' Hall, Piccadilly. (67)

Never before nor since has the University of Toronto Library received

such world-wide attention, or such a flood of transoceanic generosity from

people among whom some must have been hearing the name of Toronto

for the first time.

There were also of course many gifts from the United States. They were

partly the result of appeals by Walter Barwick's committee, partly the

result of visits by our Librarian. Columbia College had offered 3,000

volumes from among its duplicates, and the Library Committee recom-

mended that Van der Smissen be allowed to spend up to $ 100 on a visit to

New York to make a selection. In asking for the Senate's approval of this

venture, Sir Daniel Wilson as chairman of the Library Committee
interpreted it as '$100 and a fort-night's leave to visit Columbia College and

such other colleges as have carried out the most improved system of Card

Cataloguing. '(68)

Van der Smissen set out in mid-June and extended his American visit to

three weeks, requiring an extra $25 to meet the whole cost. Apparently he
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was accompanied on at least a part of the journey by young Hugh Langton,

the registrar, who paid his own way. He selected duplicates and collected

'hints' about library management at Cornell and the Library ofCongress as

well as Columbia; he later received a letter from George Baker, Columbia's

librarian, referring to his visit as 'strenuous and faithful labors in the dust

and heat of the summer.' He visited and got promises of gifts from the

Superintendent of Documents in Washington, the Astor Library in New
York, Yale University, the Boston Public Library and Boston Athenaeum.

He also bought books at special discount at the premises of Appleton in

New York and Houghton Mifflin in Boston. He had a busy and successful

trip, though the gifts collected in this way were outnumbered by those that

came in from other North American sources, institutional and private.

When the University printed p 39-page list of its benefactors in 1892, to

be sent to all donors, the gifts of books and money for books amounted to

40,970 volumes. The new collection, however, could not be expected to

replace everything that had been lost. The total figure naturally included a

number of unneeded duplicates in spite of efforts by British and German
committees to avoid duplication. It would be too much to suppose that the

conglomeration amounted to a nicely balanced collection in all subjects of

instruction. There can be no doubt, however, that the new collection,

compared to the 33,000 volumes that had accumulated over a period of 47

years and then vanished on St. Valentine's Day 1890, was richer as well as

larger. The University had gained a stronger base on which to build

support for its expanding curriculum.

NOTES
1 A 16-volume set of Browning's poetical works 'Presented by the Young Lady Under-

graduates' was accession 222 dated 18 March 1890, and is still complete on the shelf, 13

volumes in their original binding.

2 The Convocation Roll shows that the University expressed its gratitude by conferring

honorary degrees at the spring convocation, 1892, on Sir George Baden-Powell, Alexander

Staveley Hill, and Herr John Landauer. Since these gentlemen did not sign the book, we

may assume that the awards were made in absentia.



CHAPTER 1 1

Temporary Quarters and

Makeshift Systems

N the months immediately after the fire the Library made many
and varied claims on the time Librarian Van der Smissen could

spare from his classes in German. In addition to routine

correspondence with booksellers, there was the matter of

clearing up old accounts for which all records had been burned, and wide

correspondence on behalf of Walter Barwick's Library Restoration

Committee. There was the daily need to give some sort of library service

with few books in very tight unfurnished temporary quarters, and the need

to rebuild a basic collection quickly without knowing how much of it might

be brought in on the rising tide of gifts. The Senate and its Library

Committee were eager to avoid needless duplication, and to that end Van
der Smissen sought permission to get in touch with the librarians of the

Legislature, Osgoode Hall, the Ontario Medical Library and others in the

city, to explore the possibility of agreeing to specialize in particular fields.

In presenting this idea to the Senate, President Daniel Wilson made special

mention of the attention being paid by the 'City Library' to 'rare and costly

works in the departments of Canadian History and Literature' and implied

that there was no need for the University to duplicate that attention.

There was also the flood of gifts to be dealt with somehow, and

acknowledged; in these activities Van der Smissen seems to have rolled up

his sleeves occasionally to work alongside his assistant, James Brebner, but

they could not keep up. By May there were more than 5,000 volumes, but

the only storage was in the damp basement of the Biological Building, and

there was grave concern about the danger of damage from mould. By early

August there were about 100 cases of books waiting unopened, some in the

basement and some in railway and customs warehouses.

Luckily Professor John Galbraith, principal of the School of Practical
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Science, was just completing major additions to his building, and had some
space to spare. With the approval of the Minister of Education he offered

the Library temporary use of three rooms at the north end of his second

floor, and Brebner had moved the Library into them by the end of August.

By early October the number of unopened cases and parcels had risen to

170, but there were nearly 12,000 volumes on shelves. For several weeks,

because there was as yet no furniture in the reading rooms, students had to

be allowed to take books home from the Library - a privilege that (officially

at least) they had never before been given. Van der Smissen was awaiting

tenders on a number of items including 20 ten-foot tables, as well as '100

arm-chairs with iron rods for the gentlemen's room, and 50 lighter chairs

for the ladies' room. '(69)

The books of the School of Practical Science had been transferred to the

University Library on the understanding that they would be kept together

as a working library of reference for laboratory purposes. Wrestling for the

first time with the question of departmental collections, the Library

Committee ruled early in November that no books were to be permanently

removed from the Library without the consent of the committee. At its

next meeting the committee agreed that books then on deposit in the

Biological Building were 'deposited there temporarily only, to be removed

when a proper Library building has been erected.' The next testing of the

rule a few months later brought about the deposit of 160 volumes of

chemical periodicals with Professor W.H. Ellis. A periodic inspection of

transferred collections was begun, at first quarterly and then at longer

intervals until it was finally given up about 80 years later.

Meanwhile, in its temporary headquarters in the School of Practical

Science, the Library was well looked after. Extra gas tubing was installed

to provide light between the rows of shelving, and also over the work table

so that the task of coping with new accessions could go on until 6 p.m. By
early December nearly 24,000 volumes had been 'accessioned' by Brebner

and his helpers, and there were no boxes waiting to be unpacked. Books

were either on shelves or repacked in storage, the reading rooms were

busy,
1 and the Library was set to operate for the next two years as well as

might be expected in makeshift quarters. If the Library Committee had

been asked to select a time for the Library to be burned out and obliged to

begin again, it could hardly have hit on a better time than 1890.

By destroying the catalogues along with what they represented, the fire

provided a golden opportunity for a physical change that had been

advocated for some time. The old catalogue ledgers full of pasted slips had

come under attack in the student newspaper, and received special attention
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in more wide-ranging undergraduate eloquence concerning shortcomings

of the Library:

... No one will assent, or even in the ravings of a febrile delerium imagine that the

ponderous and heavy-headed scrap-books which encumber the reading room are any fit

substitute for what is needed. (70)

Apparently it was known that some people who had to maintain the

ledgers did not love them either. A graduate who had been senior library

assistant three years before, writing to the Librarian just after the fire, said

he felt rather sad that his old friends the catalogues were no more, but he

guessed that James Brebner's tears over them would be of a crocodile

nature.

Van der Smissen himself was prepared to initiate a change. At its first

meeting after the fire, the Library Committee accepted his proposal to

order an 'outfit for Card Catalogue and furnishings, not to exceed $100,

from Library Bureau, Boston.' The committee also accepted his recommen-

dation that the Dewey Decimal System of classification should be adopted.

The Senate, however, was not to be rushed into such important and

possibly expensive decisions, and asked for a report on 'the alleged

necessity for instituting forthwith a radical change in the system of

cataloguing.' In its subsequent report in May the Library Committee said

it had already considered and still recommended the Dewey system. But in

presenting this report to the Senate, President Wilson moved that the

words 'and recommend' be struck out. In the Senate's minute book the

deletion was made and initialled by the secretary, H.H. Langton;

subsequent events suggest that he favored the deletion and may have done

what he could to inspire it.

Meanwhile a new accession ledger had been opened shortly after the

fire, and books with their accession numbers and dates entered on their

title pages were shelved alphabetically in broad categories, categories that

must have been very like those which library assistant Brebner had been

accustomed to before the fire. In a report that awaited Van der Smissen on
his return from summer vacation, Brebner had written

... I made a very poor attempt at classification ... I was anxious to get everything on the

shelves so that . . . classification could be easier when we knew what we had - but I hope

when I am back that a pair of hands more may do something at lightening the work. (7 1)

On Brebner's initiative, a duplicate copy of the accession list was written as
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a new insurance catalogue for regular deposit with the bursar, whose office

was at a safe distance down on Simcoe Street, and who was increasing the

insurance coverage for every $5,000 worth of books accessioned.

When the Library Committee voted, four weeks after the fire, to

establish a card catalogue and adopt the Dewey classification, it seems

likely that the five men present all assumed that the catalogue would
continue to be in two alphabetic sections, one by author and the other by
author-within-subject categories. After his American tour, however, Van
der Smissen began to have further thoughts. He gave the Senate a report

on his tour, and at the same time tried to open a pathway around the

authority of the Senate by stating that any particular system of cataloguing

was a matter of details that came properly within the scope of the Library

Committee, and did not need to be referred to the Senate. The details he

gave the Library Committee ran thus:

. . . The Catalogue I recommend for adoption is a Card Catalogue on the Dictionary

plan, i.e. combining in one Catalogue an Alphabetical entry both of Authors and

Subjects. I found during my visit to various University Libraries in the United States

that the 'Dictionary Catalogue' is now almost universally regarded as that best adapted

to the needs of a University Library; and that in several instances where the Subject and

Author Catalogue had been separated, a return to the Dictionary Catalogue was being

made. (72)

As for classification of books on the shelves, he wrote:

... With regard to this point I recommend the adoption, in its general outlines, of the

Dewey Decimal System of Classification, with such limitations as experience may

suggest in the details. On my visit ... I found that the Dewey System was used only to a

very limited extent, the minute subdivisions into classes and subclasses being entirely

discarded in most subjects, having been found extremely troublesome & cumbrous.

Thus, in Columbia College, where Mr. Dewey during his Librarianship had

introduced & carried out his system, it was being gradually modified & simplified as

quickly as possible. Nevertheless the Decimal System, if not carried to excess, has

manifest advantages in facilitating the finding of books on the shelves.

In connection with this subject I beg further to recommend that each book be

stamped or labelled with its proper number according to the Decimal System, & also

with the 'author mark' according to Cutter's Decimal Author Tables, which are also

submitted herewith. This is the only method, as far as I have been able to learn, by

which a book can be given a distinguishing mark indicating its relative position with

regard to other works, and allowing for all probable, if not possible, further additions.
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Unfortunately the reservations expressed by Van der Smissen about the

classification system he was recommending were enough to support any

doubts lurking in the minds of the Library Committee, doubts that may
well have been nourished discreetly by Hugh Langton, the secretary of the

Senate. The committee did not reject his recommendations, but neither

did it adopt them; therefore President Wilson did not have to ponder

whether or not details concerning the cataloguing and classification should

be referred by him to the Senate. Anyway, the Senate was occupied with

weightier matters such as the details of university federation.

Because the Library Committee had gone on record twice, earlier that

year, in favor of adopting the Dewey classification, it might well have

taken the view that a further endorsement, based on Van der Smissen's

new and rather lukewarm recommendation, was superfluous. What the

committee did a month later, however, at a meeting attended by only five

of the 1 1 members, was to adopt a quite different classification scheme, a

scheme based on what Brebner had called his own 'very poor attempt.'

The minutes of 15 November 1890, in Brebner's neat hand, record that

the 'method of shelf marking in the present library' was laid before the

committee and was 'directed to be followed.' Stewart Wallace used to tell

me that Brebner had written out this scheme just the evening before the

meeting, with a copy of the Calendar at his elbow for guide. If it happened

so, it seems possible that the Calendar was being held in the helpful hands

of its compiler, Registrar (and former library assistant) Hugh Langton.

Since Brebner was already using the scheme, his formal elaboration of it

can hardly have been much more than a cleaning up and tabulation of what

had evolved in half a century from the system John McCaul had begun. It

was a simple numeric scheme in which abbreviations or initials signified

broad subject categories - history was H and Canadian history HCan.
Though it had no formal provision for systematic revision, it was to

undergo 70 years of extension and refinement and abbreviation and

entanglement before it was given up. It was the basis for what is still to be

seen in the 'old class' sections of the stacks.

The Library Committee had a new and aggressive chairman, Walter

Barwick, who preferred to press forward without consulting the Senate or

any other authority unless he was obliged to, and since Brebner's scheme
was already in use, its adoption did not imply any change of policy. So it

was that the Library missed its first chance to have a standard system of

subject classification.

The Librarian's repeated proposal in favor of a card catalogue was less

half-hearted and fared better, though it too had to run the gauntlet. In a
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report to the Board of Trustees after his American tour, Van der Smissen

again proposed purchase of a card catalogue 'outfit.' At the office of the

Library Bureau in Boston he had been offered the necessary kit, complete

with two wooden cabinets, two booktrucks, a typewriter with special

wheel containing library characters, cards, labels, stamps and other

supplies, all for the interesting price of $396.20. He was instructed, as

others have been since, to get prices from local suppliers. He received only

one estimate, for a card cabinet only; it was a little higher than the Library

Bureau price and so no decision was made.

In December a 'rough catalogue' was begun on typewritten sheets with

four carbons, on the assumption that it could be completed in 75 hours by

one person. Luckily the work bogged down and was suspended after a few

weeks. Then at long last it was decided to order catalogue cards and a

cabinet forthwith, and to begin by making author cards with short titles

which would 'form the foundation of a more elaborate catalogue. '(7 3) Of
course, tenders had to be called for and bids considered; it was April 1891

before Rowsell and Hutchinson, the University printers, could deliver

10,000 white cards and 3,000 coloured. The Librarian was authorized 'to

employ a suitable assistant to undertake the work of cataloguing the

Library as before directed' and Annie McMicking was hired for the job. A
card catalogue was finally under way.

The vigour with which the novice cataloguer attacked the collection,

which already exceeded 29,000 volumes, is indicated by Brebner's report

in May, and might serve as inspiration to modern cataloguers:

Miss McMicking has been engaged as Cataloguer and has completed the Departments

of English Literature, Biography, English History, European History and is now

engaged on Geography and Travels doing on an average rather over 700 vols, a week

since she began four weeks ago. (74)

During the year in which the card catalogue had been in gestation, all

hands had been busy getting books unpacked and entered into the

accession ledger and on to the shelves somehow, catalogued or not; as

Brebner had said, more hands were needed.

NOTE
There were still minor adjustments to be made. On 7 January 1891 Van der Smissen

presented the Library Committee with a petition from the Lady Undergraduates praying

for a coat rack in the Ladies' Reading Room, and was instructed to put a suitable rack

into each reading room.



CHAPTER 12

Chairman Walter Barwick

Takes Charge

y^r<o^p resident Sir Daniel Wilson, though he had a low opinion of

*3 R3§V* three of the four librarians who had held office since his own
arrival in Toronto, had always taken a lively interest in the

Library and done what he could to improve it. He had in fact

once aspired to be a librarian himself, at Edinburgh's Faculty of

Advocates, five years before taking up a professorship at Toronto. But

with the University Library posing so many new problems after the fire, it

is no wonder that the 74-year-old President decided that his other duties

did not leave him time to fulfil his presidential role as chairman of the

Library Committee.

Sir Daniel was still professor of history, and was busy rewriting his

notes for 74 lectures that had been burnt along with all other contents of his

office. Eight years earlier, on account of overwork and illness, he had tried

to obtain the appointment of Dr. Jacob Schurman, a promising young

Maritimer, to take over the teaching of history, and Schurman had agreed

to do so. This scheme was thwarted, however, by inaction of the minister

of education, who was preoccupied with preparations for an election.

Schurman went instead to Cornell University, where he later became

president, and eventually played an important role in American diplomacy

in Europe and Asia.
1

Instead of being relieved of history, Sir Daniel later

found relief from his other subject, English, by the appointment of David

Keys as lecturer in 1883, and finally by the arrival of W.J. Alexander as

professor of English in the autumn of 1889.

Besides his load of teaching and the usual presidential array of

educational, budgetary and diplomatic conundrums, Sir Daniel had on his

hands a new federation of colleges, a new medical faculty, a newly

affiliated engineering school, and a number of other new affiliates that

required the administration ofnew degrees in agriculture, dentistry, music
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and pharmacy. In dealing with these matters he had to contend with the

overriding authority of the minister of education, whose rule over

university appointments and other decisions was often exercised without

much regard for presidential advice. He had to contend also with the

persistent rivalry of William Mulock, whose election as vice-chancellor in

1881 had been contested by Wilson. Vice-Chancellor Mulock refused to

acknowledge that the effect of the Federation Act of 1887 was to make
Wilson president of the University as well as of University College; in

university affairs he took much upon himself and was inclined to deal

behind Wilson's back.

Amid all these problems, Sir Daniel had on his mind the major

reconstruction of the Main Building. He had also a 74-four-year-old's

anxiety to see his last publications through the press, an anxiety

heightened by failing health, complete loss of sight in one eye and cataracts

growing in the other. It is no wonder he decided to pass the chairmanship

of the Library Committee along to somebody else, as he did in November
1890.

Walter Barwick, having been the moving force in the campaign of the

Restoration Committee and having been appointed to the Senate, now
became chairman of the Library Committee. In effect, he also took charge

of the Library, intent on seeing that the fruits of the restoration campaign

were properly dealt with. He had great confidence in James Brebner as

assistant librarian, and they worked closely together as a team that did not

include the Librarian.

Brebner had been senior assistant at the time of the fire, and had

suspended his studies and lost his year in order to become assistant

librarian. His wage was supplemented by that of the two other part-time

students, who had been dropped. As spring approached there was a move
to drop Brebner also, for the summer, but Barwick and another member of

the Library Restoration Committee intervened. They wrote to the

President praising Brebner as a 'most energetic and efficient official' who
had provided the information on which most of Barwick's campaign was

based, and without whom 'the work already done could not have been

properly performed. '(75) On behalf of the Restoration Committee they

offered to supplement Brebner's wages out of committee funds, if

necessary, and indeed they were allowed to do so. Brebner went on

working through the summer, while Van der Smissen had his American

tour and a month's vacation.

Actually, the Librarian had been authorized in the spring to take on an

additional temporary assistant, and early in June had recommended
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appointment of a Mr. Haines who had been for several years at Oxford's

Bodleian Library, at $40 a month. Apparently somebody thought the price

was too high, and Haines was not hired. A week later, with Van der

Smissen away on tour, Brebner interviewed three young women for the

job and wrote his recommendation to the President, adding

... A really good assistant can be had for $300 a year, who would do all the typewriting

and stenography needed in the Library and be extremely useful in other departments of

Library work. (76)

The upshot was that Brebner was allowed to hire a Julia Cowan at the

beginning of July, and pay her $5 a week. Miss Cowan had been a

matriculant the previous year, and had stood well up in honours in modern
languages. She was the Library's first female staff member, preceding

Annie McMicking by nine months. Her first duty was to write a copy of

the accession record and then proceed with further accessioning. Her neat

initial C, written small in red ink, is to be seen beneath the accession

number in thousands of Library books.

By early October, with shipments of books piling up and term

beginning, the Board of Trustees finally realized that much more help was

needed, and after asking James Bain of the Public Library to recommend
candidates, they allowed the Librarian to hire some people on a temporary

basis. The first three were Mary Edwards, Grace Andrews, and Lizzie

Mackenzie, all at $5 a week. A few days later the list was extended by the

addition of Ephriam Tozer (recommended by Professor James Loudon) at

$10 a week as porter to do the heavy work. Brebner thus had a staff of five

when in mid-October the Library was opened to students despite the lack

of furniture for the reading rooms. Two undergraduates were then taken

on as part-time delivery clerks, chosen by the Library Committee from

among 1 3 applicants - apparently the idea of iibrary scholarships' had run

its course. By Christmas Brebner and his staff had managed to get the

incoming crates and parcels under some sort of control, so two of his people

were let go. Julia Cowan, Grace Andrews and Tozer were kept on,

becoming the basis of a permanent staff.

Existence of a regular staff posed some questions about conditions of

work, and answers were established gradually. The Library Committee
decided that library assistants should work six hours a day, Monday to

Friday, and three hours on Saturday. Stewart Wallace used to tell me that

the six-hour day was a result of Van der Smissen's American tour, during

which the cataloguer at Yale University had told him that the work was so
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hard on eyes that nobody could be expected to do it properly for more than

six hours. Thus a 33-hour week became the rule for more than 60 years,

until I was obliged to lengthen it. In another burst of generosity, Walter

Barwick granted (his committee later approved) a three-week summer
holiday for the assistants, with wages in advance. By the time I arrived on
the scene three weeks had become four, but later the University reduced

the four weeks to two for clerical staff.

Obviously Barwick had little patience with Van der Smissen, and rode

him hard. The format of Library Committee minutes changed immediate-

ly, with the Librarian's reports and suggestions written on the left hand

page, followed on the opposite page by Barwick's thick pen disposing of

them in a few words: 'Approved; Deferred; To be done immediately; To
be got as before directed.' Barwick even found reason to instruct Van der

Smissen as to how the catalogue should be produced:

. . . The proper plan will be to use the typewriter, the machine was got for the principal

reason that it was absolutely necessary for the making of the catalogue, we had better

not let any one say that the machine was got under false pretences which somebody

would be sure to say if the work of the catalogue was done without its use. (77)

Barwick also hounded the Librarian, in meeting after meeting, for a list of

the current subscriptions and exchanges, showing sources and prices, and

finally received it in April.
2 Van der Smissen could not go on accepting

this sort of chivying forever, and before the winter was out he began to

rebel. He declined to go downtown to Barwick's office to discuss major

changes that Barwick had red-inked into his draft of specifications for the

binding of books. Clearly Barwick had taken charge and an open break

could not have been avoided, had other events not intervened and offered

Van der Smissen a more graceful exit.

In January 1891 the Senate and Board of Trustees jointly established a

major committee on the revenues and requirements of the University and

University College. The committee consisted of President Sir Daniel

Wilson, Chancellor Edward Blake and Vice-Chancellor William Mulock,

who was no friend to either of the others. Blake as chairman took command
of the committee, extracted written submissions from all parts of the

University, and within a few weeks produced a comprehensive report

covering all aspects of the University's operation and needs, and a plan of

future development. (7 8) The report contains three heart-rending submis-

sions ofwhich Van der Smissen was author or co-author, pleading the case

for more help in the German department and promotion for himself, but
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mentioning the Library only as one of the things that suffered because of

his dual appointment. Among its recommendations the report said that the

lecturer in German should be relieved of his duties as librarian and that

... the appointment of a librarian is in the first order of urgency ... in view of the

condition of the library ... the whole time of a competent man is required; under the

new system the library will be much more largely used than before, and its usefulness

will greatly depend on the knowledge and efficiency of the librarian, who should grow

up with the library.
3

Thus the report gave Sir Daniel a chance he must have been waiting for. As
Professor Wilson he had opposed Van der Smissen's appointment when it

was made in 1873, and as President Wilson he had confided to his journal

In truth our librarian ... is a Dutchman perfectly content to move along like a fly

through a glue pot. He found himself suddenly with an overwhelming task and an

utterly inadequate staff and no capacity to deal with the exceptional emergency.

Grumblers, little disposed to help, are very ready to blame. (79)

By early May, less than a month after the report appeared, Van der

Smissen had been excused from his duties as librarian without loss of pay,

and James Brebner was left in charge under the supervision of Barwick's

Library Committee, or really of Barwick himself.

In fairness to Van der Smissen it must be said that he seems to have done

his best for the Library under extremely trying conditions, in whatever

time he could spare from teaching duties. He got his promotion the

following year and continued to teach until his retirement in 1913, having

been head of German for 47 years. He was one of three department heads

to whom the University awarded a PhD (1912) in recognition of published

work. Sir Daniel's reference to the glue-pot, however, may not have been

unjust; in a submission by undergraduates to the Royal Commission of

1895, Van der Smissen was accused of being indolent and careless, of

being habitually late for classes and neglectful of his students, and of

having repeated his favorite lecture three times that year to one of his

classes. Apparently his erratic observance of class timetables gave rise to a

saying among his students that 'Vander's missin' again.' He did produce a

versified translation of Goethe's Faust, though his colleagues did not think

highly of it. With Professor William H. Fraser (who was later to serve a

year as acting librarian) he also produced a High School German Grammar
(Toronto, 1894). It was a copy of this grammar that I studied 40 years later
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at the high school in Vegreville, Alberta, not knowing that both of its

authors had been in charge of the University of Toronto Library, and not

imagining that within 20 years I should be sitting in their chair.

NOTES
1 Jacob Gould Schurman (1854-1942) was a native of Prince Edward Island, a graduate of

London (AB 1877) and Edinburgh (ScD 1878) and from 1878-80 a student at several

German universities. When Wilson approached him with an offer in 1882, he was

professing logic and English at Dalhousie and Acadia. At Cornell he became professor of

philosophy (1886-92) and president (1892-1920). He was also president of the first

U.S. Phillipines Commission, and was U.S. Minister to Greece and Montenegro (1912-13),

China (1921-25) and Germany (1925-30). If Wilson's effort to bring him to Toronto had

succeeded, it might have altered the subsequent history of the University.

2 The list shows 167 subscriptions: 55 were placed in England, 32 in United States, 16 in

France, 64 in Germany. The highest price shown is $19 for Zeitschriftfur Kristallographie, the

lowest is 50 cents for Whitaker's Almanac and two other titles. There were also 53 exchanges.

3 The Revenues and Requirements report also prescribed the librarian's place in a new salary

structure, above lecturers and registrar but below the bursar and the new rank of associate

professor, thus:

Lecturers $ 800 rising to $1,800

Registrar (Univ. & U. Coll) $1,000 " "$1,500

Librarian $1,200 " " $2,000

Associate Professors $1,800 " " $2,500

Professors $2,500 " " $3,200

President $3,200 plus stipend of $1,800



CHAPTER 13

James Brebner, Acting Librarian

ames brebner was no run-of-the-mill undergraduate. He had

taught in an elementary school to earn his way to Brantford

Collegiate Institute, and then taught classics, English and

history in Petrolia High School before coming up to the

University. Here he helped to earn his way as a student assistant in the

Library, and in the fall term of 1888 he received, in addition to $95 as

senior assistant, an extra $50 for dusting and cleaning the books. A tribute

written much later, by an 1889 graduate who had gone on to a

distinguished career as a librarian, indicates the esteem in which Brebner

was held by his fellow students when he was still a library assistant in the

East Hall of University College:

But it isJimmy the Librarian that some of us best remember and love. It is true that the

delightful Professor Van der Smissen was somewhere in the background of the library

in charge of the Audubons or displaying his treasures to the Conversazione visitors

while awaiting the more interesting event in Residence, yet we felt that should we fall

under his eye in the library without our gowns, he might, as he did in his class room,

call on us for the evidence that we were matriculated students. But it was Jimmy who

showed us how to use those unwieldly folio manuscript catalogues, or, better yet,

helped us to avoid their use. It was he who led us on from book to book in the reading

made necessary by the absence of a teaching staff in the comparatively new 'Political

Sciences,' for this was before the days of Ashley, Mavor or Jackman. It was he, too,

who clanged the bell and ushered us out of the unlighted reading room when dusk fell

just when we, football season over, were doing our utmost to make up for lost time,

tempering the blow, however, by permitting us to carry with us some of the necessary

adjuncts to our evening grind.

To one at least of that throng hustling down the stairway at dark, Jimmy's life of
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service and helpfulness appealed strongly enough to have led him for forty years to

continue in an occupation high in all rewards save those paid in cash.
1

On his own initiative Brebner visited the University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor in May 1 890, to see the library building that had opened seven years

earlier and was reputed to be the model for newer American libraries. On
returning to Toronto he published a description and critique of the

building, with an account of its organization and operation. At Ann Arbor
he had discussed Michigan's building not only with the Librarian but also

with the President, and ended his report with the President's statement

that the advantages of having a separate library building were so great that

'we would not have it otherwise. '(80) Toronto was still in the throes of

deciding whether to house its library separately, and the basilica plan that

our architect produced at the end of the year was very like Michigan's in

general arrangement, though it omitted details such as Michigan's separate

entrance for women.
Though Brebner interrupted his studies in his graduating year to work

full-time in the Library, and though he labored heroically at putting the

new collection into usable order, he did not cut himself off entirely from

the doings of students. For instance, in the autumn of 1890 he and some
friends spent a Wednesday evening with Kate Wood of Boston, an

associate ofJulia Ward Howe in the feminist movement, who had come to

deliver a lecture in the Biological Building but had been turned away by

President Wilson. An undergraduate in her second year, the same one who
had marked down Librarian Van der Smissen as 'ridiculous' at first sight,

informed her diary that the evening with Mrs. Wood had been very

pleasant and 'Mr. Brebner and I miss last car & walk all way home at

12:30.'
2 Brebner resumed his studies during 1890-91 and managed to

graduate with honors in classics with the class of 1891. Meanwhile he

continued as factotum in the Library, working more and more closely with

Walter Barwick as Van der Smissen faded out of the picture.

On leaving the office of librarian in May 1891, Van der Smissen

designated Brebner as acting librarian until his own successor should be

appointed, but the Board of Trustees quite properly replied that the Board

was unable to take cognizance of any appointments not communicated to it

by the minister of education. The acting appointment was confirmed by

the ministry as ofJuly 1, and Brebner continued to do what he had been

doing.

Confidence in Brebner allowed Barwick to begin slackening his

chairman's grip on daily affairs of the Library. For instance, he wrote to
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1

Brebner in August, 'Do not bother to send me the binding slip. You know
better than I do about this, and are sure to do what is right. '(81)

Naturally Brebner's work had been affected to some extent by official

delays and uncertainties concerning the kind of catalogue and classification

scheme to be used. Several months after his own scheme had been

approved and the card catalogue was well under way in the hands of Annie

McMicking, he described what was being done to create a tentative record

. . . unlike any other. Each broad division is catalogued by itself. Author cards and cross

references for every book in that division are found in that division alone. The whole

catalogue combines the characteristics of the Author Catalogue since a card is found for

every author person or body responsible for the publication of the book; of the Title

Catalogue since anonymous works are entered under the first important word of the

title; of the Subject Catalogue since all the works which are on one subject in the main

are found under that subject; of the Dictionary Catalogue since cross reference cards

which deal with subjects other than the main one of the book are found only under the

subject to which the book belongs . . . The system to be used finally can best be decided

shortly before removal to the new building. The basis for any one of the ordinary

systems is well laid so that with time and thought success must be certain. (82)

Though portraying his creation as a very tentative thing, Brebner was
obviously pleased with it, and went on to disarm possible critics in the

Library Committee by confessing to some imperfections:

... The foundations have been well laid, but the catalogue must not be judged a failure

because it has not been completed and indeed never can be perfect. Errors there are no

doubt and fault finders may point out defects, but for all such defects time must be the

remedy as a catalogue is not made in a day and needs most careful thought.

By the time Brebner wrote these words he must have known that his own
responsibility for the Library was about to come to an end, but his

speculation about possible improvements to the catalogue he had begun
were a foretaste of the re-thinking which occurred from time to time before

the card catalogue was superseded 85 years later. He proceeded to outline

the rules then in use for cataloguing and filing and even for colour-coding:

white cards were for authors and cross-references, green for biographies,

yellow for criticisms. He also proposed that the rules should be printed and
distributed among students for their guidance, and as a basis for a talk to

students; unfortunately this sensible proposal seems to have lain dormant
until it was raised again by Stewart Wallace in 1934. Brebner went on, in
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his report, to describe the forms and procedures established for the placing

of orders and receipt of books, and also for the purchase of back files and

expensive sets. Exchange of publications had also been enlarged as a means
of acquisition, and the first 200 pieces had been sent out during the

summer.

Brebner must have played the major role in drawing up the budget

estimates for 1892, which Walter Barwick submitted to the Finance

Committee in October; these estimates were merely reported to the

Library Committee later, a week after the date of a provincial order-in-

council appointing Registrar Hugh H. Langton as University librarian

effective 1 January 1892. Brebner continued to work with his customary

vigor at the day-to-day operation of the Library, and in a seven-page report

on binding, delivered at his last meeting with the Library Committee, he

based his proposals on the sound doctrine that

. . . the library is being built not for the present but for the future, and not what suit[s]

the present alone must be considered but what suits the future as well. (8 3)

Some people assumed that Brebner, as acting librarian who enjoyed the

confidence of the Library Committee chairman, and who during nearly

two years had already made a major contribution to the restoration and

operation of the Library, would have been appointed librarian even though

he was a very recent graduate. I find no evidence, however, that he was

considered or even that he was a candidate. Within a few days of Van der

Smissen's release, the Board of Trustees had received applications from

William G. Eakins (MA 1877), a lawyer and journalist (who later in 1891

began a 22-year stint as librarian of the Upper Canada Law Society), and

from Theodore A. Haultain (MA 1880), who was private secretary to

Goldwin Smith, but the Board turned them both aside with advice that it

had no jurisdiction in the matter. A more aggressive candidate, lawyer

H.E. Irwin, went directly to Education Minister George Ross, armed with

testimonials and a petition signed by some 500 graduates and students and

members of the Legislature. Delegations to the minister on Irwin's behalf

received a strong reprimand in a lead editorial in the Toronto Mail early in

October. This editorial touched off a controversy that spread to other

papers and pointed to the fact that Irwin was from North York, the federal

constituency of Vice-Chancellor Mulock, who had become a member of

Parliament and whose signature was on Irwin's petition. It is no wonder

that President Daniel Wilson wrote a strong letter to the Attorney-General

on the subject of 'filling up the Librarianship,' appealing against the
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attempt being made to thrust in a candidate by sheer political pressure.

The outcome may have been seen by some as a victory of the University

over political jobbery, or a triumph of President Wilson and Chancellor

Blake over the forces of Vice-Chancellor Mulock, but at any rate Irwin lost

out and the appointment went to Langton. There seems, in fact, to have

been a long-standing presumption that Langton was to succeed Van der

Smissen in the Library.

Langton was three years younger than Brebner, but had graduated from

University College eight years earlier and was senior in terms of service to

the University. Like Brebner, he had served an apprenticeship as an

undergraduate assistant in the Library. After graduating in 1883, he had

tutored at Wycliffe College while studying law. He was admitted to the

Ontario bar in 1887 but never practised law. Instead he joined the staff of

the University, which was in process of being reorganized under the

Federation Act of that year. He was appointed as the first full-time

registrar of the University and University College, and as assistant

librarian, at a salary of $1,000 a year 'for all the duties involved in his

several offices. '(84) As registrar he replaced Professor Alfred Baker of

mathematics and lecturer William Dale of classics, who had been part-time

registrars of the University and College respectively. He wrote later that

his duties as assistant librarian were nil, (85) but the title must have implied

an official intent, and he seems to have taken it seriously enough to

accompany Van der Smissen, at his own expense, on the visit to American

libraries in June 1890. It seems possible that his decision to take this trip

may have been inspired partly, also, by Brebner's trip to Michigan the

month before. That autumn the minutes of the first Library Committee
meeting chaired by Walter Barwick recorded an interesting question:

'What is Mr. Langton's position in the Library?' The question was
deferred but in the Revenues and Requirements report the following spring, it

was noted that the assistant librarian was being paid as registrar. As
registrar he was secretary to the Senate and intimately involved in all its

concerns, including the Library. He attended meetings of the Library

Restoration Committee and was secretary-treasurer of its fund. When he

exchanged offices with Brebner at the beginning of 1892, he retained the

title of registrar for that year, during which Brebner's official title was
assistant registrar.

It has been suggested that Langton's appointment as Librarian may have

been related to incipient deafness, though his appointment as assistant

librarian came three years before he began to have his hearing attended to.

It has also been pointed out that the Langton family had many friendships
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of long standing in the University and in the Government. His personal

feelings towards Sir Daniel Wilson are indicated by the fact that he wrote a

biography of Wilson and eventually had, among the decorations in the

librarian's office, a copy of the engraving Wilson had done for Turner, and

some of Sir Daniel's own water-colour landscapes that now hang in the

University Archives. He also inherited a specimen from Wilson's ethno-

graphic collection that graced the librarian's mantelpiece down to my own
time, and which was always referred to as Sir Daniel's skull.

Friends in Government could perhaps have engineered Langton's

appointment against the wishes of the University - in fact President

Wilson complained to his journal, concerning the search for a registrar to

replace Langton, that 'the Minister composedly tells me there are some
seven or more candidates, but does not seem to think it necessary that I

should be consulted. '(86) Subsequent events, as well as the fact that

Brebner was given preference over at least six other candidates, even

though it seems unlikely that he or his family had any influential friends in

the government, suggest that neither of these two appointments was made
without regard for the ability and character of the person appointed. One
of Langton's personal qualifications, according to a story he told later

about a letter of reference written by Professor Maurice Hutton, was that

he was 'not too good-natured for the job. '(87)

Brebner threw himself into the duties of registrar with his customary

energy and persistence, though not always with total success. In a

single-handed attempt to halt a fracas between freshmen and senior

students on the steps of Massey Hall, at the close of the autumn
convocation in 1894, when hazing had been forbidden, he was thrown

down three times by a bumptious senior named Mackenzie King. He was

to meet his aggressor at another convocation 29 years later, he as registrar

and secretary of the honourary degrees committee, the erstwhile student as

the Prime Minister of Canada come back to receive an honorary doctorate.

By 1902, Registrar Brebner was so well respected by another generation

of students that when it was rumored that McGill University was trying to

lure him away with a bait of $1,800 a year, undergraduates held a mass

meeting and petitioned the authorities to keep him in Toronto; their

resolution was framed in terms of respect and admiration that would

astonish any present-day academic official.
3
In 1902-3 he was president of

the Literary and Scientific Society of University College, an elected

position widely coveted and usually won in those days by men with

advanced degrees. His popularity with the student body may even have

helped to bring about a reform in the structure of University government,
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and to save his own skin in 1905 after another period of student unrest.

President James Loudon asked for Brebner's dismissal on grounds of

insubordination, untrustworthiness and neglect of duty(88) - but students

represent more votes than a university president, and the Government

refused his request. Apparently this refusal was at least partly responsible

for precipitating Loudon's resignation from the presidency, and for the

commission of enquiry that brought about a new University Act.

NOTES
1 The author of this tribute to Brebner was Richard Holland Johnston, graduate of Univer-

sity College in 1889 and librarian of Victoria College 1892-97. He was then for some years

in charge of the reference desk at the Library of Congress before moving to the U.S.

Bureau of Railway Economics in 1910 to establish its library and serve as librarian until his

retirement in 1947. In June 1953, when the Special Libraries Association held its

conference in Toronto, he was awarded (at age 85) an honorary life membership in that

association.

2 The diary of Bessie Mabel Scott (Lewis) (UTA B80-00 3 3/001(02) says that on the evening

after her late walk with Brebner (22 October 1890) she attended a lecture by Kate Wood at

the Normal School and 'enjoyed it so much.' According to The Varsity Mrs. Wood's lecture

was on 'Old Moravian Customs in America,' and President Wilson lectured the following

evening, elsewhere, on the rights of women.

3 According to The Varsity (18 February 1902) the meeting was attended by about 300 students,

including a large number of women. It was stated that there were some officials around the

University 'whom we could not object to having consigned to McGill or elsewhere' but

Brebner was 'not among the number.' The meeting appealed to the trustees and Govern-

ment and 'all other authorities concerned' to retain Brebner 'in his present position' on grounds

that he 'by his self-sacrificing zeal for the interests of the University, his unflagging energy,

his systematic methods, his wonderful grasp of detail, his unfailing courtesy, and his

marvelous patience, has deservedly won in a very marked degree the confidence and esteem of

the students.' Three years later President Loudon, who had a quite different view of

Brebner's courtesy, patience and methods, charged that the rumor of an offer from McGill

was false, used by Brebner as a bargaining tactic.



CHAPTER 14

The First Library Building

hile James Brebner was busily engaged for nearly two years

after the fire in operating the library and building up its

collections in temporary quarters, others were planning the

University's first library building. Brebner's visit to the

University of Michigan is the only evidence I have found of any

participation by him in planning the structure.

The Building Committee appointed by the Board of Trustees after the

fire consisted of President Sir Daniel Wilson, Vice-Chancellor William

Mulock, and Colonel Casimir Gzowski, who had accompanied University

Architect D.B. Dick on an inspection of the ruins while the ashes were still

warm. According to Mulock's biographer some people

. . . including the President, advocated restoring the Library in its original place in the

main building; William Mulock and others insisted on a separate building, apart from

University College, and pointed to the rapid growth of the institution and the ever

increasing attendance of students who would, before many years had passed, require a

modern Library fully equipped with books and staff. (89)

Whatever the President's views may have been, reconstruction of a large

part of the main building gave the growing departments a chance to

marshal their arguments for expansion of their former allowances of space,

and Sir Daniel could not resist all their arguments no matter how
extravagant he thought some of them to be. In 1 856 he had been among the

professors making demands that Vice-ChancellorJohn Langton had called

outrageous, but now he sat in a different seat:

Here I am negotiating with a committee of a dozen, and behind them Professors,
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Lecturers, Fellows, and members of the Senate fully persuaded that they live not in

Canada, but in Utopia, that they hold the strings of Fortunatus' purse, and they are

ordained by a wise Providence to anticipate and provide for the needs ofYoung Canada

in the year of grace 29991(90)

The building committee and architect, however, lost no time in getting

down to business. Within 60 days after the fire, designs for reconstruction

of the main building had been approved by the Board of Trustees, by the

teaching staff (with a margin of one vote) and by the Senate.

Work proceeded at a brisk pace and on 5 October 1 891 a convocation was

held in the restored building, in the former library room where the

Governor General had presided over the banquet that followed the

coping-stone ceremony exactly 33 years and one day earlier. But the

restored building had no space for a library.

Meanwhile Van der Smissen, in writing his earliest appeals to American

librarians on behalf of the Restoration Committee, must have included

requests for advice about library design. By mid-March W. Hand Browne

responded with great modesty about his 'provisional and temporary'

library building and fire protection at Johns Hopkins University; R.C.

Davis had sent a few words about seminar libraries, plus a pamphlet

describing his building at the University of Michigan; and G.B. Keen had

sent information about his building under construction at the University of

Pennsylvania. It was not until three months after the fire, however, that

any official move was made towards planning permanent quarters for the

library. In reporting to the Senate as chairman of the Library Committee,

President Wilson wrote

... In view of the fact that plans approved by the Senate for the restoration of the

University building make no provision for the Library, and that it may be therefore

assumed to be determined that the Library shall be furnished with all requisite

accommodation in a separate building, it is desirable that definite plans should be

prepared with as little delay as possible. (91)

A month later, in authorizing the architect to prepare plans and estimates

for a new library, the trustees left open the question as to whether it should

be an isolated building or be connected as a new addition, but in an

exchange of letters four days later the bursar and architect refer only to an

'isolated' building. Use of that word to describe a separate building reflects

an intention to minimize the risk of fire, and the site chosen on the east

margin of the lawn offered two other advantages. It was central, between
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University College on the north, and the Biological and Practical Science

buildings on the south. And there was room around it for future expansion

on three sides.

In mid-October, still as chairman of the Library Committee, Sir Daniel

again urged the importance of early construction of a permanent building

for the Library, and expressed the committee's lack of confidence in Van
der Smissen by informing the Senate that '. . . steps should immediately be

taken for obtaining a trustworthy report from competent authorities on the

most improved system of library arrangements now in use in other

universities. '(92) Architect Dick, with or without the benefit of trustwor-

thy advice from competent authorities, proceeded with preliminary

sketches and dated his presentation set on Christmas Eve.

In mid-January 1891 the trustees concurred with the Senate in accepting

the architect's design, provided he could simplify the details of the exterior

so as to reduce the estimated cost from $80,000 to $70,000. With this

proviso they authorized him to write specifications and call for tenders.

The Library Committee seems to have been overlooked in consideration of

the design, and now its new chairman, Walter Barwick, made a formal

request that the architect should stay his hand until replies could be

received from experts to whom Barwick had already sent the drawings for

comment. The trustees agreed to a short delay. Barwick's experts were

none other than Melvil Dewey of Albany and C. A. Cutter of the Boston

Athenaeum, leaders in their profession though not necessarily in design of

buildings.

While Barwick waited for sage advice, the architect made his own search

for ideas in a tour that included Cornell. At one time or other, in

connection with this project, he also visited the University of Michigan

and the University of Pennsylvania. He may also have gone to look at some

of the works of Henry Hobson Richardson, a prominent American

architect who in the previous two decades had established a style of

church-like library architecture that was admired more by his colleagues

and clients than by their librarians; at least Dick would have been

acquainted with Richardson's work through publications of it.

The library under construction at Cornell, as well as the new building at

Michigan, bore several resemblances to Dick's own design. At Cornell he

was shown around by Prof. Jacob Schurman, the Canadian who had

nearly become Toronto's professor of history nine years earlier; the

Cornell librarian was away to attend the opening of the new library at the

University of Pennsylvania. There were many academic libraries being

planned or built at the time. The spurt of library construction in that
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decade, to serve the new emphasis on research and the 'seminar method' in

North American universities, produced a generation of buildings that

continued to serve, many of them, until they were replaced or greatly

enlarged during the round of university expansion that followed World

War 2.

Apparently Barwick had sent his experts five leading questions along

with the sketch plans, and had included his own suggestions for

improvement. The replies by Cutter and Dewey were at odds on some

points and agreed on others. (93) The advice of the two consultants, freely

given, was interpreted freely. It did force reconsideration of the design that

had been approved, and it did give the Library Committee (or at least its

chairman) a chance to discuss alternatives with the architect. The Library

Committee minutes make no mention of plans, but when Dick presented a

revised design to the Board on 2 April he made a point of saying that it had

the Committee's approval. His revision consisted of an east-west overlay

across the middle of the building, reflecting much of what the consultants

had advised. The trustees, having reviewed the advice and Dick's reaction

to it, ruled that fireproofing anything more than the stackroom was beyond

their means; they would have a duplicate catalogue kept inside the

stackroom and would trust to insurance for the rest. They then proceeded

to approve the revised plans and asked for working drawings to be got out

as rapidly as possible.

The architect was still under obligation to cut costs by simplifying the

elevation, though his original pencil rendering of the west front was

published in a three-column feature article in the Toronto Mail. He deleted

decorative tiles from the ridge of the roof, omitted carving in the capitals of

decorative columns set into the exterior stone, shortened two small round

towers by six feet, and shortened the reading room by six feet at the north

end of the building. His most noticeable change, and a fortunate one, was
in the top half of the square tower over the front door. His original sketch

topped this tower with a slim tear-drop dome, without any cupola but

otherwise much like the dome on Sacre Coeur, which was still under

construction on Montmartre. At the corners of the tower were four

beehive turrets around the base of the dome - but these disappeared along

with the dome and gave way to our familiar four-sided peaked roof
1

six feet

shorter than the dome had been. The arched doorway at the base of the

tower, a smaller and plainer cousin to the doorway of the old main
building, remained an almost exact copy of the doorway in the north

transept of the 12th-century Kelso Abbey, which Daniel Wilson had

praised in his Prehistoric Annals ofScotland as having 'singularly rich details
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which lighten the solid masses.' It retained its elaborate moldings topped

by its Kelso 10-columned arcade with intersecting arches below a

basketwork gable. The clerestory above the reading room, ending at the

north end with a round dome over the semicircular apse, also remained.

The cost of the building was now estimated at $65,000, surprisingly

near the amount in hand. The report of the Senate and Board Committee
on Revenues and Requirements, accepted in April, brought about the

postponement of plans for a new convocation hall; more than $31,000

which had been subscribed toward a hall was added to the library building

subscriptions. These amounts, added to the $ 10,000 gift from the province

of Quebec after the fire raised the total to $62,000, and so it was thought

that the library could be built 'almost free of cost to the University.'

The gift of $10,000 from Quebec, though a very welcome and useful

addition to the building fund, was disconcerting to many Ontarians, in view

of political issues that had raised hard feelings between the two provinces:

Now, to have the leader of the Quebec party which was most conspicuous in

denouncing the execution of Riel, and in passing the Jesuit Estates Act, show such a

friendly spirit to an institution of Ontario . . . seemed to prove that Quebec had more

liberality than Ontario, and was something they did not want to believe. But the gift

was accepted, and was used in building the new Library ... It may be stated here that

the Ontario Government in 1920 ... returned the compliment ... by making a gift of

$20,000 to the University of Montreal. (94)

Tenders amounting to $85,313 were accepted by the Board in the third

week in June, again with the proviso that the Architect was to report back

on any savings that could be accomplished. Within three days he presented

a list of possible deletions, in which by far the largest item was $6,624 for

elimination of the tower; apparently all these deletions were approved and

contracts signed.

By mid-February 1 892 construction was so far advanced that President

Wilson felt obliged to spend a weary Saturday showing it off to an

important visitor:

... I was staggering under a burdensome load . . . and a little pause and rest was as water

to the desert wanderer under tropical skies. But alas Mr. A. Staveley HillQ.C, M.P.,

treasurer of the London committee for restoration of the University Library announced

his coming. I had to give up my holiday walk to him. A wretched day of chill rain spent

with him in inspecting the new library building was the origin of what ended in

congestion of the lungs, and nearly made an end of me. (95)
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The President was able to resume his work for a few months and on 1 6 May
attended his last meeting of the Library Committee. He never recovered

fully from the bout of pneumonia brought on by that February tour of the

new library, and died in August before the building was completed. He
was succeeded by James Loudon, our first Canadian-born president, who
as professor of physics had already begun to play an important role in the

University and its Library Committee.

Walter Barwick's term as a senator was drawing to a close, and though he

kept an eye on the Library during the summer he appears to have felt that

his services were no longer needed there. Meanwhile, at the beginning of

1892, Hugh Langton had become librarian. As assistant (but not acting)

librarian he had already, for at least six months, taken part in planning

furniture and layout, and now he was more involved in later details of the

building project. For instance, he asked for speaking tubes to be installed,

and the Board agreed until Architect Dick produced bids showing that a

private telephone system could be had for $170, some $30.50 cheaper than

tubes. Langton was also involved, in his spare moments, in the planning

and selection of furniture, but apparently not in structural detail.

In April 1892, 10 months after deleting the tower, the Board finally

decided to allow the architect to go ahead with it. A month later one of the

members was still opposed and wrote objecting to the design, but Dick

replied that the work was too far advanced to admit more changes, and the

Board supported him. In June, tenders were approved for installation of

two levels of cast-iron stacks plus framing for the third level. In August

tenders were accepted for lighting fixtures in which gas and electricity

were combined. By early October, still in the finishing stages, the building

began to come into use.

The general shape of the building was that of a medieval church, a rather

stubby cross with nave and rounded apse forming foot and head, the

western transept ending in a tower over the front door. The reading room,

occupying apse and choir, was planned to seat 200. It had arched windows
high above the wall shelving, and overhead a great array of curved and

carved red pine trusses. The spine of the clerestory ceiling was 46 feet

above the floor. The oak tables, set on heavy spool legs, were two feet

wide, very long, and curved with the semicircular wall around the north

end of the room; a straight run of these handsome tables is still in use in the

East Hall of University College, and there are a few to be found in Library

workrooms. All readers faced the four-foot-wide table that ran up the

middle and divided the room in halves, one half for women. This division

of the room was a gesture of conformity to the tradition that had existed
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before the fire, but did not begin to meet the spirit of a motion that

Professor Alfred Baker had proposed in the Senate, calling for more
complete separation of the sexes in any new building. Below the reading

room were washrooms and two large cloakrooms, and a large 'conversation

room' under the apse.

The stackroom occupied the nave. It was supposed to shelve 120,000

volumes, safe from fire. It was separated from the rest of the building by
two metal doors, and contained no wood except the shelves. It rested on a

concrete floor set on short concrete piers. Above the concrete floor, rows of

cast-iron uprights supported an upper floor of glass plates and metal

gratings, and metal shelf-brackets. The glass floor was 15 feet below the

ceiling, so that a second glass floor could be added later when a third tier of

shelving became necessary. A concrete ceiling separated the stack from

four 'seminary' rooms above; these rooms had wood floors and trim, and

the partitions were framed and lathed in wood, but the slate roof above

them was supported by steel trusses.

In the crossing of nave and transepts, just outside the stackroom and

separated from the reading room by three wide arches, was the skylit

'distributing room.' The main feature here was a 29-foot service counter

with carved front and half-rounded ends; the counter still does daily

service only a few steps away from its original location, now turned at right

angles to its original position.

The east transept housed the librarian's office and the cataloguing room,

with a connecting door. An archway between the cataloguing room and

reading room was closed by the two-faced catalogue cabinet, usable from

either side. Above was the largest of the seminar rooms. Below was a

receiving room, and a separate entrance leading to the coal cellar under the

distributing room.

The west transept contained the periodicals room, with boiler-room

below and a seminar room above. It also contained the public stairway

down to the basement and up to the seven seminar rooms. The seventh

seminar was partly above the front hall and partly in the tower, with a wide

archway between the two sections; in the early sketches there had been

only a doorway between and the designation was 'caretaker's rooms.' The
building as finished was not to have a resident caretaker.

A note concerning the Library had reappeared in the University

Calendar for 1891-92, compiled while Barwick and Brebner were the

movers in matters bibliothecal, and it continued thereafter. According to

the Calendar for 1893-94

The reading-room of this building was opened in the second week of October, 1892,
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and the text books and works of reference specially useful to the students were moved at

once [from the School of Practical Science] and temporarily shelved in the new

reading-room. It was not, however, until January, 1893, that the fire-proof stack-room

and the departmental studies were finished and ready for occupation. All the books

were then unpacked and arranged on the shelves, and most of the Departmental Studies

were also in occupation for the remainder of the academic year.

At the beginning ofJanuary also the connection of the electric light fixtures with the

dynamo in the main building was made and the Library was opened to readers in the

evening, the total number of hours available for reading in the Library being thus

extended to eleven and a-half hours daily, viz., from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and from 7 to

10.30 p.m.

On Saturday evening the Library is not open, and students are allowed to take anv

book away to their own homes on Saturday afternoon, returning the same on Monday

morning.

By 1 893-94, of course, the new building was in full swing, with the new
Librarian fully acclimated and a new collection of more than 55,000 items

on the shelves. To the new crop of freshmen and freshwomen the fire that

had begun the great change was a fading legend.

NOTE
1 The roof and twin windows below it are very like Richardson's twin towers at the front of

Trinity Church, Boston, (1877) and the courtyard towers in his Allegheny County Court-

house in Pittsburgh (1877).



CHAPTER 15

The Library and Origins of the

University Press

cholarly libraries have always been generators of books, as

well as preservers and purveyors. Scholars gathered at the great

Ptolemaic library in Alexandria two thousand years ago not

only to study the scrolls but also to write, to edit, to translate

and to make copies. In medieval Europe, production of books was almost

entirely in the hands of calligraphers and illuminators who toiled daily at

making copies in the scriptoria attached to monastic libraries. With the rise

of universities in the 12th century and the introduction of printing in the

15th, book production grew up as a trade outside the libraries, but its

symbiotic relation to libraries remains and is manifested in various ways.

During Hugh Langton's three decades as University of Toronto librarian,

the Library was connected in various ways with the beginnings of the

University ofToronto Press - its printing and binding, its bookselling and

its program of scholarly publication.

For many decades the University's printing - calendars, reports, forms

and so on - was done by the firm of Rowsell and Hutchinson. After that

firm went out of business the University established its own printing plant

early in 1902, in time to print the spring examination papers. In reporting

this event, PresidentJames Loudon cited the large amount of printing to be

done, and the confidential nature of a large portion of it. The printing press

was set up first in the former Wycliffe College building, which was waiting

to be torn down to make way for the Mining Building at the head of

McCaul Street. After a few months it was moved to an old cottage where

the Galbraith Building now stands. Under the hand of its printer, T.W.
Langstone, its operation was eminently successful and apparently turned a

small profit from the beginning. In 1905 Richard Hamilton was appointed

as part-time bookkeeper, and two years later was promoted to manager

with an operating bonus on top of his salary.
l
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In 1910, after the Library had added a bookstack wing to the east and

another wing across the south, the Press moved into the basement, which

had been excavated under the original stackroom. By then, annual receipts

of the printing plant had risen above $20,000 and Hamilton had hired a

full-time bookkeeper. He also became secretary of the committee in charge

of the printing office, a committee that consisted of the President as

chairman plus Professor William Fraser and the Librarian, and held its

meetings in the Librarian's office.

Within five years, when the Press needed more room to store paper and

supplies, it was allowed to extend northward and double its space by

cutting a doorway through into the basement of the apse. It thus occupied

about three-quarters of the Library's basement until after the end ofWorld

War 1 . Langton then argued that the space was needed for readers, and the

Press, itself needing more space, was enabled to move into a building of its

own on a campus site that the house of Professor James Mavor and his

family had occupied only three months earlier.
2 So ended the 10-year

sojourn of the printing plant in the Library.

Binding and rebinding of a library's books and journals always pose

problems of specification, quality control, timeliness and cost, whether the

annual list consists of a few hundred volumes or tens of thousands. When
Langton became Librarian, and up to 1904, most of the Library's binding

had been done by Brown Bros. Ltd., which had become a very large

establishment. When the Brown Bros, bindery lost its building and

equipment in the great conflagration that wiped out Toronto's business

district on the night of 19 April 1904, the University had to make other

arrangements. Specifications were sent out to 24 local firms for tender, but

no bids were received. The Librarian and Library Committee made a

strong case for the University to establish its own bindery for the Library

in connection with the printing plant, and a contract was drawn up
between Library and printing department. Nothing was done, however,

for several years, and the audited accounts show that the Library and

printing plant continued to send their binding out to an assortment of local

firms. Finally, after the printing plant moved into the basement of the

Library in 1910, it did set up a bindery and began to receive all of the

Library's binding.

Then began a perennial tussle concerning the quality of work expected

or work done, delays in the sending or return of material , and pricing of the

work. Contrary to Langton's views and the view of the Board that

University business should be charged at cost, Hamilton maintained that

he as manager of the Press had a right to make a profit of at least 10 percent
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on binding for the Library, and that he was not under any obligation to

give that binding any precedence over all other urgent and important

University business. At times the Library Committee of the Senate and

the Printing Committee of the Board became heavily involved as

investigators and mediators; after moving into his own building Hamilton

asked the Board for an independent investigation of his prices.

President Robert Falconer, upon advice from Clarkson, Gordon and

Dilworth, joined the Toronto branch of the United Typothetae of

America in order to obtain 'an impartial investigation into the fairness of

the prices charged by the University Press, and also a report upon the

efficiency of the various departments up to the present. '(96) The Toronto

Typothetae report, based on commercial criteria, was favourable to the

Press, and the Librarian was left to accept Hamilton's pricing or take his

work elsewhere. Fifteen years after being conceived to look after the

Library's binding, and 10 years after its birth in the Library basement, the

bindery thus established independence from any obligations it might have

been expected to feel as a godchild of the Library. The Library continued,

however, to send all its binding to the Press until 1948, when the price rose

by 60 percent in less than a year and came down only after the Library

began to send a large part of the work to the Lehmann Bindery in

Kitchener.

The origin of the University Bookstore, which is now the most visible

and heavily used manifestation of the Press on the campus, had a much
earlier and closer connection to the Library. In the late 1880s, apparently

at the behest of the Library Committee and a year or two before the fire,

Librarian Van der Smissen established a service through which students

could buy their textbooks. This service continued and flourished as the

Students' Book Department under Langton's administration. The work

was done by the senior library clerk, who was permitted to take a

commission of 5 percent to defray all expenses and to cover the risk

incurred in any credit she granted to customers.

In 1897 a downtown bookseller made a bid to take over this service but

Annie McMicking, the senior clerk who had been running it, countered

with an offer to carry it on in the Library outside her regular timetable, if

she could be assigned a room for the purpose. She made an excellent case in

a letter to the President, and was given space in the basement. The
business grew and after five more years Miss McMicking could no longer

carry it on in her spare time. Accordingly she resigned her position as a

library clerk and continued without salary as operator of the Students'

Book Department under the eye of the Librarian. At this point she was
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required to post a bond with the bursar, and an office was partitioned off

for her in the men's common room. When Annie McMicking died in 1904,

the Library Committee entrusted the business, on the same terms, to a

recent graduate, Richard Hamilton, who later that session was to receive

further appointments as bookkeeper to the printing office and (unwanted)

occasional assistant to the registrar. Under Hamilton the Students' Book

Department continued to thrive.

Students were not the only customers, and by 1905 the Ontario

Government sent President Loudon a protest it had received from a retail

bookseller complaining of unfair competition. Langton wrote an account

of the history and rationale of the Book Department, which apparently

satisfied the minister; Hamilton posted a sign advising customers who
were not students or faculty members to take their business elsewhere, and

was allowed to continue. Professors had been using the Students' Book

Department for years, and the Library too began to spend 5 to 10 percent

of its book budget there, though Langton was not happy about having to

pay a 5 percent commission at his own bookstore, the accounts of which he

still audited on behalf of the Library Committee.

When the Library added a south wing in 1910 the Students' Book
Department occupied the whole basement of that wing, with an outside

entrance that gave access also to the printing plant and bindery on the other

side of the wall. The legend on its letterhead ran 'Importers of college text

books and books of reference - Shipments received regularly from United

States, England, France, Germany and Italy.' Hamilton had open

accounts with overseas publishers, and at the request of the Library

Committee arranged for some books to be sent on approval for inspection

by faculty members more than half a century before our present more
ambitious approval plan was established.

In 1907 it was suggested that the Book Department might be amalgamat-

ed with the Press that adjoined it, since they were already under the same
manager. However, a subcommittee chaired by Professor George Wrong
argued that Hamilton as a private dealer could obtain more favorable

discounts from publishers, and the notion was set aside.

During the last four years before moving into a separate Press building

in 1920, the two parts of Hamilton's enterprise occupied virtually all of the

Library basement. When the printing plant and bindery moved, the Book
Department moved with them but had to pay rent for its space in the Press

building. It continued to do so until 1933-34, when the Press bought out

Hamilton's private interest for $13,865.94. Thus the Book Department
finally became an official part of the University Press, after more than
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40 years under the increasingly casual supervision of the Library that

bore it.

The program of scholarly publishing, which has earned outstanding

honors and world-wide recognition for the University of Toronto Press,

also had a beginning in the Library. When learned societies and

institutions presented their own publications as a generous gesture after

the fire of 1890, it was obviously desirable for Toronto to send something

back in exchange, so as to go on receiving future publications. Toronto had

little to send, though in 1891 Brebner mailed out 185 copies of the Calendar

plus a few other things bought for the purpose: 50 copies of Papers of the

Mathematical and Physical Society , 30 of Economic Studies No. 2,
3 and 25 sets of

Engineering Papers from the School of Practical Science. In 1895-96 the

Library bought 150 copies of the newly launched University of Toronto

Quarterly for exchange, and wished to carry on that arrangement, but this

first Quarterly expired at the end of 1896,
4 and the Library still had little to

exchange. But rescue was at hand.

President James Loudon, professor of physics, was about to establish

doctoral work in the University in 1897, and early that year he established

a formal program for publishing original research under the general

heading of University of Toronto Studies. The Studies were published with

the aid of an annual legislative grant of $500 (soon increased), and $300

from the Library in return for copies to use for exchange. They appeared in

many series but were all published by the University Library under the

general editorship of the Librarian for more than three decades. The
Librarian dealt not only with the screening and editing of manuscripts, but

also with the details of production, distribution, sales, accounting, and

payment of royalties.
5 His work on the Studies brought him an annual

honorarium of only $200, though the work must have taken a fairly large

share of his time.

Finally in 1929 the Studies Committee and the Printing Committee were

amalgamated. The stock of Studies was removed from the Library to the

Press in five truckloads, along with the minute books of the Studies

Committee and responsibility for the University's program of scholarly

publishing. This is not to say that the Press itself had never published a

work of scholarship. Its first venture into this field had been as early as

1912, and in 1919 the Board of Governors had approved a proposal by

Hamilton that the Press should establish a publishing program of its own,

on the understanding that each manuscript would be considered not only

on its scholarly merit but also on its merit as a good financial proposition.

Unfortunately the spirit of this last proviso remained alive and dominant
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when the Press inherited the Studies program in 1929 - it did not inherit the

annual grant, (97) and the whole cost of scholarly publishing was expected

to be met thereafter out of the general income of the Press. This

expectation on the part of the University's financial authorities has been a

serious handicap.

Though the publishing program had moved into a new household, its

ties to the Library that had raised it from infancy were not severed all at

once. The Librarian was a member of the new Committee on Printing and

Publishing and reluctantly agreed to carry on as general editor until

another could be found. It was not until May 1932 that a new general editor

was appointed by the Press, in the person of Alison Ewart (MA 1925) from

the Library. Miss Ewart had been taken on to the Library staff 10 years

earlier on the recommendation of her Sunday school teacher, Helen

Fairbairn of the Periodicals Department. Though an assistant in the

Circulation Department, she served also as one of the Librarian's editorial

assistants. When the Librarian resigned his editorship of the Canadian

Historical Review in 1929 and was succeeded by Professor George Brown,

Miss Ewart became Brown's assistant editor and was given an office in the

history department in Baldwin House just behind the Press Building. She

continued to occupy that office as general editor to the Press from 1932

until 1945, when she resigned because of family responsibilities. Even
after an illustrious career as editor of the Press she had not severed all

connection with the Library, however, and returned to it in 1953 for a

13-year stint in the Order Department.

It was Librarian Langton who oversaw the incubation and growth of the

Studies, and 52 years later his successor watched their demise. Referring to

them in a letter to Gordon Burns, then manager of the Press, Stewart

Wallace wrote in February 1949, 'These seem to have served their

purpose, since almost no one wishes any longer to publish in them; I think

they may very well be discontinued.'

The story of relationships between the Library and the Press does not

end here, though they have been completely separate institutions for half a

century. They continue to serve each other in various ways, but at arm's

length, not as they did in the days when the Press was a fledgling and the

Library played a parental role.

n o T k s

1 Richard J. Hamilton (BA 1902) was an honours graduate in physics and mathematics,

President Loudon's subjects. In February 1905 he was hired as bookkeeper for the printing

office and occasional assistant to the registrar, though correspondence in the Loudon
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papers (UTA A72-0030/4H2) shows that Brebner objected to the appointment and refused to

give Hamilton any work. In June 1905, just when Loudon was trying to have Brebner dis-

missed, Brebner accused Hamilton of having passed confidential information from the

printing plant to examination candidates. Hamilton denied the charges and was kept on the

registrar's payroll to June 1906, when he was moved to the 'general service' payroll.

2 The minutes of the Board for early 1920 show that other sites considered for the Press

building were the roof of the central power house, an old house on St. George Street, and

a lot south of College Street. On May 20 the Board approved plans for a two-storey structure,

60 by 100 feet, with foundations to support a third storey, at an estimated cost of $60,000.

One-third of the money was to be drawn from accumulated balances in the Press, and the rest

paid out of Press income over five years. Professor Mavor received compensation in lieu of

notice to surrender his lease. Construction began June 7 and must have set a University record

for speed, as the building was occupied by September 1. The third storey was added later,

and the building is now the Engineering Annex.

3 Toronto University Studies in Political Science, first series nos. 1 (1889) to 3 (1892) were short

monographs published under the editorship of Professor W.J. Ashley. No. 4 (1895) last in

the series, was edited by James Mavor, who came to Toronto as head of the department after

Ashley moved to Harvard University.

4 The editorial board of this Quarterly represented a number of departmental societies, and the

content consisted of papers that had been presented in various places by members.

5 For instance, on 15 July 1919 Hugh Langton wrote to Milton Buchanan concerning royalties

up to June 30 on his edition of Calderon: 'The total amount received in sales was $1 14.27,

of which you are entitled to 25 per cent, amounting to $28.57. There have been 120 copies

sold, nearly all to dealers who receive a discount of 25 per cent from the published price.'



CHAPTER 16

Hugh Hornby Langton as

Librarian and Educator

s librarian of the University, Hugh Langton worked long and

hard as an educator. He was a compiler, sifter, translator and

publisher of knowledge, as well as a collector, custodian and

facilitator of it.

This aspect of his work cannot be described without mention of his

long-standing friendship with George Wrong, one of his classmates at

University College. The two had very different backgrounds. Langton

was a privileged and widely travelled son of the retired auditor-general of

Canada, who was also a former vice-chancellor of the University. He was

also a product of Upper Canada College, where the principal had taken

special notice of him and employed him occasionally, as a privilege, to do

secretarial work for him. George Wrong came from an otherwise

unproductive farm in Elgin County and had no opportunity to attend high

school, but felt a religious vocation and by hauling on his own bootstraps

had managed to enter Wycliffe College and University College concur-

rently. In 1883, their year of graduation, Wrong was ordained as an

Anglican priest and became a lecturer in ecclesiastical history at Wycliffe

College; Langton lectured at Wycliffe the following year while registered

at Osgoode Hall as a law student.

Langton was already librarian when Wrong left Wycliffe in 1892 and

took a temporary drop in salary to succeed Sir Daniel Wilson as the

University's lecturer in history. For four years thereafter the names of

Wrong and Langton were linked in the Calendars the examiners in history

and ethnology. When Wrong was promoted from lecturer to professor in

1894, Langton wrote him a note on Toronto Club stationery: 'My dear

Professor - I have the honour to congratulate you on the increase to your

dignity, but I can still whop you at golf. '(98) This unusual promotion
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inspired another lecturer who was not promoted (and who was not, as

Wrong was, a son-in-law of Edward Blake, the University's chancellor) to

publish charges of nepotism. When the author of these charges was
dismissed from the University, an incident that sparked a strike by the

students early in 1895, Langton was a member of the small group called

together several times during the emergency by President James Loudon
for advice. He also attended three full days of hearings of the provincial

commission formed to consider the students' complaints - and he must
have breathed a sigh of relief when the ordeal ended without damage to his

friend.

Professor Wrong, perhaps feeling a need to prove that his promotion was

based on his own merit and not that of his father-in-law, produced and

published at his own expense in 1 897 the first volume ofan annual Review of

Historical Publications Relating to Canada. With the first volume safely off the

press, he then invited Librarian Langton (who had just become the first

general editor of the University of Toronto Studies) to become his associate

editor, and they worked together on that important annual review for

many years. After its first volume, the Review was treated as a regular

series in the Studies, and subscriptions were handled by the Library. While

Langton was in Europe in 1912-13 for treatment of eye trouble, his place

as joint editor of the Review was filled by Stewart Wallace, one of Wrong's

former students, who had become professor of history at McMaster
University; by Wallace's own modest account he was 'pressed into service'

on the Review 'as a sort of printer's devil and chore-boy. '(99) After

Langton's return, the three continued as joint editors until in 1920 the

annual Review ofHistorical Publications was enlarged, at Langton's sugges-

tion and initiative, to become the quarterly Canadian Historical Review,

with Stewart Wallace as the first editor. (100)

Langton and Wrong worked closely together on several other large

projects. In 1905 they were charter members of the Champlain Society for

the publication of important documents relating to the history of Canada:

Wrong was the first general editor (1905-22) and Langton was honorary

treasurer (1907-34), and later they both served terms as president. In 1914

they were joint editors of the 32-volume Chronicles of Canada, which sold

more than 30,000 sets and penetrated eventually as far as the one-room

prairie schoolhouse in which I took my first 10 grades, and where it shared

the bookcase with a bird book and a worn-out dictionary and the supply of

chalk and erasers.

Langton's collaboration with George Wrong and his editorship of the

University of Toronto Studies were very important, but by no means
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accounted for all of his publishing and editing. ' Four years after becoming

Librarian he published an article in the Library Journal, advocating a

classification system like Toronto's, with simple alphabetical shelf-

notation consisting of abbreviations of the ordinary names of classes, in

preference to what he called the 'hieroglyphic' notations of the Dewey
Decimal and Cutter Expansion systems. Unfortunately for Langton, the

editor of Library Journal had obtained and appended a critique from C. A.

Cutter, who ended his comments thus:

When our carpenters return to the stone hammers and axes of the paleolithic age,

librarians who have once used a symbolic class and book notation will abandon it for the

inconsistent and inadequate lettering of publishers and binders.(lOl)

Undaunted, Langton presented a paper the next year before an interna-

tional conference of librarians in London's Guildhall, with Melvil Dewey
in the chair; he was advocating international co-operation on a comprehen-

sive catalogue of periodicals. This time the paper excited practically no

comment, though the idea behind it had much in common with the aims of

the international CONSER project that took shape about 70 years later.

No doubt this paper grew out of the experience he was having with the first

edition of a co-operative catalogue of periodicals in Toronto libraries, in

which he shared editorial responsibility with James Bain, librarian of the

Toronto Public Library.

In 1903 Langton delivered a presidential address before the Ontario

Library Association,
2
calling for speedy reform of the way in which the

provincial government was dealing with public libraries. This paper was
published in an American journal as well as in the University of Toronto

Monthly, the alumni journal. In the same address he spoke of the need for

vocational training for library work, though such training was a new thing

in those days:

... It is a foible of our friends across the boundary to consider library management a

science. I do not think it can properly be called a science. I am not sure even that it is

quite correct to speak of it as a profession, but it undoubtedly is a business, and like

other businesses, it demands intelligence, some special aptitude and a good deal of

special training.

While there was no special training available in Canada, Langton was on
the lookout for people with training, at least when recruiting cataloguers.

He had even been making a minor contribution to the cause by accepting a
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few young women as apprentices. Grace Hunter, president of the

Women's Literary Society in her graduating year of 1898, was given

permission 'to study the system of library administration . . . under the

direction of the Librarian' that summer;(102) she later became a member of

her father's law firm and was a leader in several women's organizations, but

towards the end of her life she spent 14 years in charge of the students'

library at Osgoode Hall. Another apprentice was Mabel Chown (BA
1900), who was allowed to gain experience in library work as an unpaid

assistant. She too was a leader, in 1904 becoming the first president of the

University Women's Club of Toronto and later applying her talents to the

cultural life of Regina. In 1932, as president of the Canadian Federation of

University Women's Clubs she sent President Robert Falconer a formal

objection to his Board's new policy against employing married women in

the University ofToronto 'unless the Board are satisfied in individual cases

that such persons require to earn money for the support of their

families'.(103) I find no evidence, however, of Miss Chown having made
any direct use of her apprenticeship in the Library.

When the Ontario department of education established a four-week

course for library workers in the summer of 1911, Langton lectured on

library and local history, and his chief cataloguer, Hester Young, was

instructor in classification. Miss Young, a graduate of the summer school

for librarians established by Charles Gould at McGill in 1904, continued as

an instructor for three summers(104) and in 1913 she was in charge. From
1912 to 1914 the course was given in the University Library, with the

Women's Reading Room turned into a classroom by removal of the table

lamps. The course, however, was designed mainly for the benefit of people

already employed in small public libraries, and leadership in it passed from

Hester Young to Winifred Barnstead, chief cataloguer at the Toronto

Public Library. (105) Though the course was extended in 1919 to three

months, it still did little or nothing for libraries in schools or colleges, and

something more was needed. With the support of Dean William Pakenham

of the Faculty of Education, Langton sent President Falconer a proposal

for a post-graduate library school to be established in the Library, in part of

the basement area which was to be vacated by the Press and Students' Book

Department. His letter was attached to a vigorous brief written by Hester

Young, whose argument included distant echoes of John Strachan's

argument for educating Canadians in their own country:

... In Canada there is no permanent library school; there are only two summer schools

... As the training in library work provided at home is elementary, spasmodic, and
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given at inconvenient times, the Canadian desiring such training must go to the nearest

place at which he can get it, that is an American school, where he is instructed in

American ideas and ideals, which are not desirable, except by contrast, for developing

good Canadian citizens . . . The aim of the library school is to train teacher-librarians, or

librarians who will co-operate with teachers ... A school with such a purpose could

grow out of the work of the University Library as naturally as a new branch out of a

tree.(106)

Miss Young's brief may have had some effect, but not immediately. Nine
years later the University did establish a library school, but by that time

Langton was no longer librarian and the space he had offered for a school

was full of other things.

As general editor of the Studies Langton was editor and publisher of a

history of the University from 1827-1906, and distributed it broadside all

over Canada and elsewhere. For that volume he wrote an appendix on the

significance of the University Act of 1906, and to reach a wider audience

got this exposition published again in the University of Toronto Monthly. In

fact he often used the Monthly, from its first volume in 1900 onward, as

well as The Varsity newspaper, to spread word about the Library and other

matters that concerned him. In 1908 he was elected secretary-treasurer of

the Alumni Association and secretary of its editorial committee, and

though he had to resign both offices the following year because of illness,

he continued to submit occasional articles. Even during his retirement

leave in Europe he sent the Monthly a longish report of an exciting journey

he and his wife made in October 1922 on an Italian train that was taken

over by black-shirted Fascisti on their march to Rome. The journey landed

them in Perugia in a hotel that turned out to be the headquarters of the

Fascist general, on the evening before the government resigned and the

king called on Mussolini to form a new one. (107)

Before he retired from the Library, the Champlain Society had already

published the first volume of his translation of the works of Samuel de

Champlain, and he went on to do most of the translation for the five

subsequent volumes. In retirement he published also a translation of

Sagard's Long Journey to the Country of the Hurons, and he edited Patrick

Campbell's Travels in North America. He also wrote biographies of

President James Loudon, President Sir Daniel Wilson, and Professor J. C.

McLennan, who succeeded Loudon as head of physics. In 1949 he

published a biography of James Douglas, a former chancellor of Queen's

University. His pen was seldom idle. Langton outlived his friend George
Wrong by five years and in 1950, three years before he died at the age of91

,
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he published A Gentlewoman in Upper Canada, his edition of letters written a

century earlier by his aunt Anne Langton.

From the amount of writing and editing and translating he accomplished

during his 3 1 years as librarian and 30 after he retired, it might seem that

administration of the Library was only a minor diversion with little claim

on Hugh Langton's time or attention. Yet he stood at the beginning of our

present library system, and established many of the principles and

practices on which it is based.

NOTES
1 Not everything Langton wrote was published. In the U of T Archives are several MS

diaries with elaborate indexes, and other things including a private memorandum on the

peculiar roles played by Vice-Chancellor Mulock (with the help of undergraduate

Mackenzie King) in the students' strike of 1895, and in the commission hearings that

followed. There is also Langton's essay on Hermann Sudermann, a contemporary

German author; it was approved by Professor Van der Smissen and won Langton his MA
in 1905, under the 'old rules' that required only a thesis.

2 In a letter 14 March 1906 to Lawrence Burpee of the Ottawa Public Library, Langton

declined to support the idea of establishing a Canadian library association at that time, arguing

that the first requisite was to obtain proper governmental aid from the provinces, and that

separate provincial associations were best for that purpose.
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CHAPTER 17

Hugh Langton as Administrator

hancellor Edward Blake's report of 1891 on revenues and

requirements, which established patterns of University policy

and procedures for a number of years, had recommended
appointment of a full-time librarian 'who should grow up with

the Library.' Hugh Langton, though already experienced in the working

of the University, was young enough to meet that requirement. When he

became Librarian he was only 29, and he presided over the growth of the

Library for more than 3 1 years before retiring in his 61st year.

After getting the whole collection onto the shelves in the new building,

and opening the Library to the new demands that new space engenders, his

greatest need was for money to continue building up the collection, and for

staff to help him. These things were not to be got easily within the existing

financial structure, in which the annual customary grant for purchases had

stood at $2,600 for many years, and in which the Librarian was allowed a

permanent staff of one clerk and a caretaker. Julia Cowan, the permanent

clerk at $300 a year, was 'a shorthand writer and typist' with a 'good

knowledge of Latin and the Modern Languages, '(108) but had only the

ordinary number of hands and feet. Ephriam Tozer, who had been taken

on as porter in October 1890, had now been confirmed by provincial

order-in-council as caretaker of the building at a salary of $500, and was

soon to acquire additional duties as gardener to the University and

University College. There was also some temporary and part-time help:

one clerk to help until the catalogue was completed and three part-time

students during term to serve as delivery clerks during the day. The
Library Committee had resolved that the new Library should be open
evenings also, from 7:30 to 10 p.m. , staffed by all junior lecturers in turn as

'superintendent,' but this arrangement seems not to have worked well;
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evening hours and the funds to cover them were suspended after the first

year.

For some time Langton was unable to get any more help, and after three

years as Librarian he applied for a year's leave of absence for reasons of

health. His diary, which barely mentions the Library but is a mine of

information on other topics, reveals him as an energetic and sociable man
who enjoyed golf, tennis, swimming, canoeing, hiking and camping as

well as dancing, dining, billiards, cards and music - especially music - but

also as a man with premonitions of physical handicap. His uncle William

Langton, whom he visited in Manchester in 1881, had then been

completely blind for five years. His beloved aunt Anne Langton, under

whose guidance he had become an accomplished pianist, had been afflicted

with loss of hearing as a young woman and had become very deaf before

she died in 1893 at the age of 89. Hugh Langton as registrar began to have

his own hearing attended to in 1890, and in 1891 consulted specialists in

Boston and New York. In 1895 he was advised to try a change of climate

and the minister of education granted him a year's leave on condition that

he provide a substitute satisfactory to the President. As his substitute he

recruited William Fraser, associate professor of Italian and Spanish, to

whom he paid $350 for the year; he then went off to Colorado Springs to

take charge of the library at Colorado College.

As the first librarian at Colorado College to come with previous library

experience, he had charge of about 1 5,000 volumes and a new building that

was the first separate academic library to be built in Colorado. He
established an accession record, and a broad classification scheme of the

kind that had taken root at Toronto, the kind that he was about to advocate

in the LibraryJournal. He ran the library with only the part-time help of a

septuagenarian teacher of German, but was able to lead an active social life

both outdoors and indoors. He hiked, golfed, rode and skated, often in

company with the professor of Latin, George Fraser, a Toronto graduate

(MA 1 890) who was a younger brother of the Fraser who was then the

University of Toronto's acting librarian.

In Colorado Springs Langton found many opportunities to pursue his

interests in theatre, literature and music in spite of his ear trouble. He
played in piano duets and quartets, gave Sunday afternoon concerts in the

chapel under the library, and read a paper to the musical club on modern
French music. In a Monday afternoon lecture series at the high school, he

followed his friend Fraser with a paper on Dante and one on Cellini.
l He

ascended Pike's Peak on the morning of the day he left Colorado for home,

but his diary does not say whether the altitude or the pure and rarified

western air had done anything to improve his hearing.
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Obviously, his year's leave did not end his health problems; they became

an increasing burden and finally precipitated his early retirement. For

most of 1902 and 1903 he was laid up or ailing as a result of two appendix

operations and their aftermath; during the same period he suffered from a

decline in the stock market that left him so far in debt that he had to let the

house that he had bought only two years earlier, and into which he and his

wife (nee Ethel Street) had moved so happily on the first anniversary of

their wedding. In 1908 he had a new sound in his head - a low hum - and

in spite of three ear operations in Vienna the following summer, he wrote

that concerts no longer gave him pleasure because of his difficulty in

hearing. Meanwhile he had been subject to frequent heavy colds, which

sometimes laid him low for weeks at a time, and he was beginning to have

serious eye trouble. His doctor forbade him to read or use his eyes during

the fall term of 1911, and suggested that he should have a deputy in

training. He then took a year of sabbatic leave while the Library again

reverted to part-time leadership under Van der Smissen's successor in the

German department, Associate Professor George Needier. This time

Langton's leave stretched to a year and a half while he spent several long

periods at Professor Pogenstecher's Augenklinik in Wiesbaden and finally

had an operation for a detached retina. He came home healed but with the

sight of one eye permanently impaired.

In 1920, just as his wife was recovering from two years of severe illness,

Langton was smitten by rheumatism, shoulder and knee, and complained

to his diary of taedium vitae. But despite all these discouragements he had

not lost all joy of ear and eye, or of travel. On their way to soak his knees for

a few weeks in Hot Springs, Arkansas, in March 1921, he and his wife

went by way of Philadelphia to hear Leopold Stokowski conduct Brahms'

Requiem three times. In one of his chatty letters to his secretary, Helen
Fairbairn, he wrote:

Do you perchance know Rev. Dr. John McCallum a leading Presbyterian minister

here, formerly of Queen's University? We have been thick as thieves together.(109)

Ten days later, writing to Miss Fairbairn from Hot Springs, he ended with

'kind regards to all' and a postscript:

If the Library possesses Sienkiewicz's 'Pan Michael', would you kindly send it to me
here. I have been curdling my blood with the preceding parts of the trilogy.

Clearly Langton was on friendly terms with his staff - and should have

been, since he had chosen carefully. Clearly, too, he had good reason to be
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grateful to them for keeping the Library going on an even keel during his

frequent illnesses, and during the tv/o long leaves when he had left

members of the teaching staff in charge on a part-time basis.

A year after returning from Colorado College, having made no headway
towards augmentation of either book budget or staff, Langton strength-

ened his plea to the Library Committee by comparing Toronto with a list

of American libraries. In the following year the appropriation for books

and incidentals was raised to $6,000, about equal to that of the Toronto

Public Library, but without any corresponding increase in staff. A special

library fee had been established after the opening of the new building, but

at two dollars per student it could not raise a large amount;(l 10) and if

members of the Board felt any obligation to apply this income to the

Library they were inclined, as boards usually are, to appropriate it for

books rather than staff. After three more years the shortage of staff had

become desperate, and Langton sharpened his plea with a comparison

closer to home. After pointing out that the Library had added nearly

25,000 volumes since moving into its building, and that the present staff

was quite unable to 'overtake the work of cataloguing,' he went on to say:

... At McGill University four skilled cataloguers are employed in addition to the

ordinary administrative staff. With a library somewhat larger than that of McGill and a

much more rapid growth, and with an appropriation for purchasing new books that

considerably exceeds that of McGill, we have no skilled cataloguers at all, the Librarian

having to undertake the cataloguing in addition to his other duties. (1 1 1)

Unfortunately this sort of comparison could cut both ways, and brought

no immediate aid either in staffing or funding, though the University itself

was beginning to receive new funds.

With encouragement from the Alumni Association that President Loudon

had initiated in 1900, the Ontario Government began in 1901 to make special

grants to cover salaries and maintenance in the departments of chemistry,

physics, mineralogy and geology - about $25,000 a year altogether. These

annual grants were a welcome supplement to the regular income, which

came only from fees and from the original endowment, but were not reflected

in the Library's budget that had to serve those subjects . However, continued

pressure from the Alumni Association and a change ofgovernment in Ontario

helped to raise the provincial grants both in size and scope, and brought in

a period of prosperity and expansion in the University as it was

reorganized under the University Act of 1906.(1 12) A symptom of the new
prosperity was that the bookfund more than doubled in two years.

2
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Meanwhile, in 1903 Langton had finally been allowed some relief in

staffing and had hired Hester Young as cataloguer at a salary of $500.

Thereafter the staff grew gradually. Even when additions were author-

ized, however, it was not always easy to find suitable people who would

accept the salary offered.

Use of students (all male) as delivery clerks, on a very part-time basis, as

instituted by John McCaul in the 1840s, had continued without interrup-

tion except duringJohn Small's year, Alexander Lorimer's early years and

the clerkship of Alexander Brown. In the autumn of 1897 Langton had

changed this pattern by using a large part of the delivery clerk budget to

hire Miss H. McCallum to do that work for five hours a day. Shortly

thereafter her successor, Miss F.B. Arnoldi, was raised to seven hours a

day and $35 a month. In 1901 Miss M.H. Buchan appeared as a second

delivery clerk, and the use of student help was dropped for many years.

By the time Robert Falconer became president in 1907, the Librarian

had five full-time assistants, plus two delivery clerks on eight-month

appointments, but for lack of sufficient staff the subject catalogue had been

suspended and other work was piling up. Langton immediately set about

educating the new President about the need for more staff and adequate

salary scales. (1 13) He compared the salaries he could pay with those paid

in Toronto to bank stenographers, who did not have to be as highly

qualified in languages or general education. He compared his Library to

those at McGill and 17 American universities in terms of annual

expenditure and staff apart from delivery clerks: Harvard topped the list

with a bookfund of $30,000 compared with Toronto's $14,400, and a staff

of 43 compared with Toronto's five. McGill, with a bookfund smaller than

Toronto's, had a staff of 10 (See Appendix B).

The next year's budget allowed an addition of one cataloguer at a salary

of $500, but nobody suitable could be found for that amount, and the

Library Committee endorsed a report calling for a radical revision of

salaries. Langton illustrated the need by sending the President a letter from
Winifred Barnstead. She had graduated from Dalhousie two years earlier

and had no library qualification except two years of experience as a clerk in

the catalogue department at Princeton, but she declined an invitation to

apply for the Toronto position because at Princeton she had a salary of

$550 and prospects of $600. The President, a former Haligonian, knew
Miss Barnstead (as Langton probably guessed) and replied that she was 'a

young lady who could be depended upon' and came 'from a very good
family. '(1 14) By the following spring, when the Board ofGovernors finally

raised the ante from $500 to $600, Miss Barnstead had accepted a position
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as head of the catalogue department at the Toronto Public Library, a

position she continued to hold until President Falconer appointed her in

1928 as the first director of the University's Library School. (1 15)

Langton, of course, had been spreading his net as wide as he could,

preferably for a cataloguer with formal training, and with $600 was able to

catch Veronique Bethune, a graduate of the two-year course at the Pratt

Institute Library School in Brooklyn. After four years at the McGill

library she had attained a salary of $660, but for some time had been

writing to Langton about her eagerness to get back to Toronto. Langton

leaned more than once on McGill as a Canadian model and source.

Miss Bethune's arrival in September 1909 brought the complement of

library assistants up to nine, at rates ranging from $800 for the first

assistant and head cataloguer down to $396 for the typist. The Librarian

himself was getting $3,000, which was $300 more than the registrar but

$200 less than the most junior professor.

Expansion of the building in 1910 gave the Librarian good reason to ask

for more staff, and he was given two of the four positions requested. In

1912, when Professor Needier was in charge and Langton was in Europe

undergoing treatment for his eyes, the Library Committee took a cue from

Langton's doctor and recommended that an assistant librarian be appoint-

ed. No action was taken, however, until the surge of activity that followed

World War 1 gave the Librarian and his committee new ammunition for an

attack on the need for more space, higher bookfund, better salaries, and

more staff, including an assistant or associate librarian. (1 16) By the time

this last recommendation had wended its way through the budget process,

another year had passed and the position of assistant librarian was finally

established in July 1920. It was filled by the part-time appointment of

Stewart Wallace, who had been and continued to be a special lecturer in

the history department.

Langton's argument for revision of the salary scale was strengthened by

the fact that the Board had already seen fit to grant a general 10 percent

bonus across the University to supplement the old scale, but he was

concerned also about the need for a pension scheme. In a letter to the

President he wrote:

There has been ... no attempt to provide pensions for the salaried members of the

University staff except that the heads of administrative departments have come under

the Carnegie pension scheme. It seems to me that the University ought to consider the

claims of so many of its employees by formulating some pension scheme for them

instead of leaving individual cases to be dealt with as the necessity arises. I should be

glad to have a conversation with you on this subject at your convenience. Although the
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situation of the Library staff is what immediately interests me in the matter, it is really

of much wider scope and embraces, as I said, the entire clerical staff of the

University. (1 17)

Langton wrote to the Board of Governors on the same subject, and though

he was not the first to do so he must have had some effect. Early in 192 1 the

Board asked its Finance Committee to consider and report on a superannu-

ation scheme for University employees, but nothing came of it in

Langton's day. President Falconer as chairman of the Library Committee

nudged the Board again in 1923 but was not able to bring about a

systematic pension scheme for administrative staff until July 1929.
3

In 192 1-22, the last year in which Langton occupied his office, the general

appropriation (for books, periodicals, binding and supplies) was raised from

$18,453 to $34,932, nearly doubled. At the same time six new positions

were added, raising the total staff to 2 1 . Also, for the first time, the budget

statement indicated a classification of staff by ranges of salary, thus:(l 18)

4 department heads at $1,500 to 1,900

7 first-class assistants at $1,300 to 1,475

5 second-class assistants at $1,000 to 1,050

3 (equivalent) sessional at $950

The ranking of staff may reflect something of the military experience of

the new assistant librarian, but the increases in staff and budget appear to

have been the fruit of the campaign Langton had waged before he had an

assistant. Certainly he had brought the Library a long way in 30 years,

from a bookfund of $2,600 and a staff of two.

NOTES
1 MSS of these lectures are among Langton's papers in UTA. Langton had inherited his

father's interest in languages and learned several as a child. A family legend persists that

when he became interested in a literature - for instance, the Icelandic sagas - he would

learn the language so as to be able to read it in the original. (1 19)

2 Minutes of the Library Committee 3 October 1908 show a book budget of $14,000. of which

$1,600 was designated as general, $1,000 as binding, $1,000 as expenses, and the rest as

allotments for the various subjects.

3 Minutes of Board of Governors in 1929 show that $32,000 was budgeted for 1929-30 to

establish a contributing pension scheme for academic staff. Before 1929, coverage had

been under a non-contributory plan funded by the Carnegie Corporation (which in 1929

announced a reduction in its program). At the same time the Board budgeted $24,000 to

establish a scheme for members of the administrative staff, who until then had been dealt with

on an ad hoc basis. For instance, a caretaker retiring at age 70 in 1927, after 34 years, was

given a pension of $750, half his average salary in his last three years. Gertrude Buchan,

resigning in 1922 after 21 years at the Library, was given an honorarium equal to six

months salary.



CHAPTER 18

The Librarian's Authority

hen Hugh Langton became librarian in 1892, he had responsi-

bility for running the Library but very little authority to do so.

The Senate's Library Committee, which his father as vice-

chancellor had established 36 years earlier, held the statutory

power to make decisions (subject of course to approval by the Senate, and

ultimately the minister of education) and was accustomed to doing so.

During the period just after the fire, when President Daniel Wilson got

Walter Barwick to chair the Library Committee in his place, Barwick

entered into the task with vigour and was not much inclined to wait for the

committee's help in making decisions. Barwick bowed out soon after

Langton's appointment, and when James Loudon became University

president later that year, he was too preoccupied with other matters to give

much time to the Library or its committee - but the librarian still had little

formal authority.

In attempting to build up his staff, for instance, the librarian could not

actually hire anybody even when the money was in his budget and

candidates available. Even the names of students needed to work part-time

as delivery clerks, at an hourly rate of pay, had to be submitted to the

Library Committee for approval, and the committee seldom met until the

fall term was well under way. Full-time appointments, whether of

professors or sweepers or library staff, could be made only by provincial

order-in-council, and even the president could not hire or fire. President

Loudon suffered at least as much as anybody else from these hobbles, and

eventually resigned at least partly on that account.

The hobbles were loosened, as far as presidential powers were

concerned, by the new University of Toronto Act of 1906. The Act was

based on the report of a provincial commission appointed in 1905 to study
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the University's administrative structure, a commission that followed

another siege of student unrest in 1904 and a subsequent investigation by

the Senate. The Act transferred to the Board of Governors (formerly

Trustees) from the minister all power to hire and fire (upon recommenda-

tion by the president) and to approve statutes of the Senate. It strength-

ened the hand of the president further by doing away with the office of

vice-chancellor. It made the president chairman of the Senate and gave the

president, among other things, exclusive power to recommend appoint-

ments, promotions and dismissals. It confirmed the president's authority

to direct all academic work, and to define the duties of all staff of the

University except the librarian, whose duties continued to be defined by

the Senate. Though by 1906 the Senate's Library Committee had come to

deal mainly with occasional matters brought to it by the Librarian, it did

not cease to play a role in recommending the appointments of library staff

until the autumn of 1910, when two new clerkships were to be filled. The
committee approved a candidate for one position, but recommended that

the other be decided by the Librarian and President, 'and that the decision

which they come to be considered the recommendation of the Commit-
tee. '(120) The Librarian quietly extended this principle to all future

appointments, probably to the relief of all concerned, and simply sent

formal recommendations to the President after engaging the candidates he

wanted. In practice he had gained authority to hire and fire.

There was at least one other important matter in which Langton had

already assumed authority without referring it to the uncertain mercies of

the Library Committee: the classification of the collection. Though the

Library Committee in the spring of 1890 had adopted Melvil Dewey's

decimal classification for future use, later in the same year it had directed

that the new collection (including the influx of gifts) then in temporary

quarters be classified by the simple alphabetic scheme that James Brebner

was already using. Possibly the committee looked on its second directive as

a temporary expedient until the new building was ready, but Langton

preferred the simple mnemonic alphabetic system and just went on using it

and modifying it as he saw fit, without ever bothering to remind the

committee it had adopted Dewey in 1890.

In 1912, while Langton was away at the eye clinic in Wiesbaden and

Needier was acting for him, some members of the teaching staff took the

opportunity to send the President a bundle of suggestions for library

reform. Their proposals were referred to the Library Committee, which
adopted some of them. For instance, the committee resolved that every

teaching department should be asked to nominate a member to advise the
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cataloguers in their work, and some departments did so. But the related

proposal, 'that the classification of books in the stack room be revised,' was

taken under advisement by the committee and then forgotten.(121)

Langton's authority to enforce library regulations evolved and was

formalized more or less in step with the evolution of the rules themselves.

For instance, at its second meeting in the new building, the Library

Committee received a petition from the Women's Literary Society,

referred by the Senate, asking that female undergraduates be allowed to

take books out overnight. Rules at that time did not permit any loans to

students. The chairman named Professor Van der Smissen as a committee

of one to inquire into the practice of other universities. His report the

following month showed that Harvard and Columbia lent their books

freely, but Michigan and Cornell lent nothing to students. He went on to

recommend:

The Librarian may lend any two volumes on Saturday night to any reader, the books to

be returned by 10 o'clock next Monday morning, under penalty of a fine of 50 cents per

diem; or over any holiday when the Library is closed; and may lend any work not in

general demand for a period not exceeding four days, with a penalty of 20 cents per

diem if not returned at the proper time.(122)

The committee adopted the recommendation in full and empowered the

Librarian to impose fines not only for late return of books but also for

disturbances in the reading room. Furthermore, it imposed a limit for the

first time on loans to staff members, 'so that no-one shall have out more

than 20 volumes at any time, exclusive of numbers of periodicals for the

current year.'

Subsequent increments to Langton's authority suggest some of the

problems that arose. The librarian was:

(a) empowered to discourage students from marking in books, by with-

drawing any marked book from circulation for the remainder of the year.

(b) authorized in 1895 to close the Library for the remainder of the day

'whenever tramping or other noisy demonstration' occurred in the reading

room.

(c) instructed to exclude from the Library 'any undergraduate under

sentence of suspension from lectures.'

(d) given authority in 1 898 to recall from loan any book taken out by a

member of the faculty.

(e) given power in 1903 to close any seminar room, with its departmental

collection, for the balance of the term, if there was smoking, or if those
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who were authorized by their professors to sign for the key were found to

admit unauthorized persons.

(f) empowered to dispose of duplicates not required for the Library 'by

exchange or sale as may seem most advantageous.'

(g) empowered in 1897 to lend to any bona fide student, whether a

member of the University or not, and was left to use his own discretion in

sorting the bonafide from the goats.

(h) authorized in 1905 to take deposits from graduates and other extra-

mural readers who were permitted to borrow, the amounts to be at his

discretion. A graduate was admitted to the stacks for the first time in

1910, but the librarian was instructed to refer each application to the

committee.

(i) empowered to prevent students who had not paid their fines from

receiving their 'railway certificates' or from writing examinations, and

could refuse them the use of the Library.

(j) empowered in 1909 to require members of the teaching staff to bring

their library books in for 'annual verification' and, if they did not comply,

to charge for replacement on the assumption that the original copies had

been lost.

Annual verification may have seemed to the Committee to be an

innocuous improvement on the earlier system that required professors

each spring to send in a list of the books still in their possession; but some

teaching members did not think it a minor change, and to enforce it the

librarian needed a skin impervious to sharp complaints. One of the first

missiles came from Milton A. Buchanan, a junior lecturer who was just

beginning to establish his reputation as a brilliant Hispanic scholar:

... Now a new regulation has been created, apparently for my benefit. I fail to see,

however, why such heavy volumes as Lopes works should be returned, merely that

Miss B. . . may look at them for a second, or if she is away, that I may lay them on the

table, and at once take them out again.(123)

Increasing numbers of books and their users gradually brought about a

tightening of controls. In the spring of 1895, disappearance of books that

borrowers claimed to have returned to the service counter inspired the

construction of a barrier 'as is seen in banks' along the front edge of the

counter, with two service wickets in it, one for womankind and one for the

other kind. Fifteen years later Langton wrote to the President, in the

course of a plea for more staff, that he had been obliged to establish a

proper check on books taken out of the stack by faculty members, and that
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'the old economical system of allowing members of the staff to enter their

own books has had to be abandoned. '(124)

Until Langton's time it had been customary for the Library Committee
to see a summary of all accounts and certify them for payment. Langton,

no doubt seeing that this formality created awkward delays and complicat-

ed his relations with booksellers, managed within his first three meetings

with the committee to obtain a ruling that empowered him to certify the

accounts himself. He did however submit his annual budget request to the

committee before passing it to the president, perhaps as a means of

showing the president that his request had wide support; this practice was

to be carried on by Stewart Wallace throughout his regime. Langton also

continued the practice of asking the committee each year to approve his

portioning out of the bookfund into subject allotments, and in that way
built the librarian's personal defence against the importunities of profes-

sors and departments for the diversion of funds in favor of their particular

subjects; Wallace continued this also, and I followed suit until the demise

of the old Library Committee in 1960.

In his second meeting with the committee, Langton gained protection

for his 'general' allotment within the bookfund by obtaining a resolution

that each subject allotment would be charged not only with books but also

with 'such periodicals as properly belong to it,' and this ruling too stood for

more than 70 years. Relieved of the heavy load of subscriptions, the

general allotment became a useful contingency fund as well as a source of

general reference works and large expensive sets.

Like most librarians, Langton understood the financial and academic

advantages of having all his books under one roof; and since he had a brand

new centrally located building with space to spare, he may have thought he

could keep the collection together. But like most librarians he was unable

to resist the centrifugal forces of academe. Decentralization began before

the new building was a year old. Professor Ramsay Wright applied for

some transfers to his Biology department, and the Library Committee

resolved

that any periodicals and works of reference in the nature of serials not likely to be

required except by the teachers & superior students in Biology occupied in the

Biological Department may be removed to that building and kept there subject to recall

at any time by the Librarian, the limit ofvolumes so transferred to be determined by the

Librarian. (125)

Over the next few months, similar dispensations were granted to the
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psychological laboratory and the School of Practical Science, and more

were to follow. In 1899 Langton in fact recommended an extension of this

principle as a means of dealing economically with pamphlets and foreign

theses, and it was agreed 'that theses and pamphlets in the Library on

subjects of science be placed under charge of the professors of the various

subjects who are willing to accept responsibility in or near laboratories and

other workrooms of each department.' Apparently this dispersal of

pamphlets was not limited to scientific departments or to departmental

quarters. Professor J.G. Hume of philosophy was one of the three

members present when the committee adopted Langton's suggestion;

more than 60 years later when the philosophy department persuaded the

Library to buy Professor Hume's own considerable library from two of his

sons who were preserving it in the old house, his collection turned out to be

rich in pamphlets bearing the University of Toronto Library stamp.

By 1906 substantial transfers of books had been made to seven faculties

or departments, and the Librarian was authorized not only to transfer

existing material at his discretion, but also to buy material specifically for

the departmental collections.(126) By the following year Langton reported

that the stackroom, with about 72,000 volumes, was not yet full to its

utmost capacity only because there were some 1 5,000 volumes transferred

to other places. He also warned the committee that it would be unwise to

let decentralization go much farther 'until at least the relative advantages

and disadvantages have been thoroughly considered by the Library Commit-
tee, and the Board of Governors fully understand and are prepared to meet

the additional cost of maintaining a number of libraries in separate build-

ings rather than in one central library in a building of adequate size. '(12 7)

In presenting his case later that year for extension of the building, he

cited the University of Chicago as a horrible example of decentralization.

He argued for stricter limitation of departmental libraries and his

arguments were bolstered by a serious loss of departmental collections by
fire in the engineering building at McGill. His committee adopted the

following principles:

1 The Departmental Library should be a working library, maintained in connection

with the laboratory work in each department, not a reference library of the whole

subject taught in the department, nor a library for the ordinary reading of students.

2 Where the head of a Department asks that sets of periodicals be transferred from the

Main Library, not more than the latest ten years of each should be so transferred,

except where frequent consultation of earlier volumes is shown to be necessary (and

where the value of convenience outweighs the risk of loss by fire.)
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3 No duplication of textbooks or books of reference should take place, except as

determined by the demand for the book by readers in any one department or in

different departments simultaneously^ 128)

A further centripetal force began to appear in complaints such as one

written by Eli F. Burton, then a doctoral candidate, against the inconve-

nience caused by the scattering of books among many places; but

departmental libraries continued to grow in size and number (see

Appendix C). Even Burton, when he became head of the physics

department some years later, requested the transfer of a large number of

books to the Physics Library. Though the Librarian had authority to use

his own discretion, and needed to husband his resources, he in fact had

little choice once a departmental library was established with the approval

of the Library Committee.

On one famous occasion Hugh Langton felt called upon to show valour

rather than discretion in defence of his authority. The immediate issue had

to do with library binding, which had been a perennial corn on his toe, a

corn which was tramped on inadvertently by no less a person than

President Sir Robert Falconer. On 26 May 1920 Langton wrote

Dear Mr. President:

On making inquiry of Mr. [Richard] Hamilton this morning as to whether the

shipment of leather from England for the Library bindery had been heard of, in

response to my order to him dated April 12th, he told me that the order had not been

sent and referred me to you as responsible for holding up the order. I remember that,

some days after I had sent him the order, you told me, in conversation on another

matter in your room, that the order had not yet been transmitted by Mr. Hamilton on

the ground that the question of leather binding was under consideration, and you asked

me whether it would make any difference. I thought I had explained to you that delay in

ordering would make all the difference in the world. Apparently you took no further

action, and the consequence is that no leather has been ordered and the necessary

binding of damaged dictionaries and textbooks to fit them for use in October cannot be

carried out in time for the opening of term. Apart from this particular mischiefdone as a

consequence of holding up the order, I beg to represent to you that the Manager of the

University Press construed his functions in a very disastrous way to the ordinary

business of the University when he took upon himself to hold up an order given by a

responsible official of another department, without notice that he was doing so or

proposed to do so. By referring the matter to you, as he did in his letter to you of April

1 5th, he attempted to shift the responsibility. When you authorized him not to send the

order, you, in effect, suspended me from one ofmy functions as Librarian. Was it your
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intention to do so? In that case, I submit that you should under the Act have reported

your action to the Board of Governors, as provided in Section 88, Sub-section 6 ...

The clause referred to was the one empowering the president to suspend

any member of the staffand then report such suspension to the Board, with

reasons.

There were three more letters on the subject that week: Sir Robert

explaining how he had been misled by Hamilton; Langton sticking to his

guns but saying he had raised the matter 'purely as a constitutional

question in the interests of effective administration of the Library'; and Sir

Robert again, saying that the order for leather had now been sent, and

signing off 'with kind regards.' As Stewart Wallace used to tell me the

story, Langton had said 'Mr. President, you can hire me and you can fire

me, but you may not tell me how to run the Library.' If he said so in those

words, it must have been in a confrontation not referred to in the

correspondence. But those words are a fair summary of what Langton had

written. And they summarize the basis of the librarian's authority that I

inherited from him through Wallace.
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CHAPTER 19

Hugh Langton as Builder

hile Hugh Langton became librarian in good time to move the

Library into its first separate building at the end of 1892, the

fact that he had nothing to do with the architectural design left

him free to be critical of it, and to ask for changes. For instance

he wanted more books directly available in the reading room, and got

permission to place a range of double-faced shelving four feet high along

the centre of the wide table that divided the room into halves, and across

which men and women readers faced each other. Besides accommodating

books of reference in all subjects, the new shelves also accommodated a

proposal made in the previous spring's mock parliament, in which

freshman Richard Hamilton had been prime minister, and in which the

speech from the throne proposed legislation 'for the erection of a six-foot

partition through the centre of the library reading room to prevent stolen

glances. '(129)

The third tier of the bookstack was completed in 1898. Only five years

later Langton reported that the stack would be full to maximum working

capacity by June 1906, and that an extension of the stackroom was

therefore needed. Though that part of the building had been planned for

120,000 volumes, the actual working capacity was found to be only about

85,000, and Langton advised the President to reserve the site 150 feet

southward from the bookstack for future expansion.

The reading room, too, fell short of early expectation: planned for 200

readers, it turned out to have a maximum capacity of 166 and to seat only

100 comfortably. Comfortably, that was, except for lack of ventilation in

spite of the lofty ceiling - Langton stated that 'the foulness of air in the

reading room during most of the term is a menace to health. '(130) He
proceeded to press for enlargement of the building and to define needs not
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only for the immediate future but for the next 50 years, during which he

foresaw a need to house 400,000 or 500,000 volumes, a staggering number

even to be imagined in those days. He regretted that 'the present building

is not well planned, and provision for extension was not properly taken

into account when it was built.' He carried his campaign into the University

of Toronto Monthly, where he said that all departments of the University

were 'cramped and hindered' by deficiencies in the Library, and that 'the

real cause of the continually increasing bulk of the libraries in most

universities is the modern movement of "research' work in the universities

themselves. '(131)

Early in 1907, with Acting President Maurice Hutton in the chair, the

Library Committee authorized Langton to draw up a formal statement of

building requirements. In June, with permission from the Board of

Governors, Langton and Frank Darling (Dick's successor as University

architect) spent eight days examining buildings at Princeton, Columbia,

Michigan, Chicago and Wisconsin. During the summer Langton visited

the universities of Liverpool and Manchester as well, and in October his

printed report was adopted at the first Library Committee meeting chaired

by Robert Falconer, the new president. Falconer proved a strong

supporter; in his first annual report he quoted Langton and then went on to

say

... Immediate expansion is therefore necessary unless the work of the University as a

whole is to be seriously crippled. Every faculty suffers if the Library is ill equipped. It

will be impossible to promote post-graduate work without adequate accommodation,

and the staff will find themselves handicapped in their efforts to keep abreast of their

subjects and in making original investigation.

Langton's statement of need became the basis for architectural plans and of

the construction that was completed in 1910.

The largest part of the new extension was a five-storey bookstack

reaching 80 feet eastward into the valley. The only entrance into it was at

the top level, from the main floor of the original building, through a heavy

vault door which was locked at night. About three-quarters of the steel

frame and shelving and glass floors were installed, leaving an open loft at

the east end for future use. At Langton's behest the stackroom was planned

to contain books only, no tables or chairs, and was to be closed to all readers

except members of the teaching staff.

Above the five tiers of stack was an extra floor for what came to be called

the Art Room. It answered Langton's request for a large room where folio
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volumes with plates, and other artistic publications, could be kept in

proper chests, and with a large table on which they could be used. Along
the south wall of this upper storey, and separated from the Art Room by a

masonry partition, was a corridor serving 10 private studies, each with its

window and table and chair and bookshelf. Though Langton admitted that

no such private studies existed in any library he had visited, he argued that

they were essential for research:

In the buildings devoted to departments of science in this University there is provision

made for research by members of the Faculty or special students by alloting to them

small private laboratories in which all their material and apparatus remain undisturbed

from day to day while the piece of research work is being carried on. The same idea

could be applied with advantage to the literary and historical departments of which the

laboratory material is books.

Precisely the same argument was used to good effect again 60 years later,

when graduate enrolment was being counted not in dozens but in

thousands, and a new research library was being planned.

The top two tiers of the old stackroom were removed and a solid floor

installed to accommodate what became the Women's Reading Room. The
original floor of the lower tier was lowered to basement level to create a

room for the University's printing plant and the bindery it was about to set

up. Across the south end of the old stack, the nave of the basilica, a new
wing was built. The main floor provided a new Faculty Reading Room,
with high windows above banks of pigeon-holes for the current periodi-

cals. This was the sort of thing Langton had seen at Michigan, and was a

great improvement over the old Faculty Room near the front entrance.

Above was a floor divided into three new departmental seminars, and

below in the basement was the Students' Book Department. Regrettably,

not one of these floors met the floor levels of the original building.

The old reading room in the apse became the Men's Reading Room, and

was modified in various ways. To match the Women's Reading Room it

was given new tables and chairs, the oak chairs so strongly built that many
ofthem are still in use, and oak tables 10 feet by 3 to replace the old narrow

ones. The new tables, which are still doing service in some workrooms,

had plain square legs and a hollow fifth leg in the middle, to carry electric

wiring up from outlets in the floor. Mounted on each table were two brass

T-shaped fixtures, each supporting two green-shaded lamps. Each lamp

was controlled by its own pull-chain switch, and had the advantage of

creating a rather private pool of light in comparatively dim surroundings.
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The room had structural changes as well, which changed its appearance

inside and out. The roofline was lowered by removal of the clerestorey and

dome, which were replaced by ordinary skylights. The carved pine trusses

were reinforced with rods and iron braces, and then concealed by a

handsome coffered ceiling.

The other major change called for in Langton's brief to the President was

the addition of at least six offices and workrooms of various sizes. The two

original offices, which formed what amounted to a small east transept of

the original basilica, were opened out and extended eastward to become
the stack entrance and service area around the delivery desk - the original

oak desk in a new place. Northward from that point a three-storey addition

was built to provide a 20- by 37-foot Catalogue Department with a

12-by— 37 public corridor alongside it, separated from it by an enlarged

version of the original double-faced catalogue built into the partition so

that drawers could be pulled out and used from either side.
1 Down a

winding wooden stair from the catalogue room was a staff common room,

with cloakroom and lavatory for the women; and below that again, served

by one of the hand-operated dumb-waiters, was a room for storage and

preparation of binding.

Southward from the delivery desk an administrative wing was built,

separated from the Women's Reading Room by a small paved courtyard. It

contained offices for the librarian and his secretary, and a 15- by 26-foot

room for the Order Department. The ground floor of this wing was a

six-room apartment for the caretaker - Langton foresaw that the Library

would be called on again to be open evenings, and argued that it would be

prudent to have a resident caretaker.

The enlarged building was opened to readers early in October 1910 with

what must have seemed a great deal of spare space, space for which the

Librarian and others proceeded to find good uses. If it had been ready a

year earlier it would doubtless have become temporary host to the Ontario

Legislative Library when it lost 100,000 volumes to a fire in the west wing
of the Parliamant Buildings; as it was, the University had lent a large house

at 4 Queen's Park until the west wing could be rebuilt.

As soon as the new stackroom came into use, the Library Committee
voted in favor of a request from the Royal Canadian Institute for

temporary storage of the bound volumes in the institute's library; perhaps

Langton foresaw that the temporary deposit would turn eventually into a

permanent acquisition. At its next meeting the committee received official

word of the bequest of Goldwin Smith's private library. As usual in a new
library, the shelves began to fill more quickly than had been expected.
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Spare space in the reading rooms also filled quickly, and not only with

readers. In the summer of 1912 and two summers thereafter, the Women's
Reading Room was turned into a classroom for the four-week course of

instruction for public library workers, sponsored by the provincial

department of education. During World War I, when enrolments were

down and pressure on the building was eased, the war provided other uses

for the space. The women of the University Hospital Supply Association

were given the Art Room as a workroom in 1915, and in 1917 (when Ethel

Langton, the Librarian's wife, was convenor) they were given the

Women's Reading Room as well, women readers meanwhile being given

some tables in the other reading room. When the Hospital Supply project

was wound up late in 1918, its place was occupied for several months by
the Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment classes in occupational therapy.

Space that the Press vacated in the north basement under the Men's

Reading Room was fitted up later as a reserve reading room, where books

in heavy demand were lent for a few hours or overnight, after the pattern

that Stewart Wallace as the new assistant librarian had seen at Michigan

and elsewhere. And when the Students' Book Department moved out of

the south basement, that area was made over as a common room for

graduate students, where afternoon teas and occasional tea dances were

presided over by Nora MacKenzie, secretary of the Committee on

Graduate Studies. At least two other organizations were allowed space in

the Library. The Ontario Historical Society was given a locked bookcase

in the Art Room for safe storage of its valuable collection of books and

pamphlets. The Champlain Society was allowed a small room for storage

and mailing of its publications.

At the beginning of the war the Library's buying had been curtailed

drastically, so much so that expenditures dropped from $14,032 in

1913-14 to only $6, 1 12 the following year. Subscriptions were continued,

except that nothing was available from enemy countries, and most of the

books bought during wartime were left in storage overseas until they could

be shipped safely. The subsequent arrival of these books from storage, and

the additions needed to catch up on current publication and what had been

missed, caused Langton to worry again about shelf space. Shelving of the

stackroom was completed during 1919-20 and provided space for some

future growth, but Langton warned that it would be full within five or six

years. By the time of his last meeting with the Library Committee, in

January 1922, it was obvious that the building he had opened in 1892, and

enlarged in 1910, was becoming quite inadequate. At his prompting the

Library Committee asked the President to appoint a committee to

formulate the requirements for a new extension.
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By this time the collection had grown to nearly a quarter of a million

items, divided between the central and departmental libraries, and

probably about a third of it had come by gift or bequest. Nearly everything

that Langton had moved into the new building in 1892 had been drummed
up from around the world by the various 'restoration' committees, and

presents had continued to arrive from inside and outside the University, in

single volumes and in large lots. In 1901 there was a bequest of more than

2,000 volumes, including 10 incunabula and many other rarities, from the

library of the Rev. Canon Henry Scadding, and in 1910 the Goldwin

Smith bequest brought in some 9,000 volumes. But the traffic was not all

one way. There had been several opportunities for Langton to send

duplicates and University publications to other institutions which had

suffered from fire: Trinity College School in Port Hope, the Medical

Faculty in Havana, the University of Ottawa, the National Library of

Turin, the University of Toulouse, the University of Louvain, Laval

University Medical Faculty, and the University of King's College at

Windsor, Nova Scotia.

As far as purchases were concerned, the appropriation had grown by

1922 to $27,000, ten times what Langton had started with 30 years before.

Buying power had not grown in proportion, however, because of post-war

prices having jumped at least 20 percent and the exchange rate having risen

to 17 percent on American dollars; the Librarian continued to receive

urgent pleas from the teaching divisions for larger allotments.

I find no evidence that Langton took a very active part in deciding what

should be bought; the correspondence suggests that his Order Department

dealt directly with the heads of teaching divisions and the Librarian

became involved only when subject allotments were in danger of being

overspent or when help was needed from his rather small general fund. At
the beginning of his regime he had established the principle that private

donations received for the benefit of a particular subject would not detract

from the normal budgetary allotment for that subject, and this rule had

helped to attract some gifts. By 1922 he had control over five trust funds

amounting to about $17,000,(132) from which the interest could be spent

on special purchases in designated subjects. Early in 1919 he was in touch

with the librarians of Yale and Princeton, and the John Crerar Library in

Chicago, about the possibility of joining forces and sending an agent to

Europe to pick up post-war bargains, but that would have required a large

special grant or benefaction and so no action was taken at that time.

At about this time another war-related incident caused a slight

diminution of the collection. Under the censorship provisions of the War
Measures Act of 1914, the Secretary of State ruled in October 1918, only a
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month before the end of World War 1 , that it was a serious offence in

Canada to possess any of the publications of Charles H. Kerr & Co., a

socialist publisher in Chicago.(133) Langton had never been averse to

criticizing government action on other matters affecting libraries, and once

raised a petition among the universities for exemption of library books

from import duty, but on this occasion he simply removed all Kerr

publications from the shelves and catalogues.

Three years after Langton had proposed sending an agent on a buying

trip to Europe, the Board adopted the idea - and sent Langton. He was
given a special grant of up to $5,000 to buy books during a year of

retirement leave. This final effort of his at building up the collection seems

to have been a great success. Stewart Wallace, who was promoted to

associate librarian and given charge of the Library that year (1922-23)

wrote in his annual report:

Of the recent accessions to the Library, a great many of the most interesting and

valuable have been secured through the efforts ofthe Librarian, who has been spending

the year in Europe for the purpose of making book purchases. The result of his efforts

has been a considerable enrichment of the resources ofthe Library in English literature,

especially of the eighteenth century, in the literature relating to the French Revolution,

in Italian literature, and in archaeology, besides the filling ofgaps in many other subject

divisions of the Library.

Oddly enough this buying trip nearly brought about cancellation of the

retirement to which Langton had been looking forward so eagerly. His

request for early retirement cited failing health - 'both sight and hearing

are impaired' - but his real reasons must have included a weariness with

university administration after 35 years of it. As Librarian he had been

through two sieges of construction; he had spent 30 years pressing for

money to build up the collections and services and the staff to administer

them; he had established rules and procedures and the Librarian's

authority over them, and had crossed swords with the President in defence

of that authority; and now he was faced with a new campaign of building

plans and budgeting, and he was tired. His diary sums up the year 1920

with the words taedium vitae and opens 1922 with a happy proclamation of

'my last year in active duties as Librarian.'

In negotiating for early retirement he had received President Falconer's

assurance that the Carnegie Corporation had agreed to give him a disability

allowance beginning in July 1923. After he had sold his house and sailed

away on his book-hunting expedition, however, the Carnegie people began
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to express some second thoughts which Falconer relayed to Langton. The
matter was still unresolved in late May 1923 when Langton wrote the

President from Italy:

... My disability from failing hearing and defective sight is surely less of an obstacle to

purchasing books for the library abroad than it would be to remaining at home in full

charge of the library, which would necessarily involve a voluminous correspondence

and constant conversations with members of the professoriate and with the Library

staff. The fact therefore that the University postponed my retirement for a year to

entrust me with this mission abroad ought not to raise any doubts as to the reality ofmy
disabilities ... As far as I am concerned I have depended on your assurance that the

pension would be obtained for me. I am not prepared to retire without it, and

my resignation as Librarian must be withheld until my pension is definitely

authorized. (134)

Fortunately this ultimatum was crossed by a letter from Falconer saying

that his meeting with the executive of the Carnegie Corporation had

yielded a disability allowance of $ 1 ,980, to which the Board of Governors

had voted unanimously to add $400 in order to bring the total up to the rate

of a regular pension - half his average salary over the last 10 years.

Hugh Langton's diaries show that he was devoted to his church. In the

years just before retirement he had taken an active part in the Anglican

Forward Movement, and the Grenfell Endowment campaign. After

retirement he had time to become even more involved. For instance, in

1926, though he noted that his eyes had become 'disquieting', he wrote

... My activities embraced Toe H, St. Alban's, of which I became a sidesman, and the

Diocesan Library at St. Alban's Parish House which I was engaged in cataloguing and

arranging during the winter.

In retirement he continued with his historical and biographical writing.

When as the new assistant librarian I was introduced to him in 1947, he

was a frail little man in his 86th year, bent and deafand nearly blind, but he

was still able to climb two flights ofwinding stairs up to his office above the

machine-room in the Library's elevator tower, to work on his last book,

which was published three years later.

In 1952 his old colleague Malcolm Wallace wrote of him as 'one of Sir

Daniel's old students, who is also one of our wisest and most scholarly

graduates. '(135) When he died in 1953, in his 92nd year, Stewart Wallace

wrote of him that 'the Library of the University of Toronto, as it is at
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present, was largely his creation.' And he went on to say, in an obituary in

the Canadian Historical Review that Langton had set in motion,

... He was a scholar and a gentleman of the old school. He was passionately fond of

music, and had a charming sense of humor - something that perhaps the undergradu-

ates who trembled at his grim frown seldom suspected. He was a man of great

kindliness . . . But only those who knew him well could appreciate his great qualities, for

there never was a man who sought the limelight less.

NOTE
1 In the double-faced catalogue, each drawer had a handle at each end. Naturally the cards

faced the public side, and some users professed fear of having their fingers nipped off and

yanked through to the staff side of the wall.



CHAPTER 20

Stewart Wallace - Historian

and Citizen

illiam stewart Wallace spent most of his 85 years in or near

the University, and his first 39 could hardly have been

planned better as preparation for him to step into Hugh
Langton's shoes.

Wallace was born at Georgetown, Ontario, in 1884. His mother died

when he was very young, and since there was nobody left at home to look

after him he accompanied his clergyman father, in buggy or cutter

depending on the season, on pastoral journeys around Georgetown and

Limehouse. When he was four years old his father accepted a call to

Toronto to become the first minister of Bloor Street Presbyterian Church,

which he served for 30 years. Stewart's maternal grandfather, a Baptist

minister, was principal of the Toronto Bible Training Centre at 110

College Street, and for a time he lived in a house on the site of the present

Robarts Library. Young Stewart had the campus for a playground. As a

boy of five he stood at his window at 1 1 Madison Avenue on the evening of

a St. Valentine's day to see flames from the University lighting up the sky.

At 18 he entered University College with a scholarship in classics. Years

later he wrote that students at the College in his day read very few books

other than textbooks, and considered it 'almost a sign of depravity to be

seen in the University Library before Christmas. '(136) He became
president of the Historical Club, manager of the Speculative Club and

president of the Class of '06, and still managed to graduate at the head of

his class in honours English and history (classics option). He also won a

two-year fellowship to the Modern History School at Oxford, but before

taking it up he spent a year teaching English and history at the University

of Western Ontario. His savings from that year were not a sufficient

supplement to the fellowship, and even when the total was augmented by a

loan of $500 from his father he was still very short of money at Balliol
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College, Oxford. (137) He had neither the cash nor the clothes to join the

several college clubs that offered, and on the advice of his tutor stayed on
good terms with all by joining none. He did, however, have what was
needed to earn a second BA, which he raised toMA later on when he could

afford the fee.

He returned to Toronto in 1909 and was appointed professor of history

at McMaster University, which was in Toronto on Bloor Street in those

days. The following year he became, in addition, a special lecturer at the

University of Toronto under his old professor, George Wrong. In 1912

Wrong invited him to become the third joint editor of the Review of

Historical Publications Relating to Canada, and in this capacity he worked
with Wrong and Librarian Langton until 1920. He then became the first

editor of the Canadian Historical Review , and proceeded to establish it on a

firm foundation of scholarship.

In the meantime he had answered the call of his beloved king and

country. After serving as a captain in the Officers Training Corps at the

University, he had enlisted in the Canadian Expeditionary Force and

sailed for England in September 1916 with the rank of major. He was with

the 3rd Canadian Division at Vimy Ridge for two months. After

recuperating from an injury to his knee, he got his first real administrative

experience as adjutant of the 3rd Canadian Reserve Battalion for five

months in 1917. Then, for seven months before being invalided home and

discharged, he was president of the Canadian Khaki University, Shorn-

cliffe Area.
l Though his knee injury had rendered him permanently unfit

for general service it did not leave him with any limp, nor did it prevent

him from playing badminton with his wife, nor from entering the national

singles competition a few years later - perhaps badminton had served as

therapy.

When Langton was authorized to appoint an assistant librarian in the

spring of 1920 he did not have to look far to find one. Stewart Wallace had

been conducting at least some of his editorial correspondence from the

Library for seven years. He had written two books for the Chronicles of

Canada series edited by Langton and Wrong. He had published an edition

of the Maseres letters as one of the University of Toronto Studies, for which

Langton was general editor and publisher. He had collaborated with

Langton on preparations to launch the Canadian Historical Review. He had

administered a battalion and a college. He was a scholar, teacher, patriot,

and a graduate of University College. A Presbyterian, of course, but also a

golfer, and an avid reader and collector of murder mysteries. Langton

could not have chosen anyone more congenial or better fitted to work with

him and become his successor.
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Wallace was appointed assistant librarian on condition that he resign his

professorship at McMaster and devote full time to the University of

Toronto. He continued to be a sessional lecturer in the history depart-

ment, and continued to write. In 1922 he published By Star and Compass,

the first of several of his books to be adopted as a school text in most

provinces including Alberta, where it became my own introduction to

Canada's early explorers. He was concerned about the general unpopulari-

ty of history among Canadian students, blamed it on bad writing, and tried

very successfully himself to follow what he called 'the original idea of

history - telling it as a story. '(138)

When Wallace succeeded Langton as librarian he inherited his position

as editor and publisher of the University ofToronto Studies; he also continued

to edit the Canadian Historical Review and became editor of the Champlain

Society. He continued as a lecturer in the history department until 1925,

and from 1927-30 held a part-time appointment as a professor with

oversight of graduate students in Canadian history. In 1936 he received the

Tyrrell Gold Medal of the Royal Society of Canada for outstanding work
in Canadian history, as well as becoming the society's honorary editor for

eight years. In addition he was for 26 years an instructor in the Library

School from its beginning in 1928; he lectured there on Canadian literature

and bibliography, and on academic libraries. During his 31 years as

librarian his principal activity apart from running the Library, however,

was the production of more than 30 books and pamphlets and works of

reference, as well as hundreds of articles. He wrote volumes of Canadian

history, Canadian biography, Canadian civics, Canadian bibliography,

even Canadian murder mysteries. Wallace's general history of the

University of Toronto, 1827-1927, not yet superseded, has been out of

print since 1937, when all remaining copies were given away to staff and

students. He compiled a dictionary of Canadian biography (1926), a

Canadian encyclopedia (six volumes, 1935-37) and a dictionary of North
American authors (195 1). From the preface of this last-mentioned work it

is evident that he saw his reference works as particular tools for librarians,

as well as more general contributions to public enlightenment. Although

most of his work was on Canadian topics, he preferred not to think of

himself as a narrow specialist; he once wrote to President Robert Falconer

I see, from the standpoint of the Library, so much of what appears to me undue

specialization within the departments ofthe University, that I should be sorry to see the

history department, which has always stood out against undue specialization, afflicted

with the same disease. But I, like Professor Wrong, belong to an era in which a

professor of history 'professed' all periods, and perhaps my views are antiquated. (1 39)
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Wallace's writing and editing increased his income by amounts about equal

to his University salary, and that increase was important to him. He had

married in 1913, the year before publication of his first book, and his salary

alone was quite unequal to the social life to which his wife was accustomed.

She often suggested that he quit the University and his role in it, which she

referred to as 'employer of female labour,' to join the more lucrative world

ofcommerce, in which her friends made him some tempting offers, but for

which he had no liking. To some extent he may have felt driven therefore

to publish or perish, but such a feeling could have been no more than a spur

to his natural inclination. His writing occupied most of his time six days a

week, often seven, and most evenings, and to him it was a central part of his

work as University librarian.

He also encouraged and helped his staff to produce publications that

were aids to study and research. There were three new editions of the joint

catalogue of periodicals in the libraries in the city of Toronto (1924, 1934,

1953). There were the lists of Canadian imprints in French, 1931-36,

compiled in the Order Department and presented to the Toronto Public

Library for its annual Canadian Catalogue ofBooks. There was the quarterly

index to Canadian periodicals, and its annual cumulation from 1938 to

1946, printed in the Ontario Library Review but compiled and proofread by

staff in the Circulation and Reference Department, partly on their own
time and partly as a breather from the hurly-burly of the front desk. There

was a bibliography of Canadian literary periodicals (1932) and a checklist

of Canadian imprints from 1900-25 compiled by Dorothea Tod and

Audrey Cordingley. And when the entrance of Newfoundland into

Confederation in 1949 was about to render his Encyclopedia ofCanada out of

date, he arranged for me to learn about the making of books (and to earn

$100) by producing a 100-page Newfoundland supplement in time for

Confederation Day.

Wallace's time, however, was not taken up entirely by publishing,

teaching and running the Library. Shortly after the outbreak of World
War 2 he was asked by President H.J. Cody to be chairman of a War
Service Advisory Board in the University; a part of his duty in that

capacity was to interview the numerous students who came to him for

advice. He was also vice-chairman of the Canadian War Services Library

Council, which was commissioned to provide reading material for

Canadian troops in Canada and overseas, and the Library was the council's

headquarters for collecting, sorting and distribution. He was second-in-

command of the Officers Training Battalion, which trained indoors during

the week and was drilled outdoors in front of the Library on Saturday
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afternoons; in 1941-42 I was the one Library School student in the

battalion and stood worrying about my boots and buttons and haircut as he

walked past in the inspecting party.

Wallace was founding secretary of the Canadian Society for the

Protection of Science and Learning, which co-operated with the society of

the same name formed in Britain in 1936 to rescue European scholars from

the Nazi peril. One of those rescued was Karl Helleiner, archivist of a town

in Austria.
2
Professor Helleiner's interview in the University's oral history

archive gives a touching account of how he and his family were met at

Toronto Union Station on Christmas Eve 1939 by Stewart Wallace; how
Wallace gently rebuked his respectful European greeting by saying 'We
don't bow from the waist - this is a free country;' how Wallace gave him
work filing cards in the Library until he could wangle a place for him in the

department of political science and economics; how Wallace's society

supported him and his family for two years until room could be made for

him in the University budget.

Into such projects, as into his daily work, Wallace threw himself with all

his energy and skill, and with the unfailing assistance ofJulia Jarvis. Miss

Jarvis had been hired as his secretary when he was appointed assistant

librarian in 1920, and was his able adjutant during his whole career in the

Library. She took his dictation and typed his letters and reports and

manuscripts. She was his receptionist and business officer as a matter of

course, issued purchase orders and work orders, handled the cash and kept

accounts. While he was editor of the Canadian Historical Review and

University of Toronto Studies she was an assistant editor along with Alison

Ewart. He arranged for her to be secretary-treasurer of the Champlain
Society, a position she held for 35 years; during much of that time she was
technical editor and indexer of the society's publications, and distributed

its books from a room in the basement. In her sprightly memoirs she says

she did a good deal of the compilation of Wallace's Encyclopedia of Canada

and his Dictionary of Canadian Biography. (140) She produced at least three

books and several articles of her own in Canadian history, having learned

her standards of accuracy from

... Dr. Stewart Wallace, that stern and rock-bound researcher in Canadian history,

biography and literature, to whom a mis-copied comma was sacrilege, and an unproven

statement even worse.(141)

She worked with him at the making of Canadian books for 35 years in the

Library, and then for another 15 years at the selling of Canadian books.
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Wallace ventured twice into the business of bookselling. As he used to

tell me the story, he first backed into it inadvertently, but it was a branch of

commerce in which he could feel confident as an expert. As a student and

teacher of Canadian history, he had accumulated a fairly good private

library. After becoming librarian he began to find himself hesitating, when
he saw unique Canadian items for sale, whether to buy for the University's

library or his own. To escape from this conflict of interest he decided to

cease being a private collector and to get rid of his personal library so that

he could give all his attention to building (and using) the University's

collection. Getting rid of his own books without losing his investment in

them posed a difficulty; he could not afford to give them away and it would
not look very good for the Librarian to be selling books. When he had

compiled a sale catalogue he therefore issued it to American and British

libraries in his wife's maiden name. It was agreed that if the books sold

well, she would take their two young children to France for a year.

After the whole collection was sold out and his family sailed for France,

orders continued to come in and Wallace found himself spending

Saturdays combing Toronto bookstores for extra copies to fill the orders.

Presently he was joined in this activity by his close friend F.C. A. Jeanneret

of the French department at University College, and together they began

to issue mail-order catalogues for what they called the Canadian Library

Agency at an address on Bay Street. Presently they took on as manager,

and possibly as third partner, Jeanette Rathbun, who was a junior assistant

on the Library staff. In 1925 the business was moved from Bay Street to

Miss Rathbun's house in Rosedale, where she carried on the mail-order

agency in her spare time.
3 However, both Wallace and Jeanneret became

increasingly uncomfortable about this commercial sideline, and by 1928

Miss Rathbun was finding the demands of her spare-time occupation

heavier than its rewards. It was therefore a relief to all concerned to be able

to turn the files and stock over to a young widow of their acquaintance,

Dora Hood. Dora Hood's Book Room flourished for 26 years in her house,

as a bookshop(142) and as Canadian agent for several important libraries

but not the University of Toronto. Because of past associations Wallace

never allowed any money to pass from the Library to the Book Room,
though he was not averse to trading a Library duplicate, now and then, for

an item from a Hood catalogue.

Mrs. Hood was ready to retire in 1954, the year Wallace retired at age 70

from the University, and he bought the business from her. He told me at

the time that he could not afford to use retirement as a time of leisure: his

salary in his final year had less real value than when he had joined the staff
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44 years earlier, and on pension he would fare worse than Langton had

done before the University had a regular pension scheme - his own
pension was to be about $2,000 a year.

A year after he retired, Julia Jarvis left the Library to work with him

again, in the Book Room, and eventually she bought him out. He was still

working on the third edition of his biographical dictionary, but continued

to go down to the Book Room every day to advise on purchases and to write

its thrice-yearly catalogues as long as he was able to be active. It was not

until 1982 that Julia Jarvis and her partner Terry Tweed closed down the

business which had begun as Wallace's way of getting rid of his private

library nearly 60 years before.

NOTES
1 President Robert Falconer, as chairman of the Khaki University Advisory Committee,

must have approved of Wallace's appointment and may have arranged it. Khaki University

of Canada was carried on in 20 centres in England and France, and also by correspondence.

2 The society's minute book (UTA A68-0001/94) shows that local committees had been formed

at Queen's University and Toronto before the national society was formed at a meeting in

Hart House on 3 April 1939, and the Toronto committee had already undertaken to support

the Helleiner family. At that time, the Helleiners had been in England for a year, working

as butler and cook. The national society was incorporated 1 1 March 1940 with a board of 22

directors from universities across Canada, Principal Robert Wallace of Queen's as presi-

dent, Professor Harold Innis as treasurer, Stewart Wallace as secretary and Julia Jarvis as

assistant secretary-treasurer. Very little support was raised outside Toronto and the only

other beneficiary was Dr. Alexander Rytel, a Polish physician who was supported for a few

months before being attached to the department of pharmacology. The society had its

headquarters at the University Library and the annual meetings were attended mainly by

Toronto members. The final meeting on 6 March 1946 was chaired by Principal Wallace

and attended by four Toronto professors, (J.W. Bain, H.S.M. Coxeter, F.J. Francis, A.G.

Huntsman) plus Stewart Wallace and nine members of his staff: Veronique Bethune,

Audrey Cordingley, Edith Creighton, Doris Dignum, Julia Jarvis, Agatha Leonard, May
Newton, Irene Trowern and Hilda Woolryche.

3 Marsh Jeanneret, who had a distinguished career as director of the University of Toronto

Press, tells me that he inherited some furniture from the Canadian Library Agency when
it closed its office on Bay Street, and that as a boy he often accompanied his father on weekly

visits to the house in Rosedale. He says there was some move toward incorporating the

agency as a limited company, but neither his father nor Wallace liked the idea of being

recorded officially as president. In the Archives of Ontario I have found no evidence that

incorporation ever took place.
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CHAPTER 21

Major Stewart Wallace, Librarian

hange of leadership in an institution should be an occasion for

a fresh look at problems and opportunities, by eyes not yet

dimmed with long peering in search of a safe track through

known and suspected dangers. In an organization such as a

research library, in which effectiveness depends on continuous and

consistent building of collections, generation after generation, change of

leadership carries with it also the danger that damage may be done by loss

of continuity. Stewart Wallace had great respect and affection for his

mentor, Hugh Langton, and had time enough to become fully acquainted

with his ways, but Langton counted on his assistant librarian to bring in

some new views. To broaden those views he got some money to send

Wallace on visits to several American universities, and to a meeting of

academic librarians in Chicago at the end of 1920. Wallace wrote letters

reporting on details of what he saw at places such as the Library of

Congress and Johns Hopkins University, and from Michigan brought

home ideas for a special reserve-book room. Langton got those particular

ideas approved in principle by the Library Committee but could see them

only as good omens for the future, when there might be money to bring

them about.

Two years later, with Langton off to Europe on retirement leave,

Wallace was holding the fort as associate librarian only, but began to make
changes. He established a reference service. He established a messenger

service between the Library and the numerous departmental libraries. He
asked the heads of teaching departments to review the lists of subscrip-

tions, especially the expensive German ones, to see whether some could be

dropped. He obtained funds to open the Library five evenings a week, for

the first time since Langton's brief experiment 30 years earlier. ' Through
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the Library Committee he obtained a ruling from the Board of Governors

that

... all books purchased out of University funds shall be the property of the University

Library and shall be listed in the University Library catalogue. All of these need not,

however, necessarily be housed in the Central Library. (143)

He obtained an extension of the agreement with the Royal Canadian

Institute, to allow lending from the institute's collection on deposit in the

Library. He welcomed the growing demands being made on the Library

not only by members of the University but also by the general public, and

suggested the establishment of a library extension department to 'perform

a direct service to the Province as a whole, which would strengthen the

University in popular esteem. '(144)

He also obtained a subcommittee to take a new look at the question of

departmental libraries; but the committee simply reconfirmed the existing

policy and cleared the way for immediate approval of three new
departmental collections and deferral of an application from political

economy. He initiated a request for exemption of university libraries from

the federal sales tax on books. When the report of the subcommittee on

extension of the Library building was presented, he got the Library

Committee to recommend immediate action by the University architect.

As acting editor of the University of Toronto Studies he was responsible for

the publication of 20 monographs during the year, and of course he

continued to edit the Canadian Historical Review.

As associate librarian in charge, he had a busy and promising year. His

first annual report followed the brief and factual pattern Langton had

established, but as a new feature it added a tribute to the Library staff, and

went on to say

It is not always remembered that workers in the University Library, and especially

trained cataloguers and reference assistants, require a wide knowledge of languages and

an almost encyclopaedic range of subjects such as even many members of the teaching

staff are not expected to possess. In the higher grades at least, their work is educational

in the truest sense of the word; and it is to be hoped that the University will see its way

to giving to at least the senior Library assistants an academic status such as has been

given them in some American universities, together with the salaries and pensions

which go with that status. (145)

Having succeeded to the office of librarian in July 1923, Wallace began
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to have some setbacks. The staff, in which he had raised hopes of a new
dispensation, received salary increases of only $50 to $100, the same as or

less than clerks in some other divisions of the University. The Property

Committee of the Board of Governors informed him that it would be

several years before there was any hope of proceeding with an extension to

the building, and he had to begin inventing a long series of expedients to

survive in the existing space. Rising pressure of traffic at the loan desk

obliged him to withdraw, at least temporarily, the reference service he had

begun in his early enthusiasm. The budget for binding began to run out by
mid-year, and the rising price of subscriptions began to swallow up whole

subject allotments, leaving no money for books. In short, he began to

encounter the facts of life that plague most academic libraries most of the

time. Meeting after meeting in the Senate's Library Committee, and then

year after year in his reports to the president, he set forth the problems and

proposed solutions - but most of the gains he was allowed to make were

overshadowed and nullified by rising prices, rising enrolments, rising

demands and worsening congestion.

The difficulties he faced during his first 22 years are suggested by the

wavering level of the annual budget for books, periodicals, binding and

office supplies - the whole budget apart from salaries and building

maintenance. The total was $27,000 in his first budget year, 1923-24, and

was gradually hoisted up to $46,000 by 1930-3 1. Then, in support of the

Librarian's estimates for the following year, the Library Committee

attached a strong statement which read, in part:

The University has been gradually awakening to the need for more scholarly work on

the part of undergraduate and graduate students, and of the staff itself. The advent to

the University of new members of the staff who are intent on research, and who

inevitably inspire their students with a desire for knowledge, self-acquired by reading,

has led to a complete revolution in the demands made on the Library. Each extension of

the University into new fields, as well as the appointment of heads of departments who

move in an entirely different field of scholarship from their predecessors . . . reveals the

lamentable gaps in the Library collections. The income of the Library was for many

years so small that the Library is now utterly inadequate to supply the literature

necessary for the senior undergraduate, and particularly the graduate student and

younger members of the staff, who are unable to visit libraries elsewhere. (146)

This grim statement helped to raise the appropriation by $2,000 in

193 1-32, to $48,000, but then as a result of the Great Depression the figure

sank to $40,000 by 1933-34; all allotments had to be cut and an embargo
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placed on new subscriptions. It inched up again to $47,000 by 1938-39,

but then because ofwartime economy slipped back to $36,000 by 1945-46.

That is, during those 22 years, the budget for publications and supplies

made a net gain of only one-third in dollars, and much less in actual

purchasing power. During the same period, 1923-24 to 1945-46, the

University's total annual operating budget, and the enrolment of students

(undergraduate and graduate) almost tripled.

For a time there seemed to be hope of getting some additional space.

Early in 1929 the Board of Governors struck a subcommittee to look into

the matter again. The Library Committee undertook to define the

requirements again with the help of a subcommittee chaired by Dr.

George Locke, librarian of the Toronto Public Library; it outlined the

need to add a variety of large new reading rooms and staff workrooms, and

a book tower with ultimate capacity of between one and two million

volumes. It is interesting to note that acceptance of this report by the

Senate was moved by Principal Malcolm Wallace of University College,

whose later actions proved fatal to the project.

Locke reinforced his report with an article in the University of Toronto

Monthly, urging that the Library be enlarged to modern standards. On the

initiative of Professor Milton Buchanan, an approach was made to the

Carnegie Corporation, and for a time it seemed possible that a construction

grant might be obtained because ofthe national service Toronto performed

through interlibrary lending. In somewhat belated support the Dean of

Graduate Studies sent a questionnaire to all those teaching in the Graduate

School, asking their views about the adequacy of the Library in their

fields, and reported the inevitable answers. Wallace in his annual report

wrote

The present building is nothing more than a makeshift reconstruction of the original

college library building erected in 1892 ... The university, in fact, has outgrown its

library ... Only when the university has a library building constructed on a more

generous scale, will the library be able to fill its proper function in relation to the School

of Graduate Studies. (147)

On the basis of a two-page list of requirements drafted by Wallace and

blessed by the Library Committee, the architectural firm of Mathers and

Haldenby produced some drawings for an extension at an estimated cost of

$750,000. At the end of 1931 Wallace was invited to a Senate meeting to

present a Library Committee report that showed Toronto to be at a

hopeless disadvantage compared to 25 American universities, urged a
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substantial enlargement of the library budget and building without delay,

and suggested that the nominal library fee be increased to help foot the bill.

The Senate adopted the report except for the suggested rise in fees, and

sent a deputation to present it to the Governors. The fact that nothing

came of it must have been related to the deepening international

depression, but Wallace always blamed it mainly on the Senate's failure to

recommend an $8 increase in the annual library fee. He used to relate with

bitterness how Principal Malcolm Wallace had stood up in Senate on

behalf of his poor students at University College, and made a passionate

argument against the proposal.

Librarian Wallace could never forgive Principal Wallace for having

killed the chance of enlarging the building at that time, though actually the

Mathers design was not very good and would have created problems of its

own. It would have removed the apse and thrown a new wing 112 feet

northward for a main reading room in the form of a cross, its westward

transept with a gabled end to match that of the south wing. It would have

reached eastward into the valley with two new wings of bookstack around a

courtyard, and an office wing with a large study hall upstairs. It would
have been very awkward to use or administer and would have used a large

site rather inefficiently - but at least it would have provided floor space and

would have been better than the campus cellars that eventually contained

overflow from the stack. Wallace saw his battle lost for want of a horseshoe

nail in the form of an $8 fee, and his bitterness is easy to understand. The
chance was not to occur again during the depressed 1930s, or the war years

that followed.

Lack of space and lack of money did not, however, cause Wallace to sit

back and do nothing, or to give up hope of making improvements. In

1923-24 he opened a reserve-book room under the Men's Reading Room,
to speed up service and take some pressure off the main desk. Three years

later he forestalled a move by the Faculty of Medicine to withdraw all

medical books to the Toronto Academy of Medicine and establish its own
library there, by opening a Medical Reading Room underneath the

Women's Reading Room. This move involved pulling a great deal of

material out of the general stack and reclassifying it to suit the views of the

medical fraternity.

In 1929 Wallace obtained the first instalment of a special grant to pay for

adding Cutter numbers to the existing shelf marks (as Van der Smissen had

recommended nearly 40 years earlier) to indicate 'the exact order which

books must occupy on the shelves;'(148) the project took five or six times as

long as expected, and the grant, which began at $3,000, finally dwindled to
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zero in 1945-46. The project had involved some reclassification as well; for

instance, a distinct category was established for psychology, which until

then had been lumped in with philosophy.
2

In 1930, having already combined the pamphlet and author catalogues,

Wallace obtained permission to do something else Van der Smissen had

advocated: consolidate the author, subject and periodicals catalogues into

one 'dictionary' catalogue. In 1931-32 he established the Political Science

Reading Room in the Political Economy Building on Bloor Street, the old

McMaster University building. In the same year he luckily escaped a move
within the Ontario Government to transfer its Archives Branch to the

University Library - he himself had inspired the idea by requesting some
temporary transfers from the Archives to the Library for the benefit of his

graduate students in Canadian history, but even the prospect of special

annual grants to administer the collection could not create room in the

Library for the whole bulk of provincial archives. Later, when there was a

revival of an old suggestion that the Legislative Library be incorporated

into the University Library (an idea that in 1907 had included the

suggestion of an underground passage between the Parliament Buildings

and the Library), he was careful not to discourage the notion if it could

assure the necessary improvement in provincial support - but the

suggestion died on the vine.

In the autumn of 1932, through the good offices of George Locke, who
chaired the Carnegie Corporation's Canadian advisory committee on

college and university libraries, Wallace obtained a grant of $5,000 a year

for three years to open an undergraduate reading room in University

College;(149) it occupied the original library room, East Hall, and its

stackroom had been office to librarians Lorimer, Thomson and Van der

Smissen. The reserve-book collection was transferred to University

College, and the room it had occupied in the basement was turned into the

Law Reading Room, again to take pressure off the main stack.

Wallace also, over the years, expanded the services on the main floor of

the central library. In 1925 he re-established a reference service, of sorts,

by designating the room at the west end of the main hallway as the

Reference Room and putting Hester Young in charge of it. As chief

cataloguer for many years, Miss Young had increased in girth as well as

wisdom. Legend says that she could barely squeeze herself into the closet

that contained the one staff telephone and a wash basin near the loan desk.

And she responded to a sign that read form single line in front of the desk

by remarking that no single line could accommodate her. As reference

librarian she apparently spent most of her time building up a clipping file
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and supervising the filing of the newly arrived Library of Congress

depository catalogue. It is said that she responded to most enquiries by
pointing down the length of the hall and saying, 'There's the cata-

logue. '(150) Reference service was established at least in principle by her

tenancy, and provided a rationale for moving bibliographies and the

published catalogues of other libraries out of the stack. After Miss Young
retired in 1938 it became a bonafide service under the wing of what then

became the Circulation and Reference Department.

At about that time, in response to a request from Winifred Barnstead at

the Library School, the Librarian was authorized by the Library

Committee to open the Periodicals Reading Room to Library School

students 'and to such graduate students as may, in the opinion of the

Librarian, require such access'. (151) Other students were still excluded,

partly to preserve the sanctity of the room for professors and partly

because of a feeling that survives in some quarters, that students should

learn the basics of their subjects before being exposed to the flux and

divergencies of current articles.

Besides establishing new services and extending hours, Wallace made a

bold effort at first to promote the usefulness ofthe Library by publicizing it

in The Varsity and University of Toronto Monthly, and by lecturing to

first-year students in the three largest faculties. But after demands on the

Library had tripled within three years, he decided to desist from further

publicity and count on good service being sufficient attraction. He still

harboured hopes that special service to graduates might help to raise an

endowment fund for books, and as late as the mid- 1930s was using the

alumni magazine to advertise free reference and lending service from coast

to coast for graduates who made a $2 deposit and paid the postage.

He tried publicity also as a means of combatting vandalism. Early in

1934 he arranged an exhibit of books that had been underlined, written in,

or damaged in other ways, and pointed out to a Toronto Daily Star reporter

that 'the nature of the inserted remarks indicates the low mentality of those

responsible. '(1 52) The apparent effectiveness of this exhibit led to a second

one the following term, which was reported in The Globe. This sort of

publicity may have strengthened temporarily the arms of the Caput, the

University's disciplinary body, which had tended to take a rather mild

attitude toward offences against the Library: it now suspended a student

who was found guilty of mutilating five books. Wallace later, however, lost

hope of getting much support from the Caput. By a neat bit of detective

work and handwriting analysis he caught an undergraduate who had been

stealing books by signing phoney names, but when he proposed to refer the
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matter to Caput a prominent member of that body shrugged it off with the

remark, 'everybody knows that people are careless about books and

umbrellas.' He relied thereafter on fines and withdrawal of privileges,

penalties that the Librarian himself could impose. Years later he warned

me that some Caput meetings could be dominated by men who didn't

know a library from an umbrella stand, and his warning turned out to have

a grain of truth in it. I found little help in either the Caput or the civil

courts.

Unfortunately, one of the measures that Wallace used, partly against

theft and mutilation, led to his most memorable contact with many people

who used the Library during his time, contacts that are still recollected

when his name is mentioned, still recalled with too much condescending

amusement. Most libraries in which readers have direct access to the

shelves maintain a closed section or 'inferno' for books that are under any

kind of legal restriction, or which because of their content seem sure to be

stolen from ordinary stack shelves.
3 Among the half-dozen steel cabinets

which contained the Library's treasures and curiosities, up in the Art

Room, was one in which two or three shelves sheltered such things as

Havelock Ellis's Psychology of Sex, James Joyce's Ulysses and Morley

Callaghan's Such is My Beloved, all foreign publications that could not

legally be brought into Canada at that time for sale or general circulation.

Readers were not permitted to see these books unless they could satisfy the

Librarian they had 'good and sufficient reason' for doing so. I saw these

shelves for the first time when as a Library School student in 1941 I was

directed to the Librarian's office to tell him why I was applying to borrow
the copy of Ulysses. As he conducted me upstairs and unlocked the cabinet

he explained that it was a safeguard necessary to protect the material from

certain theft and from the risk of confiscation by the police,
4
to protect

himself from charges of unlawful circulation of restricted books, and to

protect the University from damaging publicity, while still keeping the

material reasonably available. Many readers who encountered the system,

however, misconstrued the Librarian's motives to his disadvantage, and

spread the word that he was trying to act as censor and protect them from

reading naughty books. Even today the Library keeps a small collection of

erotica and other particularly vulnerable books behind the desk, but they

are administered in a less inquisitorial manner. They seem no longer to be

the subject of rude merriment, or to raise cries of censorship as in Wallace's

time.

Wallace in fact was on record as being opposed to censorship but the

record did not save him from a storm of criticism over an impulsive action
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early in 1937. Shortly after the abdication of King Edward VIII, the New
Republic printed an article attacking the principle of monarchy in general

and British royalty in particular. Wallace was incensed and immediately

shot off the following letter to the editor of the New Republic in New York:

January 5, 1937

Dear Sir,

I am giving instructions that the subscription of this Library to the New Republic

should be discontinued.

I believe that a university library should subscribe to journals which express all

shades of opinion; but I do not think that it should subscribe to journals, whatever their

editorial opinion, which express that opinion in a cheap and offensive way, or allow

their contributors to do so. I have just read the uncharitable attack on the British royal

family contained in Mr. Brailsford's asinine article on 'England after the crisis' in your

issue ofJanuary 6. 1 can assure you that I am not going to bea party to paying out public

money for the purchase of a journal which will print an article like this.

Yours truly,

W.S. Wallace, Librarian.

P.S. I am returning the New Republic for January 6 to you through our agent.

Three weeks later the editor published the letter without any comment
except for a headline 'All shades of opinion, but -' and the fat was in the

fire. On January 25 and for two or three days after, The Varsity and

downtown Toronto papers fed the flames with all the detail and comment
they were able to kindle, and a few Torontonians spread the coals into later

issues of the New Republic. President H.J. Cody told a reporter he had

absolute confidence in Wallace's judgement and defended his wise

expenditure of public funds when the Library was so short of money.

Some faculty members and students expressed sympathy, but most were

inclined to the opinion of Professor Frank Underhill of the history

department, who called Wallace's action 'an outrageous procedure,

contrary to all the liberal principles of a university,' and said that 'such

censorship will make the University the laughing-stock of the conti-

nent. '(15 3) Wallace maintained that the issue as he saw it was not freedom

of speech, but loyalty to the Crown. In response to a Varsity editorial

headed 'Official censorship' he wrote:

... let me assure you that there is not now, has never been, and I hope never will be, any

official censorship in the University of Toronto Library. We have here all kinds of

books and periodicals, with the widest possible range of opinion, and these are
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circulated freely, so far as the law permits ... I have no concern in what people read. My
problem was purely a personal one. I have taken an oath of allegiance to the King of

Great Britain and the British Dominions. The article in the New Republic seemed to me

to be a libellous attack upon the present King, such as the present King, if he were a

private person, and in a position to defend himself, might seek satisfaction for in the

Courts. To pay out public money for the purchase of a paper containing such libels, and

to give those libels circulation, did not seem to me then, and does not seem now,

consonant with the oath of allegiance I have taken. Ifothers think differently, then their

understanding of what the oath of allegiance means must be different from mine.

Any number of books and journals come into this Library which contain opinions

with which I personally am in disagreement, and nothing has ever been done by me to

hinder their free circulation; but when a journal makes a libellous attack on the King

and the royal family, the question becomes then not one of freedom of speech, but of

sedition.

It is not always realized that librarians are liable in the Courts if they run foul of the

law in regard to the circulation of indecent or seditious literature.

To a sympathizer he wrote privately:

... I have been annoyed frequently by the anti-British tendencies of the New Republic,

but I did not think I had any right to take action until they stepped over the line and

started throwing mud at the King and the royal family. I thought then, and I think now,

that there was only one course for me to take, no matter whether every Red in the

country howls for my blood. (154)

He did, however, back down as far as to allow the New Republic to return to

the Library as a present, when some undergraduates formed a committee

and raised $5 to buy a gift subscription. The Library's own subscription

was renewed quietly in 1939, without benefit of a letter to the editor.

Unfortunately, Underbill's prophecy was to some extent correct. When
I began to circulate among American librarians 15 years later I was
sometimes greeted with 'Oh - Toronto - isn't that where the Library

cancelled the New Republic?' And I find it sad that even today, half a

century afterward, this one impulsive act of loyalty is the chief thing

remembered about Stewart Wallace (and not to his credit) by some who
were on our campus at the time.

A lesser-known incident involving Underhill throws more light on
Wallace as a man of principle. The two had many things in common: both

were born in the 1880s into Ontario small-town Presbyterian homes, at

University College each graduated at the head of his class in honours
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English and history (classics option), as proteges of George Wrong both

went to Balliol College, Oxford, on Flavelle fellowships, both served as

officers in the Canadian army in France, both began teaching careers

elsewhere before joining the history department at Toronto. They were

quite different, however, in temperament and outlook. There was no

bitter rivalry between them as there was between Underhill and Donald
Creighton, but neither was there any warmth of friendship between them.

Wallace's feeling for Underhill had not been mellowed by Underbill's

rather condescenting review of one of Wallace's books in 1927, or by
Underbill's part in the New Republic affair in 1937, but when the chips were

down Wallace did not allow his feelings to overcome his principles. In

1941, when the Board of Governors (spurred on by the provincial

Government) was trying to force Underhill to resign on account of his

political statements, President Cody walked into the Library and asked to

see Underbill's page or pages in the faculty register, the ledger that in those

days kept a record of every book and journal borrowed by each member of

the teaching staff. Cody's request raised a question that had not arisen

before, but Wallace saw the implications at once and invented a new rule

on the spot, a rule the President would be unlikely to challenge in the

Library Committee. He said that what anybody borrowed was a private

matter between that person and the Library, not a matter to be scrutinized

by others. And so the President went away empty-handed.

A lesser legend that survives has to do with his passion for novels of

crime and detection as recreational reading. This was a taste he shared with

his predecessor, Hugh Langton. The strong collection of mystery stories

that accumulated in the Library as a result was widely known by members
of the University, who either enjoyed it or made sly jokes about it,

depending on whether they shared the taste. When mystery came too close

to home, however, Wallace's interest cooled. Though he published a book

of Canadian murders and mysteries in 1935, he never wrote about the

discovery of a body in the Library that same spring. Early one April

morning the watchman found a woman's body in the basement reading

room, under a shattered window through which she had evidently fallen or

been pushed. The woman was identified as a pensioner who had cashed

her cheque the previous afternoon and then in the evening, in noisy

drunken argument with a companion, had been seen in the vicinity by

students leaving the Library. A coroner's inquest found that her death was

accidental due to a fall through the window, and so the case was closed and

the mystery put to rest.

The decade of economic depression in the 1930s, with all its setbacks
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and disappointments, reduced some library directors to despair and

despondency, but not Stewart Wallace. The burst of innovation with

which he had begun in the '20s had settled into a routine of scrimping and

surviving, administering the Library as well as could be done on shrunken

resources, and directing a good deal of his energy to other related activities

that were still possible. He was no longer editor of the University ofToronto

Studies or Canadian Historical Review, but published 16 new volumes of his

own as well as two revised editions and many articles and reviews.

Running the Library took up only part of each day; for the rest of the day

he was bibliographer, editor, author. When the shortages of the depression

were followed by the shortages of wartime, his various wartime assign-

ments took time away from research and writing but his administrative

routine continued as before, and the Library jogged along down the

narrow track that was the only one open to it in those times.

After the war, the path widened gradually and began a slow ascent.

With the post-war revival in enrolment and budget and general activity,

there was growing realization in the President's office as well as in the

teaching departments that years of privation had rendered the Library

quite unequal to its task. The Senate showed its official concern by calling

on its Library Committee for a yearly report. Sidney Smith, the new
president, tried in his own way to help the Library play a more active role

in the academic program: he increased the budget and improved the salary

scale; he made the librarian a member of the University College Council

and the council of every faculty; he made the librarian a member of Senate,

as well as its servant, so that he was able for the first time to hear and take

part in the official discussion of matters academic. Progress was being

made, and becoming visible.

In his last annual report, in June 1954, Wallace summed up his 3 1 years

as an era in which the bookstock had trebled in size, the card catalogue

quadrupled, the circulation of books and periodicals quadrupled, and the

number of interlibrary loans increased from zero to more than 3,000

yearly. Extension of the building, for which he had made an urgent plea in

his first report, was nearing completion. The position of librarian

emeritus, to which the President appointed him, was an apt recognition of

his long and faithful service.

NOTES
1 For several years the night staff consisted of one graduate student, who was required to

write a report at closing time. Roy Daniels (MA 1932, PhD 1936) was noted for writing his

reports in verse. By 1942 one staff member was on duty, assisted by a graduate student,

Saturday night being assigned to the newest member of staff.
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2 Thirty years later, when we had to decide whether works in psychology should be housed

with humanities and social sciences, Roger Myers, who was then head of the department,

remarked that psychology had begun as a branch of philosophy but was turning into a branch

of biochemistry.

3 Tom Easterbrook, while a visiting professor at Harvard, had a private study next door to the

inferno in the Widener Library, and had amusing tales about people wanting to borrow his

key, which was reputed to open both doors.

4 Confiscation was and is a real risk. According to an article in the Canadian Forum (v 19 June

1939 72) the department of national revenue in 1938 seized no less than 3,917 publications

of a 'subversive' nature, while the 'obscene' literature confiscated amounted to the immense

total of 26,639 magazines, 3,897 newspapers, 16,040 pamphlets and 581 books. In August

1984, copies of a book that was on the list of material banned from importation into

Canada were seized by the RCMP from the University of Calgary Library. (155)



CHAPTER 22

Coaching a Recruit as Understudy

y first sight of the University Library was in September 1941

,

when I arrived in Toronto to register as a student at the Library

School. ( 1 56) After completing a master's degree at the Universi-

ty of Alberta I had worked underground that summer in a

copper mine north of Vancouver, at what then seemed the high wage of

$5.60 a day, and had economized by hitchhiking to Toronto, but after

paying my fees had not enough money left to see me through the winter. I

went around therefore to call on Charles Sanderson at the Public Library

and Stewart Wallace at the University, seeking part-time work. They had

nothing to offer. But next day Wallace sent for me and said he had found

money to pay somebody to clean books for 10 hours a week, and while he

hesitated to offer me the job I could have it if I wanted.

Thus I got to share with James Brebner and Charge-of-the-Light-

Brigade Robert McKim the honor of being the only people, single-handed,

to clean all the books in the University Library - of course, they had used

feather dusters and the collection they cleaned had burnt up in 1890. I had

a vacuum cleaner for the job. The half-inch of dusty lint on some of the

books appeared to have been gathering for half a century. Jim Patterson,

the resident caretaker, used to let me in by the receiving-room door at 7

a.m. on Saturdays, Edith Cook at the faculty desk kept a tally ofmy hours,

and Julia Jarvis paid me my $10 a fortnight, which helped to get me
through the winter.

Of course I saw Stewart Wallace sometimes as an officer on the parade

ground, as a lecturer at the Library School and as custodian of the locked

cupboard, but the inner mysteries of the Library I learned from one of the

stackmen who spent his spare moments with me, talking above the hum of

my machine, and fromJim Patterson, who came around two or three times
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a day to see whether my Hoover was overheating and whether it needed a

new brush. Patterson, who carried a shrapnel-dint in his forehead, had

succeeded his father-in-law as resident caretaker in 1933, and his

proprietary manner as he sauntered about his duties, always in jacket and

tie, checking on the cleaning staff or maintaining proper decorum in the

reading rooms, sometimes led the uninitiated to suppose that he was the

librarian. Patterson himself did not always make a clear distinction

between superintending the building and superintending the Library, and

as my supervisor that winter he had much to teach me. Other staff

members also took an interest in my education as I moved my Hoover

about the building. In the Reference Room Katherine Wales introduced

me to Chancellor Sir William Mulock, who half a century earlier as

vice-chancellor had pushed for a separate library building; he was now
stopping there in the room nearest the door, in the course of a morning's

walk, to rest his 98-year-old knees; he held up his ear-trumpet to catch my
name.

When I returned to the Library in September 1947 after three years in

the Royal Canadian Air Force, one at the Calgary Public Library and one

at Columbia University, the ladies of the staff were kind enough to conceal

any awkwardness they may have felt about an erstwhile cleaner being

appointed as assistant librarian. I have sometimes thought that women, at

least in those days, were readier to accept appointment of a man, rather

than a woman, to a senior post; appointment of a man could be expected

and tolerated because he was male, while appointment of a woman over

their heads would imply that she had superior abilities and would

disparage their own.

Apart from the Librarian and me, and the caretaker and two stackmen,

the staff consisted of 41 women. A majority of them were graduates of

University College. About half had been on staff since before 1929, and

had carried the daily burden of work through trying times. Not more than

six or seven of them had attended any library school. The fact that five or

six were married women indicates that staffing patterns had begun to

swing away from the custom that had prevailed in the Library from the

beginning, and from the national policy adopted by the University in

1931, against employment of married women. When the Board of

Governors was reviewing its own policy that year at the request of the

Prime Minister, President Robert Falconer produced a report listing 35

married women on the University staff, none of them in the Library.

I was surprised to find that there was another assistant librarian, Hilda

Woolryche; she held that title in addition to being head of the Order
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Department, and was to retire the following spring. ' My own position as

full-time assistant librarian without other duties was a new one. When
Stewart Wallace had written me at Columbia to ask whether I might be

interested, he explained that the position was being created because of a

new policy of the Board requiring each officer of the University to have an

understudy. I discovered later that Wallace did not favour all new policies

of the Board, policies that he saw as the destructive work of Colonel Eric

Phillips, who had become chairman in 1945. He saw Phillips as a tycoon

who was trying to make the University over in the image of his industrial

empire, who assumed because the University had had clergymen as

presidents for four decades that it was badly managed, and who was

therefore creating new offices and bringing in strangers to fill them.

Wallace told me also, later on, that some members of the Library

Committee would have preferred to see some member of the teaching staff

appointed as assistant librarian, but that university teachers were in short

supply in those post-war days.

Nearly 40 years after the event I find that Norman Endicott, then an

associate professor of English at University College, was a candidate for

the position, his name having been put forward by Professor Milton

Buchanan. Endicott was a Toronto graduate, a Rhodes scholar, a keen

bibliographer and bibliophile, had been on the staff of the College since

1928, and had taken the summer course at the University of Michigan

Library School in 1931. His dislike of Wallace, however, was requited in

full, and at least one influential member of the Board is said to have made it

known that he would oppose the appointment of anyone by the name of

Endicott. (157) I find also that President Sidney Smith had asked the

Director of the Library School for suggestions, and Winifred Barnstead

had nominated three people: Ralph Munn, a British Columbian who had

recently become director of the public library in Akron, Ohio; Jack

Brown, a former classmate of mine in Edmonton, who had just become

assistant librarian at Brown University; and me. Of the four nominees I

was the only graduate of Toronto's Library School and the only one who
had done military service, but in teaching or administrative experience my
qualifications were least impressive. Having chosen me above older and

more experienced men who could have asked a higher price, Wallace must

have been rather anxious for me to measure up well enough to justify his

choice.

For strategic reasons he sponsored my membership in the Faculty Club,

but advised me for tactical reasons never to lunch there: 'You'll find

yourself sitting between a professor of Greek and a professor of thermo-
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dynamics, and the only topic of conversation they have in common will be

the shortcomings of the Library.' This is one piece of advice I ignored, and

by moving about in the club I found that many complaints against the

Library were based on ignorance or ancient legend; others were based on

real problems that could be cured or at least explained. Wallace himself

preferred the York Club; H.H. Langton had nominated him for member-
ship there with assurances that the assistant librarian was equivalent in

rank to assistant professor and was therefore admissible at the special

'supernumerary' fee.

Soon after my arrival Wallace drove me out to Ajax, east of Toronto, to

see his branch library there. After the war the Faculty of Applied Science

and Engineering accommodated its surge in enrolment by moving its

first- and second-year classes to an old munitions plant at Ajax, and

Wallace was quick to set up the required library facility (including a

general lending library for the local community) with a start-up budget of

only $6,000 for the collection and $2,800 for local staff.

My first assignment as assistant was to produce a student guide to the

Library. In my youthful brashness I took a rather undignified approach

and even ventured to illustrate it with cartoons. I now shrink at the thought

of it, as Wallace must have done at the time; he sent it to the President as a

precaution before deciding to have it printed. The President replied that he

liked it and so it was sent to the printer, but for 1 ,500 copies only, a rather

light printing for a student body of 17,000.

My second assignment was to compile a staff manual, and a comparative

analysis of expenditures, of which I shall write later.

My first self-initiated project may have caused Wallace some further

misgivings at the outset. The ramshackle desk that had been resurrected

for me was set in the middle of the room that Wallace himself had occupied

as assistant librarian, though meanwhile it had become the Reference

Room and its principal occupants were Katherine Wales and her two

assistants, plus reference books and readers. From my chair I looked down
the main hallway toward the loan desk, and in mid-afternoon often saw the

double line of students waiting for overnight loans extend through the

whole length of the hall and around the corner into the lobby, and then

back through the Men's Reading Room. Enrolment had doubled suddenly

after the war, mainly because of the influx of ex-servicemen using their

veterans' allowances for education, and the competition for reserve books

was very keen. Students in the third and fourth years could obtain passes

into the stack and choose books from the shelves, but others (and they were

the large majority) had to rely on course reading lists and on what they
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could identify through the catalogue. Of course there were not nearly

enough books, and the shortage was exacerbated by the fact that as books

were returned to the Library they were stacked in great piles on the desk

and the floor, where they sat for hours or even till next day before their

slips could be cleared from the loan file so that the books could be returned

to the shelves for use.

I had heard about a new streamlined charging system that was being

considered for the public library in Yonkers, New York, using pre-

numbered 'keysort' cards which could be sorted quickly with a long

needle. I designed a modified version that would allow books lent

overnight, when they were returned, to go straight to the shelves without

waiting to be cleared through the loan file. Wallace listened doubtfully and

referred me to May Newton, head of the Circulation and Reference

Department. She too was skeptical about the whole idea but allowed her

staff to try it. It worked well and for many years helped to clear the desk

and get better mileage out of the reserve books.

My desk in the Reference Room often served as a bookrest for people

who came in to use the bibliographies or to order interlibrary loans, and I

was soon on friendly terms with an interesting lot of active scholars. For

instance there was Tommy Tweed, the freelance writer and actor whose

voice was a mainstay in CBC radio drama. There was Professor J.G.

Andison of the French department, coming in to see whether his interloans

had arrived, and storming against the injustice of a world that could

provide a telephone for the Reference Room but none for his office in

University College. There was S.G. Donnelly, a graduate student who
turned up later as president of Laurentian University. And when Wallace's

annual vacation at Metis on the St. Lawrence River in Quebec left me in

charge of his own desk, visitors included such people as Abraham Flexner,

who came in especially to present me with one of his books in gratitude for

the service we had extended to him at his summer cottage in northern

Ontario.
2

Whether I was in the librarian's office or the Reference Room, a frequent

visitor was Professor Emeritus Milton Buchanan, former head of the

department of Italian and Spanish. He was the only Canadian ever to have

been elected president of the Modern Language Association, and he told

me that he had once declined the directorship of the Hispanic Society of

America and its outstanding library, in New York City. Stewart Wallace

had written of him in 1942:

... he has built up in the University of Toronto Library a collection of books and
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periodicals in Italian and Spanish which is certainly one of the best in North America,

and which is well-known among Spanish and Italian scholars in the United States ... I

should like to add also that Professor Buchanan has been a member of the Library

Committee for many years; and no member of the Committee has been more helpful, or

shown a more sympathetic grasp of library problems. As a bibliographer, there is no

one on the staff whose praise I would value more highly, or for whose criticism I would

have greater respect.(158)

Buchanan's green cards recommending purchases in his subjects had been

a strain on the book budget for 40 years, and when the Library could not

afford to buy his selections he bought them for himself, out of his own
pocket. His private library was therefore a perfect complement to the

University's collection, and on his retirement in 1946 he had combined the

two by presenting his own collection to the University. He would have

preferred, as most donors would, to have his gift kept together and given

the special care to which it was accustomed; it pained him to see his books

mixed in among others in the stack, each one bearing the Library's stamp,

accession marks, pocket, and spine-marking. On one of his many calls at

the Reference Room he held up one of his former treasures for all to see and

announced, 'I have just been to the Librarian's office to show him how he

has mutilated this book, and to tell him he is a barbarian.' His strong

interest in building the collection continued, however, and was perpetuat-

ed through a bequest provided in his will. The M. A. Buchanan Fund still

buys a few choice items each year. I wish he could have lived to see the

establishment of our Department of Rare Books and Special Collections,

and the building in which his collection and many others now receive

special care.

However much respect Wallace may have had for Buchanan's criticism,

he simply had no place in which he could have kept special collections

together, even if he had wanted to, and no place where they could have

been used under supervision. He was blamed later for turning down
Professor James Mavor's Russian collection of several thousand volumes,

which went to California instead, but he used to tell me with some

satisfaction that he turned it down because he could not accept the proviso

that it be kept together in a room of its own, because he had no cataloguer

who could handle it, and because he had no resources to spend on a

language that appeared nowhere in the University's course of studies. He
turned away Vilhjalmer Stefansson also, who wanted a special room for

his large Arctic collection plus a life appointment for himself as Arctic

consultant, and who later found a welcome to his liking at Dartmouth
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College.
3 He was blamed, too, and is still blamed by some, for agreeing to a

request from the Ontario Archives in 195 1 for an indefinite loan of four lots

of historical manuscripts,(159) but in fact the Library had no adequate

storage for such things, nor any adequate means of making them available

to scholars. Within the limits that had been imposed on him for 30 years,

he had little choice.

Before sending the Edward Blake papers to the Ontario Archives,

Wallace asked me to sort the collection. There was not much sorting

needed, but I went through all the boxes and months of reading to find that

out. Of course I had to do it upstairs in the tiny cubicle at the end of the Art

Room where the papers were stored; I have wondered since whether the

assignment was designed just to get me out of the Reference Room, or to

introduce me to manuscript collections and perhaps to expose me to a

period of Canadian history.

A more strenuous assignment was the removal of 10,000 volumes from

storage in the men's residence, Devonshire House, where they had baked

and gathered dust for several years under the steam pipes in the south

basement. After giving space to the Royal Canadian Institute's library (and

having the use of it) since 1910, the University had finally bought it for

$1.50 per volume and resold the duplicates to the University of British

Columbia. It was these duplicates that I was entrusted to pack into crates as

carefully as 1 could manage, and ship them off to Vancouver. I was glad to

see them go.

Later on I was given an editorial project, and a move to the office at the

end of the private-study corridor alongside the Art Room. In the earlier

task of compiling the Newfoundland Supplement to Wallace's Encyclopedia of

Canada in 1948, mostly on my own time, I had begun from scratch and

gathered the material wherever I could, but in my new office I was faced

with a large cabinet full of cards and lists gathered from 41 Toronto

libraries, representing their holdings of journals and other serial publica-

tions, waiting to be made into the fifth (and final) edition of the Joint

Catalogue of the Serials in the Libraries of the City of Toronto. The work of

editing this stack of data had begun some years earlier, as a sit-down job

away from the front desk, but had languished because May Newton's staff

could no longer spare any time for it. It was a major task and Wallace gave

me an allowance of several part-time helpers, but he held me responsible

for the final product and was pleased enough with it to put my name on the

title page.

While he continued to lecture on college and university libraries to

students working towards the BLS degree at the Library School, Wallace
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encouraged me to accept an invitation to become the lecturer on academic

libraries to the MLS students, when Bertha Bassam was establishing the

master's program in 1950. Quietly but consistently he did what he could to

broaden my experience and justify his choice.

My largest assignment, of which I shall write in the next chapter, caused

me to move once again, to the isolated but spacious office that Hugh
Langton had recently ceased to use, at the top of the elevator tower. In my
succession of four offices I saw little of the Librarian except when I had a

serious question to ask or when he sent Julia Jarvis to summon me. He did

not send her often, but when he did the occasion was usually instructive.

He might ask me to draft a response to a nasty letter, and would set the tone

with a demonstration of how he had once shown the door to a dean who
had come in and made a silly complaint in language which Wallace could

not accept as appropriate from one University officer to another. He would
have Miss Jarvis show me such-and-such relevant files, to give me the

background and to demonstrate the wisdom of having every offer and

agreement and ruling confirmed in writing. Then he would often end the

session with an anecdote about some member of the Canadian literary or

political establishment, or some dean who was hard to deal with and was

'smart as a pig.'

Sometimes he called me in to listen while he composed his annual

budget request. That would take 15 or 20 minutes while he dictated a

paragraph or two explaining the need for more money for books; he would

then instruct Miss Jarvis to complete the thing by adding $50 to each

annual salary except for three or four particular names which were to get

less or more. Or he might be dictating his annual report: that might take

half an hour while he doctored the previous year's published report by

writing in the new figures that Miss Jarvis had collected from the four

department heads, and while he altered or replaced two or three

paragraphs of last year's text.

Sometimes he called me in to witness an interview in which he thought

there was even the faintest possibility of difficulty arising. He made it a

strict rule never to conduct such an interview, especially with a woman,
without a witness present as protection against any false claims or

accusations being made later. One such interview I witnessed was with the

three senior members of the Periodicals Department, who had fallen out

and were no longer speaking to each other except by addressing remarks to

the unfortunate typist whose desk was more or less in the middle of their

work space at one end of the Faculty Reading Room. Wallace called the

three in together, reprimanded them for childish behavior, got them to
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apologize, and warned them he would send them all packing if he heard of

any such behavior again. In those days they knew that he could do it, and

would.

As one who had learnt administration in the army, Wallace believed in

quick decision and commissioning in the field. One morning he called me
to his office early - he had just received a telephone message that Isabelle

Keys, head of the Periodicals Department, had dropped dead the previous

evening. He wanted to name a successor immediately so as to avoid

uncertainty and speculation. After we had thought for five minutes of two
or three possibilities he sent Miss Jarvis to the Catalogue Department to

fetch Florence English, the serials cataloguer. Miss English, a rather

nervous person, was shocked at the news and the offer, and was uncertain

that she could manage a department, but in deference to Wallace's

judgement she agreed to try it on an acting basis. Thereupon he had Miss

Jarvis bring in the other three department heads to be told of the death of

Miss Keys and the appointment of her successor. Poor Miss English's

uncertainty was justified: the worry of her promotion cut into her sleep

and preyed upon her health until three weeks later when she was allowed

to go back to her former position. She was replaced, that same day of

course, by Dorothea Tod.

I realized later that Wallace had used many opportunities, as they came
along, to introduce me to the mysteries of library administration. One such

opportunity, which dropped unexpectedly out of the blue, provided the

most formative experience of my career. Apparently Edgar Robinson of

the Vancouver Public Library had mentioned my name to his friend

Stephen Stackpole of the Carnegie Corporation of New York, and had

written Wallace suggesting me as a candidate for inclusion in Carnegie's

British Commonwealth program of study tours. And Abraham Flexner,

well known in the Carnegie Corporation, must have put in a good word for

me there as well. Wallace, no doubt recalling the benefit he and his

predecessor Langton had derived from visiting some American libraries at

the beginning of their respective careers, passed Robinson's letter along to

me with an added offer of travel leave with pay. I proposed a tour of

European libraries, supposing that the years would give me other chances

to see American institutions. But when I talked to Stackpole in New York
he said the Carnegie Corporation would not want to send me to Europe
before I was able to speak with some first-hand knowledge of the American
scene. The upshot was that I spent three months in the summer of 1951

visiting American libraries and librarians from coast to coast, becoming
acquainted with their ways, their problems, their plans, and the inter-
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action of ideas among their senior people. I recall, for instance, the reaction

of Donald Coney, librarian of the University of California at Berkeley,

when I told him of the interesting hours I had spent with Fremont Rider at

Wesleyan University in Connecticut, Ralph Shaw at the National

Agricultural Library in Washington, and Ralph Ellsworth at the Univer-

sity of Iowa; Coney's comment was 'Yes, we need innovators like them in

our profession, but we don't need more than three.' After the American

tour I returned home for a few weeks to welcome son John Henry into the

world, and then set out for another three months to visit libraries from

Aberdeen to London, and Oslo to Naples. I met most of the leading

librarians of the time on their home ground, and learned enough about

their libraries to give me a visual backdrop for what I was to read thereafter

in professional journals and library reports. The contacts I made were

helpful later in various ways, and knowing the people helped me to feel

that I was a part of a far-flung fellowship charged with gathering and

preserving and propagating the knowledge and wisdom of all humankind.

Stewart Wallace too was in touch with other librarians across Canada

and elsewhere, but his correspondence with them was mostly about

matters bibliographic or historical rather than administrative. He had little

time for professional conferences or committees, or for administrative

surveys and questionnaires. He must have been present when the

American Library Association met in Toronto in June 1927 under the

presidency of Dr. George Locke of the Toronto Public Library; but when
about 190 Canadians who were at that conference met separately under the

chairmanship of Fred Landon (librarian of the University of Western

Ontario) and resolved to organize a Canadian library association, they

chose John Ridington (librarian of the University of British Columbia) as

their president. When Ridington obtained a Carnegie grant to conduct a

survey of the conditions and needs of libraries across Canada, he barely

mentioned the University of Toronto in his report. Wallace had declined

to give any particulars as to his staff, salaries, book budget or any other

financial information, on the ground that it would have been against

University policy to do so; he had also declined to meet with Ridington

when he came this way in the course of his survey in the summer of 1930.

Twenty years later Wallace would still get red in the face when telling how
Ridington had sent a telegram to say that he would be in Toronto on a

certain day and would see Wallace in his office at a certain time; Wallace

had already arranged to play golf that day and was not about to take orders

from Ridington.

When the American Library Association was planning to meet in
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Montreal in June 1934, its college and reference section elected Stewart

Wallace as chairman. He chaired the meeting and had recruited Sir Robert

Falconer, his former president, as speaker on the future of university

libraries, but seems not to have continued any personal association with

that organization after the conference was over.

When the Ontario Library Association (OLA) met at the Toronto

Public Library in March 1940, he was elected second vice-president, and

proceeded up the ladder to the presidency in 1942-43. There was no

general conference ofOLA in 1943 but Wallace presided over the Toronto

regional meeting in the University Library, and after the meeting treated

the members to an afternoon tea party served from the circulation desk.

Later that month he accepted chairmanship of an OLA committee on

post-war planning, produced two briefs on post-war needs (one provincial,

the other national) and then resigned to make way for a public librarian to

take over the committee.

While he was chairman of this committee on post-war planning, Wallace

accepted an invitation to attend a meeting of the Association of Research

Libraries (ARL) on the same subject, in New York. This seems to have

been the only ARL meeting he ever attended. Four years later, when ARL
met in Chicago to launch its Farmington Plan, he sent me to represent

Toronto. The Farmington Plan was a co-operative agreement aimed at

sharing responsibility in such a way as to make sure that every important

publication from that time onward, from anywhere in the world, would be

acquired and available in at least one of the member libraries. As the only

non-American librarian present I had little to offer, except that Toronto

undertook to continue its standing order for French Canadian publica-

tions. That meeting gave me my first view of many leaders among
American directors of research libraries, and it gave me a chance to go

along with them to Lincoln, Nebraska, for the official opening and

inspection of the new library at the University of Nebraska.

Toronto's Library had no travel fund in those days and had to make
formal application for the help that was doled out infrequently and in small

amounts from the president's office. I did manage, however, to attend the

1948 conference of the Canadian Library Association (CLA) and in 1949

became chairman of its newspaper microfilming project. When CLA met
on the Toronto campus in 195 1 Stewart Wallace was president, and might

have been expected to attend the conference in Banff the following year as

past-president. Instead, he asked me to go in his place, and said President

Smith had agreed to pay my railway fare. I confessed that I had been

hoping to go, partly on account ofmy committee and partly because of the
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chance to visit my parents in Alberta, but that a conjunction of mortgage

payments and medical bills had made the conference too expensive for me,

even with rail ticket provided. Wallace thereupon wrote a personal cheque

for $50 and asked me to accept it as a favor - to him it was worth at least that

much not to have to attend another conference. The Banff meeting was a

success except that the executive secretary, Elizabeth Morton, at the

closing session, reported that the conference had fallen short of covering its

own expenses. On the spur of the moment I proposed a motion, from the

back of the hall, that a large collection box be placed immediately at the

exit. By the time all members had left the room, the box was nearly full and

the deficit had all but disappeared. At the luncheon that followed, a place

was made for me at the head table, and before the day was out I was pressed

into service as the new treasurer of the association. And so it was that

Wallace's distaste for meetings was responsible for launching me into the

executive affairs of the Canadian Library Association in time to preside

over the 1959 conference in Edmonton - but that is a different story.
4

Stewart Wallace's extreme carefulness with money was a natural

outcome of his own experience, both personal and professional. In March
1932, when Canon H.J. Cody was chairman of the Board of Governors,

and again in May 1933 during Cody's first year as president, belt-

tightening by the provincial Government brought about cuts in the salaries

of University staff, as well as in bookfunds and other items. The cuts were

graduated so as to protect the lowest salaries, but affected the library

assistants and all others who earned more than $800 a year. Through the

Great Depression and the war years that followed, President Cody's

annual call for budget estimates included a plea for all estimates to be pared

down to bare essentials. Wallace, with his customary loyalty to the

University, did his best to comply, and library staff went without salary

increases for years, some for a dozen years or more. When he finally

discovered that budgets and salaries had been growing in other divisions of

the University, he felt betrayed and made an effort to catch up, but

competition for funds was strong on all sides, and headway was slow. At

the first Library Committee meeting that Sidney Smith attended as

president and chairman, in September 1945, all bookfunds were cut again

by 10 percent, but later that year the Board made a special grant of $14,000

that Wallace had been urging. Progress was fairly steady after that, but

much too slow to meet the growing demands ofcurriculum and enrolment.

When I arrived in September 1947 the basic annual salaries had just been

raised to $1,600 for library assistants, $2,500 for department heads. The
book budget was $54,000, only $6,000 more than it had been 15 years
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earlier. In the next four years the salaries rose to $1,800 and $2,600

respectively, and the book budget after two setbacks reached the odd

figure of $73,242; progress was visible but lagged far behind what was

needed, and the prospect was gloomy. Then there was a sudden break in

the clouds.

At a Library Committee meeting shortly after my Carnegie tour of

American libraries, President Smith spoke of an announcement by Prime

Minister Louis St. Laurent in the House of Commons in June 1951,

promising annual federal grants to universities as recommended by the

Massey Commission on National Development in the Arts, Letters and

Sciences. As chairman of the Library Committee Smith invited the

Librarian to prepare a memorandum setting forth the Library's claim to a

share of the grant that the University expected to receive. This new
prospect was greeted with excitement in the committee, and afterward I

expected to be called to the Librarian's office to discuss it. When no call

came after several days I approached Wallace and found that he had done

nothing about a memorandum. He reminded me that Canada's constitu-

tion made education an exclusively provincial responsibility; he could not

believe that universities would get any substantial or ongoing federal

grants, or that even if they did they would give the libraries any useful

share. Still, he agreed that our Library Committee was expecting a case to

be made, and he said that if I wanted to draft something he would be

grateful. Next day, when I showed him a proposal to increase the Library

budget by $80,000 ($50,000 for books and $30,000 for staff) he was

appalled. He said that over the years he had earned a reputation for

requesting no more than was urgently necessary, and no more than he

could reasonably expect to get. Though we needed more money, he

thought my proposal would be seen by the President and the Board of

Governors as extravagant, even irresponsible. I argued that it was our duty

to say what was needed, and the duty of the Board to decide what was
possible. Wallace did not want his name attached to what he considered a

wild scheme but said he would arrange for me to present it to the Library

Committee as my own, if I wished. I did.
5

Two months later in the course ofmy second Carnegie tour, I arrived in

Berne on New Year's Eve and found a letter from Wallace with two pieces

of bad news. The first was that May Newton, a faithful staff member since

1910 and head of the Circulation and Reference Department for 38 years,

had died suddenly. The other was that the Board of Governors had

received federal money and appropriated $80,000 of it for the Library, an

amount he would be quite unable to spend in the remaining six months of
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the fiscal year. His fears on the latter account proved to be justified, and at

the end ofJune about $20,000 of the grant remained unspent. The Board

therefore decided not to give the Library any part of the federal grant in the

following year, or any increase at all apart from about three-quarters ofone

percent on salaries. Wallace's fears were being realized, but then he and I

called on the President and were able to get a share of the federal money
after all, though at only half of the original level of $80,000. Still, we had

made a point and a gain of 35 percent in the annual bookfund.

That particular budget meeting with the President was Wallace's last,

though he was still two years away from retirement. In elevating Claude

Bissell to the new position of vice-president in 1952, Sidney Smith had

been careful to explain that the effect would be to delegate some of his own
duties so as to make himself more accessible to staff than he had been. The
next spring, however, when it came time for the Librarian to defend the

estimates he had submitted, Wallace had a call from the President's

secretary, Agnes MacGillivray, inviting him to discuss his estimates with

Vice-President Bissell. Wallace was furious. The librarian had always had

access to the president to talk about the budget or any other serious matter,

and Wallace was not about to be fobbed off on any whipper-snapper of a

deputy. He sent me instead, his own deputy. Thus I began working on

vital library problems with Claude Bissell more than a year before I

became librarian and five years before he became president.

Perhaps I should make it clear that Wallace's fury on the occasion

mentioned above was not directed at Bissell. Actually he thought well of

Bissell, most days. He had suggested Bissell - along with Jack Sword,

Norman Endicott and me - as a possible candidate in 1948 to replace Kaye
Lamb as librarian of the University of British Columbia. Later, when our

temporary library at Ajax was being closed down, he had invited Bissell, in

his capacity as dean of residence at University College, to go and take what

he wanted for a residence library.

Though Stewart Wallace's strong sense of loyalty and propriety

sometimes led him into impulsive responses, and though perhaps at times

he was over-cautious as an administrator, he improved on the traditions

that Langton had established and he managed to keep the Library alive

through many hungry years of depression and wartime. Anybody who
had dealings with him found him to be a brisk, energetic man with a strong

sense of justice, a man who could not tolerate shoddiness or pretence.

Those who met him for the first time found him reserved, even gruff, but

his staff soon learned to respect his unfailing fairness and kindness. His

manner was severe enough that when I told him I was moving my family to
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a country place near Streetsville, 25 miles out, he needed to say only i

don't suppose we'll be seeing much of you in winter.' Therefore I had to

make a point of being at work before he was every morning, even when it

meant wading a mile in the dark through deep drifts of snow to the railway

station. Yet when we had a staff party at the unfinished Streetsville house,

he was quite ready to join in the merriment and to carve the roast at the

second table. One time when I received a message from home that our

two-year-old, Karen, had fallen out of her high-chair and broken a bone,

he seemed quite hurt that I had rushed out and hailed a taxi instead of

asking him to take me in his car, which was always parked just below his

office window. Again, while I was away on my American tour, he made a

special trip out to the country to tell my wife that he had managed to get me
a raise of $900, three times as much as in the three previous years put

together.

My personal debt to him, for what he taught me by precept and

example, is barely suggested by what I have written above. One other

lesson that must be mentioned was in the art of delegation. From his first

year in office he had needed a larger building, had argued and lobbied for

it, had seen the possibility wax and wane, had been forced into a long

succession of unprofitable compromises for want of space; yet when the

time finally came to make real plans for new construction, he turned that

work over to me and never touched it himself.

n o T E s

1 Hilda Woolryche, a graduate in honours modern languages at University College (BA

1900) and a talented violinist, joined Langton's staff in 1910. She was put in charge of the

Order Department in 1923, and in 1927 was given the addition title of assistant librarian

in charge of administration, which meant only that she signed things when the librarian was

away. She was a most gentle person and is remembered by Penelope Waldie, who joined

the staff in 1948, for greeting her with 'How nice to have a lady, my dear.' She retired in June

1948 with failing eyesight, at age 70.

2 Abraham Flexner (1866-1959), renowned educator whose work included the reform of

medical education in North America and the fostering and administration of several

philanthropic foundations, was founder and first director of the Institute for Advanced Study

at Princeton. In June 1950 he wrote Sidney Smith asking whether our Library would be

willing to send 72 volumes of Carnegie Corporation reports to his summer cottage at

Magnetawan, for him to use in connection with a book he was writing. He was so pleased to

find the volumes awaiting his arrival at Magnetawan that he followed up his letters of

thanks with a visit in September, and gave me an autographed copy of his biography of Daniel

Coit Gilman. Later that autum when the Carnegie Corporation invited me to go to New
York to discuss the possibility of a travel grant, he knew of my visit and took me to lunch at his

club. He also invited my wife and me to visit him at his cottage, but for various reasons we
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had to decline. In 1952, at age 86, he published his Funds and Foundations , for which he had

needed our volumes at Magnetawan.

3 About 1927 in a Chautauqua tent in Vegreville, Alberta, I heard Stefansson lecture on Arctic

exploration, with lantern slides of himself mushing over rough pack ice. Twenty years

later, exploring our Library basement in search of a room for his collection, he tripped over a

step and went away in a huff. If he had come back a week later, he would have found the

step painted snowy white.

4 My personal satisfaction in presiding at a conference in Edmonton, on home ground, was

enhanced by having F.M. Salter, my former English teacher and mentor, as guest speaker

at the banquet. There was also the fact that our conference featured a major get-together of

librarians and representatives of a number of school-centred organizations (trustees, super-

intendents and inspectors, teachers, home-and-school) for the first national conference on

library service in the schools - and one of the chief spokesmen on the school side turned

out to be Edwin Miller, who in former times as principal of Vegreville High School had

stayed after school to tutor me in German.

5 In October 195 1 the Senate's Library Committee began meeting in the Board Room at Simcoe

Hall. Before that, it had met customarily in the Librarian's office, at noon, and attendance

had been light. As interest and attendance grew, Sidney Smith offered the Board Room as

more commodious and appropriate.



CHAPTER 23

The Sigmund Samuel Wing

he building committee initiated in 1922 at Hugh Langton's last

meeting with the Library Committee of Senate was disbanded

shortly after Stewart Wallace became librarian in 1923.

Another building committee appointed six years later had

strong support from both Board and Senate, and got as far as architectural

drawings and estimates before being overtaken by the Great Depression.

By 1944 overcrowding of books in the stacks and in all available basement

storage rooms on campus was damaging the books and interfering with

service. Through the Library Committee, Stewart Wallace urged that the

congestion be relieved in one of three ways:

(a) ideally, by construction of a completely new building on modern
lines, the old one to become a science library or undergraduate library;

(b) by expansion of the old building according to the Mathers plans

drawn in 1931; or

(c) by rental, purchase or construction of temporary storage space.

Wallace took his plea to the alumni with an article in the University of

Toronto Monthly. An approach was made also to the general public through

an article in The Globe and Mail describing the heaps of books on floors and

window-sills, and announcing a campaign for $900,000 to repair the

building and increase its capacity to a million volumes. Congestion,

however, is less dramatic than conflagration, and drew no comparable

response.

To increase the pressure, the Library Committee requested the Board to

invite an outside expert to look over the situation and discuss future plans,

but the Board decided instead to form a travelling committee, with detailed

terms of reference, to visit some American libraries. The travellers were

Wallace and Milton Buchanan to represent the Library Committee, and
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others to represent the architect and the superintendent of buildings and
grounds.

The travelling committee visited eight universities, all the way from
Illinois to Harvard, and Wallace as chairman summed up its report thus:

... The committee therefore recommends that, in planning for the future development

of library facilities in the University, the present library building be retained, at least

temporarily; but that, in order to meet the present urgent demands, plans be drawn for

the building of a modern and adequate library to the north of the present building. It is

recommended that this should be built on the unit plan, and should be capable of

repeated extensions, like the library of the University of Illinois; and that the whole of

the area occupied by and surrounding the present library building should be reserved

for these extensions.(160)

Sidney Smith, recently risen to the presidency, asked the Librarian for a

general memorandum on the needs of the Library, to put the report of the

travelling committee into perspective. In writing it, Wallace reviewed the

increasingly difficult expedients by which the Library had survived the

two previous decades; he also argued that the Library should no longer

attempt to serve two functions, instruction and research, 'with one set of

machinery,' and that the first unit of a research library on a separate site

would not cost much more than extension and reconstruction of the old

building.

Two years went by without any apparent progress, except that when I

came on the scene in 1947 the Librarian had me prepare a comparative

analysis of expenditures, which the President had requested. My report

showed that library expenditure at Toronto, as a share of the total

operating budget of the institution, was only 2.3 percent. This percentage

was only about half as much as the average at comparable American

universities, and in the most recent four years it had gone down while the

average had risen. In acknowledging my paper the President said it would

enable him to open up the question of support for the Library. To start the

ball rolling once again, he called a special meeting of the Library

Committee. It was a dinner meeting at Hart House, with nearly all

members present, plus the superintendent of buildings and grounds and

me by invitation. Copies ofmy report and a supplement had been sent out

in advance. After dinner and some lively discussion, President Smith

named a subcommittee on plans for a new library(161) and it seemed that

the time for action had come at last.

The subcommittee was advised that there would not be enough money
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to begin the separate building that Wallace had been recommending, and

so it produced a seven-page statement of requirements for an addition to

the old building, a wing to accommodate the humanities and social

sciences. The post-war wave of high enrolment was subsiding and the

President advised the committee to plan for a maximum of 10,000 students

in the whole University, of whom a maximum of 1,000 would be in

graduate studies. The committee's report included estimates of growth of

the collections during the next three 10-year periods, and was approved by

the Library Committee in May 1948 for transmission to the Board.

Nothing more was heard of plans while another year rolled by. Then in

September 1949 the President instructed the subcommittee to reconvene.

The architects (Mathers and Haldenby) had made a preliminary study and

estimated the cost at $3 million, twice as much as the limit set by the

Governors, for whom the Library was only one of eight construction

projects waiting for attention. The pattern would have to be trimmed to fit

the cloth. The University had launched a 'Varsity Appeal' in 1948 among
its graduates

1 and was waiting for its tin cup to be filled with building

funds before anything could be done.

The subcommittee complied by producing a second and greatly

diminished set of requirements that could not be expected to provide for

more than 10 years of growth, but that was sent forward as the most we
could hope for in November 1949. Prices were rising, however, and

estimates based on the reduced requirements were still too high; this time

the silence lasted for nearly two years.

It occurs to me now that Stewart Wallace's lack of response at that time

to the President's offer to put a share of an expected federal grant into the

book budget must have been partly because he had 85,000 volumes in poor

storage in other buildings, and no room in the Library for any more books

or staff, and the promise of new space seemed to be fading yet again. Some
members of the Library staff, sharing Wallace's frustration, presented him
with a large illuminated document on the occasion ofthe 500,000th volume
being entered into the accession ledger. It read in part:

. . . whereas 500,000 is a good round number & whereas there has been no more room for

the last 25 years, Be it resolved that the University of Toronto Library shall no longer

order, purchase, accept, inherit or acquire, by any means or from any source, any but

fugitive material & that said material be asked to fugit as soon as possible . . . until such

time as the new building shall be ready to receive same ...(162)

Meanwhile the University had agreed to provide land and services for a
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new building facing Queen's Park, to be shared by the Ontario Archives

and a new Canadiana Gallery of the Royal Ontario Museum. The site

chosen was only a few feet from the east end of our bookstack, and blocked

off any hope of library expansion in that direction. Our distress at this

discovery was increased when the architect showed us his sketch of a

bridge joining the provincial Archives to the end of our stackroom,

ostensibly in order that the Archives might expand eventually into the

Library. Neither the Archivist nor the Librarian could conceive of any

possible use for the bridge - it was truly a bridge of sighs - but Sidney

Smith insisted upon it. The Canadiana Gallery was being financed in part

by Sigmund Samuel, a trustee and benefactor of the Museum, and Smith

hoped the bridge would be a device for attaching Samuel's interest to the

Library. His hope was realized, possibly because of the bridge; presuma-

bly he and Samuel never discovered that the bridge had no opening at the

Library end. The new Ontario Archives and Canadiana Gallery opened in

the summer of 195 1 ; a few months later the President announced Samuel's

promise of $500,000, which would raise our building budget to $2 million

and make it possible for the University to proceed with plans for a new
wing to be known as the Sigmund Samuel Library.

2

Construction prices were rising rapidly and the President was eager for

us to get on with the project as quickly as possible, but we could only wait

to see what the architect would produce. Colonel A.D. Le Pan, the

superintendent of buildings and grounds, had decreed that the Librarian

and I were not to have any contact with the architect except through his

own office: the superintendent was responsible for getting the job done and

controlling the cost, and the President had made it clear that 'a budget of

two million dollars did not mean two million dollars and ten cents.' Le Pan

and his assistant in charge of construction, D. Maxwell, were intent on

keeping all decisions in their own hands, and felt little need for advice from

the Library. Finally, in February 1952, just after I had completed my
six-month tour of American and European libraries, Maxwell called one

afternoon and invited Wallace to his office to view the sketch plans. We had

seen nothing until that moment and I thought Wallace would be eager to

see drawings at last, but he sent me in his stead.

When I saw the proposed plan I thought that it had many of the faults I

had seen in the Mathers proposal of 193 1 , and that it would not make a very

workable library. When I asked to take it away to study, Maxwell refused.

Those sheets were his only set and if I had suggestions I could go along

with him to the Mathers and Haldenby office next morning. He did,

however, allow me to make rough tracings, which I worked over at home
that night on the dining room table.
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Using the architect's total floor area and spacing of columns, I

re-arranged the area into a plain five-storey plan along the west side of the

site, reserving the rest for future expansion. By breakfast time I had

finished a new set of sketch plans. Later that morning, after explaining to

the architect some of the problems I saw in his proposal, I suggested some

solutions in the form ofmy own rough drawings. Maxwell was appalled at

this breach of propriety. A.S. ('Shy') Mathers on the other hand, to my
relief and admiration, leafed through the sheets quietly for 10 minutes or

so, and then asked whether he might take copies of what he called 'this

completely new concept.' That concept, with architectural refinement,

turned out to be the plan of the Sigmund Samuel Library.

As Mathers and Haldenby worked on the design, they became worried

about the escalation of construction costs. They therefore reduced the

width of the lowest basement. Also, as Frank Darling had done 60 years

earlier for the same reason, they shortened the north end of the plan by 18

feet. Before submitting the design for final approval, Shy Mathers

suggested a further precaution in the form of another slice off the north

end, but I argued that it would be better to build as much floor space as

possible and take a temporary reduction, instead, in steel shelving or

furniture that could be added later as money became available. The
Library Committee agreed to this proposition, and in approving the design

took note of the fact that the new wing would be full in 10 or 12 years. I

called it a 40-year extension built 30 years late.

As the architects proceeded to produce working drawings, I kept in close

touch with them with the help of Maxwell's assistant, Howard Milne.

Basil Ludlow, the project architect, did some of his work in my former

office in the Art Room. I worked with the Library staff also, department

by department, on furniture and layout. From time to time all members of

our staff were given a chance to comment on our progress, but I worked
mainly with the department heads, who among them represented more
than a century of experience in the operation of our Library: Agatha

Leonard of the Order Department, Edith Maclver of Cataloguing, Dorothea

Tod of Periodicals, and especialy Violet Taylor, whose Circulation and

Reference Department would extend through the greater part of the ex-

panded structure. We had agreed to accept the building with as little as a

third of the stack shelving installed, but bids on the construction were
lower than expected and after the building contract was let it left us with

twice as much money as we had expected for shelving. Then the bids on
shelving were lower than expected - we were told that steel prices were
down because of a lull in the Korean war - and we were relieved to find

that we could order all the shelves and fixtures needed to complete the stack.
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Construction began with demolition of the three-storey section just

north of the loan desk, a part that had been added in 1910. In preparation,

the catalogue had been moved into the main hallway. The Catalogue

Department had taken over the Women's Reading Room, where work was
begun on microfilming the shelf-list as a contribution to the new National

Union Catalogue and also as a first step in creating the official catalogue the

department would need in its future quarters upstairs. A temporary

shanty had been built in the courtyard, with access through the receiving

room, to replace the women's staff room, which disappeared in the

demolition. The demolition also eliminated two old floor levels, but left 10

distinct levels in the two floors and basement of the old building, plus four

more levels in the stack and two in the tower: joining a modular wing to

such a conglomeration of existing floor levels posed one of the many
problems in planning.

Construction began in April 1953, and was well under way when H.H.
Langton died in September. Because the new wing was deeper than the old

building, the old footings had to be underpinned wherever they were

exposed by new excavation. Another foundation problem was uncovered

at the northeast corner of the site, where the large concrete pipe carrying

the remains of Taddle Creek was found to be directly under the corner of

the new wing, and had to be bridged. The superintendent's clerk of works,

Jack Robertson, had been clerk of works on the 1910 expansion of the

Library and was an expert on stonework, but was not as nimble as he may
have been four decades earlier; he spent most of his time in the construction

shack. I made a tour of the site almost daily and discovered some errors,

including a heavy reinforced concrete beam that had just been poured

across the middle of an opening that was supposed to be the receiving room
door. Howard Milne of the superintendent's staff also made regular

inspections and prevented at least one more serious error: the main beam
above the front entrance was about to be poured without any steel

reinforcement in place, and undoubtedly would have collapsed.

The cornerstone was laid by Sigmund Samuel on 23 October 1953.

Pouring of the roof slab was completed in December. The first load of

books was wheeled out of the old stack into the new by President Smith

and my 10-year-old son Robert on 13 August 1954. The crew of hourly

workers who carried out the move, under close supervision, consisted

mainly of students. Years later John Roberts, as the federal minister

responsible for the National Library in Ottawa when it celebrated its 25th

anniversary, greeted me with the remark that I had been his first employer
- he had worked on our moving crew. Another member of the crew was
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Walter Bauer, self-exiled German poet who later became a member of the

German department of University College. He came to my office one

afternoon during the move with tears in his eyes, to say that he had just

finished moving the works of Goethe, shelf after shelf after shelf, and had

never before quite realized Goethe's true greatness; the tears were for the

fruits of his own pen, not yet more than a handful on the shelf. Earlier in

the project, the general construction crew had included Petro Bilaniuk, a

young Ukranian refugee who decided, as he wielded shovel and wheel-

barrow and steel rods in the rising structure, that he wanted to enter it one

day as a professor - as he did only 10 years later.

Transfer of the collections in the humanities and social sciences to the

three lower floors of the new wing was completed on September 7, three

days after the contractor had undertaken to be finished, but the main floor

(reading rooms and the Circulation and Reference and Periodicals

departments) and the top floor (Order and Catalogue departments) were

not ready. Service was carried on from a makeshift desk in the Men's

Reading Room, and the reserve collection had to be installed there on

improvised shelving. When the autumn term opened, study space had

been reduced to one table and eight chairs, and the whole makeshift

arrangement drew its share of unhappy columns in The Varsity. The
reserve collection was opened in the new wing on Monday November 15,

having been moved after Saturday's closing time. The contractors finally

swept themselves out of the building on November 26, just in time for the

formal opening that afternoon.

When Stewart Wallace put the planning of the new wing into my hands,

he probably realized that he himself, after more than 30 years in the

wilderness, would not quite reach the promised land. Two years later, in

March 1954 as he approached his 70th birthday and retirement, he decided

to trade places with me. He knew by then that Sidney Smith had chosen

me to succeed him, 3 and now he gave the understudy a chance to play the

part. He moved up to Langton's former office at the top of the tower to get

on with his writing, but said he would be available if needed. I moved
downstairs to the Librarian's office, and thus for several months before

becoming Librarian I had a secretary and telephone, and a place for the

growing number of meetings and interviews and other preparations for the

great move.

The largest and best room in the Sigmund Samuel wing was the

reserve-book room, where tables for 380 readers surrounded a 20,000-

volume collection of extra copies of books in heavy demand. It was our

version of the design used by Harvard in its Lamont Library. The idea of a
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reserve room had been introduced at Toronto 34 years earlier by Wallace,

during his first year as assistant librarian, and he was pleased when I told

him the Board had agreed to give this new room his name. 4 He was the

principal speaker at the official opening ceremonies, which were held in

that room, he had a place of honour at the banquet that followed in the

Great Hall of Hart House, and that evening he received an honorary

doctorate at the fall convocation, to add to his previous doctorates from

McMaster and the University of British Columbia.

The other honorary graduands that evening were my good friend W.
Kaye Lamb, who had become Canada's national librarian and archivist,

and three librarians who had been especially helpful to me in my travels:

Keyes Metcalf of Harvard, John Myres of Oxford and Wilhelm Munthe of

Oslo. Munthe's convocation address ended with a greeting from an

inscription discovered on the wall of a library at ancient Timgad, the word
Feliciter, which soon became the title of the newsletter of the Canadian

Library Association.

On the morning after these events we held a colloquium in the Stewart

Wallace Room, on the future prospects of research libraries. Our new
honorary doctors were the principal speakers, but some of our professors

took part also, as I had hoped, and some of our librarians and some from

other universities.

When all the festivities were over, Wallace had a new little joke to tell

me. Of course I knew that he and Sigmund Samuel had never been close

friends. Samuel had made a fortune in the business world, which Wallace

distrusted. Samuel's attempt at writing Canadian history in 1934 had been

given a very rough ride in the Canadian Historical Review, and though

Wallace was no longer editor at the time, Samuel must have known that

Wallace would share the reviewer's opinion. In 1937, not long after

Samuel's gifts to the University and its Museum had earned him an

honorary degree, Wallace as vice-president of the Toronto Golf Club had

declined to sponsor Samuel's bid for membership. It was obvious to me
that Wallace would have preferred some other name on the Samuel wing.

When the ceremonial opening of the new wing was about to take place, and

the academic procession approached the door of the reserve-book room,

Wallace was walking close behind Sigmund Samuel. He saw Samuel gaze

upward at the large bronze letters spelling stewart Wallace room above

the door, and then heard Samuel ask President Smith 'How much did he

give?' If the President replied, his answer was lost to Wallace's ears. The
answer should have been 'He gave his best 34 years.'
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NOTES
1 The Varsity Appeal committee was chaired by the chancellor, the Rt. Hon. Vincent

Massey. The Ontario Government had already promised $7 million toward the target of

$13 million, and the City of Toronto $2 million, leaving $4 million to be raised.

Minutes of the Board of Governors in May 1952 report $4,397,023 raised in cash and

pledges.

2 Sigmund Samuel (1868-1962), philanthropist, a dealer in metals, was awarded an LLD in

1933 in recognition of his many gifts to the University and its Museum, the most recent

having been in support of buying a Chinese library, the Mu collection. I le was a member of

the Royal Ontario Museum board for many years, and was appointed to the University's

Board of Governors in April 1953. He laid the cornerstone of the Archives building 19

November 1949. I find (in the minutes of the Board of Governors) that he was discussing

details of a $500,000 gift for library expansion with President Smith early in 1951 but the

public announcement was not made until November. The Board had already told the

architect to proceed with design plans on the basis of a total budget of $2 million. Architect

Shy Mathers later told me that Samuel boasted to him about the bargain Sidney Smith had

given him, since he would have paid twice as much to get his name on the Library.

3 Appointment procedures were very informal in those days. The position was not advertised

and I find no evidence that there were any applications. The President simply called me to

his office one January morning, offered me the job, and I accepted. He said he had spoken to

Vice-President Claude Bissell about it, but obviously there was no committee. He told me
the $7,200 beginning salary was equivalent to that of the head of a teaching department, and I

took his word for it. The whole process took about 10 minutes and ended with a cordial

handshake at his door. It was understood that the appointment would be made 'at the pleasure

of the Board of Governors' and could be terminated by the Board at any time on the

president's recommendation. As far as I know there was never any public announcement of

my appointment, even within the University, though there was plenty of local publicity

that year for other marvels: Toronto opened its first subway, Marilyn Bell swam across Lake

Ontario, and Hurricane Hazel killed nearly 100 people in the Toronto area.

4 The idea of naming the Stewart Wallace Room originated with some members of the Library

staff, and I was glad to send it along to the President. In the Board of Governors it was

Sigmund Samuel who made the formal motion to adopt the name, though he seemed to have

forgotten that by the time the building was opened nine months later.



CHAPTER 24

Plateaus on Parnassus

laude bissell, in his personal account of his time at the

University of Toronto,(163) places it 'halfway up Parnassus,'

mountain of the Muses. Marnie Paikin, after her term as

chairman of the Governing Council, enlivened her address at a

Faculty Club dinner by assuming the role of Delphic priestess on 'the other

side of Parnassus. '(164) Robin Ross, former registrar and vice-president,

has written a cautionary description of 'the short road down. '(165) As
another member of the same alpine expedition, and perhaps without

burdening the metaphor too heavily, I venture to write about some
plateaus and false crests.

In 1947, the year I came to Toronto as assistant librarian, the

Humanities Research Council of Canada published a survey of the state of

the humanities in Canada, by Arthur Woodhouse and Watson Kirkcon-

nell. In the chapter on libraries, (1 66) Kirkconnell wrote that studies in the

humanities and social sciences in this country were hopelessly handi-

capped by the weakness of libraries in which the collections were mostly

'inadequate even for sound undergraduate work,' 'inadequately housed'

and 'inundated beyond reckoning.' He referred to our national lack of

bibliographic organization as an 'undrained swamp' in which scholars

could only flounder. Only four universities had more than 200,000

volumes - Toronto, McGill, Laval and Queen's - and only eight others

had as many as 100,000. Toronto was largest with 430,000 volumes, and

ranked about 10th on the continent in enrolment and teaching staff, but its

collection was less than a tenth the size of Harvard's and ranked only 36th

among North American academic libraries. (167) A 1947 report by a

University ofToronto presidential committee on graduate studies, chaired

by Professor Harold Innis, noted our need for 'the most radical and
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extensive improvements in the Library.' Appearance of these reports

coincided with the post-war crest in university enrolments. The student

body at Toronto had risen in three years from 7,265, which was about the

level that had been maintained for the previous two decades, to a peak of

17,723, and I have already described the consequent queues in the

Library.

Beyond this first crest the numbers went into a decline, as expected, but

never got down to the 10,000 that had been defined by the Board as

optimum, and for which we had been instructed to plan the Library. The
lowest level reached was 1 1,075. By the time the Sigmund Samuel wing

was opened iin 1954 the numbers had begun a new ascent, and Sidney

Smith began his annual president's report with a chapter on the 'crisis of

numbers' in Canadian universities, Toronto in particular. In the year that

followed, Ted Sheffield of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics presented

the National Conference of Canadian Universities and Colleges with a

demographic analysis that pointed to a doubling of enrolments within 10

years, and Sidney Smith wrote

... The boys and girls who will knock on university doors are now in the schools of the

Province. They are on the way. They do not represent a bulge - because a bulge has a

beginning, a middle and an end. They represent a new plateau of population^ 168)

Toronto's planning for the crisis began with a Plateau Committee
established by the Senate in December 1955. The committee was to

consult with all divisions of the University, to reconsider the optimum
enrolment in the light of the new forecasts, and to estimate the consequent

requirements in terms of new staff, accommodation, equipment and costs.

At my request the President made a place for me on the committee, in

recognition of the fact that all increases in academic program would create

new demands on the Library, but my contribution to the discussion could

be only in very general terms, awaiting the emergence of definite proposals

for change in the shapes and sizes of the various faculties, and in the future

scope of graduate studies.

In its short report in June 1956, the Plateau Committee recommended
that enrolment should not be allowed to grow beyond twice its current

level, and 'that the ground work must be laid for new institutions to ensure

that we reach a plateau when the University of Toronto approaches the

24,000 mark.' It stated also that the 'only alternative to the indefinite

enlargement of the present campus is the establishment of one or more
colleges on the outskirts of Metropolitan Toronto.' The maximum figure
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of 24,000 was simply a doubling, but carried no assumption of uniform

growth across all faculties: Forestry and Law might triple, Arts and

Science and Engineering and some others might double, Medicine would

hold the line. Recommendations included, in general terms, appropriate

increases in teaching staff and in buildings. The Library was mentioned

not as a vital organ needed to pump constant nourishment to all parts of the

growing academic body, but merely as one item in a list of 'overhead'

expenses that would grow with the expansion of teaching staff, and as one

of the areas in which growth in numbers and consequent specialization

could be an advantage.

In the year that followed, the Ontario Government made it possible for

the Board to expropriate about 26 acres west of St. George Street, between

College and Harbord and west to Spadina. The Board established an

advisory planning committee to produce a comprehensive plan of expan-

sion, based on the Plateau Report and the work of its own fact-finding

committee. The committee's report to the Board was dated 12 September

1957, the day President Smith resigned from the University. It provided

estimates of the requirements in square feet and dollars, in three periods of

four years each, in a manner somewhat reminiscent of the 10-year Resources

andRequirements plan drawn up by Chancellor Edward Blake in 1 89 1 . In its

list of new construction it gave high priority to an arts building 'in the

easterly sector of the West Campus.'

The report acknowledged my request for a doubling of library space,

including a block of 60,000 square feet to meet special undergraduate

needs, but it suggested that my request might be reduced by finding study

space outside the library at peak periods. It placed the library addition

towards the end of the second four-year construction period (1961-65) and

allotted it only $1.8 million out of the total program of some $46 million. I

had asked for an undergraduate library to be built in or beside the new arts

building. The committee agreed, but instead of 60,000 square feet it

allotted only 40,000, and that to incorporate four existing departmental

libraries. My dismay was increased by a note from Acting President

Moffatt Woodside to the effect that 'there is no guarantee as yet that any

division of the library will be on the West Campus.' With the support of an

ad hoc subcommittee of the Library Committee I submitted a strong

defence of my original proposal, but then could do nothing but wait and

hope for the best.

Four months later the Acting President appointed a three-member

Advisory Committee on the Planning for Future Library Facilities, which

soon became known as the McLaughlin Committee, since it was chaired by
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R.R. ('Roly') McLaughlin, dean of Applied Science and Engineering.

Then while more months rolled by I watched plans for the arts building

near completion without any library space whatever. Years later Principal

F.C. A. Jeanneret of University College explained to me that the four arts

colleges had wanted the arts building to be on the site of Flavelle House, at

the northwest corner of Queen's Park, so that their students would not be

drawn too far away from their colleges and college libraries. They had

finally agreed to an arts building west of St. George Street on condition

that there would not be any undergraduate library on that side. And so it

had been decided quietly, while I, not knowing, continued to hope.

The case for more library space was beginning to be muddied by a

popular misconception that printing was about to be replaced by electronic

miracles, and that books and libraries therefore would soon be obsolete. I

realized also that the Library, having opened a new wing less than four

years earlier, was at a disadvantage in the contest for construction funds,

and there seemed to be growing danger that it would be left out of the

preparations the University was making for life on the new plateau.

Meanwhile, since stepping into Stewart Wallace's shoes, I had traversed

several other stretches of rough terrain.

In accepting the position I had asked for a title that would permit other

people on the staff, if they were qualified, to be called librarians. I became

'chief librarian.' Until then the person in charge had been 'Librarian;' his

staff had all been 'library assistants,' a designation carried over from James
Brebner's appointment of the first full-time helpers. I told President

Sidney Smith that our library was the only one in the country in which

graduates of our own Library School were not called librarians. In

recruiting staff, Wallace had begun to give some priority to people with

degrees from library schools, and to designate a few other people as clerks

rather than assistants, but early in 1954, while Wallace was still librarian

though he had lent me his office, the proper designation of librarians

suddenly became urgent. The University had hired a firm of management
consultants to survey the non-teaching staff. The consultants were at work
drawing up the University's first comprehensive job classification and

evaluation, and producing guidelines for establishment of a University

personnel office. Each member of the non-teaching staff had been required

to write a description of his or her job, and the descriptions were then

classified into groups and evaluated by the consultants according to an

industrial point system. When the senior consultant invited me to his office

one February day to show me the process and the result, I was appalled.

On a scale of 1 ,000 points there were 30 points given for physical work, 90
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for three years' experience, 10 for a degree in librarianship. In this manner
five salary ranges were being proposed for office clerks, with library clerks

in the two lowest ranges. Librarians fared little better, and the dollar values

assigned to their points amounted to considerably less than the existing

minimum of $2 , 3 50 a year.

Waiting for the staff survey to be completed had held us up too long

already from beginning to recruit the extra librarians we would need when
the Sigmund Samuel wing opened, and now it became obvious that the

survey would do worse than nothing for us. Overnight I worked out a

proposal to establish four grades and salary ranges for librarians, the lowest

rate based on $2,700 that was being offered by several other libraries to that

spring's crop of hopefuls at the Library School. Next morning I took my
proposal to Vice-President Bissell. After hearing the story he agreed that

librarians would have to be exempted from the job study, and authorized

me to proceed with recruiting on the basis of my proposal. So it was that

we acquired four grades for our librarians, in an administrative category

outside the University's roster of clerical grades.

The next step was for me to interview all the library assistants,

separately, to tell them whether they would be listed henceforth as clerical

assistants or librarians. Most of them lacked professional degrees but most

of those, through what might be called a 'grandmother' principle, were

graded as librarians because of their years of experience and the type of

work they had been doing. I used the occasion to issue warnings to three

people, two of them with professional degrees, who had been known for

years for their unsatisfactory performance - I did not share Wallace's view

that 'the University has to carry its lame ducks.' I warned the three that

they would not be raised above the minimum salary until they changed

their attitudes and did their fair share of the work: two of them resigned as

expected; the other offered to pray for my soul and hung on grimly at the

minimum rate for six years until her retirement. The other difficult

interviews, one or two of them dampened with tears, were with assistants

who could not be classed as librarians, and who were therefore subject to

the results of the consultants' survey. The only injustice, I think, was

suffered by Julia Jarvis, who for years had been in a class by herself as

administrative and editorial assistant to Stewart Wallace, and had ranked

in pay with our department heads. I made a case for her to be classed as an

administrative secretary but the analysts insisted on grading her no higher

than senior secretary. Wallace wrote a strong note to the President on her

behalf, calling it his last request as librarian; he also promised as University

historian to make special mention of the new Personnel Department in the
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next edition of his history of the University, but Simcoe Hall would not be

moved. Miss Jarvis, after seeing me more or less safely through my first

year, and having no particular liking for an increasing amount of

administrative routine unleavened by the sort of editorial work to which

she was accustomed, resigned and went to work with Wallace as a

bookseller.

Another problem arising out of the staff survey had to do with hours of

work. Until then each division of the University had made its own rules,

and ever since the first appointments were made in 1 890 the Library staff

had been required to work only 33 hours a week, six hours times SVi days.

The Board of Governors now announced a uniform week of 3614 hours for

administrative staff in all divisions, five days times 7 lA hours. At a meeting

with my department heads I was urged to have librarians exempted from

this ruling as they were from the job evaluation. I had to describe an earlier

conversation with President Smith, in which he had remarked that he

found it very difficult to ask the Board for any increase at all in Library

salaries because, he said, 'there is a general impression that the Library

provides genteel employment for the daughters of well-to-do Toronto

families who don't need the money, and everybody knows the short hours

they keep.' I had told him that the composition of the staff was changing

along with the demography of the city, and that without higher salaries we
would be unable to recruit the staff we needed for the new wing. Edith

Maclver, head of the Catalogue Department (and a daughter of the late

Professor W.J. Alexander of University College) stated that the people in

her department sometimes worked long hours, but that they valued their

free time more than money and would prefer to continue as they were.

Luckily the other department heads saw that we really had no choice, and

supported my decision that our librarians should accept the University's

new official working week as a minimum requirement.

Having got the Sigmund Samuel wing open and operating without too

many mishaps, I began to receive the staff complaints that I later came to

expect in any change of quarters: rooms were too hot or too cold, the lights

too strong or too weak, desks too close to the windows or too far away, and

so on. An engineer sent in by the contractor spent days and weeks trying to

balance the heating and ventilating system, until finally our caretacker,

Jim Patterson, noticed that one of the return pumps had never been

connected - and that problem was solved at last.

Meanwhile other adjustments had been made in such things as

timetables and furniture arrangement, and I thought we were settled

comfortably into the new routine. Then one day to my surprise Lorna
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Fraser marched in and handed me a long list of grievances she had collected

from across the staff. The only ones I remember had to do with emergency
exits, dirty dishes in the staff room, and lack of adequate compensation for

the lengthening of working hours. I dealt with them all as well as I could at

a general staff meeting that opened in a rather mutinous atmosphere but

ended peacefully. Miss Fraser was a young and comparatively new
member of the Catalogue Department, and the leadership she had shown
in this incident was partly responsible for my decision to appoint her head

of the department two years later when Edith Maclver retired.

Towards the end ofmy first year I survived two more severe jolts. Near
the close of a meeting of the Library Committee in late February, President

Smith remarked that he had heard some whispers that the enlarged

Library was being administered for the benefit of its staff rather than its

users, and he wondered whether there were grounds for such whispers.

Professors Donald Creighton and Carl Williams and Father L.J. Bondy all

rose to my defence and there was no call for me to speak, but after the

meeting I followed the President back to his office. I told him that I was

doing my best to improve the Library but could accomplish nothing

without his support, and might as well resign if his remarks to the

committee reflected his own assessment of my administration. After

throwing his head back for a hearty laugh he said something like 'Bless you,

I was only flying a balloon to test the wind, and didn't they just shoot it

down in style.'

I was reassured for the moment, but 10 weeks later was shocked to find

the balloon flying again in another quarter. As chief librarian of the

University I was also, according to century-old agreement, librarian of

University College. Without informing me, the College Council at the

beginning of February had formed a special subcommittee on library

matters, under the chairmanship of Norman Endicott of the English

Department. Early in May, on one day's notice, I was requested to attend a

Council meeting to discuss the committee's report, which I had not seen or

even heard of until that moment. The report consisted of a long list of

complaints and requests, some ofthem reasonable and easily accommodat-

ed, some that depended on the budget being increased, and some that

seemed to me nonsensical, based as they were on the fact that the Library

had become larger and more efficient and secure, but less cosy and

familiar, and had taken on a lot of new staff, strangers to whom the

professors were unknown. After a sleepless night I went over the list with

my department heads, who helped prepare me for the ordeal. Stewart

Wallace, who must have been keeping his ear to the ground, broke his rule
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by coming to my office uninvited and said that whatever happened I

should not offer to resign, because somebody was only trying to get my
job.

At the University College Council meeting that afternoon I was on the

witness stand for more than an hour, dealing with the list of complaints

item by item and with other points as they came up in the discussion. As
chairman of the special committee, Endicott had given me a second list of

grievances that morning, signed by a dozen or so of his students. I offered

to proceed with that list as well, because in some ways it contradicted the

first, but the council declined with thanks and moved on to other business.

Sidney Smith called me next morning with congratulations, and with a

reminder that I was responsible to the president and Senate of the

University, not to the College Council. After that he continued on friendly

terms with the Library and me.

With the support of Smith and energetic assistance from his vice-

president, Claude Bissell, who had been distracted for some months by a

part-time appointment as acting principal of University College, I was able

to move on with some innovations such as establishing a Department of

Rare Books and Special Collections.
1

I was very sorry to see both men
leave their positions at the University for higher terrain; Bissell in 1956 to

become president of Carleton University in Ottawa, Smith in 1957 to

become Canada's minister of external affairs.

NOTE
1 The Rare Books and Special Collections Department was begun in November 1955 with

the appointment of Marion Brown, who had been in charge of a similar department at

Brown University. Under her careful guidance it became a service department in

February 1957. It moved out of the old Reference Room in the summer of 1957 to our first

Rare Book Room, the old Art Room, which had been refurbished under the expert

supervision of Howard Milne.



CHAPTER 25

Consulting the Oracle

offatt woodside, who became acting president at Sidney

Smith's departure, was a classicist. When he responded to my
urgent pleas for space by appointing the Advisory Committee
on the Planning for Future Library Facilities, it seemed to me

that he was playing a classical game that could mean little except delay.

Happily, this particular delay turned out to be beneficial.

R.R. ('Roly') McLaughlin, chairman of the advisory committee, was a

distinguished chemical engineer, dean of his faculty since 1954, but as far

as I knew his only acquaintance with library affairs derived from his having

attended five out of the 10 Library Committee meetings that had been

called during his deanship, and from having chaired one minor subcom-

mittee. The other two members of the committee appeared to me to be

even less tinged by any contact with problems of library administration:

Tom Goudge was a professor of philosophy, and Murray Ross had been a

professor of social work before succeeding Claude Bissell in the vice-

presidential chair. The committee came to my office once, for about an

hour, went away loaded with information, and never returned. I knew that

they were visiting my Library departments, as I had suggested, and the

college libraries, but months went by and I heard nothing more. The
silence seemed an unfavorable omen.

Finally, having examined the entrails of the library system, the

committee looked for a further sign. Dean McLaughlin called to say he felt

the need of advice from a disinterested expert, and invited me to suggest a

few names. Keyes Metcalf of Harvard was remembered at Toronto for the

part he had played in the ceremonies that opened the Sigmund Samuel

wing, but was about to depart on a world circuit ofconsultancies and could

not come. The choice then fell on Stephen McCarthy of Cornell, whom I
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had known and admired for years. In our own Catalogue Department,

where it was known that Cornell had launched the biggest reclassification

project in history, McCarthy was especially welcome. Lorna Fraser, our

chief cataloguer, travelling on a grant we had got from the Canada Council

for her to study bibliographic control in academic libraries, had visited a

dozen universities during the previous summer and had received her

greatest inspiration at Cornell.

During a three-day visit, McCarthy divided his time between

McLaughlin's committee and the Library. In the Library he listened much
and spoke little except to ask questions. As I drove him back to the airport I

was unable to discover what advice he had given, if any. Many of his ideas

were discernible, however, in the committee's report, which was ad-

dressed to the new President on the first day ofJanuary, 1959.(169)

Fortunately our new president was Claude Bissell, who had been

acquainted with our library problems before his sojourn at Carleton. At

Carleton he had moved the university to a new campus on which the

second building to be opened was the library. Of his return to Toronto he

wrote later, 'It is a fact not unknown in the University that the building of a

proper research library has been my obsession since I returned to this

University. '(170) Fortunately, too, the president in those days still had

considerable authority to make decisions and implement them, and Bissell

was prepared to do so. He was prepared also to use the McLaughlin

Committee's report as a base.

The first recommendation of the McLaughlin Report to be acted on was

that we should switch as rapidly as possible to the Library of Congress

system of classification. Our old mnemonic scheme, installed by James
Brebner and promoted by H.H. Langton, had the virtue of simplicity and

was liked by many of our professors who had been raised on it - but it was

not adequate for the large collection we foresaw. Moreover, through a long

succession of expansions and abbreviations and refinements by several

generations of cataloguers, it had become a very tangled web, so full of

inconsistencies that our cataloguers were spending far too much time

reclassifying old books in order to make suitable place for new ones. At a

Library Committee meeting in early February, the first he had chaired as

President, Bissell struck a high-powered executive subcommittee to study

the McLaughlin Report, but he also obtained approval ofthe recommenda-
tion to adopt Library of Congress classification for future additions, and to

carry out the necessary reclassification with all possible dispatch. This was
treated as a mere technical matter, rather than one of policy which would
have to be referred to Senate. In the President's office after the meeting I
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told him we had calculated that we would need 2 1 extra people for 10 years

to reclassify about half of the existing collection, and he said that I might

begin hiring immediately on that basis. It was agreed that we should begin

with the most active parts of the collection, leaving other parts to be

reclassified only if time and money permitted.

Those were exciting times for the Library staff and especially for me, as

I had the additional excitement of being deeply involved in preparations

for the first Canadian Library Week, and as that year's president of the

Canadian Library Association I was involved in plans for the conference in

Edmonton that June. The change in classification affected all departments

of the Library and we had in fact been laying plans for several months, but

now planning and recruiting and training went into high gear. Procedures

were reviewed and modernized in all departments, multiple order-forms

designed for use in acquisition, multiple charge-slips ordered to speed up
the lending and reshelving of books, and a series of staff bulletins begun to

keep everybody informed. We prepared to adopt not only the Library of

Congress classification, but also its cataloguing rules and subject headings.

We adopted standard rules of entry and standard word-by-word filing

rules instead of the letter-by-letter filing that Brebner had begun. The
catalogues that Stewart Wallace had combined into one dictionary file

were divided again into an author-title file and a subject file, to match the

form we had decided on for the new catalogued 171)

The revolution in our catalogue was finally launched on May Day 1959

at a small ceremony in a section of the bookstack from which the old

collection had been packed back to make room for the new. Dean Roly

McLaughlin placed the first card in the new catalogue. President Bissell

shelved the first book in the new collection, and seemed not to be

displeased when I remarked that he had begun his presidential career at

Carleton in the steps of Henry Marshall Tory, a noted founder of

universities, and was beginning to earn a reputation himself as a founder of

libraries.

The new system, which his support had made possible, speeded the

processing of new books because it was based on a published scheme and

because much of the cataloguing could be had ready-made from Washing-

ton and used with little or no adjustment. Reclassification of the existing

collection began in June and continued for 12 years, during which some

450,000 volumes (120,000 titles) moved from the old collection to the new,

leaving a permanent residue of some 425,000 'old class' volumes that we
could not afford to reclassify, given the greater need to concentrate our

efforts on cataloguing the flood of new acquisitions.
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Another important recommendation of the McLaughlin Report had to

do with establishing a union catalogue that would represent the holdings of

all libraries in the University. This was not a new idea. In 192 1 the Library

Committee had asked for an estimate of the cost of beginning and

maintaining a union catalogue of all libraries in the city of Toronto, but

nothing came of it. In 1923, at the beginning of Wallace's era, the

committee resolved that all books bought out of University funds should

be listed in one catalogue, but no action was taken. The shelf-list of our

Central Library was microfilmed for inclusion in the Canadian union

catalogue begun by Kaye Lamb at the National Library in the early 1950s,

but there was no coverage of other holdings on our campus. In 1951 the

Library Committee asked the assistant librarian for an estimate of the cost

of a campus union catalogue; the estimate I made seems now to have been

ridiculously low, but again nothing was done. In 1956, after President

Sidney Smith had given me authority to begin an annual census of campus
libraries, we obtained the first clear view of the magnitude of our problem.

Campus libraries reported almost 1.2 million volumes altogether, about

three times the number mentioned by Watson Kirkconnell in 1947, but

only about two-thirds of them had been acquired by or through the

University Library and listed in our catalogue:

... of the remaining third, about half are in the catalogues of the federated colleges; the

remainder are scattered among more than thirty collections, of which some have good

catalogues but many have no catalogue at all. The lack of a central catalogue of all these

collections means that many thousands of volumes are not generally available to

members of the University.(172)

In the following year I returned to this theme in my annual report:

... it is an unfortunate fact that books in Halifax or Vancouver are more accessible to

members of the University, through the national union catalogue, than are many books

on our own campus.

The McLaughlin recommendation for a campus union catalogue was
treated also as a technical matter, but had a political side to it. The
president had authority to direct faculties and departments to report their

holdings to a central University catalogue, and to make them available to

all members of the University, but he had no such authority over the

federated colleges. Unless the college collections could be available to all

users of a union catalogue, however, it would be worse than useless to have
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them listed there. Accordingly Bissell agreed to chair a meeting with the

heads of colleges and their librarians to discuss the matter. In sending out

invitations to the meeting I distributed an agenda to which the college

librarians had agreed, and a cost estimate compiled by the assistant

librarian, David Foley. The colleges agreed to inclusion of their holdings

on the understanding that their collections would be available to all

teaching staff and graduate students in the University and, on a more
limited basis, to undergraduates from other colleges within the federation;

and so the political question was answered in principle.

Actual creation of the union catalogue was begun with the co-operation

of the National Library, which microfilmed the college library catalogues

and then lent us its camera to film, for ourselves and the National Union
Catalogue, all available catalogues in the other campus libraries. We then

had the rolls of microfilm printed on rolls of five-inch paper, and chopped

the rolls into three-by-five slips. The cutting was done with an ordinary

manual paper-cutter to which I had rigged a three-inch stop, and slips

dropped into a small chute I made to flip them over so that they ended up in

proper order. In this way we collected some 245,000 main entries, in a

great variety of styles, from 44 campus libraries by the summer of 1962,

and began editing them into the central catalogue. To distinguish 'campus'

holdings from Central Library holdings, their entries were typed on cards

with an orange strip across the top. It was understood that the campus

libraries, once they had been visited by the camera, would send us cards

for all future additions or deletions, and that they would send such reports

also to the National Library or arrange for the University Library to report

for them.

The original batch of 245,000 photographic slips was augmented in

1974-75 by 51,000 more from two libraries within the Toronto School of

Theology, which had obtained a foundation grant for the purpose. The
whole file had of course been swelling steadily with reports of current

acquisitions and cancellations. Up to 1980-81 the 'campus' libraries had

reported a total of more than 950,000 new titles and 50,000 cancellations,

and had caused some 643,000 separate titles to be added to the central

catalogue. For four years the larger campus libraries had been making their

own additions directly, through computer terminals, into an automated

union catalogue, and only smaller libraries continued to send in written

reports. There appeared at that time to be little prospect of the old orange

card entries being incorporated into the computer-based catalogue, and

like most other union catalogues, ours continued in various ways to be less

than a fully consistent and comprehensive list. Despite its shortcomings,
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however, it stands as one of the most useful outcomes of the McLaughlin

Report.

Another McLaughlin recommendation was adopted at our meeting with

the colleges in January 1960. It is obvious now that the McLaughlin

Committee had been well aware that the Arts colleges did not want the

undergraduate library I had advocated for the west campus; it had

recommended instead that the college libraries should expand their

collections to cover all subjects in the Arts and Sciences, and should carry

the major responsibility for serving their own students in the first year of

the honour courses and the first two years of the general course. The
colleges agreed to do so, subject to satisfactory financial arrangements

being made. President Bissell remarked that the colleges were already

handling the capital and maintenance costs of their library buildings and

would be making a significant contribution in providing extra staff, but

that the cost of extra books would call for a formula to be worked out

between the University and the colleges.

The colleges had already begun to work on expanding their library

space. During 1961-62 Victoria opened its E.J. Pratt Library.
1

Trinity

enlarged its library and appointed a full-time librarian for the first time. St.

Michael's expanded its library in Carr Hall as a temporary measure, and

began making plans for a separate library building, which was opened in

1969 and named later for Father John Kelly, long-time president of St.

Michael's. At about the same time I chaired the University College

committee on planning for the new wing that opened in June 1964 as the

Laidlaw Library, replacing the University College Reading Room and so

(for the second time) removing from East Hall its original function as a

library. New College also, the first of the University's new constituent

colleges on campus, opened with library space and its own duplicate-copy

collection. We began assembling a collection for Innis College also, and

shelved it temporarily in the Laidlaw Library.

While the federated colleges, with help from their share of the

University's National Fund campaign of 1958-60, found money to live up
to our 1960 agreement as far as floor space was concerned, and while they

did increase their staffing and double their book budgets within two years,

their efforts did not prevent overcrowding in the Wallace Room and other

parts of the central Library. Rumblings from Trinity indicated that more
could be done if only the University would come through with some
money as promised in 1960. Financial dealings between the University and

its federated colleges were fraught with the tensions and defensive reflexes

of more than a century, however, and President Bissell had other
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preoccupations, not least the stimulation and reorganization of graduate

studies. Though I was not enraptured at the idea of the Board of Governors

handing the colleges any bookfunds that were needed in the University

Library, it seemed clear that something had to be done.

While my wife and I were on vacation in Europe in 1959 we had seen a

newspaper report that Oxford had offered its colleges some money to build

up their collections so as to relieve pressure on its central libraries. When
we drove round by Oxford to investigate, John Myres explained that the

grants were to be equal to half the amounts spent by the colleges out of

their own funds. Two years later, using Oxford as a precedent, I suggested

to Claude Bissell that the time had come for us to take an initiative using the

same formula, and half-matching grants began to be made in 1963-64

through a special item in my budget. They were based on expenditures by
the colleges out of their own funds for books (except theological works). As
the colleges continued to increase their own budgets, the grants almost

doubled in six years. Then in 1969-70, when there was no increase in my
own book budget, I could see no alternative but to freeze the grants at

$29,922, the total they had reached the previous year. The freeze was in

effect for three years and then, because inflation was making serious

inroads into all areas of the University's own purchasing program, the

grants were cut by half in 1972-73 and then stopped. Apart from the effect

they had on the growth of library budgets within the colleges themselves,

our grants had fed $230,000 into their bookfunds, a considerable boost to

their ability to serve their own undergraduates, and considerable recom-

pense for making their collections more accessible to readers from outside

their own colleges.

The McLaughlin Report must be given credit for triggering the changes

described above, and several lesser ones as well. It contained 18

recommendations in all, of various importance. One was an oracular

equivocation worthy of the Delphic tradition: it was that a policy of

centralization of departmental libraries be pursued, 'the goal being the

greatest degree of centralization possible consistent with legitimate special

needs for decentralization.' My efforts to put it into effect will appear in a

later chapter; likewise the recommendations for enlarging the building,

preparing for automation, and doubling the bookfund. Many other forces

besides these recommendations were at work for improvement, and they

were strengthened by Claude Bissell's determination to help the Library

climb out of comparative mediocrity, but the McLaughlin Report gave us

an excellent base from which to begin the ascent.
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NOTE
1 At the request of President A.B.B. Moore of Victoria I had written a detailed program for

the library expansion committee of his Board of Regents, and presented it to the Board in

September 1958. Professor J. W. Cole, the librarian at Trinity, and Father Bernie

Black of St. Michael's consulted with me on a less formal basis.



CHAPTER 26

The Millionth Volume

he post-war expansion of graduate studies and research -

expansion in the numbers of subject fields and graduate

programs and staff and students - created extraordinary

problems at the University of Toronto, though the need for

expansion and improvement of libraries was being felt in universities

everywhere, especially in the English-speaking world. Even at the

undergraduate level, teaching tended to rely more and more on long

reading lists rather than on a few textbooks that students could own, and

this trend had thrown a heavy load on libraries even in smaller institutions;

for work beyond the undergraduate level the lack of adequate libraries was

critical.

In Canada, establishment of a National Library in 1953 was an

encouraging sign, but many years would pass before its nascent collection

could become a large addition to the country's resources. Its national union

catalogue begun in the middle 1950s was a significant means of identifying

and sharing resources across the country, but sharing a famine was no

remedy for starvation. Interlibrary loans were not supposed to be available

to undergraduates, by international agreement, and for more senior

scholars they could not be a mainstay, only a supplement to a scholar's

local library. Attempting to build a research project or a graduate

programme based on interlibrary loans would have been like attempting to

train an Olympic swimming team in jugs of water borrowed from distant

pools. Many people who had undertaken doctoral studies at Toronto up to

that time, especially in the humanities and social sciences, must have

shared Ernest Sirluck's experience of finding our collection barely strong

enough to enable him to plan his research, let alone carry it out.(173) To be

really effective as a research library, a collection must be broad and deep
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enough to provide, within itself, everything a scholar needs to plan a

research project and the major part of what is needed to follow the plan,

with only minor assistance from other collections. Though Toronto's

collection was the strongest in Canada, it had far to go to reach the level of a

general research library.

In 1962 the National Conference of Canadian Universities and Colleges

(NCCUC) spurred on and assisted by Kaye Lamb, the national librarian,

sponsored a survey of library resources in the humanities and social

sciences. The survey was limited to 14 institutions, those that in 1960-61

had at least 85 graduate students. It was conducted by Edwin Williams,

counsellor to the director on the collections at Harvard University

Library, and his report in the autumn of 1962 was to become an important

landmark in the history of Canadian academic libraries. (174)

The Williams Report showed that the libraries surveyed had far to go

but at least they had been growing. Over 30 years all but two ofthem had at

least doubled in size, while those of Alberta and British Columbia and

Ottawa had quintupled or sextupled. It was clear, however, that a great

deal of effort and money would be needed before Canada could expect to

have anything that could be mentioned as a really major library, or

anything that could begin to support the research programs that were

being attempted in the universities.

Because the report was such a strong statement and because it was

written by a consultant from Harvard rather than by one of our own
people, its potential impact was great; it could not be allowed to

gather dust. At Toronto's own campus it could serve President Claude

Bissell and me as powerful ammunition. I invited Ed Williams and Kaye
Lamb, and the librarians of the other universities surveyed, to come to

Toronto for a seminar and to discuss the report with some of our local

people.

As a warm-up for the seminar we introduced our visitors at a reception

on Sunday afternoon. The reception was the Library's annual November
tea party, to which all faculty members and Board members and their

spouses were invited.
1 On this occasion there were three special events:

Dean McLaughlin filed the first few cards in the campus union catalogue

that his report had recommended, John Gray of Macmillan's opened an

exhibition of Mazo de la Roche manuscripts that he had helped us obtain,

and Dr. John Chapman of the Defence Research Board opened an

exhibition of scientific material featuring a full-sized model of Canada's

first space satellite, the Alouette. On Monday afternoon, after our seminar,

the Library sponsored two public lectures, one in University College by
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Edward Weeks of the Atlantic Monthly, the first publisher of Mazo de la

Roche, and one in the Physics Building by Chapman.
The two-day affair culminated on Monday evening, November 19, in

the Great Hall of Hart House. President Bissell had agreed to sponsor a

banquet for our visitors and our staff librarians, plus the Board of

Governors, the vice-presidents, the deans of faculties and heads of

teaching departments - everybody who had a hand in formulating the

University's budget. After dinner Robert Chisholm, chairman of the

Varsity Fund, presented me with the Library's millionth item,
2 and

Wilfred Wilson representing the Associates of the University of Toronto

in the United States presented the first volume in the second million.

Bissell as chairman then called on the National Librarian to introduce Ed
Williams, who spoke well about the needs for and of large libraries. It was

an impressive occasion, as we intended. Bissell - as our president, as

ex-chairman of the Canada Council and as president that year of the

NCCUC, which had sponsored the survey - was in a good position not

only to apply the Williams message at home in Toronto, but also to help

carry it to other parts of the country. No doubt he was helped by the fact

that the Varsity Graduate of March 1963 reported our two-day celebration

in 64 pages of illustrated text, and that the address by Williams was

published in that month's issue of Canadian Library.

It is often said that the Williams Report set the stage for much of the

development that took place in libraries across the country during the

ensuing 20 years, and I like to think that it was helped by the launching

party we gave it at Toronto. At the same time, our central collection had

surmounted the long slope upward to the million-volume mark, and the

ascent suddenly became steeper.

During the next 20 years our central collection would grow to nearly

four million volumes, bringing the University's whole library system to a

total of about six million volumes plus two million microforms and 800,000

other items such as maps, photographs, sheet music, sound recordings,

manuscripts, and so on. Happily, the great disparity that Williams noted,

when Toronto was more than twice as big as the next largest library in

Canada, would disappear: beside Toronto's six million would be five

million at the University of British Columbia, four million at Alberta, and

more than two million at each ofMcGill, Queen's, York, Western Ontario,

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Calgary and Victoria. Between Victoria and St.

John's, Newfoundland, the number of million-volume university libraries

would grow, within 20 years, from one to 24, some of them in institutions

that did not even exist in 1962.(175)
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NOTES
1 This annual reception in the Library was initiated in 1954 with the opening of the Sigmund

Samuel wing and recurred for about 10 years, until the reading rooms became too full of

shelving. Ostensibly it was a reception to new members of teaching staff, but was heavily

attended by retired members as well, and involved the whole Library staff as host. It was a

good mixer and good publicity. I was sorry to give it up, and not to be allowed to revive it

when the Robarts building opened.

2 The gift was a French royal patent dated 1563, appointing the Marquis de la Roche as

chamberlain in the court of Charles IX. It was the millionth item acquired by the Univer-

sity Library, but other libraries on campus were reporting nearly a million additional items.

As Ed Williams remarked when welcoming us to the million-volume club, we could

almost have been celebrating Toronto's second million rather than its first.



CHAPTER 27

Whatsoever is of Good Report

here were, of course, many surveys and reports besides the

Williams Report that helped our cause either directly or

indirectly. The Canada Council, first suggested in the report of

the Massey Commission in 195 1 , had been established in 1957,

and in 1958 its director called on me to discuss the possibility of grants to

academic libraries. In 1961 the council began to make matching grants to

support unique collections in a narrow range of subjects. Out of a total

fund of $40,000 available that year, Toronto received $5,000 for East

Asian books, and in the second year $5,000 to bolster our Slavic collection.

During 1962, while the Williams Report was still being written, the

Humanities Research Council and the Social Science Research Council

published a survey of Canadian research problems and needs. Bernard

Ostry, the surveyor, found the greatest single need to be for adequate

library facilities, and recommended that the Canada Council should make
large grants towards improving buildings and equipment as well as

collections.(176) Toronto had already been receiving help toward the

construction of various academic buildings from the council's university

capital grants fund of $50 million established in 1957, and early in 1963 it

received another $700,000 towards the Laidlaw Library of University

College, nearly half the cost of the whole project. Council grants towards

bookfunds, however, were reduced by half in the two years immediately

after publication of the urgings by Ostry and Ed Williams. This reduction

turned out to be only a temporary aberration, and the original level of

funding was restored in 1965-66 when the council's budget was doubled.

Then the council's bookfund grew suddenly from $40,000 to $500,000,

and then to $1,500,000 annually for three years before being discontinued

in 1970. In dropping the program the council mentioned changing
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priorities and the pressure of inflation on a frozen budget, but it seemed to

me that the original intention, to improve national resources by building

on unique centres of established strength, had been undermined by

pressures for regional quotas and for grants to weak collections. The
program had of course been very useful in the nine years of its existence;

our Library for instance had received $301 ,000 (about 6 percent ofour total

funding for purchases during that period) for 18 specific areas of our

collection. Revival of this kind of federal grant awaited new terms of

reference in 1980 under new auspices, the Social Sciences and Humanities

Research Council. Under the new rules a university could apply for a basic

grant up to $50,000 for specific purposes in any one year, plus a maximum
of $10,000 in 'fleeting opportunity' grants to take advantage of unique

opportunities to buy special collections. These grants were all to be

matched by the recipient, as were those of the Canada Council.

A major report that appeared a few months before the Williams Report,

and helped to set the stage for its reception in Ontario, was of a study

commissioned by the Committee of Presidents of Provincially Assisted

Universities and Colleges of Ontario (CPUO) and chaired by John

Deutsch, who was then Vice-Principal of Queen's University. (177) The
Deutsch Report, in wrestling with the need to provide for a tripling of

university enrolments in Ontario within 10 years, concluded that the

greatest practical expansion of existing institutions, including those that

had been spawned in the post-war period, could not meet the need: there

would have to be several new colleges including two affiliated with the

University of Toronto, east and west of the city. It said that provision of

teaching staff for the expanding Ontario system would require a crash

program in graduate studies. It recommended massive special funding for

a generous system of graduate fellowships, and extra grants to universities

(based on graduate enrolments) to cover the relatively higher cost of staff

and equipment (including libraries) for graduate programs. It also

recommended establishment of a permanent bibliographic centre to

assemble libraries for new colleges, and to co-ordinate ordering and

cataloguing for the whole Ontario system.

Within a few months of receiving the Deutsch Report the Ontario

Government announced establishment of a very large number of fellow-

ships for graduate study, $1,500 for the regular term and $500 for

continuing through the summer (the adequacy of these amounts was tested

by our son Robert and his bride during the year they earned their MA
degrees). This fellowship program produced a sudden jump in graduate

enrolment in the (library-oriented) humanities and social sciences, as
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students in the other fields were already comparatively well provided for

by fellowships from the National Research Council and Medical Research

Council.

The program began in 1963-64, and at the same time the province began

making special graduate-study grants to the universities themselves, but

expectations of an earlier beginning had led me in August 1962 to make a

detailed proposal for the use of an extra half-million dollars by the Library

during that fiscal year. By the time of our millionth-volume celebration in

November I had already submitted tentative estimates for doubling our

acquisition program the following July. When the University actually

received a preliminary instalment of special graduate-study funding in

January 1963 it turned out to be only a token of $60,000, not half a million,

but the Board of Governors was persuaded to put the whole amount at the

disposal of the Library and much more was to follow. The success of my
request was due at least in part to the calendar - it was too late in the year

for the money to be spent on new teaching staff or scientific equipment.

The phenomenal surge of growth in Ontario universities during the

remainder of the 1960s was supported by public enthusiasm for higher

education, an enthusiasm distilled in the Deutsch Report and promoted by

powerful champions in academe and in government. The growth of

universities would have occurred without the Williams Report on

libraries, but without the arrival of that report at just the right moment,
libraries might not have been able to share as they did in the brief golden

age that followed.

The Williams Report dealt with only the largest Canadian universities,

and only with the humanities and social sciences, but other parts of the

scene were not overlooked. In a 1963 report commissioned by the

Association of Canadian Medical Colleges, Beatrice Simon of McGill

estimated that the establishment of adequate library service to medical

education and research in Canada would take a capital grant of $6 million

and about a tenth of that amount annually in special grants. (178)

In 1964 the Humanities Research Council received a new report on the

state of the humanities in Canada, this one by F.E.L. Priestley. Priestley's

chapter on libraries went over much of the old ground but emphasized

certain points that had been raised by Watson Kirkconnell in 1947 and Ed
Williams in 1962, especially the need for systematic selection of books and

for library staff to do it. At about the same time the newly formed

Canadian Association of College and University Libraries (CACUL)
presented its Forecast of the Cost of Academic Library Services in Canada,

1965-75 to the Bladen Commission on the Financing of Higher Education
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in Canada. In drafting this forecast, with the help of Doris Lewis, the

librarian of Waterloo University, and Brian Land, the Director of

Toronto's Library School, I had developed a recommendation that 10

percent of a university's operating budget should be spent on its library,

and at that rate I saw the annual cost of Canadian academic libraries rising

from $10.5 million in 1962-63 to $88 million by 1974-75. At the time this

looked like a pie-in-the-sky figure, but the annual total of $88 million was

actually reached and surpassed two years earlier than I had predicted.(179)

Another of our recommendations was that the per-capita cost of library

service to graduate students should be allowed for at eight times the cost of

service to undergraduates; this too was quoted in the Bladen Report when
it appeared in 1965,(180) and may have had some small influence on the

financing formula that came into effect in Ontario in 1967-68. In this

formula there was a graded scale of income units, ranging from one unit for

each first-year arts student up to six units for each PhD candidate. This

range was much wider and more realistic than in most jurisdictions that

supported higher education on a formula basis. Provincial grants were

made in dollars per unit.

In 1965, when the new funding had already begun to show results,

Toronto received the report of a new presidential committee on its School

of Graduate Studies, chaired by Professor Bora Laskin. The Laskin

Report included a short but hard-hitting chapter on our Library, a chapter

that gave me new ammunition in my campaign for money and staff to do
what was needed. It also liberated us from an argument I had encountered

in my early days in Toronto, a parochial opinion that comparison with

American libraries might be interesting but was not very relevant because

American institutions had unlimited wealth and were noted for squander-

ing it without much concern for the quality of what it got them.

Expounding this point to an American friend who was about to be

interviewed for the directorship of an Ontario university library, I wrote

...As for anti-American prejudice ... I have seen a change of climate in Toronto.

Earlier, it was [sometimes] not only useless but even dangerous to quote American

library statistics, as certain people in the higher councils of the University, who were

still fighting the war of 1812, were inclined to equate parsimony with wisdom and

purity, malice with academic and moral superiority.

Having said that the University's graduate studies in the social sciences

and humanities would never be more distinguished than its library

resources would permit, the Laskin Report went on to say
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... The primacy of this library in Canada is an undisputed fact. With some 2,200,000

items in the various collections, the library stands eleventh among universities on the

North American continent ... The University, which so often is compared, and

compares itself, with the best institutions in the United States, would, in our view,

have no reason to believe itself incapable of acquiring library resources comparable to

those in the United States universities with the largest and most desirable libraries.

While it is perfectly proper, therefore, for the University of Toronto to compare itself

with institutions across Canada, it must never lose sight of the fact that just as its

competition is not provincial, so it is not national, but rather continental. That is the

standard by which its library too will be judged.(181)

Growing recognition of the central role of libraries in university

development, and the prominence that Toronto's Library was beginning

to attain not only nationally but internationally, had some gratifying

results. Some Toronto deans and chairmen of departments were using my
annual reports in their recruiting of new teaching staff, and several

professors told me that they had turned down offers of tempting senior

appointments in other universities partly because they preferred to stay

near Toronto's Library.

Our budget and the activities it supported were growing at an

astonishing rate, but still not as rapidly as the needs and expectations ofour

teaching staff. Sudden doubling of the funds had stimulated hopes and

requests to such an extent that allotments in several subjects were

exhausted by the end of September 1964, only three months into the fiscal

year. Pleas for more journals, more books and better service seemed to

grow ever more pressing, and gave me a steady supply of arguments to use

in my budget requests. The situation is reflected in my letter of 1 1 January

1965 to Tom Easterbrook, chairman of political science and economics:

This is a belated acknowledgement of the Helleiner-Russell memorandum [9 pages]

which is one of the strongest I have received. It points up the fact that we are worse off

than ever, in spite of doubling our book funds in the last two years, because the demand

is growing so much faster than our means of meeting it. My American colleagues are

having the same experience, even though some have larger book collections and larger

funds than we have at Toronto. I am convinced that our book funds should at least

quadruple in the next decade, and major increases are needed immediately, but the

problem is to get the money. Memoranda like yours will help, I hope. Meanwhile, the

Political Economy allotment is overcommitted by $9,591 (Dec. 29) and we continue to

send out important orders as ifwe knew where the money was coming from. If I write

next July asking you for a pie, please put a good strong file into it ...
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1966 was a banner year for reports on library matters. Oxford Univer-

sity published a major survey of its libraries; some members of the survey

committee had visited us in the course of a North American tour, and

several of their recommendations (including financial ones) were similar to

those we had already made or received.(182) The similarities were not

surprising, since libraries everywhere were facing many of the same

problems. In Canada the National Research Council's advisory board on

scientific and technical information, to which I had belonged for several

years, published an important survey of library resources in science and

technology by George Bonn, a former head of the science and technology

division of the New York Public Library. The literature of science and

technology, based as it is on comparatively standard terminology and

recent work, is more manageable and more easily accessible than other

literature; the Bonn Report was useful in assessing the existing deficiencies

and in urging that the National Research Council library should be funded

well enough to become a national science library in fact as well as in

name. (183)

Public enthusiasm and regional ambitions led the Ontario Government
in the early 1960s to establish too many new educational institutions, and

by the mid-60s it was in the position of a hen brooding over more eggs than

she could hatch with comfort. There were 14 provincially supported

universities, nearly all with persuasive reasons to expand their graduate

programs and related facilities. The Committee of Presidents (CPUO) and

the ministry's Committee on University Affairs appointed a commission to

study the situation and make recommendations. The chairman of the

commission, J.W.T. Spinks, was a chemist and president of the Universi-

ty of Saskatchewan. The other commissioners were Kenneth Hare, a

geographer from the University of London, and Gustave Arlt, president of

the international Council of Graduate Schools and former dean of graduate

studies at the University of California. Their principal recommendation
was for the co-ordination of academic programs through establishment of a

strong central authority to be known as the University of Ontario, similar

in form and function to the one in the California university system. This

idea was anathema to Ontario university presidents, because of its threat to

the autonomy of individual universities, and in rejecting it they argued that

the universities themselves could and would work together to accomplish

the necessary degree of co-ordination. In rejecting a University of Ontario,

however, they agreed to that part of the recommendation concerning their

libraries, and to a bibliographic centre to co-ordinate library services.

Their treatment of this part of the Spinks Report might be interpreted as a
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tactical sacrifice to appease the ministry, much as the legendary kulak

appeased the wolf pack by tossing one of his children (perhaps a hungry
and demanding one) out of the sleigh.

Appeased or not, the government welcomed the gesture and apparently

saw in it a chance to avoid future demands for construction and upkeep of

expensive research libraries on campuses across the province, since it

seemed to offer adequate provision in the form of a single great library.

The apparent offer, however, was illusory, based on a fateful misprint in

the report.

In the text of the Spinks Report,(184) the proposal in the 1 1th chapter

(which I had written at the request of the commissioners) was summed up
thus: 'We therefore recommend in the strongest terms that an Ontario

Provincial University Library system be established.' The system was to

consist of research libraries in all institutions within the authority of the

University of Ontario, each one being available to and giving priority to

visiting readers who were professors or graduate students from other

universities in the system. Toronto, having by far the largest collection and

having plans far advanced for a new central library building, was to be

headquarters of the system and was to administer certain 'headquarters

services'. The system was to operate under the eye of a library committee

of the University of Ontario. In the summary of recommendations at the

end of the report, however, the word system was omitted and those who
read only the summary, as busy people are inclined to do, saw only that a

'Provincial University Library' was proposed. That editorial slip seems to

have had some effect on the events that followed.

Several other surveys and studies affected us in one way or another. As
one result of the Bladen Report of 1965 the Association of Universities and

Colleges of Canada (AUCC, formerly NCCUC) commissioned Robert

Downs of Illinois to make a comprehensive survey of the resources in

Canadian academic and research libraries; Margaret Slater of our staff

spent the better part of a year compiling the data requested from Toronto.

After the Downs Report was published(185) it was discussed at a large

'Libraries for Tomorrow' conference in Montreal, convened by the AUCC
and attended not only by university presidents and their chief librarians

and graduate deans, but also by the officers of interested agencies of

government. My own experience in deductive reckoning, acquired in my
days as a navigation instructor in the RCAF, was called into service again

in the preparation and delivery of a paper on the financial implications of

the Downs Report.(186) One visible result of the conference was an

undertaking by the National Library to carry out a detailed statistical
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survey, by subject, of Canadian resources, and the first volumes of it began

to appear in 1972.(187) Meanwhile the Science Council and Canada

Council had published their Macdonald Report on the role of federal

support in university research and, incidentally, in support of library

serviced 188)

These and other reports that followed continued to call offical attention

to the need for improvement of libraries, and helped to maintain the

momentum. For Toronto, the principal levers used to set the ball rolling

had been the McLaughlin Report (1959), which laid out an official track;

the Deutsch Report (1962), which helped to open provincial and federal

purses; the Williams Report (1962), which created general alarm about the

poverty of our collections; the Laskin Report (1965) on the needs of our

Graduate School; and the Spinks Report (1966), which had a direct effect

on the size of our building plans.
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CHAPTER 28

Up the Switchback Toward a

New Building

laude bissell, from the beginning of his presidency, was a

strong proponent of library improvement and expansion. He
was by no means alone in this, but was in a key position to

unlock the treasury and set things in motion.

In May 1960 he wrote a memorandum outlining a plan of action that

involved postponement of two student residences in order to increase the

fund for Central Library expansion to about $4.5 million. This memoran-
dum, together with four planning papers which I had written, was

discussed at the last meeting of the Library Committee executive (189) and

then passed on to PACAF (Presidential Advisory Committee on Accom-
modation and Facilities). PACAF was chaired by Roly McLaughlin, who
was also a member of the Library Committee executive. At the first

meeting of the University's large Library Council (which replaced the old

Library Committee as a result of the McLaughlin Report) the President

announced that he had appointed a Library Council committee on building

plans on the advice ofPACAF, and a month later he told me that architects

were about to be appointed.

Carl Williams, director of the Division of University Extension, was

chairman of the building plans committee; the other members were Roly

McLaughlin, Professors R.F. McRae (philosophy) and A.G. Gornall

(medicine) and the librarian. I had nominated Williams as chairman partly

because he was one of the few members of the new Library Council who
could not be suspected of partiality because of current involvement with a

particular academic subject. Also, several years earlier when he was

chairman of the psychology department's library committee, we had

worked together successfully on incorporating that departmental library

into the central collection. More recently, as a member of his University
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Extension council, I had seen him in action as a skilful chairman. Further,

he had served on a small subcommittee in 1957 to advise the Library

Committee on policies for planning, and was well acquainted with the

physical problems we faced.

The building plans committee met every week and within four months

produced a detailed program for expansion of the existing building in two

phases. In the spring of 1961 the Board ofGovernors authorized the firm of

Mathers and Haldenby to proceed with plans for the first phase, which

was estimated at $4 million. By February 1962 the architects had produced

preliminary sketches for an extension eastward into the valley, and a

square seven-storey tower to replace the old wing of 1892-1910. Before

there was time for us to study the sketches seriously, however, I had a

discouraging call from Frank Stone, who as vice-president (administration)

held the purse strings and was (unlike his successors) responsible directly

to the Board rather than to the president. Stone told me that the architect's

proposal was too large in view of rising prices, and could not be pursued.

This setback was a great disappointment at the time, but soon turned out to

have been a blessing.

Within the next year there were several developments that had a

profound effect on the context and scale of our planning. The Deutsch

Report and the Williams Report, as described earlier, appeared and

focused attention on our needs. Ernest Sirluck, who returned to the

University in 1962 as associate dean and dean-designate of the School of

Graduate Studies, shared President Bissell's passion for library improve-

ment and was fresh from having served on a library planning committee at

the University of Chicago; he persuaded Bissell that the 25-year planning

period assigned to us was too short. Our committee was invited to revise

our program with whatever economies were possible but to provide for a

span of 50 years instead of 25. This change made it obvious that the site of

the old Library was not large enough for the purpose, and after we had

discussed the pros and cons of other possibilities the President asked the

ministry of university affairs to make available the block at the northwest

corner of St. George and Harbord.

For its second round of work the building plans committee was

enlarged. Sirluck was added and took such active part that Carl Williams at

one point offered to drop out, but was persuaded to stay on as chairman for

the reasons that had led me to nominate him in the first place. The other

additions were Vice-President Stone, and Frank Hastie, the superinten-

dent of buildings and grounds. With its enlarged membership our group

acquired a new name, the Users' Committee on the Central Library.
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Users' Committee was the title being applied by the Board of Governors to

the group representing those who would be responsible for planning,

administering and maintaining any new building; it was a title that ignited

an explosion later on.

The report of this Users' Committee was dated 7 March 1963. It had

grown to 50 pages from the original 30, had added the Library School to its

program, and had grown by about 100,000 square feet net. An outline of

the report in the Library's Newsletter was mailed to each member of the

teaching staff in April 1963 as a means of spreading information and

inviting comment. Meanwhile the University had received the first

instalment of special provincial money for a massive build-up of graduate

studies, and a Canada Council grant of $1.6 million toward a new library.

The Board authorized the architects to prepare a 'feasibility study' to see

how much of the new site would be needed to accommodate a building of

the size proposed, and how much could be provided in the first phase of a

humanities and social sciences library within a cost of about $10 million.

With the St. George Street site assured and the budget more than

doubled, great progress was made in 1964. In March Shy Mathers

presented his feasibility study in the form of a sketch plan of a six-storey

rectangle running parallel to St. George Street, set on a broad podium. In

April the President held a large meeting in the Senate Chamber, with

representatives of all departments in the humanities and social sciences, for

preliminary discussion of the plans. The University's newly formed

planning office, under the chairmanship of Professor John Andrews, the

designer of Scarborough College, did its own feasibility study and

demonstrated that the site could accommodate the required floor area

arranged in an extremely interesting design rather like that of a large

amphitheatre. I welcomed this concept as a departure from the box-like

modular designs that had dominated library planning in North America

and Europe for two decades, but to guard against being misled by my own
enthusiasm I suggested that a consultant be hired to comment on some of

the obvious technical problems posed by the Andrews concept. Steve

McCarthy, called from Cornell a second time, made short work of the

amphitheatre concept, and suggested some ways in which the sketches by

Mathers could be improved.

Less than a week after McCarthy's visit, Shy Mathers dropped dead on

his own doorstep, and the improvements suggested by McCarthy and by

our Users' Committee were undertaken by his son Andrew, a rather new
member of the firm. Death of the senior designer was a serious blow to our

project, but enough excitement had been generated to carry us along. The
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President had issued a press release announcing construction of a

humanities and social science research library as the University's Canadian

centennial project for 1967. The building was to include new quarters for

the Library School, planned for an enrolment of 400, the largest on the

continent, and construction was to begin within 18 months. My senior

staff had inspected and reacted to the preliminary drawings. Carl Williams

and I had held three large meetings with members of the teaching staff in

order to collect comments, and at the end ofJanuary the President invited

the chairmen of all humanities and social science departments to a

luncheon meeting to see and discuss the plans.

A day or two before the President's luncheon, Williams and I met with

other members of the Users' Committee for lunch at the Faculty Club.

While we were waiting for one or two other members to arrive, our mutual

friend Tom Easterbrook, chairman of political economy, happened along.

Tom asked whether he might join us at table but Carl, as chairman,

explained that we were about to have a meeting of the Users' Committee on

library planning. Tom glanced around our small group, remarked with a

sigh that he did not see a library user among us, and walked away to find

other company. It was not until 20 years later that I learned the importance

of that chance encounter.

Apparently Easterbrook's comment on the membership of our commit-

tee was more than the casual jibe we took it to be. Apparently he took the

matter up that afternoon with his dean, Vincent Bladen, and Bladen

mentioned it to some of his senior colleagues before the President's

luncheon meeting.

The President's luncheon, in the east lounge of the Faculty Club, was

well attended. Several department chairmen were there and others had

sent representatives: Norman Endicott for English, Peter Russell for

political science, Ed Neufeld for economics, and the formidable Donald

Creighton for history. After people had done justice to the sherry and

sandwiches, Claude Bissell called the meeting to order. He spoke fervently

about the importance of our centennial project and the long-awaited

blessings it would bring to the University. The existing Library, even with

its Sigmund Samuel wing opened only 10 years earlier, was pitifully

overcrowded and bursting at the seams - its planners could not foresee that

in 10 years the size of the teaching staff would double, the student body

triple, the graduate enrolment grow by a factor of five and the book budget

by a factor of nine. And now, finally, the University would have a library

building to meet its needs for years to come.

A small model was then unveiled, a rather plain box compared with the
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splendid edifice for which the assembly had been prepared. Andy Mathers
explained its features to the spectators, who stood in rather icy silence until

the President invited questions and comment. Then Creighton spoke up
immediately, drawing a paper from his vest pocket in the manner ofJove
preparing to launch a bolt of lightning, and said

Mr. President, I have a comment. We were invited here to talk about plans for the most

important academic building in the University, and I have only one thing to say. I have

here a list of the membership of the so-called Users' Committee to which the task of

planning has been entrusted. I shall read the list . . . Mr. President, there is not a scholar

in the lot, and I call it a grave insult to the scholars of this University!(190)

Then before any of us could draw breath to respond or refute, Creighton

thrust the paper back into his pocket and marched out, leaving the meeting

to end quickly on a very uncertain note. When all had gone, Bissell and I

trudged back to his office feeling as though a thunderbolt had sunk our ship

and left us swimming in stormy waters.

At a meeting of the Library Council two weeks later Bissell announced

that the Users' Committee was being reconstituted and enlarged to include

additional members of the humanities and social science departments.

Within a short time eight new names were added, raising the number to 14

including Carl Williams and myself, who were the only survivors of the

group that had begun the task four years earlier.(191)

In early March, at Bissell's request, I led some members of the new
committee on a quick tour of recent American buildings which I

considered relevant to our project. In seven days we visited six libraries all

the way from California to New England, reading our homework in

mid-air and comparing notes each evening. (192) Our report of the tour was

considered in detail during April by the whole Users' Committee, to which

some students were now added as a further precaution against the

possibility of any body of library users feeling left out.

The report of the enlarged Users' Committee, the third we had

produced in four years, called for 488,695 net square feet for the Library

and 52,175 for the Library School. The total was nearly twice the size of

our 1961 proposal, which had been rejected as too big. Besides housing the

central research collections in the humanities and social sciences, and the

University's rare books and special collections, the building was to provide

for the Central Library administration, maintenance of the union cata-

logue for some 50 libraries on our campus, and for selecting and buying

and processing material for the majority of those libraries. It was to provide
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temporary office space for 300 faculty members for at least five years. One
of the unusual requirements was provision of 1 ,950 carrels in the stacks; of

these 950 were to be lockable rooms for assignment to individual readers,

and as many as possible were to have windows. Altogether there were to be

chairs for 3,052 readers and shelving for about four million volumes.

Though the program was quite specific about objectives and space

requirements, it included the following paragraphs about the general

nature and function of what we wanted:

This building, as the centre of the University's library system, must provide for the

acquisition and organization of a large book collection, and for the secure housing and

convenient use of a large part of the collection. Accomplishment of this purpose

depends upon finding compatible combinations between factors which are apparently

contradictory, factors such as accessibility and security, use and preservation, heavy

traffic and studious silence: these contradictions are all aspects of the task of enabling a

particular reader (among thousands) to use a particular book (among millions).

The building must therefore be designed with extreme carefrom the inside outward, in

order that the design may fit a complicated combination of functions. Not only must

the building be an efficient container of its functions, as the body contains its nervous

system and digestive system and circulation, but if it is to perform its task well it must

also have life or character of its own. Not only must it provide tables and chairs for

readers, but by apt arrangement and fineness of finish it must create an atmosphere in

which study is not only possible but natural and easy. Not only must it house its books

efficiently, but by its grace of line and air of permanence it must bespeak and create an

attitude of respect for books and delight in the learning they offer. It is not enough for

the lights to be strong and the roof tight, for the doors to swing easily and the elevators

to work and the chairs not to squeak: the fabric and detail of the building itself must

have beauty as an important function. (193)

While the proposed building was to contain the largest unit of the Central

Library, there were to be other units as well. It was assumed that the

Sigmund Samuel wing would be refurbished as a duplicate-copy library

for undergraduates; this actually came into being in 1973 and combined the

holdings of several former duplicate collections. Another unit was to be a

biological and medical library in the old wing; this also came into being,

though renovation of the space was not completed until 1977, and the space

was shared with physical and applied sciences. The fourth unit was to be

for the physical and applied sciences. But the headquarters library at St.

George and Harbord had to come first.

When our Users' report was sent to President Bissell at the end of May,
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1965, things began to happen very quickly. Earlier in the spring, on

learning that the two American libraries most interesting to our touring

group had been designed by one New York firm (Warner, Burns, Toan
and Lunde) Bissell had telephoned to New York immediately and had

spent part ofone weekend showing two of the partners around the campus.

The Users' report was sent to the University Press on Monday, May 3 1

.

By Friday the New York firm had received printed copies from Bissell.

Ernest Sirluck and I spent that Saturday in the Warner Burns offices in

New York, reviewing the program with Dan Toan and Fritz Lunde and

responding to their queries and suggestions. On the following Tuesday the

Property Committee of the Board of Governors agreed that that New York

firm should be associated with Mathers and Haldenby for the project, and

should be responsible for the design. This arrangement was confirmed by

the Board of Governors at its next meeting. The Board also appointed the

firm of Stone and Webster (Canada) to manage the project under the

general supervision of Howard Milne, who as the University's general

superintendent of construction and engineering was busy overseeing the

scores of major and minor projects that changed the face of the University

in the 1960s and early 1970s.

Acceptance of our enlarged program by the Board, and the implied

assurance of support by the Ontario Government, cleared the way for

planning to go ahead rapidly. In his book Halfway up Parnassus Claude

Bissell gives credit to the minister in Ontario's new department of

university affairs, William Davis, who was a former student of his, (194)

and to Henry Borden, the new chairman of the Board of Governors, but it

is clear that any enthusiasm these men had for our library project was

based on their respect for our President and his priorities.
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The Humanities and Social Sciences

Research Library

lanning proceeded apace, in New York and Toronto. At a

meeting in the Senate Chamber, architect Dan Toan set five

small models before us, saying that the space we wanted could

be organized in any one of several ways and he wished to have a

notion of our preference, if any, before spending time on more detailed

work. The model that appealed to several members of our Users'

Committee was a 'city of towers' set on a broad podium, one tower for each

major subject area. The two or three that appealed to me were solid blocks

of space, to provide easy internal circulation unbroken by courtyards or

multiple towers.
l

President Claude Bissell, hoping for something distinct-

ly different from the rectangular boxes that had sprung up along the west

side of St. George Street, something worthy of honouring the Canadian

centennial and standing as a symbol of the University, asked what could be

said in favor of the triangular model. Toan replied that the triangle was the

only shape that could give us a window in every one of a thousand enclosed

carrels in the bookstack; for that reason the triangular model was adopted

as the one to be developed.

My administrative assistant, Hugh Smith, who had served as secretary

to the enlarged Users' Committee and the touring committee, was well

equipped to become my co-ordinator of building plans. He was kept busy

as go-between between the Library and the designers. In countless

meetings within Library departments and between departments, he

helped the staff to produce diagrams of work flow and layouts of furniture,

to visualize new settings for existing procedures, and to foresee how new
space could permit improvement or elimination of existing procedures. He
rode herd over the many direct contacts that began to occur between the

designers and library staff, and over the flow of proposals in both
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directions. As interpreter and referee he helped both sides sort out the

possibilities from impossibilities, and to find workable compromises

between dream and reality. He directed the flow of information and ideas

through the project manager, Merk Malcolm of Stone and Webster, and he

kept me informed of problems and progress.

My own participation, at the design stage, consisted mainly in

discussion with Smith and my assistant librarians, and in attending weekly

or fortnightly meetings with the design team from New York under the

eagle eye of Malcolm. The principal designer from the New York office

was Dan Toan, whose work on many other libraries had equipped him
with quick insight into our needs. He challenged many of our stated

requirements and unstated assumptions, to make sure that our thinking

was not locked into old habits, unnecessary rules and procedures, or old

ways that had been forced on us by peculiarities and constrictions in our

existing quarters. At the same time, he and his talented assistant Yung
Wang were ready to consider architectural suggestions made from our side

of the table. Smith, working with appropriate members of our staff,

designed the shipping and receiving area on the west side of the basement,

and laid out the routes of our conveyor system. My own suggestions led to

such things as the mezzanines in the centre of two of the stack floors, to

create pleasant reading rooms in what otherwise would have been rather

depressing space. Also, when various Rube Goldberg devices were being

considered as means of moving books up and down from the split-level

carrels to the appropriate stack floors, I suggested simple portholes, which

turned out to be a practical and economical solution. And years afterward,.

Toan had not forgotten the crude shoe-box model I brought to one of our

meetings to demonstrate the desirability of reversing the lowest flight of

escalators; this places upward and downward traffic in conveniently

adjacent streams, beginning just in front of the information desk.

The lockable carrels around the perimeter of the stack, far greater in

number than in any other library, were key factors in the design, and great

care was taken with them. Toan had remarked that the planning problem

posed by an academic library is just the opposite to that posed by most

other public buildings, in which people proceed from the entrance through

progressively grander spaces toward the great hall, the auditorium or

sanctuary or ballroom, for an experience in common. In a library, users

proceed from a large entrance area through a variety of spaces toward

personal private spaces where they can be alone with their books and their

notes. In some libraries the touring committee had seen two kinds of

carrels, small ones for graduate students and large ones for professors,
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large enough for the occupant to bring in a floor lamp and easy chair and

visitors, so that the carrel became a second office. We wanted every carrel

to be a good workplace with its desk, typing table, filing cabinet,

bookshelves, electrical outlet, good light, good ventilation, window and

one good chair - but no more. When we had arrived at what seemed a

satisfactory floor plan, we made a full-sized plywood mock-up of a pair of

carrels. The mock-up was inspected and sat in by many people, and many
adjustments were made - an inch more here and an inch less there - before

we were satisfied. Several doctoral candidates have told me, on the basis of

their experience, that the carrels are the best feature of the building. A
person to whom one is assigned for the term can collect there the books and

notes and other equipment needed for a project, and leave work spread out

in proper order while coming and going, instead of having to dislocate it by

gathering everything into a bag each time to carry away.

Design work had hardly begun before our administration and the

Ontario ministry of university affairs began to be sensitive to complaints

about the use of American designers and some American technical

consultants, even though such people had the broadest experience in our

kind of project. Our project managers, Stone and Webster (Canada), a

subsidiary of a company based in Boston, were required to document the

Canadian credentials of their Toronto firm. The first mechanical and

air-conditioning consultants were from a noted firm in Philadelphia, but

had no Canadian credentials and had to be dropped, after several months,

in favour of a Canadian firm that had less experience in these important

matters. This was at a time when a perceived decline in the proportion of

native Canadians among the faculty members in Canadian universities had

become the subject of what Claude Bissell has referred to as 'a cloudy

debate, one part statistics, two parts nationalism, '( 195) and governments

were being urged to take a hand in the matter.

The design was nearing completion when the Spinks Report on the

development of graduate studies in Ontario appeared in the autumn of

1966, recommending establishment of a provincial university library

system and suggesting that our new building be the headquarters. For

typographic reasons explained in an earlier chapter, many people began to

think of our new building as the 'Provincial University Library.'

The idea of establishing a provincial library was far from new. Governor

John Graves Simcoe had advocated it in 1 79 1 , and in 1 8 54 the Senate of the

University of Toronto had begged for means to establish a 'Provincial

Library worthy of this National Institution.' Early in the 1960s Premier

John Robarts had sounded out President Bissell on the possibility of
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Ontario's official Canadian centennial project taking the form of a central

provincial library in Toronto. Thinking only of new quarters for the

Provincial Library Service and Travelling Library Service, which had

been destroyed by fire the year before, I welcomed the idea, but Bissell

was wise enough to see that it threatened to either duplicate or displace our

plans for library construction in the University, and the Premier decided

to establish a centennial science museum instead, which materialized as the

Ontario Science Centre.

When the notion of a provincial library was revived inadvertently by the

Spinks Report in 1966, it appealed to William Davis, minister of university

affairs in the Robarts Government. He asked Bissell whether we would be

willing to expand our plans in accordance with the report if the necessary

money were made available. We agreed to do so on three conditions: that

the ministry obtain assurance that the idea had the approval of the other

Ontario universities, that the extra funding for this purpose would not

prejudice future requests by our University for capital funds, and that

these assurances could be given quickly so as not to delay our project.

Otherwise we wished to go ahead at full speed with our own more limited

plans.

The assurances were given just at the turn of the year, and so the 1 1th

chapter of the Spinks Report became an addendum to our building

program a year and a half after our designers had begun their work. That

chapter contained my estimates, as requested by the commissioners, of the

space that would be needed and the administrative arrangements needed to

protect the interests of our own University, if our building were to become
the headquarters of a library system in a centrally administered University

of Ontario. It called for extra study space, office space and shelving that

amounted approximately to three extra floors. It also required a major

reshuffling in assignments of space in what now became a 16-storey plan. I

had asked Dan Toan what three extra storeys would do to his design, and

he declared that they would 'improve the hell out of it.'

Our Users' Committee had assumed that construction would have to

take place in two phases some years apart, for economic reasons. The
triangular plan, however, with hexagonal wings for the rare book library

and the School of Library Science, did not really lend itself to phasing, and

the steady escalation of prices provided an economic argument for building

the whole thing at once. The change in assumptions had budget

implications that had to be negotiated with the Board and the ministry, and

was only one of many delicate issues that were helped along at this time by

an unusual pooling of ideas and resources. Some time near the beginning of
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the design period, Vice-Provost Jack Sword had invited me to join a group

of four or five people who for some years had been meeting President

Bissell at Hart House at 8: 1 5 most mornings for a swim before starting on

the day's work. Besides Jack Sword there were Carl Williams, who had

become vice-president for Scarborough and Erindale Colleges and princi-

pal of Erindale; Ernest Sirluck, the dean of graduate studies; Bill

Winegard, his assistant dean, who became acting dean while Ernest was

away at Cambridge in 1966; and Robin Ross, the registrar. The daily

exchange of information and ideas that occurred at that administrative

level, at poolside and in the locker room, was of great tactical value in those

days of rapid change, and helped to advance a number of library projects

including our building plans. The morning swim team broke up by the

summer of 1967, Canada's centennial year, when Bissell went off for a year

to be visiting professor of Canadian studies at Harvard, Sword began his

first stint as acting president, Ross became a vice-president, Williams left

to become president of the University of Western Ontario, and Winegard

became president at Guelph 2 - but by that time the design of our library

had been completed and approved, and there looked to be clear sailing

ahead.

The work of the designers culminated at the end of March with an

impressive presentation of drawings and a model at what we thought

would be the final meeting of the Users' Committee. The Ontario Council

of University Libraries had already had a preview of the plans at its

meeting in February, and we had arranged for a viewing also by the

Ontario Committee of Presidents (CPUO), which had acquired a political

interest in the project. The large half-model, set against a mirror that gave

an illusion of wholeness, arrived after an overnight drive from New York

just in time to be carried up to the top floor of the old Press building before

our Users' Committee met. The outcome of the meeting was entirely

satisfactory, and shortly afterward the Board authorized the production of

working drawings on the basis of a total project cost of $41.7 million, of

which $40 million was to come from provincial money. The total was more
than 10 times the estimate the Board had balked at only five years earlier,

but meanwhile the University had been transformed in scale and

perspective, and our $41.7 million was much less than had been committed
for new research facilities for the sciences.

The model and the whole array of design drawings were left on display

for several weeks, and I took Stewart Wallace to see them. After gazing for

some time, he shook his head and said 'And to think of all those years when
the University couldn't raise an extra $5,000 for the Library.'
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As drawn, the basic design of the central part of the complex was an

equilateral triangle 330 feet along each side, 14 floors above grade and two
below. The two basement floors were of double strength, to hold the

weight of compact storage. The first floor above them contained the very

large 'provincial' reading room on the east (St. George Street) side, the

shipping and receiving areas and loading dock on the west. The second

floor, the entrance level, had revolving doors leading in from the wide

covered terraces that separated the central building from its two wings.

The terraces and the steps leading up to them had electric heating cables

buried in the concrete, to melt winter's salty slush from boots and prevent

its being carried into the building to become salty dust on the books. Just

inside the doors were checkroom counters in front of motorized hangers for

free checking of 4,000 coats; coats take up space in the reading rooms and

increase the risk of book theft; when wet they stain furniture and

sometimes smell. Just beyond the checkroom counters were doors into a

large reading room set in the east corner of the building. The southwest

corner contained the business offices and a conference room, the northwest

corner the cafeteria, and along the west side between them was a large

exhibition area leading to a 350-seat auditorium that extended out over the

loading dock. There were staff elevators leading to various administrative

divisions - Technical Services, Book Selection and Acquisition, and

Automation Services - on floors 6 to 8. There was a public elevator to

floors 8 and 14 only, to the temporary faculty offices. In the very centre of

the floor was a flight of escalators leading up and down just in front of the

information desk; anyone leaving that floor by either escalator would pass

into a security zone and could not leave without going past an exit-control

desk.

Fronting the escalator on the third floor was a large microform reading

room with its own closed stackroom attached. To the right were

photographic services, to the left were reader registration and the central

offices of the Reader Services division. The remainder of the floor

provided another large reading room and large public washrooms. The
fourth floor was the main service floor, the largest in the building since it

extended out over the terrace to the wall of the Library School at one end,

and over the terrace at the other end to the rare book wing, to which it was

connected by a public elevator. The whole of this floor was devoted to

the central catalogue, Circulation Department, Reference Department,

Periodicals Reading Room, catalogue information desk and reader orienta-

tion. It was not encumbered by any of the other facilities and activities that

get in the way when the main service floor is at the entrance level - those
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were all taken care of on the lower levels. Our collection of government

documents, large and complex enough to justify its own staff and large

closed stackroom, needed to be as close as possible to Reference and

Periodicals and was much too large to fit on the fourth floor; it was

therefore just above them on a large mezzanine, connected to each by a

stairway. The stack entrance, on the fourth floor near the top of the

escalators, was controlled at a turnstile into an elevator lobby.

The five stack floors, 9 to 13, accessible only by elevator, were

interconnected by a central stairway and six fire stairs, two in each outer

wall. These floors were isolated from the rest of the building by a system of

locks in the elevator controls, and by gates and alarms in the stairways. To
minimize the temptation for readers to eat their lunches in the stacks, and

to minimize traffic through the exit controls, there was a lunchroom and

coffee counter on the 14th floor, one side of it accessible only by stack

elevators and the other side available only from the temporary faculty

offices. To minimize elevator loading, there were public washrooms near

the elevators on every stack level as well as on every other floor except

second and fourth.

The design included many other features intended to prolong the life of

the collections and facilitate their use. For instance, there was provision for

controlling the temperature at 60°F in the two compact storage levels, to

slow down the chemical decomposition of paper and bindings. A slight

positive pressure was to be maintained in the ventilation system through-

out the building, so that leakage of air through openings would be clean air

going out, not dirty air coming in. Location of the escalators and elevators

in the central core of the building meant that a person arriving on any floor

would not be far from any part of that floor. For similar reasons, ductwork

in the central core carried the principal plumbing, ventilation, electrical

supply and other utilities. The design was unique in both size and shape,

and incorporated many unusual features for reasons that seemed to require

them. It allowed for internal alteration of the completed building in order

to adjust to the inevitable evolution of requirements, and indeed many
such adjustments were made even during the first eight years of operation.

Unfortunately, however, our magnificent design could not become a

building without many deletions being made for the sake of economy.

Once the design was adopted, production of working drawings became
the responsibility of Mathers and Haldenby in Toronto; we knew that the

import tax on working drawings brought into Canada would be assessed

not at the value of the drawings themselves, but at the estimated cost of the

finished building. It had irked Dan Toan, whenever he brought design
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sketches from his New York office to meetings in Toronto, to have to

declare them to be of no commercial value; that claim could not have been

made for working drawings, and so they had to be made on this side of the

border. The local project architect was Allan Jackson, in the Mathers and

Haldenby office, whose staff was augmented by people from the design

office in New York. At this stage there was less involvement of Librarv

staff, but Hugh Smith continued to provide the architects with informa-

tion and decisions based on consultation, when it was appropriate, with

our departments. He also kept a close watch on structural and mechanical

plans as they developed, to be sure that they were as compatible as possible

with effective operation of the Library.

There were, of course, a great many things to be considered besides

library operation, and compromises were necessary. There were, for

instance, several stages of approval to be obtained from the ministry,

which had its own architect on staff. The Ontario fire marshal and the

University's safety officer had to be satisfied, and sometimes the Toronto

fire marshal seemed to be competing with them to see who could suggest

the safest, most expensive, least useable building. For instance, I argued

that we did not want any sprinkler system in the rare book stacks below

grade, because of the risk of accidental damage by water. Where books are

concerned, water can be as destructive as fire and we had heard of losses

caused by sprinklers going off of their own accord. Toronto's fire marshal,

after listening to my arguments in favor of a carbon dioxide system instead,

summed up the situation thus: 'Mister, you can have any system you like,

or no system at all, but ifyou don't have sprinklers in there you better make
sure nobody ever turns in a fire alarm; because if my trucks are called out

they'd never send a man in there - they'd just stick their hoses in and fill

her up.' So we agreed to have sprinklers.

A less clear-cut issue had to do with the location and size of ducts to be

built into the concrete floor slabs to accommodate cables that might be

needed in the future for electronic equipment. I had gone over plans for

what was to become the Madison building of the Library of Congress, in

which extremely large cable ducts in every floor were expected to add 10

percent to the cost of the building. We wanted to avoid that kind of cost if

possible, but also wanted to provide for the future as well as we could. We
therefore invited two consultants who had never met each other but who
were prominent in their fields, one in computer design and one in

information handling, and we had a big two-day meeting with them. As a

result, we decided to install ordinary modular three-cell ductwork in floors

in the reading rooms and workrooms and certain other areas, and to assume
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that extra cabling that might be needed in future would have to be carried

in troughs at ceiling level. Twenty-five years later there has not yet been

any need for such expedients.

Working drawings were finally completed in March 1968. With a

working budget of $41.7 million we could allow about $35 million for

construction (the rest for furniture and equipment and fees) and to keep

within the limit we had to obtain a fixed-price contract. We were told this

would be the largest fixed-price construction contract ever let in Canada up

to that time, and there were not many general contractors in Canada who
could afford to take on such a project without tying up all their bonding

ability. Only five contractors had qualified in a preliminary 'open call.'

When tenders closed on September 12, only three bids were in hand. The
lowest was from Cape-Ryco, a consortium formed for this project, but

acceptance of it would have raised the total cost to about $7 million above

our budget.

Hugh Smith had left the project for a few months to give full time to

Erindale College, where he had become Librarian and where he had

planned and built the college library in his spare time. He was replaced as

my right-hand man on the project by Michael McCahill, whose task was to

help carve $7 million out of the plans.

That amount of money represented 17 percent of the bid price, and it

was not easy to cut that much out without redesigning the plan entirely.

Everybody knew, however, that construction costs were rising so fast that

taking time out to make major changes in design would have been a losing

game. We therefore went over the plans with a fine-tooth comb and

negotiated with the bidder for a price tag on every possible deletion. First

things to go were the terracing and landscaping, which would have made
approaches to the building much easier and pleasanter. Next we lost the

allowance that had been set aside for works of art to enhance the building.

Next to go was the 350-seat auditorium intended to serve the west campus
and especially the School of Library Science. Deletion of the whole

Library Science wing was proposed but Claude Bissell would not hear of

it. Deletion of the cafeteria was considered but rejected because of the

dearth of other food services nearby for our staff at that time. Deletion of

double glazing was considered until it was shown that single glazing would

cost more, in terms of initial heating and air-conditioning equipment as

well as in later operation. The timer switches on lights in stack areas, and

switching for individual rooms throughout the building, were deleted but

had to be restored five years later at much greater cost, to save electricity.

The two levels of compact storage below grade were left unfinished and
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unfurnished. There was a move to replace the escalators, or at least the

down escalators, with stairways, but I argued strongly that the building

simply would not work without escalators up and down connecting the

four main public levels. One public elevator and one service elevator were

postponed, and lack of them still causes real problems when any existing

elevator is out of service. The top floor was altered by deleting the wells

that were meant to provide window light to interior carrels planned for that

level, and those interior carrells themselves were replaced by offices for

teaching departments. Interior finishes were cheapened throughout the

building - vinyl wall coverings became paint, granite floor tile became
terrazzo, and nearly all carpets became vinyl tile. Very reluctantly we
agreed to delete the partitions that would have enclosed four out of the

seven levels of locked carrels, in hope that the loss could be more or less

recovered by finding money in the equipment budget later to install

demountable partitions, as indeed we did.

The tower on the rare-book wing contains a mandatory fire stair, below

the roofline, but the bit that extends above the roof is only an architectural

feature; for a time it was on the list for deletion, as the old library tower had

been in 1891. The contractor offered to allow us $10,000 for deleting it.

However, after hearing how it was needed as a feature to balance the

design and to close the vista on Hoskin Avenue, O.D. Vaughan, the

chairman of the Property Committee of the Board, said that for $ 10,000 he

liked the tower, and it was saved.

Finally the bid was whittled down to fit the budget. Meanwhile the

ministry's advisory committee on university affairs had been raising some

difficulties about the size of our project compared with other libraries in

the province, but these were overcome and the ministry gave its final

approval on 2 1 November 1968. Approval came barely seven weeks before

the minister announced a formula for allocating capital funds, a formula

that blocked any further construction projects at Toronto for years to

come. 3 The library project was the product of a miracle of timing: if any of

our proposals made during the previous 10 years had been realized we
should have had a much smaller building, and if the final stages of our

planning had taken just eight weeks longer we could not have built

anything at all.

While the space formula was in force, and before it was rendered

meaningless by a general freeze on construction in Ontario universities,

the ministry took a step that seemed almost a deliberate attempt to

heighten the tension that already existed between Toronto and its sister

universities. The ministry had assured us that the cost of adding to the size
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of our project to make our building the headquarters of a provincial system

would not prejudice Toronto's future requests for capital funds; the

minister now announced that the cost would therefore be counted against

the capital entitlement of the other universities, distributed pro rata

according to their graduate enrolments. Our president and all the others

protested vigorously, arguing that acceptance of the Spinks concept and

approval of our project had occurred before any formula existed, and that

the resulting space added for provincial purposes should be exempt from

the formula. The ministry, however, would not be moved and the

universities felt understandably bitter. A York professor stormed into my
office making extraordinary demands on the grounds that his university

was paying toward the construction and operation of our new library; and

it was rumoured that Guelph, unable because of the formula to build a new
barn, was considering a proposal to stable a herd ofcows in Guelph's share

of our building.
4

Our building, meanwhile, was under way. Given a green light by the

ministry, the University had signed a hard-price contract, and construc-

tion had begun before the end of November 1968. As in 1856, neither

ministry nor University wished to attract attention by official celebration.

Library School director Brian Land and I, however, could not let the

moment pass without some kind of ground-breaking ceremony, so we
invited a number of staffmembers to meet us near the south end of the site,

about where the gazebo now stands. The first sods were turned by our

predecessors in office, Bertha Bassam and Stewart Wallace; then others

took turns with the shovels before adjourning to the Hart House gallery for

lunch. The Library's caretaker, Eddie Hood, had got me a new
long-handled spade for the occasion, and next morning I found it hanging

in my office, shining with gold paint.

Even after excavation had begun we continued to look for ways to save

money. It was inevitable that changes would have to be made in

specifications as construction proceeded, but changes cost money and no

change could be made without a corresponding deletion. For instance we
got prices to see whether anything could be saved by altering the exterior

finish from poured concrete to brick. It could not. We got prices on
finishing the poured concrete surface with bush-hammer or light sand-

blasting instead of ordinary sandblasting, and found they would be more
expensive. The only actual saving on the exterior surface was found by
substituting a grey aggregate for brown in the large pre-cast concrete

panels.

The contractor was required to construct a small sample of various
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concretes at the southern edge of the site, to demonstrate various gravels

and finishes, and to test the triangular plastic tubs that were being made
specially as forms for the waffled under-surface of our floor slabs. The test

showed that the tubs needed to be stiffened by internal bracing. The
sample was to be removed later but some of us who saw it as a graceful bit

of architectural history managed to save it by arranging for the Pollution

Probe organization to bury a time capsule under it. It survives as a gazebo

on the lawn.

Foundations for a building of this weight were a problem, because

bedrock in the area was down about 70 feet, and above bedrock was sand

filled with water that had been known to rise within 20 feet of the surface.

The excavation had to be pumped steadily from a whole ring of well-points

for several months until the foundation was finished. The whole central

building sits on a solid raft of heavily reinforced concrete seven feet thick,

and the lowest floor level is one foot above the high-water level. To have

planted the structure any farther below grade would have required

tanking, at greater expense.

The contractor was worried about controlling the quality of exterior

poured surfaces, and asked permission to use demountable steel forms that

locked together by external brackets, rather than wooden forms. After

providing a sample of metal formwork he was given permission, with

gratifying results; it was said at the time that our building had set a new
standard for poured walls, outside and in.

Strikes and a lockout in the summer of 1969 set the timetable back by 10

weeks. This seemed a grievous delay at the time but in the long run made
comparatively little difference, as the whole period of construction

stretched from three to 4V2 years. The Library Science wing was completed

first and was occupied in June 1971; some of the minor problems

encountered there by the occupants, particularly in the furnishings, were

observed in time for them to be avoided in the rest of the building complex.

I do not suggest that the Library Science wing was anything less than a

splendid building, or that it was not admired by experts. Keyes Metcalf,

who after his retirement as librarian at Harvard became an international

consultant and author of the standard text on library planning, visited the

school a year after it opened 5 and wrote 'I have seen a good many library

schools over a considerable period of years, but I have never seen anything

to compare with it ... [It] surpasses anything that has ever been done

anywhere for a library school. '(196)

The designers had proposed all interior finishes and colors, and had

designed all the built-in fixtures. They had also made drawings for some of
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the basic furniture, but the University decided to let its Physical Plant

Department take over the details of designing and choosing and obtaining

all the loose furnishings. This decision led to some ambiguity about who
had designed what, but again the Library staff was considerably involved,

with Hugh Smith back on the job as co-ordinator, and had a part in shaping

the result. Of course a great deal of standard office furniture had been

acquired during the 1960s as our staff expanded into rented buildings, and

it was simply moved onto our new office floors when the time came.

We had done enough moving in the previous 20 years to know that

planning the move is an extremely important part of any project. It is not

only a matter of getting each book to its place on the right shelf, and the

right desk and chair and file cabinet to the right spot; it also involves

preparing the staff for a completely new environment and work flow, and

having them ready, when the doors open, to acquaint readers with the new
arrangements as painlessly as possible. No matter how long the staff and

readers have suffered the crowding, inconvenience and discomforts of an

old building, moving is a shock for them. There are always some who react

negatively to the unfamiliar arrangement, the distances, the lighting, the

ventilation, the colours, the equipment, and anything that breaks the

pattern of their old routines. To minimize those problems we hired an

industrial engineer as move co-ordinator, two years before the big move
actually took place, and we had a day-long brainstorming session with a

consultant on library moves.

The rare book wing was finished late in 1972 and we moved that section

from its rented building east of Yonge Street during December, in time to

open just before Christmas. Our Users' Committee report had said that the

quarters for rare books and special collections should be designed in such a

way as to attract potential donors, and a water-colour sketch of the design

had begun to serve that purpose even before construction began. At the

dedication ceremony on 13 April 1973 the wing was named for Thomas
Fisher, whose grandsons Sidney and Charles Fisher had just deposited

their valuable collections with the Library. Since then, when I see

first-time visitors to the reading room gaze up at the five galleries and

exclaim at what they see as an extravagant use of space, I like to tell them
that the room is one of the most functional parts of the whole complex,

because the value of gifts which it attracted in the first three or four years of

its existence was more than equal to the cost of the whole wing. And
valuable gifts continue to arrive.

The big move into the central part of the building, from the old Library

and from a large rented building on Bedford Road, was staged over a
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period of weeks in the spring of 1973. It culminated in the move of

circulation and reference services and the public catalogue over one

weekend in July. Our services closed down in the old building at 4 p.m. on

Friday and reopened at 8:30 a.m. Monday in the new building. One of the

people who received the greatest shock was a professor who had borrowed

some books at the old place on Friday afternoon and tried to return them
there on Monday, but was turned away by workmen in hard hats who
stopped their work long enough to tell him that the Library was gone; they

of course were already at work on refurbishing for the duplicate-copy

library that would be needed by the beginning of term in September, so

that undergraduates would not be forced into the research library for their

daily needs. All in all, the move and transition were accomplished very

smoothly.

Naming of the Library had occurred two years earlier, on 24 July 1971.

It had come as a surprise to me. While at a conference in Vancouver I

received a call from my office to the effect that the Board of Governors

would vote to name the building at their meeting the next afternoon, and

that I was invited to the reception to follow. I flew home during the night,

wondering what the name was to be and wishing I had thought to make a

recommendation. It turned out that the next day's Board meeting was to be

the last meeting for O.D. Vaughan, who had succeeded Henry Borden as

chairman but was now retiring; he had arranged to have the building

named for John P. Robarts, who had resigned from the premiership three

months earlier. After the meeting, Board members proceeded from

Simcoe Hall to a small reception on the top floor of the new School of

Library Science. Vaughan presented Robarts with a large framed

bird's-eye view of the three-wing complex as it would look when
completed. In his response, Robarts made a statement aimed at critics of

the project:

He said that the library named for him, like the Science Centre and Royal Ontario

Museum ... would prove of enormous benefit to the citizens of Ontario. It was

appropriate that these three institutions should be in Toronto, which after all is the

capital city of the province. He added that they should not be thought of in terms of

what they cost, but in terms of how many people would pass through them over the

next fifty years. (197)

His vision of the benefits to be derived from the Library was entirely

unselfish, for as far as I know he himself never came to its door. His vision,

however, promptly began to be fulfilled by others. Less than a year after
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the building opened our annual one-week sample of traffic gave a tally of

nearly 34,000 people entering the front doors that week. Five years later

the tally had risen to nearly 60,000 at Robarts, and at the old building it

was still about 24,000, compared with 29,000 a week before the Robarts

was opened.

Though an official desire to avoid unnecessary publicity had ruled

against an official sod turning, a project of this size could not avoid

attracting widespread attention. The designers' model was on public view

from March 1967 onward, and was seen by senior librarians from some 30

countries when the International Federation of Library Associations met

in Toronto that September for its first North American conference. In

June 1970, when construction had progressed up to the ninth floor, an

afternoon convocation ceremony concluded with a colourful procession up
St. George Street to a ceremony in which the cornerstone was laid by

William Davis as minister of university affairs. In September 1973, when I

proposed to introduce the newly opened building to members of the

teaching staffby reviving the Library's annual Sunday afternoon tea party,

our new president, John Evans, decided we should hold an open house

instead, which brought in a great assortment of people from the highways

and hedges but hardly a handful from the teaching staff. Public interest in

the building spread far beyond Toronto; for several years we were called

on frequently, sometimes two or three times a day, to provide tours for

visiting librarians, architects and planning committees who came from all

parts of the world to see what was and is still the largest academic library

building in the world. Several other universities have more floor space

devoted to libraries, but not so much in a single building.

There was no official opening of the Robarts Library, but two or three

celebrations that served somewhat the same purpose. The public open

house was the first. The second came the following spring after a

convocation at which Ernest Sirluck (then president of the University of

Manitoba) received an honorary degree; the post-convocation reception

took place in the Library and to some extent took the place of an official

opening that I had proposed. That same spring, when the Association of

Research Libraries met in Toronto for the first time, we presented a

two-hour exposition followed by tours of the building, and ended the day

in the Great Hall of Hart House, with a dinner for 400 people and Claude

Bissell as speaker.

Several of my American colleagues, librarians of large universities, had

been watching our project for years with special interest, because they

needed larger buildings but were uncertain that a very large one could be
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made to serve academic users effectively and comfortably. On going

through our building, and talking informally with some of the readers they

encountered along the way, they were reassured on that point. It is indeed

a building that works well, in spite of its size and in spite of the problems

posed by having non-library tenants (temporarily, I still hope) on several

floors.

Bissell, who had played the central role in bringing it about, summed it

up thus:

The building of the library was the final, climactic stage in the development of the

higher learning at the University of Toronto. The library was our major commitment

to the future, and there was no way now by which that commitment could be altered. It

would grow steadily in importance; it would be absorbed and proudly taken for

granted, like the Widener and the Bodleian, and the protests it had aroused would fade

away like the headlines of yesterday's newspapers. (198)

NOTES
1 My own responses at the important meeting that discussed the five models were sharpened

by the fact that I had been up since midnight. My wife and I had been wakened by a call

from Alma College in St. Thomas, informing us that our daughter Karen had been

taken to hospital. We drove to St. Thomas immediately, and I got back just in time to get

to the meeting.

2 I was the only one of the morning-swim group who was not about to become a vice-president

or president, though I noted with interest that my designated place in academic proces-

sions of that time was advanced to a spot just behind the vice-presidents. Another notable fact

about the six of us who joined in the President's morning swim was that four of us had

wives who were librarians or had worked in the University Library.

3 The Ontario Government's introduction of a space formula was defence against a barrage of

applications from its 14 universities, including Toronto. The interim formula, later re-

fined, was based on projections of enrolment^ 199) Its allowances of space were weighted,

ranging from 96 sq. ft. per arts undergraduate up to 384 sq. ft. per PhD candidate in

laboratory subjects. It made no allowance for age or condition of buildings, and put Toronto

at a serious disadvantage with its many old buildings in need of renovation. Toronto also

had plans brewing for another arts building, a science building, a graduate studies complex

across St. George Street from the new library, a student centre, residences, parking

garages, and so on. Some academic divisions took the aggrieved view that the Library had

eaten up capital funds that should have been assigned to them, and this feeling was only

slightly mitigated when several departments and centres were given temporary offices on our

8th and 14th floors.

4 Professor Stefan Dupre, widely experienced in academic affairs both provincial and national,

has remarked that dislike and suspicion of Toronto in other quarters is centred on Toronto's

dominance in the humanities and social sciences. Our building project was a natural focus

for such feelings. (200) The issue concerning provincial space in the Robarts Library is summa-

rized in a memorandum of 28 September 1982.(201)
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5 Metcalf had visited our project earlier, when the upper floors were still being poured and the

outer walls were only tarpaulins. I Ie came to my office unexpectedly one wintry after-

noon, saying that he was in the city on another errand but had finished early and had a couple

of hours to see our building. I told him that it was less than half finished and that the

contractor was verv unfriendly toward unauthorized visits, but he would not be put off.

Thinking of Metcalf s 80-odd years and his heart-pacer, I hoped he would be content to

stroll past the site and view it from sidewalk level, but he was not. The floors were littered

with construction materials, the stairways were still encased in forms and lighting was

limited, but we threaded our way through and up to the 10th floor before he would turn back.

By the time we got back to my office, darkness had fallen.



CHAPTER 30

Equality Versus Quality

n dealing with one of the protests raised while the Robarts

Library was under construction, the University bargained

away one ofthe assumptions that had been built into the design,

an assumption about who would have direct physical access to

the shelves. In planning a research library with room for about two million

volumes on more than 50 miles of shelf on its stack levels, we had assumed

that those levels would be open automatically only to the teaching staff and

graduate students, and on a more limited basis to fourth-year undergradu-

ates in the humanities and social sciences. This was a compromise between

the situation then existing at Toronto and the rule that obtains in national

libraries and in the major university libraries in most European countries,

which protect their research collections from theft, mutilation and

misplacement (accidental or otherwise) by excluding all readers from the

stack and serving them over the counter. Books in a research library are no

longer simply books, expendable commodities replaced or substituted for

as easily as cans of soup on a grocer's shelf, or volumes in a bookshop; they

are scarce or unique items built carefully into a complex structure of

knowledge in which each one serves a particular purpose. I sometimes

compare them to rivets in the fabric of an airliner: the absence of some may
go unnoticed for a time, but weakens the structure and may eventually

destroy it.

Students and members of the public got their books over the counter in

the University of Toronto Library that opened in East Hall in 1859, but in

the following century the rules had relaxed gradually in favor of graduate

students, then fourth-year honour students, and so on down. By 1961,

stack passes were being given to first- and second-year undergraduates

who attended an orientation class and to many members of the public who
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paid the extramural fee. (202) In planning to reserve access to the Robarts

stack and carrels for senior readers, we planned to give other readers a

special facility, that would look after their most frequent needs in a

duplicate-copy library of a quarter-million volumes on open shelves in a

renovated Sigmund Samuel building.

I had discussed problems of access (among other things) with several

generations of students. I used to meet with the library committee that the

Students' Administrative Council (SAC) appointed annually from 1960

onward at my suggestion; at its request I had closed the small open-shelf

collection in the Wallace Room after a tenth of the books disappeared

during a four-month period. When student representatives were added to

the Library Council as assessors (1967) and then as members (1968) I had

found them helpful once they began to understand some of our problems.

When the Library Council was reconstituted along democratic lines in

1969, with students filling 10 of the 28 elected positions, most of them

continued to be solid responsible members in spite of the storm that burst

around their heads.

Universities were vital and vulnerable centres in the society that various

revolutionary factions were trying to take over or destroy in the late 1960s

and early 70s. Toronto, as the largest and most complex university in

Canada, was an obvious target and did not escape. Idealists and activists,

earnestly seeking ways to improve the world, were often misled by

militants whose aim was destruction, and whose tactics were disruption

rather than discussion. We had much to worry about. Various groups,

most of them with connections outside the University, some more militant

and dangerous than others, looked for issues on which to attack established

authority of any kind. Almost any normal policy or procedure or

operational aspect of the University could be grist to their mill. Their

accusations, confrontations and mass demonstrations gave the news media

a field day, and gave the public serious qualms about the amounts of tax

money being spent for the benefit of such students and for the support of

universities that seemed unable to control them.

The issue of student power had been more or less dormant at Toronto

since the student strike in 1895. It came to life again in the 1960s, warmed
by a world climate that favoured the sprouting of participatory democracy
in various forms and places. In 1966 the SAC presented a brief asking for

student membership in the decision-making bodies of the University. The
Faculty Association had similar ambitions on behalf of its members and

voted to support the SAC request for an equal number of students and

faculty members on the committee established to review the constitutional
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structure of the University. This so-called Commission on University

Government reported in 1969 with a recommendation that the Senate and

Board ofGovernors be replaced by a single Governing Council, with many
of its members elected from various constituencies of staff and students. It

was a version of the representative unitary body that President Claude

Bissell had advocated for some time, partly because of the need for staff

and student participation, partly to get away from the division of authority

between Senate and Board and from their seemingly cumbrous proce-

dures, which were already being bypassed in the rapid current of events.

After being debated for months across the University and refined by a

University-Wide Committee, the recommendation went to the Ontario

Government, which passed a new University ofToronto Act in 197 1 . The
new Governing Council was to have 50 members, 26 from within the

University, among them 12 faculty members and 8 students. The new
Act, unlike the one it replaced, made no mention of the Library or of other

units within the structure of the University, and gave the new Governing

Council a wonderfully free hand. It was intended to deliver great benefits

but unfortunately, as I saw it, the Act turned over the governance of the

institution to a highly political body that would not have the prestige or

credibility of the former Board as a disinterested authority in the eyes of

the staff, the provincial government or the public. The greatest loss,

however, was the loss of a forum in which senior members of the academic

staff could meet with their peers to discuss and decide questions of

academic import, including library policy, as they had done in the former

Senate.

Bissell, having been mediator and moderator in the complex negotia-

tions that led to a new governing structure, resigned as president in the

spring of 1971 and left Jack Sword, as acting president for the second

time, to prepare the way for the new Act to come into effect in July 1972.

When I think back on that year, I think also of the days three decades

earlier when Jack Sword and I shared an office as navigation instructors at

the RCAF station at Portage la Prairie, and of one bumpy night flight we
had together when the cloud ceiling was low and map-reading complicated

by the flames of burning straw stacks as far as we could see across the

Portage plains.

Inclusion of students in the discussions that led to the new Act, and their

considerable victory manifested in the terms of the Act, did not satisfy the

militants. They seized on every possible issue to disrupt the University,

and seemed to draw a large part of their inspiration from the widely

publicized ructions at Berkeley, Cornell, Columbia, Harvard and Kent
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State universities. University libraries, because of their nature and their

importance as the heart of academic work, were particularly vulnerable

targets, and had not escaped. Though libraries tried not to advertise their

vulnerability, we heard of services disrupted, shelves dumped, fires set,

catalogues damaged seriously by theft of cards or glue poured into the

drawers. After a drawer of cards disappeared from our own main

catalogue, to be reconstituted at great cost in time and effort, we
microfilmed the whole catalogue as insurance against further loss and

added each day's production to the film. We knew of Toronto students

who had travelled by air to take part in disruption of libraries elsewhere,

and could not rule out the possibility of return visits.

One afternoon in January 1971 a dozen young people barged into my
office and threatened to stay until I agreed to rehire a library clerk who had

been fired for insubordination, and whose grievance was to be heard that

day. Among my uninvited guests I recognized two or three who had led a

demonstration the year before, making loud and impossible demands on

behalf of cafeteria workers at New College, at a time when cafeteria

workers were the object of similar attentions on several American

campuses. My office (where Claude Bissell had described the decor as

'ostentatious poverty') did not provide them many comforts and they left

after a couple of hours, carrying a signed statement in which I took full

responsibility for the firing; they saved face by pretending that this piece of

paper was a trophy that would condemn me later. Meanwhile their friends

had staged a demonstration in front of the Superintendent's Building at

2 1 5 Huron Street, where the clerk's grievance was being heard, and one of

them had been arrested for smashing a glass door.

This incident of the broken door was really quite minor but provided an

issue which, well tended, continued to smoulder for months. It also gave

the radicals a claim on the sympathy and support of Local 1230 of the

Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE), the union of library clerical

workers, who made up three-quarters of our staff. For the balance of the

spring term, however, attention was centred on other things and the

Library seemed safe.

Soon after Jack Sword became acting president for the second time, in

July 1971, another issue arose. With the tacit support of the SAC the

campus was invaded by a group of squatters who set up a tent city on the

lawn between Hart House and the Sigmund Samuel Library. Ostensibly

the encampment was for the accommodation of transient youth, though
the University had already made other arrangements for that purpose. The
blare of speeches and music from a public address system in the camp was a
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serious annoyance to summer school students attempting to concentrate in

the Library, and to our staff. There were other problems as well, quite

apart from the question of trespass, but the trespassers ignored an official

request to leave. When they ignored a court injunction, they were ousted

by the Metropolitan Toronto police department. The first issue of The

Varsity that autumn carried an article predicting that Sword would be

called on to resign for having evicted the tent city.

The radicals kept several other kettles boiling as well in the autumn of

197 1 , but one of their leaders boasted to Provost Don Forster that they had

found a really hot issue: they were going to 'get' the administration on the

question of access to the new library, which was nearing completion.

The campaign opened soon after on the front page of The Varsity, with a

photograph of the Robarts Library over a caption saying it was to be 'for

graduates only.' Beside this was a report that the president of the SAC was

angry about the large amount of money being spent on the building and

'angry that it will be restricted to faculty and graduate students.' Two
pages later was an article in which the administration was accused of

considering undergraduates unworthy of the new building. In spite ofmy
letters responding to these deliberate misrepresentations of fact, and in

spite of clarifications spoken and written by various people in the months

that followed, we could never erase entirely the widespread impression

that undergraduates and the general public would be barred from entering

the building. And many who did understand that they would be free to

enter the building seemed unable or unwilling to distinguish between the

privilege of using the books and the privilege of wandering through the

bookstack.

The campaign escalated gradually until January 1972, when the Library

Council received a formal recommendation from the SAC that 'all

members of the student body, the teaching staff, and the support staff of

the university have equal accessibility to the Humanities and Social

Sciences Research Library and that this accessibility include direct access

to all stack collections.' There was also a second recommendation, that

there should be 'a policy allowing the general public to have access to the

university libraries' - surely a recommendation designed to arouse people

who did not know of the public service policy that had been in effect for

more than a century, and to be used as a bargaining chip by those who
equated access with stackroom privileges. A student member of the

Library Council, making a preliminary presentation of the two recommen-

dations, explained that the real issue was not access, but equality. Access

had simply been chosen as a good battle-cry. To advance the cause of the
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egalitarians, it was indeed a clever choice. It invited the sympathy and

support of nearly all readers, egalitarian or not, who knew the obvious and

immediate value of browsing at a bookshelf and who did not have to weigh

that against the needs of future generations of scholars. It left to me and a

few others the more difficult task of promoting interest in the long-range

and less understood value of prudent management of a resource as rare and

fragile as the collection of a large research library.

With the help of Radio Varsity and wide coverage in The Varsity

newspaper, which sponsored a petition, the campaign could hardly fail to

gain the support of most students, including graduate students and their

Graduate Students' Union, though a few held out against it. The council of

the School of Graduate Studies affirmed its view 'that different kinds of

users are best served by differing degrees of physical access to the

resources, and the preservation of the resources for both the present and

the future requires differing degrees of access;'(203) several members of the

teaching staff, however, added their voices to the cry for general open

access.

When the Library Council met in the council chamber in the Galbraith

Building on February 2 to deal with the SAC recommendations, noisy

observers packed the room. Nine of them were permitted to speak and one

of them concluded his remarks by dumping on the table, in front ofJack

Sword, the chairman, a heap of papers that purported to be a petition with

4,500 signatures. Council rejected the SAC resolutions but agreed to

appoint a committee to clarify the matter of access. The committee

consisted of five professors, four students and two senior members of the

Library staff, chaired by Professor Peter Heyworth.
Rejection by the Library Council seemed to add fuel to the SAC

campaign. The Varsity announced an 'open stack party' in the Sigmund
Samuel Library for February 9. The party, begun in the Wallace Room
early in the afternoon, proceeded with speeches by students and their

friends, loud music and television cameras. It continued until after the

closing bell at midnight but dwindled gradually to a few sleepers who left

in the morning. Our public-service staff, with campus police in the

background ready to help, had been able to confine the revelry to the

reading rooms, and luckily no damage had been done apart from the

temporary disruption of normal service.

Two days later the students held a mass meeting in Convocation Hall,

and escalation continued. The campaign began to claim strong support

from outside the University, not only from organizations such as the

Labour Council ofMetro Toronto but also, and more worrying, from high
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places at Queens's Park. Both opposition leaders in the provincial

legislature were quoted as being supporters of open access. Premier John
Robarts refused to be drawn into the controversy, but his deputy minister

for social development, Douglas Wright, who was chairman of the

provincial Government's committee on post-secondary education and not

noted as a friend of the University of Toronto or its library project, was
quoted as calling for 'full public access to the stacks of the Robarts

Library.'(204)

It was in this highly charged atmosphere that the Heyworth Committee
set to work. It met 12 times in 13 days, received briefs and heard

submissions, and produced a major report that covered the whole context

of regulations and facilities that bore on the question of access. (205) The
first of their six recommendations, for instance, urged that practical steps

be taken immediately to assure that the Sigmund Samuel Library would be

suitably refurbished in good time to play its part as the duplicate-copy

library complementing the research library. Another recommendation

was that faculty members, graduate students, and fourth-year students in

the humanities and social sciences be allowed stack access upon applica-

tion, and that any third-year student in that division be given a short-term

pass on application. This was more specific and only slightly broader than

our original assumption. The report was signed by all members of the

committee including the four students, and so I did not foresee any

likelihood of the Library Council failing to adopt it at the next regular

meeting. The meeting of March 2 was devoted to the presentation and

discussion of the Heyworth Report. Amid heckling and name-calling by a

crowd of observers the report was adopted with only two councillors

dissenting, and was ready to be passed onto the Senate for approval. At the

end of the meeting, the hecklers took over the room to plan their next

move.

During the ensuing week leading up to the Senate meeting, the

anti-administration campaign continued, and I slept little. After long

debate at its meeting on Friday evening March 10 the Senate voted (67 to

28) to adopt the Heyworth Report 'in principle and that this was

understood to mean that there would be different degrees of access to the

library stacks by different users.' It seemed for the moment that

constitutional procedures, though subjected to great strain, had won out

in the end. The meeting proceeded to other business, but under 'new

business' the question of stack access was raised again and discussion

continued until after midnight, when the president of the SAC inter-

rupted the proceedings to announce that students had broken into Simcoe
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Hall. The meeting was adjourned quickly and dispersed to face a new
crisis.

Several hundred people had forced their way into Simcoe Hall and

threatened to paralyze the central administration of the University, which,

after all, was the primary target of their leaders. They threatened to

occupy the Senate Chamber until the Senate met again and reversed its

decision. They could not be persuaded to leave. Forceful eviction of them

on the following Sunday morning with the assistance of Metro police, who
made 18 arrests on various charges, added a new issue. At a mass meeting

in Convocation Hall the following afternoon the students drew up a longer

list of demands, including open access to all stacks, and managed to occupy

the Senate Chamber again.

This time their leaders carried on negotiations with an advisory group in

which Provost Forster played a strong role as the vice-president respon-

sible for the Library. I was dismayed to hear on the radio, on Tuesday

evening, that a compromise had been agreed to: among other things, the

Acting President would call a special meeting of Senate and would be

obligated to support the principle of equal access to the Robarts stack for all

registered users, including all students and extramural readers, subject

only to a daily quota to be set by the Librarian.

While the militant students and their friends rejoiced over their victory,

the discomfiture of the central administration was compounded by other

reactions occurring elsewhere. In editorials and articles the three down-
town daily newspapers condemned the administration for abdication of

responsibility. Professor Ken McNaught of the history department raised

a petition and obtained thousands of signatures for presentation to the

Senate, urging it to repudiate the compromise because it had been signed

under duress.

The Librarians' Association of the University of Toronto circulated

copies of the petition and collected 391 signatures within the staff of the

library system; that number appeared to include a majority of the clerks

even though their union had passed a resolution in support of open access.

The covering letter addressed to Robin Ross, as secretary of Senate,

quoted some lines from the McNaught petition: 'It would be intolerable

should we permit the constitutional processes of the University to be

undermined every time a group resorts to forcible disruption of the

machinery by which we govern ourselves. '(206)

Another group, which I did not know about until 14 years later, was at

work more quietly. This was an informal group that called itself the

Committee of Concerned Faculty. These people had been meeting
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together fairly often for more than a year, usually at lunch in the

comparative privacy of the east room upstairs at the Faculty Club. They
were concerned about the erosion of academic quality and authority, and

met not only to lament it but also to discuss possible ways of resisting it. At
this period they were planning tactics that would lead the Senate to reject

Forster's compromise.

The special meeting of the Senate on the evening of March 20, in the

Medical Sciences Auditorium, was so crowded that closed-circuit televi-

sion was used for the benefit of observers in another room nearby. Jack

Sword vacated the chair so that he could take part, and the meeting was

chaired by Dean Norman Hughes of Pharmacy, a veteran of Senate. Peter

Heyworth presented his report once again, and the part concerning plans

to refurbish the Sigmund Samuel Library was adopted unanimously. The
more contentious question of entrance into the Robarts stack was tackled

next, part 4 of the Heyworth Report. Sword, seconded by Peter Russell,

moved an amendment as he was required to do according to the

compromise that had been signed under duress. After many speeches for

and against, and a seven-part counter proposal that was ruled out of order,

the Senate finally adopted (83 to 53) a referral motion proposed by
Principal Jack Robson of Victoria College and seconded by Professor

Stefan Dupre of political economy. I had met with them briefly a week
before to help draft this formula when it seemed to be the best we could

hope to rake out of the coals. It was that

Part IV of the Heyworth Report be referred back to the Library Council so that

regulations can be prepared and reported back subject to the following principles:

All members of this University be equally eligible to use the Robarts Library and, on

the basis of academic need, to apply for entry to the bookstack; that entry to the stack of

the Robarts Library be granted to members of this University on the widest possible

scale consistent with the effective use of the resources and facilities of the library . . . and

that the question of extending the privilege of stack access in the Robarts Library to

members of the public be considered by the new Governing Council after there has

been sufficient experience with operation of the Robarts Library. (207)

When the meeting ended at 12:15 a.m. about 200 students broke into

Simcoe Hall again and began an occupation for the third time within 10

days. This time Robin Ross, vice-president and registrar, applying the

wisdom he had gained as a district officer coping with civil disorders in

India, read them a lecture and they left.

The civil and uncivil disorders built on the question of stack access were
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over, having accomplished their objectives. Constitutional procedures and

authority had been undermined, and the administration shaken. The
University's plan to restrict direct access to the main stacks of the research

library, as it applied to the student body, was lost, an almost incidental

casualty. Granting of stack access on the basis of academic need was a

sound principle and had been the basis of the general categories defined in

our original assumptions; but defining and adjudicating academic need

applicant by applicant, for the whole population of the University, would

have been too cumbersome and controversial a procedure to contemplate.

The upshot was that when the Robarts Library opened 1 5 months later,

annual stack passes were issued automatically to all full-time and part-time

members of the teaching staff (then 5,114), and automatically upon

application to all students working toward postgraduate degrees (7,538) or

undergraduate degrees or diplomas (35,391) plus those registered in

non-credit extension courses (10,325), a potential roster of more than

58,000 altogether, compared with about 14,000 senior readers who would

have qualified under our original assumption. The total was later raised

slightly by a decision that extramural readers, if they thought their own
need could justify it, could pay an additional fee as 'research readers' and

obtain passes for specified periods.

The result cannot be compared in any specific way with what might

have been if our original assumption had held. Undergraduates from all

parts of the University have accounted for about half of all loans from the

Robarts stack, and it is certainly cheaper to let them find books for

themselves than to serve them over the counter. On the other hand,

quadrupling the potential traffic within the stack increased the risk of

abuse by an even larger factor; undergraduates who are members of large

classes, competing for the single copy of material they want, are under the

greatest temptation to cut out pages or articles or chapters, or to hide

volumes on wrong shelves where they may not be found for years. I am
told by staffmembers who work in the stack that such abuses have become
quite common. In the long run, I think egalitarian access to the research

stack will be very expensive in terms of volumes mutilated or lost, and

scholarship will be served less well than it might have been.

NOTE
1 John Howe Sword became assistant secretary of the School of Graduate Studies (SGS) in

September 1947, on the day I arrived as assistant librarian. His talent for administration

carried him into a series of appointments that must set a record for number and variety:

secretary of the SGS (1948-60), executive assistant to the president (1960-65), vice-
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provost (1965-67), acting president (1967-68), executive vice-president (academic) and

provost (1968-71), acting president (1971-72), vice-president, institutional relations and

planning (1972-74), special assistant to the president (1974-80), and chairman of the

Press board (1977-80). Since official retirement in 1980, he has been acting director of

Continuing Studies (1980-81 and 1983-84), director of the University Library's oral

history project, and a prominent member of several important committees and boards

outside the University.
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The Central Collections

he phenomenal growth in size and scope of the Library's

collections during the nine years after publication of the

Deutsch and Williams Reports in 1962 was related directly to

the expansion of research and graduate study. This expansion

in breadth and depth is hard to summarize, but is indicated by a

comparison of the Graduate School calendars for 1962-63 and 1971-72,

and the registrar's annual reports on staff and enrolment.

The number of faculty members listed by the Graduate School, each

representing a special area of research, nearly doubled in that period (2,422

to 4,688) but in the humanities and social sciences the rise was 147 percent

in staff (1,128 to 2,876) and 210 percent in courses listed (570 to 1,766).

Total enrolment in the University rose by 1 13 percent (18,213 to 38,716)

but in the Graduate School by 233 percent (2,065 to 6,875). Within the

Graduate School the enrolment in doctoral programs rose by 405 percent

(524 to 2,647), but in the library-oriented humanities and social sciences

the rise was a staggering 653 percent (225 to 1,694).

Figures only begin to tell the story. New graduate centres were

established in medieval studies, Russian and East European studies,

criminology, culture and technology, industrial relations, urban and

community studies, study of the drama, linguistics, and comparative

literature. The Institute of Aerophysics widened its scope to become the

Institute of Aerospace Studies, and there were new graduate institutes of

environmental sciences and engineering, bio-medical electronics and

engineering, quantitative analysis of social and economic policy, history

and philosophy of science and technology, applied statistics, medical

science and immunology.

Master's degrees were offered for the first time in criminology,
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museology, nursing, and urban and regional planning. There were new
master's and doctoral programs in comparative literature, computer

science, drama studies, history and philosophy of science and technology,

hygiene, industrial engineering, and Russian and East European studies.

Doctoral programs were begun in business administration, civil engineer-

ing, forestry, library science, pharmacy, and East Asian studies.

As a result of the transformation of the educational theory department

into the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education in 1966, its course

listings rose from 14 to 135, its graduate faculty from 41 to 254, and its

graduate enrolment from 324 to 468 full-time plus 1,241 part-time. Except

for those subject areas in which graduate work was offered for the first

time, the greatest proportional increase took place in East Asian studies,

where the number ofgraduate courses of instruction shown in the calendar

grew from three to 66.

New languages and literatures introduced to the graduate calendar

during those nine years included medieval and modern Chinese, classical

Japanese, Tibetan, Pali, Urdu, Czech and Slovak. Other languages that

had been introduced to the undergraduate curriculum but had not yet

reached graduate status included Hindi, Marathi, and modern Japanese.

For each of these the Library was expected to form a working collection of

literature in some depth, and to have the staff to deal with it. During that

period, we managed to add nearly two million items to the central

collections.

Meanwhile the proliferation of new subject areas and specialties, new
sources of publication around the world, new journals and indexes and

automated searching services meant that faculty members and their

graduate students in all fields became less and less able to build personal

libraries to support their own work. As the price of books and journals rose

more steeply than the general rate of world-wide inflation, and as scholars

relied more and more heavily on institutional libraries, scholarly publish-

ing tended toward smaller (and hence ever more expensive) editions. As
the second-hand book market found its sources of supply drying up, the

price of out-of-print books rose steeply and eventually beyond reach for

ordinary purposes. These problems were exacerbated by devaluation of

the Canadian dollar. Canadian publishing accounts for less than 5 percent

of the world's important scientific and scholarly current publication, and a

much smaller fraction of important works since the invention of printing.

In spite of giving high priority to Canadian books and journals we had to

spend nearly all of our budget on foreign material, and pay in foreign

currencies.
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While the new building was the most visible and talked-about element in

our library development during the decade that saw a massive build-up of

universities and graduate studies in Ontario, and while we could not have

survived without it, it was not the most important element. The essence of

a library is not its house but its contents; the extraordinary growth of our

collections during that decade must be counted as more important. The
collections form a major academic resource. Unlike the teaching staff,

which is ordinarily referred to as the prime resource, the library is

cumulative. Compared to the teaching staff it is wider in coverage, broader

in points of view, and more constantly available. The staff and the library

nourish each other, and are mutually dependent for their effectiveness.

While the quality of a collection is not measured by its size alone, it is

axiomatic that a general research library cannot attain quality without

quantity. It is no accident that in the periodic ranking of American

graduate schools during the past half-century, those at the top of the list

have been in universities having very large libraries. (208)

The sudden spurt of growth in our central collections during the 1960s

involved three things, in this order: new money, new assumptions and

procedures in book selection, and new techniques in acquisition.

As for money, steady augmentation of the bookfund had begun in

1958-59, and in five years had more than doubled the annual appropria-

tion. Then when Ontario launched its new program in support ofgraduate

work, our appropriation doubled in one year and continued to climb

rapidly for several years thereafter. In November 1962, when we
celebrated our millionth acquisition and helped to launch the Williams

Report, the figure stood at $288,000. The next year it was $582,000. By
1968-69 it had more than tripled again, and for a time had enabled

Toronto to lead all North American universities in the number of volumes

added each year.
l Expenditures of this magnitude raised some eyebrows

outside the University but were not an extravagance - they were required

by the rapid growth of our Graduate School and the relative weakness of

existing collections.

During the first half of the decade, our central University administra-

tion was so intent on improving the Library that it was very generous with

increases to the budget for books and journals, and one of my problems as

Librarian was to recruit and organize the additional staff we needed to

spend the money wisely and to incorporate the new material into the

Library so that it could be used. The central administration was generous

also in authorizing new appointments, so many in fact that we began to

discover practical limits to the rate at which people could be recruited and
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integrated into an effective work force; in one budget cycle I actually

turned down a part of the proffered increase because we had found we
should not expand the staff by more than 25 percent a year. Expansion

more rapid than that, especially in makeshift and crowded quarters, had

led to rapid turnover and wasted effort.

After 1968-69, a year in which the Library spent almost $2 million on

purchases out of a total budget of nearly $6 million, the bookfund dipped

slightly for several years and its buying power began to shrink. By the

summer of 1973, when we moved into the Robarts Library, the shrinkage

had become so apparent that Professor J. B. Conacher and 43 ofhis senior

colleagues presented PresidentJohn Evans with a request for a special fund

to restore purchasing power and offset erosion of the collections. But the

shrinkage continued in spite of occasional ad hoc grants and year-end

transfers that enabled us to pay our bills. In my annual report for 1978-79

1

wrote

In the prices of books and journals we have faced rates of inflation substantially higher

than that in the general Consumer Price Index; and moreover since about 96% of the

bookfund is spent on foreign publications, we have been hard hit by devaluation of the

Canadian dollar. For eight years preceding 1977-78 there was no increase in our

purchasing budget, and the increases granted for 1977-78 and 1978-79 were eaten up

early in the year by devaluation, so that our ability to keep up with the world's

publication of important books and journals in the University's fields of interest

declined steadily. During 1978-79 the University finally decided to halt this decline by

protecting the bookfund from inflation and devaluation, beginning in 1979-80, and I

trust it will hold to this enlightened resolve.

I had argued for years that the University should shelter its bookfund to

the same extent at least as it sheltered University salaries from the effects of

inflation. Jim Ham, when he was dean of Graduate Studies, had agreed to

support my attempt to establish that principle. Milton Israel, when as

vice-provost he held budget responsibility for a number of divisions

including the Library, became a strong promoter of the idea. The principle

was finally adopted during Israel's last year as vice-provost and Ham's first

year as president, in time to take effect in the 1979-80 budget. By the time

ofmy last budget in 1981-82 it had raised the central book budget to $3.98

million. The purchasing power still fell far short of what we had in

1968-69, and the annual increase did not really keep pace with the

escalation of book prices, but at least the new principle put our book

budget on an escalator running in the right direction. It enabled our
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Library to maintain the ranking it had attained among the 10 largest

academic collections on the continent, and among the fastest growing.

Selecting and buying a few million dollars worth of publications each

year, mainly in a single copy of each title, from the outpouring of the

world's presses, is no small task. The quality of a collection depends on

how well this work is done. Until the 1960s nearly all our book selection

had been done in the usual North American way, by members of the

teaching staff. The greater part of the bookfund was allotted by the

Library Committee to the various subjects, and as early as possible in the

fiscal year we notified each department of the amount of the relevant

subject allotment.
2 Through the department heads or their 'library

representatives,' members of the departments sent their recommendations

on 'green cards' to our Order Department, which placed orders until the

money ran out.

The old order procedure was complicated by the fact that the

recommendations were based sometimes on publishers' announcements of

titles that were not yet published, or more often on reviews or citations of

titles that were already in the Library or on order or out of print. Orders for

British or American publications, the great majority in those days, had to

be checked to see which Canadian agents (if any) were handling the titles,

and whether they had copies in stock. When an order was placed, several

different files were created according to such things as author, agent, fund

and order number. Before the book arrived our order staff could be called

on more than once to report on the status of the order. They were called on

also for reports on the status of the allotment, and when the money ran low

they spent time with the appropriate departmental library representative

establishing priorities among the green cards that had begun to pile up. In

some subjects the green cards were so many that they piled up for months

or even years before there was money to deal with them, and by that time

the books were often out of print.

Acquiring current publications in this way was a laborious business, full

of delays and disappointments, but acquiring older material through the

second-hand market was even more so. Typically, professors returning to

their offices at the end of the summer would find several dealers' catalogues

waiting for them. Once the new term was safely under way thev would
spend a day or two going through them and marking the titles they thought

should be in the Library. On checking, our staff generally found that we
already had a large proportion of the marked items, sometimes 70 or 80

percent of them; and of those we ordered, a very high proportion had

already been sold. With book selection organized in this way, the
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second-hand market was a very stony and unproductive field in which to

toil.

The Williams Report of 1962 , in speaking of the need for rapid growth of

research collections in Canadian universities, said that selection could not

be left 'to chance or to the unsystematic contributions of suggestions by
members of the faculty.'(209) We had already begun to discover, as the

teaching staff and graduate studies began to expand, that there were great

gaps even in those sections we considered the strongest in our Library.

Coverage was centred around the particular interests of a few professors

past and present, while other interests were covered sparsely or not at all.

Obviously a more systematic kind of selection was needed, and since the

librarian was blamed for gaps in the collection it seemed clear that the

librarian should take responsibility also for selection of what was to be

acquired. I launched a preliminary discussion of this concept at the spring

meeting of the Library Council in 1963 and found there was considerable

interest in the arrangement we had made for a bibliographer in our Order

Department to select Slavic publications within guidelines agreed to by the

department of Slavic studies. That summer, after reading Periam

Danton's book about book selection by staff bibliographers in German
university libraries(2 10) I invited Danton to come from Berkeley to lecture

on the subject and discuss it with our staff and various members of the

Library Council. That autumn I appointed Violet Taylor as co-ordinator

of book selection for the various undergraduate collections, including the

collections of several new colleges (of which more later). By March 1964,

in my brief to Bora Laskin's committee on graduate studies, I wrote that

in some areas (Slavic, British and American university publications,

Canadiana) the job of selection was being done by Library staff, and that

we were being asked to take similar responsibility for history and classics.

We were edging toward creation of a full-fledged department of book

selection. It was actually established in July 1965 despite audible

skepticism in some teaching departments and some sections of the Library.

It was the first book selection department in Canada, and one of the first on

the continent. It got off to a rather slow start until David Esplin arrived to

take up the new position of assistant librarian for book selection; thereafter

it became the key instrument in the systematic growth of our collections.

After strengthening the Library's staff of selectors in various subject

areas, and consulting with members of the teaching departments, Esplin

began organizing a comprehensive system for acquiring books on approv-

al, a system we called 'dealer selection orders.' The scheme was the first of

its kind in Canada, and one of the first among North American
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universities. The idea was to place standing orders with reliable dealers

around the world, authorizing them to select and send important new
publications produced for the first time in their respective countries and

that appeared, in their subjects and treatment, to be of potential interest for

research. The dealers were to make their selections within a tentative limit

of cost, according to our specifications of subject coverage, and each for a

particular country or group of countries. We would return any items we
did not want. Dealers were also to send us copies of their national

bibliographies marked to show which items they had sent, so that our

selectors could catch important items the dealers had missed. The idea was

to give us systematic coverage of the new publications that were potentially

useful for future research, to deliver them with a minimum of paperwork

and delay, and to do so when the material was brand new and least

expensive. When it went into effect in July 1966 there was only one active

contract, but within the year there were 34 and they soon covered all parts

of the world except southeast Asia. To reduce resistance to the idea among
the teaching departments, professors were invited to come in and inspect

the shelves on which new shipments are held for a week for inspection by

our selectors, but few ever came in. Professors, of course, were still

welcome to recommend the purchase of particular titles, but their efforts in

that direction dwindled when they began to find that books they were

recommending had already arrived in the Library.

During the first three months of the plan's operation we returned 11.5

percent of the books received, and returns for the first year were 6.7

percent, but once the dealers became accustomed to our wants the annual

rate seldom exceeded 1 or 2 percent. The annual intake through dealer

selection soon rose to around 50,000 books plus a few thousand music

scores, and by 1977-78 it accounted for about three-quarters of all the

books we bought, the other quarter being conventional orders for

out-of-print books, extra copies and special purchases. When shrinkage of

our buying power during the 1970s nearly eliminated our ability to place

conventional orders, dealer selection remained as the backbone of our

systematic acquisition of research material. (See Appendix F). As our

purchasing power dwindled we gave highest priority to new publications,

which could be obtained most easily and cheaply and systematically;

anything of importance missed at that stage would have to be looked for

later (if ever) piece by piece and at greater cost.

An interesting addition to the coverage of our dealer selection scheme

was made in 1972. The seven theological colleges that joined forces to form

the Toronto School ofTheology (TST) in 1969 all have their own libraries.
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For years a succession of consultants had pointed out that the money being

spent annually on these seven libraries was equal to the budget of some of

the best theological libraries in the United States, but that through heavy

duplication of effort and material the money was not being used to the best

advantage. Over the years I had met many times with college committees

and TST committees and their librarians, but the seven colleges were not

able to settle on a plan either to combine their libraries into one, or to divide

the responsibility for acquisition, or to distribute among them the material

that would come from a unified acquisition program. Finally they decided

that each college would continue to acquire the books it needed in its

teaching, but that each would contribute to a central fund for a dealer

selection order in theology, to be administered by the University Library.

The object was to build up a comprehensive research collection in those

aspects of theology not already covered in the Central Library. The
resulting material is owned and administered by the University Library as

an integral part of its holdings, distinguished however by bookplates

giving TST credit for its gift, and is equally available to all concerned.

One result of the Spinks Report, and reaction to it, was a system

designed by the Ontario Council on Graduate Studies (OCGS) to preserve

and improve the standard of graduate work in Ontario during a period of

rapid expansion, to strengthen research capacity and to avoid unnecessary

duplication. Each proposal for a new doctoral program was examined by

external consultants who reported to the council's appraisals committee,

and could not qualify as a recognized program, as far as provincial funding

was concerned, unless it had that committee's stamp of approval.

Appraisers looked not only at existing teaching staff and facilities in the

department or departments concerned, but also at library collections and

their present and prospective levels of support. This gave the Library, for

the first time, a formal part in helping to decide whether a particular

program should be established, and we did in fact cause some proposals to

be modified or postponed for lack of adequate holdings. Previously,

absence of the Library from the planning process had led to real

difficulties, as suggested in the plea for early warning in my brief to the

Laskin Committee in 1964:

The warning must be not only early, but also explicit enough to allow for appropriate

preparations to be made in bookfunds and in staff and space. The Librarian himself

cannot get the necessary information even if he happens to hear that something new is

being planned; if he asks the proposers of the programme they usually assure him that

their plan makes no new demands on the library, or that special funds are promised, or
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that the whole matter is still confidential and cannot be talked about. Occasionally ...

there may be no new demands on the library, but in most cases there will be serious new

demands which the proposers do not yet realize or are not yet ready to admit. The

Librarian gets his first realistic information about what is needed when the director of

the new programme comes in to say that students will be accepted within a few weeks

or months, and that some thousands or tens of thousands of books and journals are

needed. This timing is too late, usually by at least three years, for the Librarian to make

any really useful provision . . . The result is usually that the Librarian improvises within

his existing resources of budget and staff, in order to begin acquiring some of the basic

material, while the director and staff attached to the programme waste their time and

energy in frustration if not in righteous anger directed toward the Librarian, who

obviously, under the circumstances, is quite unable to do what is required ... In order

to prevent the recurrence of this wasteful and unhappy situation, I recommend that the

School of Graduate Studies should assume that by definition every graduate

programme, in whatever subject or area, requires access to the literature of the subject.

The School should not consider any proposal which does not include a detailed

statement of this requirement, along with an estimate (worked out in consultation with

the Chief Librarian) of the cost of meeting it. This cost should be included in the

tentative estimates of the whole programme, before anything is approved or adopted.

Our Graduate School did indeed adopt this recommendation, and

attempted to enforce it, but the formal province-wide appraisal procedure,

which began three years later, involved external examiners and was even

more effective. In fact it enabled us to sidetrack proposals for at least two

new doctoral programs until there was time to muster the necessary library

resources.

Esplin's expertise as a bookman won respect among the teaching staff,

and his skill in business won respect among booksellers, who began to find

that Toronto was quicker than most libraries in paying its bills.
3 The

combination of these talents, and his previous experience as a buyer for the

University of California, made him an expert in locating and acquiring

large ready-made collections of research material.

Most collectors dread the possibility of their creations being left to decay

in the attics of their heirs, or being destroyed through dispersal in the

marketplace, and so they are on the lookout for a place where their

collections will be kept together and used and appreciated. To acquire the

library of a book collector is to benefit from that person's special knowledge

of a subject, years of combing antiquarian catalogues and bookshops, and

rescue of many titles that may be no longer available in any other way. The
Library, of course, had acquired several important ready-made collections
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before Esplin appeared on the scene, such as the 9,000 volumes be-

queathed by Goldwin Smith in 1910, the Italian and Spanish library

presented by Professor Milton Buchanan after he retired, and the large

library of scientific serials bought from the Royal Canadian Institute in

1948. When we opened our first rare book room in 1957 we finally had a

place in which to display rarities and to bring together special collections

such as the Buchanan library, which could be rescued from its dispersal in

the general stacks - and finally we had a place that could attract special

collections. The first to come in, from its place of storage in the

mathematics departmental office in the main tower of University College,

was the bequest of Dean Alfred Tennyson De Lury ; it contained a few rare

volumes of mathematics but was centred mainly on De Lury's interest in

the works of W.B. Yeats and his circle, and was the foundation of our

present collection of Anglo-Irish literature.

One of the largest private collections we ever bought was that of

Professor J. S. Will, who had accumulated about 16,000 volumes of French

literature. This purchase, consummated early in 1961, was negotiated

with the advice and assistance of Victor Graham, who shared Will's

interest in 16th-century France. Because of his recent arrival in the French

department at University College, Graham was acceptable to Will, who
for decades had been at odds with other members of that department. The
purchase was complicated by the fact that Will, in his late 80s, still hoped

to finish a book on the works of Anatole France and wanted to keep the

relevant parts of his library until he had done so. It was complicated also by

the fact that the price of $60,000, though easily justified by the contents of

the collection, was more than we could afford all at once, and I had to

obtain permission to spread the payments over five years unless special

funds could be found. This was at a time when budgets were beginning to

grow gradually, but we could not know that there would be a great surge in

funding two years later.

As the bookfund began to grow rapidly we began to try new methods of

acquisition. At Ernest Sirluck's suggestion we issued a sort of hunting

licence to him and to other professors when they travelled, authorizing

booksellers to set aside items selected by the travellers and to notify the

Library by airmail, so that we could check quickly and send confirming

orders as appropriate. It was the technique by which H.H. Langton had

enriched our collections during his retirement leave in 1922-23, and 40

years later it brought us many good things again, as well as good will. For

instance, I recall that a stopover in Milan, by Professor A.M. Watson,

brought us a treasure trove on the economics of medieval agriculture.
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To improve our chances of finding special collections in Britain we made
an arrangement with bookseller Richard Hatchwell of Malmesbury to act

as our agent on a commission basis. Our first contact with him was early in

1964 through Professor Peter Heyworth of University College, and at our

invitation he spent a week with us the following spring. His first allegiance

was to the Bodleian Library at Oxford, but the Bodleian already had most

of the works that turned up in English collections, so that the collections

Hatchwell got for us were intact or nearly so. One interesting result of this

arrangement was our purchase of the library ofJames Forbes, a Calvinist

preacher who died in Gloucester in 1712. Forbes, a survivor of the Great

Plague and the Fire of London, of imprisonment and excommunication

and years of persecution as a nonconformist, managed to accumulate about

1,600 books and pamphlets that he bequeathed to his congregation. When
the congregation split in 1715 the library followed the seceders to the

Southgate Congregational Church and survived, with them, several moves

and misadventures. Two-and-a-half centuries later, when the Southgate

trustees needed to raise some money for repairs to their chapel, the Forbes

collection came to Toronto and the chapel got its new roof.

The Forbes library was one of the first large purchases negotiated by

David Esplin when he arrived in 1966, and many more were to follow.

Esplin travelled widely to inspect collections and to negotiate the purchase

or presentation of many - Owen Sound, Annapolis Royal, Ann Arbor,

San Francisco, New York, London, Hong Kong, Ireland, Lebanon, India.

In 1969 he went to India to establish an acquisition office in Delhi for the

Indo-Canadian Shastri Institute, to select and acquire Indian publications

for Toronto and a few other Canadian research libraries, using blocked

funds. He returned to India twice to sort out problems in that office,

stopping off each time to visit our dealers in various parts of the world.

Members of his book selection staff travelled also - Mary Stevens

negotiated successfully for a Russian collection in London; Michael

Rosenstock made business tours of Europe and Africa.

One very large purchase that Toronto helped to initiate, and that

attracted international attention, went to McMaster University in Hamil-

ton. Early in 1967 word got around that Bertrand Russell was offering his

personal papers for sale, and that his agent had insured the collection for

one million dollars. I discussed this news with Esplin and we reckoned that

the University of Texas library was the only one likely to rise to such a

figure. After some months it appeared, however, that it would be difficult

for any American institution to bid for the papers, especially one in

President Lyndon Johnson's home state, because it was rumored that
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Russell was planning to donate the proceeds to aid North Vietnam in its

war against American forces. It happened that Esplin and Douglas

Lochhead (librarian of Massey College) were going to Britain to inspect

some collections in mid-October, and we agreed that they should stop in

London for a few days to see the Russell papers. Russell's agent talked to

them vaguely about expecting an offer from an Arab country rich in

petro-dollars, but Esplin knew that Russell was intent on the papers being

placed where they were likely to be used by Western scholars. Esplin kept

pointing out that he found the collection quite blank on many important

parts of Russell's life and work, and that he thought it to be worth very

much less than the insured value. In bidding farewell he told the agent that

the implied asking price was not only unreasonable but far beyond our

means, since our regular budget did not provide for large special

purchases, and we could not expect to get more than about $60,000 from

the Canada Council, (2 11) which was our only possible source of special

funds. The agent did not seem to be put off by mention of that figure, and

simply said that all offers would be considered.

When Esplin returned we met with President Bissell and Dean Sirluck,

and after hearing the story they agreed that $60,000, even supposing that

amount could be found, would be better spent on items of higher priority

to our own university. (2 12)

A week later at Brock University, towards the end of a meeting of the

Ontario Council of University Libraries (OCUL), I spoke of Esplin's

assessment of the Russell papers and of his impression that they might be

had for something like $60,000. I said that our own library had already

applied to the Canada Council for the maximum library grant for that year,

for other purposes. But since Will Ready of McMaster had been showing

interest in the Russell collection and had said that McMaster had not yet

applied to the Canada Council for that year, I proposed a resolution that no

OCUL member except McMaster should ask the Canada Council for any

money to buy the Russell papers, and that McMaster might refer to this

resolution in any application it put forward. The OCUL members agreed

unanimously.(213) Will Ready, with his customary skill and enthusiasm,

did indeed obtain money from the Canada Council and from several other

sources, and after negotiating with Russell and his agent, brought the

papers to McMaster for a price several times $60,000. He remarked

ruefully some years later that philosophers from Toronto were the most

frequent users of the collection.

Toronto's part in the story was soon forgotten except by some members
of our own philosophy department, who knew only a part of it. They
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deplored the fact that we had deflected an opportunity into the hands of

another institution instead of grasping it ourselves, and they deplored

having to make an hour's journey to McMaster to use the papers. The
likely alternative would have been a trip across the Atlantic or perhaps to

the Middle East.

During the 1970s two Ontario universities deflected sizeable collections

in our direction without charge, one Russian and one Portuguese. In each

instance the collection had been bought at the behest of an enthusiast who
expected to introduce a new course of study but then departed before the

books could even be catalogued. The librarians, left with this bulk of

orphaned material which was unwanted and virtually unknown in their

own storage rooms, were relieved to hear that it would fit usefully into

Toronto's research collections. Their offers of free gifts to Toronto must

have had the tacit approval of their presidents, but the transfers were made
quietly so as not to risk upsetting any apple carts.

The largest single acquisition we ever made was a share in a multi-

million-volume library located at the edge of the campus of the University

of Chicago. The Midwest Interlibrary Center, built with Carnegie and

Rockefeller grants, opened in 1949 as a regional co-operative storage centre

for a number of universities in 1 2 midwestern states. Universities that were

members of the centre could deposit their seldom-used research material

there, where duplicate copies could be disposed of and member libraries

could borrow individual items or blocks of material on long-term loans.

The centre operated on annual membership fees, but soon attracted

substantial grants that enabled it to become a centre for co-operative

acquisition as well as storage. By 1962 the centre's membership had grown
to 2 1 and the collection to something like two million items of highly

specialized research material. Non-members were permitted to borrow
occasionally, but when the centre established a new category of 'associate

member' at half price, with full borrowing rights, I began to explore the

possibility of our joining.

When the omens were propitious I invited Gordon Williams, director of

the centre, to come to Toronto and to lunch with President Bissell and

Ernest Sirluck, who was a firm believer in the centre and had served on its

membership council while he was at the University of Chicago. By the

time lunch was over Williams was ready to enlist Toronto as the first

associate (that is, non-voting) member. Sirluck, intent on helping to put

our Graduate School on the map and knowing that Toronto was about to

be host to an annual conference of the prestigious Council of Graduate
Schools,

4
bristled at the idea of Toronto having no vote, and declared we
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would have nothing to do with a second-class membership. It was thus that

Toronto in July 1963 became the 22nd regular member of the centre, the

first member outside the American midwest, and was able to take an active

part in its development.

When the Midwest Interlibrary Center's council met at Allerton House
near Urbana in 1964 to rewrite its constitution so as to attract new
members from coast to coast, Dean Harry Eastman(2 14) and I took part in

the proceedings on behalf of Toronto, and our presence caused the word
'American' to be dropped from the new name proposed for the centre,

leaving it simply as the Center for Research Libraries. When I served as

chairman of its board in 1967-68, the centre adopted a new fee scale and

established a special membership category for institutions that wanted to

use the collection but were too small to pay the regular fee. By 1982 the

corporation had grown to 67 associate and 123 regular members, including

seven Canadian universities. As far as Toronto was concerned the annual

fee could hardly be justified by the number of volumes borrowed in most

years, but it was repaid many times over in the savings on expensive

material we would have wanted to buy for ourselves if we had not already

been part-owners of it at the Center for Research Libraries.

The Jason Hannah collection of the history of medicine and related

sciences, the most extensive special collection in the Fisher Library,

contains about 10,000 books, pamphlets and manuscripts; the gift of it

included funds for processing it and a fund for future additions. The
Galileo and Einstein collections deposited by Professor Stillman Drake

and gradually acquired from him since 1968, the comprehensive Darwin

collection assembled by Richard Freeman, the Francis Bacon collection

bought from Ravenstree of Arizona, the Jacob Bronowski collection

presented by his widow, the ornithology collection formed by Professor

James Baillie, the Frederick Banting collection and the Charles Best papers

- these and many more help to make Toronto an international centre for

study of the history of science and medicine.

Collections in other subjects are equally important. A few examples are

collections relating to Thomas Hobbes and John Locke; a Rousseau

collection; the Voltaire collection presented by Harcourt Brown; the

Douglas Duncan bequest of modern English literature; the Kipling

collection of Charles Fisher; the collection named for Professor Norman
Endicott, of English literature 1880-1930; the Keynes and Russell

collections presented by Professor John Slater, the thousand-volume

collection on silver and silversmiths, presented by John Langdon; files of
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nearly 300 specialized periodicals deposited by Maclean-Hunter and

Southam Press; the R.S. Kenney collection on Canadian radicalism and

labor history. Such collections are valuable not only for their own
individual content, but also for the way they often enrich each other by

touching on common ground.

During Stewart Wallace's time the Library had acquired a number of

Canadian manuscripts by gift, and for lack of adequate facilities had sent

most ofthem (such as the Edward Blake papers) to the Ontario Archives on

deposit. For many years our only Canadian literary manuscript was an

unpublished novel presented by Duncan Campbell Scott, along with five

of his notebooks and a handful of letters. One day I called John Gray of

Macmillan's to discuss the fact that nobody seemed to be collecting the

literary manuscripts that would be useful to future research concerning

Canadian authors. When John asked what sort of thing I had in mind I

mentioned Hugh MacLennan's Watch that Ends the Night, which I had just

read. John replied that the working manuscript happened to be sitting on

the corner of his desk because he had not yet brought himself to throw it

out as MacLennan had suggested. When MacLennan heard of our

conversation he was delighted to find that somebody was interested in his

manuscripts, and he sent me three. This led to our receiving several other

literary manuscripts and collections of correspondence, and Gray was
instrumental in getting us the manuscripts and papers ofMazo de la Roche,

a large gift which was announced during our millionth-volume celebration

in 1962. We went on to acquire, by gift or purchase, original manuscripts

of a number of contemporary Canadians such as Raymond Souster,

Gwendolyn MacEwen, John Newlove, Leonard Cohen. We received

other manuscripts as well, such as the journals and diaries and other papers

of geologist and explorer J. B. Tyrrell, the papers of political economist

James Mavor, and of social scientist H.M. Cassidy.

After Esplin arrived in 1966 this line of collecting was continued and

broadened for a time. Our first really large literary manuscript collection

was that of Earle Birney. Others that followed included the papers of

Ernest Buckler, Mavis Gallant, and Joseph Skvorecky; Dora Mavor
Moore's collection of the papers of the New Play Society; the correspon-

dence of A.J.M. Smith; the literary papers accumulated by W.A. Deacon
during more than 40 years as a book reviewer. These manuscripts and
many more give the Library a body of unique material that is rich ore to

scholars working in those areas.

Though some of these special collections were bought, many were
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bequests or outright gifts, or gifts acknowledged by receipts which gave

the donors some tax exemption. Some came through a combination of gift

and purchase. Of special help to us in some instances was the Ontario

Heritage Foundation, set up by the provincial government in 1968 to

receive cultural gifts for which the donors received special tax exemption.

The foundation, having no means of storing or administering the gifts it

accepts, entrusts them instead to appropriate institutions as indefinite

deposits. Fred Wade and John Langdon, the first chairman and vice-

chairman of the foundation's board, were thus able to be of service to such

people as Sidney and Charles Fisher by accepting their books in return for

tax exemption, and of service to us by depositing the books in the

University Library. The Fisher collections, for which the Rare Book
Library was named, include the four Shakespeare folios and several

thousand books relating to Shakespeare and his times. They also include,

among other things, one of the world's largest collections (more than 3,600

loose sheets and 2,700 plates) of etchings by Wenceslaus Hollar, whose
work depicted 17th-century London and its environs as they were before

the Great Fire of 1666.

When the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections was

formed it inherited the Library's official collection of doctoral theses that

had been accepted by the University, and a few early documents relating

to the University. Marion Brown, the department head, and I knew that

the official files of the Senate and Board of Governors were safe in the

keeping of the respective secretaries, but we were concerned about the lack

of any general archival policy. We feared that many important files of

administrative records were being pitched out because of crowded

conditions in the offices of faculties and departments across the Universi-

ty, or that they would be left behind and lost in the scramble for new space

that was beginning to appear. We therefore drafted a presidential edict

designed to prevent the destruction of important records, and Claude

Bissell agreed to issue it to all teaching divisions and administrative offices.

An archivist was added to Miss Brown's staff and we began the endless task

of collecting and organizing and preserving records from across the

University. When the Robarts Library was opened in 1973 we assigned the

top two floors of the rare book wing to Archives, and the space began to fill

rapidly. Besides the papers of the Senate, the Board, the teaching divisions

and other University offices and organizations, the collection includes the

private papers of many eminent professors, for instance A.G. Huntsman
(marine biology), Harold Innis (economic history), J. Davidson Ketchum
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(psychology), John Satterly (physics), and Gilbert de B. Robinson

(mathematics). Professor Huntsman's papers include his large collection of

fish scales, important as a base for retrospective studies of marine

pollution; Professor Robinson's papers are of interest not only to

mathematicians but also to historians, because they cover three genera-

tions of family papers and include some correspondence of his great-uncle

General de Beauregard of the Confederate Army in the American civil

war. Though the coverage of the Archives is far from comprehensive, its

size is large enough to create problems both for the staff that administers it

and for people who use it. Library records alone fill several hundred feet of

shelving, and have led me into spending more years than I intended to

spend on this book.

An oral history project to record the University's history as it is

perceived and remembered by senior members of the teaching and

administrative staff was begun by the Library in 1972 with the advice of

Professor Robin Harris, who had recently been appointed University

historian. It supplements the accumulation of written documents. More
than a 100 interviews have been recorded so far, some of them running to

many hours. Though memory is notorious for selecting and re-arranging

facts to the advantage of its host, I have found that the tapes of these

interviews often throw new light as well as colour on the written records.

In 1981, when the project had all but expired for lack of staff time, Jack

Sword was persuaded to take on the supervision of it as one of his many
retirement activities, and with the help of a special grant has been able to

put new life into it.

In retrospect the 1960s shine out as the period in which a happy
convergence of events developed our relatively small and patchy collection

into a large research library of international stature, growing systematical-

ly and enriched by numerous special collections. As I said in my report for

1978-79,

. . . our Library now ranks among the dozen largest academic libraries on the continent,

and has gained national and international recognition as one of the centres of excellence

in the University of Toronto. How long this may continue to be so is now a question of

importance to the University.

NOTES
1 Annual statistics published by the Association of Research Libraries give the following

figures for volumes added (gross). Figures for each university are for its whole library
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system including all colleges and faculties,

years, were:

1965-66

1966-67

The three at the top of the list, for selected

1967-68

1968-69

1969-70

1970-71

1980-81

Toronto Harvard Illinois

217,959 208,534 197,190

Toronto Illinois Harvard

265,112 241,441 222,569

Toronto Indiana Harvard

270,276 235,911 234,247

Toronto Stanford Harvard

284,000 214,397 206,271

Indiana Stanford Toronto

295,465 254,355 254,135

Indiana Toronto Harvard

314,555 306,993 210,274

Harvard Toronto Yale

211,678 209,558 190,521

2 Subject allotments were proposed by the librarian and blessed by the Senate's Library

Committee at its first autumn meeting. Sometimes the blessing came with a proviso that a

subcommittee be struck to propose a better system, for the future. The subcommittee

always concluded that experience was the best guide.(215) The report I drafted for Donald

Creighton's subcommittee in 1953 said that a perfectly objective formula for allocating book-

funds could be arrived at only after we had detailed estimates of the future needs of every

teaching department, a price list of the relevant titles to be published in the ensuing year, and

a formal ranking of the relative importance of each subject - in short, never.

3 Among Esplin's other useful talents was an ability to say no and a readiness to reinforce it with

whatever firmness he thought necessary. Once when a tiresome young assistant professor

followed us out of a meeting to repeat a useless request that had been refused twice before,

Esplin raised a large fist up to the startled academic nose, and I quickly made myself scarce

so as not to be a witness to what seemed imminent. We were never troubled by that young

man again.

4 We had expected Andy Gordon to retire as dean and Sirluck to succeed him on 1 July 1963,

but Sirluck offered to wait a year when Gordon was nominated in New York as vice-

president of the Council of Graduate Schools and host to its 1963-64 conference.
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Other Collections

hen the Central Library celebrated its millionth accession in

1962, 50 other libraries in the University held almost another

million. By the end of 1981 the balance had shifted to about 5.5

million volumes and microforms centrally held and 2.4 million

in other libraries. The shift was brought about partly by a deliberate

stiffening of policy aimed at centralization, partly by the extraordinary

growth of the central collections needed to support the rise in graduate

study and research.

Centralization versus decentralization of library collections and services

is a live issue in every academic institution of any size. It would, of course,

be convenient for faculty members if all the books and journals in their own
particular fields, or related to their own current interests, could be on

shelves in their own offices or else just down the hall, and if everything else

could be together in one building nearby in case they might need to consult

it. Providing such convenience for several hundred faculty members, or

thousands as at Toronto, would of course require an impossible load of

duplication in books and space. A compromise that is sought by many
departments, especially in the sciences, and by many professional

faculties, is a separate faculty or departmental library with its own staff

and perhaps its own budget for acquisition. Unless such collections are

duplicated in a central library, however, professors and students must

wander far and wide for anything they need beyond their own immediate

subjects - or else miss it altogether. The extreme example of this pattern is

to be seen in the older German tradition, in which seminar libraries are the

private preserve of individual professors, their assistants and students;

nobody else knows what is there or is allowed to enter without the

professor's permission.
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A university's budget officers and the librarian must always be eager to

avoid unnecessary duplication of books, equipment, space or staff.

Naturally they favor centralization; they have done so at Toronto from the

beginning. Their efforts however have been subject to exigencies of space,

and to the decisions of University library committees composed of

professors, or at least a majority of professors, who were usually

sympathetic to any request for creation of a new departmental library 'on

the usual terms.' The terms, as noted earlier, were formulated first in 1893,

when Professor Ramsay Wright asked for certain things to be transferred

to his biology department. The terms were:

that any periodicals and works of reference in the nature of serials not likely to be

required except by the teachers and superior students in Biology occupied in the

Biology Department may be removed to that building and kept there subject to recall at

any time by the Librarian, the limit of volumes so transferred to be determined by the

Librarian.

The wording was adjusted from time to time over the years but the intent

remained restrictive. In practice, however, the Library Committee seldom

turned down any request for establishment of a new departmental library;

the librarian therefore was cast in the role of ogre, or miser at least,

guarding the Library's hoard against inroads by faculties and departments.

One consideration in favor of transferring material was that such transfers

were at least reflected in the central catalogues so that the materials

remained more or less accessible to all readers; refusal to transfer

sometimes led to departments acquiring material on their own hook, by

gift or purchase, without reference to the Central Library and unknown to

the central catalogue.

The other libraries in the University, apart from the Central Library,

are so many and varied that a full account of them would fill another book,

perhaps several books. Some, the libraries of the federated colleges and

universities, are older than the present central collection. (See Appendix

E). Some began in the Central Library and moved out, some began outside

and have been incorporated. Some are outside the president's budget,

some not, and some have crossed that line in one direction or the other. A
few examples will suffice, to suggest their diverse histories. (2 16)

When our first reserve reading collection was moved to University

College in 1934, the space it had occupied in the basement of the apse

became the Law Reading Room. Statutes and law reports were shelved

there to relieve crowding in the stacks. When the School of Law moved
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into Baldwin House in September 1952, space was created there for a

library and was filled immediately with the contents of the Law Reading

Room plus a liberal sprinkling of other material that the lawyers were

allowed to select from the central stacks. When the University inherited

the Glendon Hall estate on Bayview Avenue in 1956, the Law School, now
a faculty, took over the hall itself, and Dean Cecil Augustus ('Caesar')

Wright devoted a good deal of his time to building up the library his faculty

would need in that isolated location. The fact that his efforts were severely

limited by the size of the law allotment in my budget created a good deal of

frustration on both sides. Relations were not improved when the

University Library refused to pay for a large and expensive set of books

that the dean himself had ordered directly from a dealer, a set that he had

asked the Library to acquire for him and that we had already ordered from

another source at a much lower price. The dean's complaints grew longer

and more frequent, concerning cataloguing and binding and other things

besides acquisition, until it became apparent that we could not hope to

satisfy him no matter how much time we spent in the attempt. I therefore

recommended that the bookfund allotment for law should be transferred to

the dean's budget and administered by him. Perhaps the prevalence of

separate law libraries in universities is related to the fact that contention is

cultivated as a skill in that profession.

While Caesar Wright was applying relentless pressure on the Library for

new acquisitions for his faculty library, he pressed also for wholesale

transfer from the central stacks, of everything classed as law. This was a

residue of about 7,500 volumes, about a quarter as much as he had already

received, and consisted of subsections such as constitutional and interna-

tional law, which our historians and political scientists considered to be

their meat. The residue even included some duplicate copies newly bought

to replace books that the lawyers had appropriated in 1952. When I refused

the transfer except for a few distinctly legal titles, the dean pursued his

request and the Library Committee struck a subcommittee to consider it.

In the subcommittee, which was chaired by President Sidney Smith,

Caesar Wright came up against Donald Creighton (history) and Vincent

Bladen (political economy), who defended the existing policies and their

own interests in the central collection. The resulting stalemate allowed me
to ignore the whole issue for a time.

Smith then asked me to arrange a tour with Bladen and Bora Laskin,
1

Wright's deputy, to see how such matters were handled in certain

well-known American universities. Vincent and Bora and I made a

three-day round of the University of Michigan, Northwestern University,
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and the University of Chicago. After visiting the central library and law

library at each place, we usually separated to have lunch or dinner with

friends in our various specialties. In our railway compartment on the way
home it was evident that Vincent and Bora were no closer to agreement

about what they had seen than were the proverbial blind men who went to

see the elephant. Our report to the President was a compromise,

recommending special funds for duplication in both the Law Library and

Central Library. It was not a compromise likely to appeal to the President.

Since it was evident that no consensus could be reached in principle to

resolve the conflicting claims based on our old classification scheme, it was

suggested that an accommodation might be reached by inspection of the

shelves within the contested area, book by book. At the next meeting of the

Library Committee I was requested to invite a small representative

committee to work out a reasonable distribution in this manner. Soon

afterward I spent three bleak afternoons in the stack with Laskin and Jim
Eayrs, Bladen's representative, who came to the task with opposite

assumptions: Bora's was that anything that smelt of law should be

transferred to Glendon Hall, Jim's that anything of possible interest to

non-lawyers should stay where it was. During the first two days we went

through 20 or 30 shelves and agreed on a handful of books that could be

transferred, but on the third day we stalled at the first shelf, and the

subcommittee ended in a minor explosion.

Dean Wright, having crossed the Rubicon, was not prepared to turn

back. He launched a spirited attack on the positions taken by the

departments of history and political science, and proposed that an

arbitrator be engaged to settle the dispute. His letter was addressed to

me, copied to Creighton and Bladen and the President. I responded as

politely and firmly as I could in five single-spaced pages, with copies all

round. Creighton's reply to Wright was sharper, especially the middle

paragraph:

I cannot, however, let your communication to the Chief Librarian pass without

comment. Its tone is quite exceptional, so far as my experience goes, in the inter-faculty

and inter-departmental correspondence of this university. In your letter you resort

freely to intemperate language and you employ adjectives such as 'irrational',

'extravagant', 'fantastic', and 'absurd' to describe the representations made by the

Department of History and the principles approved by the Library Committee of the

Senate upon which the Chief Librarian has based his decisions. You thus cast

reflections upon the scholarly judgement and integrity of your colleagues in the

Department of History - reflections which are mere impertinences on your part; and
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you make assumptions and statements about the problem under discussion which are

incorrect and inadmissible.(217)

Wright's reply to Creighton, with copies all round, reached new heights of

intemperance and invective. I did not see what he expected to gain by it

unless he was relying on President Smith to call a halt and give him the

victory. Wright and Smith were, after all, close friends. In their youth

they had been fellow lecturers at Osgoode Hall, and more recently had

worked together to break Osgoode Hall's monopoly on the professional

education of lawyers in Ontario. They enjoyed fishing trips together. (2 18)

It would be embarrassing for Smith to refuse him.

To save the President that embarrassment I invoked my authority, as

Chief Librarian responsible to the Senate, to end the struggle. I wrote that

the controversy had already cost the University too much time and energy.

I ruled that the existing division of material, with some minor adjustments

to be made at my discretion, would stand. And it did. Apparently the dean

shared my guess that he could not win his point by having it referred back

to the Senate, and that was the end of the matter.

So it was that a large portion (but not all) of the Central Library's

material classed as law, most of it acquired for the use of other departments

before law became an active part of the curriculum, became the nucleus of

a separate library administered by the Faculty of Law. Once the

boundaries were settled, the dean and I and our separate libraries settled

down to a good working relationship. After the Law Faculty, in the

summer of 1961, swapped quarters with York University, which had

begun its career in Flavelle House, a special wing was added to the building

to house the faculty's library.

There was a later example, however, of an entire class of material being

transferred to a separate faculty library. It was argued successfully that

material classed as music, particularly that which contained scores, could

not be studied properly apart from musical instruments. This argument

caused some distress in departments of literature, which were interested in

the words attached to scores, and a slight ripple in the physics department,

where there was interest in the characteristics of sound, but the whole

section classed as music in the central stack was moved to the Edward
Johnson Building in 1961-62, to become the major part of the University's

Music Library.

In the same year, in response to the McLaughlin Report recommenda-
tion in favour of centralization, there were attempts to centralize at least the

administration of some libraries that could not be incorporated physically
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into the central collection. In 1961-62 the School of Business asked me to

find and supervise a librarian for the Business Library, the salary to be paid

by the school. In the following year similar arrangements were made with

the libraries of architecture, food science, hygiene, geographv, and East

Asiatic studies. We thought we were on the road to unified administration

of the library system, but the real authority remained with the people who
paid the salaries, and most of these arrangements withered on the vine.

The only vestige remaining is the rule established much later: that any

University division wishing to recruit a professional librarian must do so

through the Central Library's personnel office.

The East Asian Library, mentioned above, has its own unique history.

It began with William C. White, Anglican bishop of Honan, whose skill as

a collector of antiquities helped the Royal Ontario Museum to accumulate

one of the largest Chinese art collections in North America. In 1932, when
White was preparing to return to Toronto and take up a position as the

University's first professor of Chinese studies, at the invitation of his old

friend President H.J. Cody, 2 he bought the library of a Professor Mu of

Beijing(2 19) and had it shipped to the University of Toronto. After various

adventures the Mu collection arrived and was housed at the Museum along

with other books that were there on transfer from the University Library.

Clearly it had been bought for the University, and presumably it was used

by Professor White and his successor L.C. Walmsley and their staff in the

course of their duties. The question of ownership, however, became
clouded, even though the Museum had begun as a joint institution of the

University and province, and became an integral part of the University in

1947. While White held a senior appointment at the University, he held an

appointment also as assistant director of the Museum and keeper of its East

Asiatic collection. Sigmund Samuel, a member of the Museum board, had

contributed toward the purchase of the Mu library and construction of the

gallery in which it was housed. (220) Moreover the Museum, as well as the

University Library, added many volumes over the years to the Far Eastern

Library, which was administered as a part of the Museum's division of art

and archaeology.

Soon after Bill Dobson was appointed in 1952 to succeed Walmsley as

head of the University's department of East Asiatic studies, he spent

several months in Hong Kong buying books with a Carnegie grant of

$42,000, and shipping them to the Far Eastern Library in the Museum,
where his department had its offices. The Museum, however, was in the

throes of a planning review, and declined to accept the shipments. The
crates piled up in the basement of the University Library, in the former
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Law Reading Room, 3
until Dobson could appoint somebody to unpack

them and begin organizing this second Chinese library.

When Sidney Smith Hall opened in 1961 it provided quarters for the

department of East Asiatic studies, and for its library including the Mu
collection. Professor Douglas Tushingham, head of the Museum's division

of art and archaeology, contended, however, that the Mu collection

belonged to the Museum, and he did not wish to give it up. Vincent

Bladen, then dean of Arts and Science, (22 1) called me one day and asked

me to move the Far Eastern Library, including Mu, to Sidney Smith Hall

immediately. I had seen some rather inconclusive correspondence on the

subject between Bladen and T. A. Heinrich,(222) director of the Museum,
and was not ready to take action without having a note from the President,

who alone had authority to break the impasse. Bladen said that the

President was out oftown but that he himself, as dean of Arts and Science,

was therefore acting president and would send me a note within the hour.

Next morning I arrived at the Museum's Far Eastern Library with

Teodore Jurkewycz and two other experienced packers plus several

hundred cartons, showed my warrant to Betty Kingston, the Far Eastern

librarian, and went to work. Tushingham arrived on the scene and said

that he had instructions to retain everything related only to art and

archaeology and fine printing, and a small proportion of the English-

language books that bore the University Library stamp but were in daily

use in his department. Packing and transport were completed on the

second day with the help of professional movers, leaving behind about 1 50

shelves of books and journals to be sorted out later when various key people

would be available. Bill Dobson, with the bulk of the Mu collection safely

in his own domain, used to take some pleasure in recalling its acquisition as

'the rape of Tushingham.' I cannot say that I really enjoyed playing the

role of Romulus.

Dobson's East Asian Library was one for which we recruited a librarian

and supervised him, at least in theory. We agreed also to look after the

purchasing and cataloguing of future additions. Eventually, when the

occupants of Sidney Smith Hall outgrew their building, the whole

department of East Asian Studies moved into the top floor of the old

warehouse in which Borden's Dairy used to keep its wagons and horses. In

that location too the Chinese and Japanese collections soon outgrew their

space and stood two-deep on the shelves. That library's final move, in my
time, was to greatly enlarged quarters on the eighth floor of the Robarts

Library, where its administration came fully into the hands of the Central

Library.
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Some other libraries in the Museum, on the other hand, moved in quite

the opposite direction. The University's original Museum had shared with

the Library in a grant of £20,000 in 1856, and for some years shared the

services of Alexander Brown as assistant curator. It occupied the West
Hall, and in the great fire of 1890 did not fare as badly as the Library in

East Hall. In the years that followed, several departments accumulated

museum collections for their own purposes, in their own buildings, until

1914 when the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM) opened as a provincial

museum and as the museum of the University, which shared the operating

costs. At that point several of the departmental museums moved over to

the ROM and continued to be used, at least in part, as sections of their

University departments - the ROM in fact operated until 1956 as a group

of semi-autonomous museums under one roof, closely related to the

corresponding departments in the University. Our department ofzoology

,

for instance, had some offices and teaching space in the Royal Ontario

Museum of Biology, and for a time in the 1940s Professor J. R. Dymond
was head of both. We had two departmental libraries in zoology, one in the

Biology Building and one in the ROM.
This complicated mix of administration was untangled to some extent in

1947 when provincial legislation gave the University full responsibility for

the ROM, and further in 1955 when administration of the separate

divisions was unified under ROM's first general director. Lionel Massey,

appointed as assistant director for administration, was instrumental in

putting together all the divisional libraries (except Far Eastern) to create a

central ROM Library. The amalgamation was completed in the summer of

1961, about a week before most of the Far Eastern Library was moved to

Sidney Smith Hall. When the ROM was separated from the University in

1968 to become a wholly provincial institution, much of the material it had

from our departmental collections became the property of the ROM. The
terms of separation, however, provided reciprocal access to the libraries for

members of the University and for the curatorial staff of the ROM;(223)
they provided also for the Museum Library to continue contributing to our

campus union catalogue. At about the same time, the Museum and the

University's School ofGraduate Studies established a program leading to a

degree in museology, linking the University academically as well as

historically with yet another separate institution.

The Criminology Library, next door to the East Asian Library on the

eighth floor of Robarts, has quite a different story. The Centre for

Criminology was one of many inter-disciplinary centres and institutes set

up during the Bissell era to foster research and to administer graduate
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degrees in areas that straddled two or more disciplines. Typically, a centre

consisted of a distinguished director, a secretary, and an academic staff

attached part-time on nominal cross-appointment from various appropri-

ate departments or faculties. There was usually a founding grant and some

possibility of on-going support, but the director and staff were expected to

attract research grants to keep the centre going as long as it could justify its

existence. A centre was usually located in temporary quarters, often an old

house. The director usually came to see me soon after taking up the

position to ask for establishment of a library in the centre. It seemed to me
that a library was sought at least partly as a security blanket, a symbol of

permanence in an otherwise uncertain situation - but it was not a thing to

be provided easily. The Library Council executive was aware of the

problem and had attempted to control it by adopting a policy that I had

drafted:

Centres, which are inter-disciplinary in the sense that they combine or co-ordinate the

interests of existing University disciplines or teaching departments, will use existing

library facilities and have as one of their functions the support and development of such

facilities; they will not establish separate research collections. If a working collection is

justified, all purchases should be made through the Central Library. (2 24)

I quoted this policy to Marshall McLuhan when he came asking for a

library in his new Centre for Culture and Technology; his field of interest

had no discernible boundaries, and since he cared more for communication

than for paper and ink, I suggested that he get research assistants instead to

comb the University's libraries and compile a master bibliography in

electronic format. He dropped his request for a departmental library but

went on accumulating a wide-ranging private library at his centre.

John Edwards, first director of the Centre for Criminology, was intent

on having a substantial library. The press release from which I learned

about the establishment of his centre outlined his plans for building up a

research library in criminology and later I learned that he had obtained a

$10,000 grant for the purpose. He had indeed begun to build up a separate

collection in his temporary quarters in the Law Faculty before the Library

Council executive could get around to discussing the matter with him and

his council in September 1964. It was then agreed that the centre would be

allowed to have a limited working collection and would help the University

Library to build up its own research collection in the field. (225) It was
agreed also that Edwards would transfer his library grants, along with

outstanding orders and invoices, to the Library, and that the books he had
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already bought would be sent through the Library, so many per week, for

cataloguing. The distinction between working and research collections is

not easily drawn or agreed upon, however, as Edwards pointed out at the

time, and the Criminology Library was soon threatening to overflow the

space that could be found for it in the centre's second home, an old house

on Spadina Avenue. By 1967 Edwards had drummed up nearly $50,000 in

library grants from outside sources. He wrote that 'criminology reflects,

perhaps, an arch-example of a subject that crosses the boundaries of the

humanities, the social sciences, the life and natural sciences,' and that even

a working collection continuously weeded 'might comprise something like

15,000 volumes. '(226) The Library Council executive approved an

ultimate limit of 1 5,000 for the collection, in recognition of the needs of the

centre's full-time research staff, and that limit was being approached by

the time the centre became a tenant on the eighth floor of the Robarts

Library. By 1981 the collection had passed the 18,000 mark, and was again

cramped for space.

The Engineering Library has traced quite a different course. When the

renascent University Library moved into temporary quarters in the School

of Practical Science at the south end of the front campus in the autumn of

1890, it received the school's accumulation of books and journals on

condition that they be kept together as a working reference collection. Two
years later the school's former library was thus a part of the collection that

moved to the new building on the east side of the lawn. Soon, however, the

Library Committee agreed to establish a departmental library in the

school. As time passed, each engineering department managed to get its

own departmental library; most of them were fairly small, presided over

by departmental secretaries, and at least one was kept in locked cupboards.

Though Dean Roly McLaughlin chaired the presidential committee that in

January 1959 recommended centralization of libraries as a policy to be

pursued, there were seven departmental libraries in his own faculty in the

southerly part of the campus, and at least one of his department heads had

proclaimed that his library would not be centralized except over his dead

body. On the other hand Carson Morrison, head of civil engineering,

proposed in December 1959 that the move into the Galbraith Building be

taken as an opportunity to consolidate the collections then dispersed in

various sections of civil engineering, along with the Electrical Engineering

Library, in the new building.

For their first four years in Galbraith, the civil and electrical libraries

were ranged at opposite ends of one room, administered as separate

collections by one person who served also as secretary to the two
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departments. Then in 1965, shortly after Jim Ham became head of

electrical engineering,
4
the University Library was asked to take charge of

the room and agreed to do so provided there was no objection to our

integrating the two collections and their catalogues. We also lengthened

the hours of opening and built up a reference collection. Within four years

the collection had grown from 7,800 to nearly 18,000 volumes, and the

branch library was such a success that it was expanded greatly into

adjoining space in the Sandford Fleming Building, at the initiative ofJim
Ham who by then was dean of Applied Science and Engineering. Five

other departmental libraries were brought in to form a consolidated

Engineering Library, with room for about 60,000 volumes and 125

readers. The enlarged branch library flourished and was beginning to

bulge at the seams when, in the early hours of 1 1 February 1977, there was

a major fire in the Sandford Fleming Building. The library was not

touched by fire but was in danger of complete destruction by water.

Luckily Gordon Wright of our staff had just completed a manual of

emergency procedures; as soon as the fire was out he had members of our

staff organized into salvage teams to go to work in the wet and ice. Luckily

too, the renovation of our Science and Medicine Library (the old wing of

1892 and 1910) had just been completed, and its reference and reserve

collections were about to be moved back into it the following week from

their temporary location on the top stack level of the Samuel wing. We
simply shifted the moving schedule back from Monday to Saturday, and

created space in the Samuel wing for some 65,000 engineering books to be

spread out to dry. As one collection moved out over a period of several

days, the other moved in. As the books dried out we were able to muster a

makeshift Engineering Library in the basement of the old wing for the

remainder of the spring term. About 8,000 books and journals had been

destroyed by water; the card catalogue too Was ruined but luckily was no

longer needed, as the first edition of microform catalogues had just been

completed.

Luckily the Metropolitan Toronto Reference Library was about to move
to its new building on Yonge Street, and during the summer its old

building at the foot of St. George Street became a temporary house for the

Engineering Library and other facilities that had been affected by the fire.

It would be hard to imagine any other time at which such a string of lucky

coincidences could have occurred to minimize the disruption caused by a

major fire so close to the Engineering Library.

Planning for reconstruction of the Sandford Fleming Building provided

an instructive sidelight on attitudes toward library centralization. Presi-
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dent John Evans, who told me that he saw the library system simply as a

service and not as an academic resource, had been pressing me to propose

economies in the operation of the system. With encouragement from the

Sandford Fleming Users' Committee I drew up an estimate of the duplica-

tion that could be eliminated in purchases and salaries and floor space, and

of significant savings which could be made by seizing the opportunity to

combine the engineering collection with several others. (2 2 7) I proposed a

Physical and Applied Science Library that would merge appropriate

sections of the central collection with the engineering collection and the

departmental libraries in physics, computer science, mathematics and

chemistry. There was space available in the laboratory wing of the physics

building, next door to chemistry but some distance across St. George

Street from any of the engineering departments. The Faculty of Applied

Science and Engineering was farthest away from the proposed site but had

already experienced the benefits of a consolidated library; it agreed to the

proposal provided the departments of chemistry, mathematics, computer

science and physics agreed also. However when the proposal was

circulated by Harry Eastman, then vice-president for research and

planning, it met with passionate opposition from mathematics and

chemistry. The outcome was that the proposal was dropped, as I had

expected. Subsequent reconstruction of the Sandford Fleming Building

provided handsome but rather limited space for a new Engineering

Library without any addition of related collections; in fact when the new
space was occupied in July 1982 the files of Engineering journals earlier

than 1970 had to be moved to live storage in the Science and Medicine

Library.

The University's Library Committee, in all the metamorphoses it has

undergone since its beginning in 1 85 5 , has been concerned mainly with the

University's Central Library, which is administered by the chief librarian.

In 1960, when as a result of the McLaughlin Report it became a Library

Council of nearly 70 members, still chaired by the University's president,

its horizon was widened to take in the whole library system, especially

those parts that were dependent on the president's budget. In its latest

manifestation, known as the Advisory Committee on the University of

Toronto Library System (advising the provost), its mandate extends to

relations with other libraries beyond the system(228), but its agenda still

consists mainly ofquestions of policy brought to it by the chief librarian for

advice or support. In 1976 it carried out a review of all departmental

collections in the sciences and adopted formal procedures for the founding,

review and disestablishment of local collections. Against some local
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opposition it even managed to disestablish the local libraries in Food

Science and Hygiene when those units were absorbed into other divisions

of the University, but otherwise it has had little practical influence on the

size or number of departmental libraries.

Of about 6.6 million volumes and microforms held at the end of 1981 in

collections dependent on the University budget, some 5.1 million were

administered by the central Library and about 400,000 were at Scar-

borough and Erindale Colleges. (2 29) The remainder, about 1.2 million,

were in 29 local libraries scattered across the University. Outside the

University's budget but related in some way were another 1.3 million,

two-thirds of them in the federated colleges and universities. All these are

counted as part of our library system, the system that the chief librarian

attempts to co-ordinate by influence and persuasion, because his or her

authority does not extend beyond the central part of it. In my first

published census of the system in 1962 there were 50 separately

administered libraries. Twenty years later 20 of these had disappeared but

1 1 others had been added, and the list stood at 41.

Given the complexities of its mother institution, our library system

seems unlikely ever to be brought under central direction or to draw on one

central library budget. The major units now under central administration,

separated by function or geography or subject, are of a size which can

justify separate space and staffing. The size and staffing of libraries located

in the faculties and teaching departments, for local convenience, are

somewhat limited by a degree of dependence on local budgets and

priorities; they are not free to make unlimited claims on a central library

budget. Co-ordination will have to continue, I think, to depend on

persuasion and agreement and the will to make it work.

One unifying influence within the system is our delivery service. When
I became librarian, deliveries were handled by a septuagenarian messenger

with a handwagon (or sled) who brought mail-bags from the post office and

made a weekly circuit of the campus libraries to distribute new issues of

journals and pick up volumes for binding. Having read of a large

foundation grant to the University of Virginia to improve communications

between the central and departmental libraries, my wife and I drove to

Charlottesville on Easter weekend, 1959. The Virginia library had

installed two television cameras near the reference desk, and a network of

coaxial cable and television equipment around the campus. The idea was to

centralize departmental collections, and make it possible for anybody in a

teaching department to call in by telephone, have a particular book or

journal opened under a camera, read it on the screen and then, if necessary

,
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have it sent over in a delivery van. On returning home I described the

system to President Sidney Smith and watched dollar signs wrinkle his

brow until I said that we could provide an equivalent service for the price of

one light van and a driver, without any cameras or cables. By September

our own van was making a daily circuit of 32 stations on campus, doing

routine deliveries, besides reducing unnecessary traffic in our crowded

building and saving the time and shoe leather of professors who wanted to

see particular volumes. (2 30) It also yielded an unexpected bonus by
facilitating the prompt return of loans. The service was popular and grew
steadily. By 1972-73 it had three special telephones and four vans; besides

picking up 50 or 60 bags of mail a day and transporting material between

far-flung sections of the central Library, or between the central and local

libraries, it was also making daily or twice-daily calls at 60 delivery

stations, handling about 100,000 loans and returns annually to them,

from them and among them. When the Robarts Library opened, the

Library Subcommittee of the Academic Affairs Committee of Governing

Council(231) decided that there should be no delivery of loans from that

building, except to Erindale and Scarborough colleges, but otherwise the

service continues and constitutes an important link within the system.
5

The principal unifying force within our library system is of course the

campus union catalogue. Creating it in the first place, and keeping it up to

date, would have been impossible without new levels of co-operation in

policies and effort. The introduction of automation into our cataloguing

procedures heightened the need for exchange of information and ideas

throughout the system to such an extent that I appointed a library system

co-ordinator, whose first assignment was to initiate a Council of Campus
Libraries in 1974. The council proved to be a useful means of communica-

tion among its members, and between them and the University Library.

The system could not work, however, without the determination of its

members to make it work.

I am reminded of Sidney Smith's saying that he tried to explain the

University to himself once a year by drawing an organization chart, that it

was never the same twice, and that it would never work on paper. In this

respect our library system is a somewhat variegated reflection of the

University itself; the anecdotes related in this chapter are mere samples of

how it is and how it came to be.

NOTES
1 Bora Laskin was on the University staff 1940-45 and then, as part of a scheme worked out

between Sidney Smith and Caesar Wright (then dean at Osgoode Hall) to upgrade legal
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education in Ontario, he became a lecturer at Osgoode 1945-49. Laskin and Wright

resigned from the staff of Osgoode Hall Law School in January 1949, and joined the

University's Law School together the following July. Laskin ended his career as Chief

Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada.

2 W.C. White (1873-1960) and H.J. Cody (1868-1951) were graduates of Wycliffe College.

White was bishop of Honan 1909-34, and from then until 1948 he was director of the

University's School of Chinese Studies, and keeper of the museum's East Asiatic collection.

Cody was chairman of the University's Board of Governors 1925-32, president 1932-44,

chancellor 1944-47.

3 When President Smith wrote (24 June 1954) asking me to accept Dobson's shipments and

assign the former Law Reading Room as an East Asian Library, I agreed on condition that

ventilation could be installed. Construction economies in the Sigmund Samuel wing had

blocked all the windows and left the room too airless for man or beast. When Vice-

President Bissell came over one hot afternoon to scout the possibilities, we went down to the

room and stood talking until he exclaimed 'Let's get the hell out of this oven!' The hell was

got out of it by installation of about $10,000 worth of ventilation.

4 Jim Ham wrote 'all the staff rejoice in the prospect of having the Departmental collection as

part of a new branch library directed by you and your staff on behalf of the departments of

Civil and Electrical Engineering. '(2 3 2)

5 Knowing the success of our delivery service in the University, I proposed a daily van service

to carry interloans among the Ontario universities. This Inter-University Transit System

(IUTS) was begun in September 1967 by the Committee on Co-ordination of Academic

Library Services, an organization set up by the chief librarians of Ontario university

libraries. It calls five days a week at the 12 universities scattered along the 600-mile stretch

from Windsor to Ottawa, and from its depot at York University it gives airmail service to

Lakehead and Laurentian. It has stops at the National Library and National Research Coun-

cil, and links with the similar system established later by the universities in Quebec.

Administration of IUTS was taken over in 1972 by the Council of Ontario Universities, and

carries many other things besides books.



CHAPTER 33

Neighbours on Parnassus

s long as a library is fairly small, and the interests of its users not

much wider or deeper than its collection, it can stand alone or

with some help in the form of ad hoc arrangements with other

local libraries. Despite its many problems, our Library was in

this comparatively comfortable position as long as the University directed

nearly all its energies into the teaching of undergraduates; those faculty

members who were serious scholars counted on summertime visits to large

libraries in the United States or Europe. Even as late as 1962 when Ernest

Sirluck returned from Chicago to Toronto, as associate dean of Graduate

Studies, he found many professors and department chairmen, even

deans, resisting the development of graduate study beyond the master's

level.(233) But no library could stand alone to face the burgeoning of

research that occurred in that decade.

This is not to say that my predecessors Hugh Langton and Stewart

Wallace never co-operated with other libraries; they did so in various

ways, when they saw mutual benefits to be gained. I inherited from them a

conviction that co-operation requires a sharing of costs as well as benefits,

that those who want a share of the milk should share also in feeding the cow
and cleaning the barn.

Langton and Wallace were instrumental in producing five editions of a

joint catalogue of serials in libraries in the city of Toronto. They took part

in the work of broadly based library associations concerned with such

matters as public library legislation, import duty on books, postage rates,

and other public issues. When Kaye Lamb, our first national librarian,

began to compile a national union catalogue, Wallace presented him with a

battery of steel cabinets containing our depository set of the Library of

Congress catalogue, for him to use as a huge basic stock of ready-made
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cards. In 1948 Wallace sent me to a meeting of the Association of Research

Libraries (ARL) in Chicago to confirm Toronto's participation in the

Farmington Plan. In his last annual report Wallace noted that he had seen

Toronto's annual traffic in interlibrary lending rise from zero to nearly 700

volumes borrowed, 2,500 lent. My predecessors, however, could hardly

have imagined the increase of traffic and communication that occurred

among academic libraries in the 1960s and 1970s.

Wallace had in fact become worried about the amount of staff time used

up in dealing with requests made by other libraries for interloans, and had

instructed Katherine Wales in the Reference Room to give a low priority to

that part of her work. I reversed that instruction after Wallace retired, and

our interlibrary lending grew steadily.

New academic institutions springing up across the country could not

begin to meet the needs of their faculty members. Whenever establishment

of a new university was announced I used to write its president, if I knew

him or her, and suggest (in self defence) hiring a librarian and establishing a

book budget before doing anything else. Some did, but reasonably

adequate collections are not assembled in a year or even a decade, and our

Library was called on, among others, to bear a part of the load. Other

Canadian universities establishing doctoral programs for the first time,

especially in the humanities and social sciences, looked to Toronto as the

library most likely to have what they lacked and needed. In addition to

everything else they asked for, many of them wanted to borrow Toronto

doctoral theses, perhaps for the contents or perhaps to use as models, and

such requests often raised legal problems.

Stewart Wallace, as author and editor as well as librarian, was well

versed in the ramifications of the Canadian Copyright Act of 1924, which

established and protected copyright in a published work until 50 years

after the author's death. Any writing not published during the lifetime of

the person who wrote it, or by the literary executors, was protected forever

from publication by anyone else: this rule applied to letters, diaries and all

other unpublished works. It applied to most of the theses produced at this

University by its graduate students, and deposited in the Library. Initially

Toronto had followed the European tradition of requiring each doctoral

thesis to be published as a monograph, and these monographs were usually

issued as numbers in the University of Toronto Studies published by the

librarian. After about 1919, however, full publication was no longer

required, and the one or two typescript copies deposited in the Library had

to be treated as unpublished works that could not be published legally by
anyone except their authors. Publication, as defined in the Copyright Act,
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was simply the issue of copies to the public. Wallace became concerned lest

the act of allowing these theses to be read in a reading room, or more
especially the lending of them through the mail, might be construed as

publication, and the Library held liable. To lessen the risk of liability he

drew up a form to be signed by the author of each thesis, permitting the

Library to lend it. The form also provided a statement to be signed by each

reader, to the effect that any use of the content would be properly

acknowledged and that no extensive quotation would be made without the

author's permission. The Graduate School agreed to have each of its

graduating students sign this form of permission and later agreed to an

amended version(234) that gave us the right to provide a single microfilm

copy for a particular reader (since we sometimes had only one archival

copy and could not trust it to the mails). Many graduands, however, would
not grant us permission to film and some professors advised their students

not to sign any permission form at all. Wallace wrote to a colleague that he

would like to see 'the whole business of lending PhD theses stopped; but it

would be difficult for us to refuse to lend theses if we still continue to

borrow them. '(2 3 5)

The theses we borrowed came mainly from American libraries, where

most universities had dropped their publication requirements, and where

they too were looking for safe ways to handle unpublished theses. In 1952

Wallace had asked our Graduate School to consider participating in a

scheme being devised by the Association of Research Libraries, whereby

each doctoral graduate would pay $20 to have his or her thesis published on

microfilm and a 600-word abstract printed in Dissertation Abstracts by a

firm known as University Microfilms in Ann Arbor, Michigan - but

nothing came of his request.

The year I became chief librarian, the federal government appointed the

Ilsley Commission to review copyright and related matters. I was prepared

to submit proposals for expanding the definition of publication to include

deposit of a manuscript in a library or archive open to the public. Before

writing a brief, however, I tested the idea on Kaye Lamb, who was

national archivist as well as national librarian. He thought my suggestion if

implemented would discourage the deposit of archival material, and since

scholars in fact do find ways of using unpublished writings even though

copyright resides legally and in perpetuity with deceased authors, he

thought it would be prudent to let sleeping dogs lie. When the Ilsley

Report appeared three years later it did recommend a time limit on the

copyright of unpublished material (75 years after the author's death or 100

years after the work was written, whichever was later) but even if this
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recommendation had been adopted it had too long a handle to be a useful

tool in the lending of theses.

While the Ilsley Report was still brewing, Lamb offered to establish a

microfilm publishing scheme at the National Library, for Canadian theses,

similar to the American scheme at Ann Arbor. His offer received a very

cool reception, however, from the officers of the National Conference of

Canadian Universities and Colleges, people more concerned with the

financing of universities and promotion of research than with the details of

administering theses, and nothing was done.

The National Library began in 1961 to prepare for publication of an

annual list of Canadian theses, a very commendable initiative but one that

was bound to make our theses better known and so to compound our

problem. Being convinced that librarians would have to solve the problem

in their own way, I wrote Kaye Lamb a comprehensive proposal for a

National Library microfilming program, which could begin with the

co-operation of librarians even if the graduate schools did not wish to be

involved. He was interested, but having been rebuffed once he wished to

begin cautiously with only a few theses to test the water, perhaps a dozen

of our theses for which the University of Alberta Library had placed a

formal order. After one or two meetings and some correspondence we had

worked out the details, (2 36) and in the late summer of 1962 copies of the

National Library's new microfilm publication contract were sent out to a

few of our recent graduates whose theses were in demand. Most of the

authors signed and their theses were duly published on film, with copies

for sale or loan at the National Library. The one author who did not sign

loosed a minor avalanche that sent us on a wide detour. As I wrote to Lamb:

One of the graduates to whom your form was sent was overly conscientious and asked

her graduate department for permission to sign it. The head ofthe graduate department

came to see me with fire in his eye, protesting against any selective publication of

theses; apparently his concern arose partly out of the fact that the thesis in question was

not the best one to represent the work done in his department. Explanations followed

and it turned out that the worthy professor was strongly in favour of microfilm

publication of all theses, preferably with an abstract published in Dissertation Abstracts.

Accordingly, he wrote a letter to the School of Graduate Studies and last Thursday I

was invited to attend a meeting ofthe school's Executive Committee. The upshot of it is

that the Executive Committee has recommended unanimously in favour of our

University becoming a full participant in the University Microfilm scheme. The

recommendation goes to the Graduate School Council on November 6, and if accepted

there will commit us to the Ann Arbor scheme.
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I hope you share my view that such action on the part of our Graduate School would

not invalidate the National Library's publication plan. There would be no point in the

two overlapping, but your scheme might very well serve to pick up the back-log and

our selection of masters' theses which would not be covered by Dissertation Abstracts.

It would also serve the Canadian institutions which for one reason or another may not

choose to join the Ann Arbor plan. (2 37)

Since this unexpected turn of events presented the best solution available

at the time, I supported the recommendation and had strong support from

Ernest Sirluck, newly arrived as associate dean of Graduate Studies. The
dean, Andrew Gordon, stood aside after stating two conditions: that

provision could be made in special circumstances for a reasonable delay in

publication, and that he would never again have to hear about the lending

of theses. It was reported that Marsh Jeanneret at the University Press had

some reservations lest microfilm publication in the United States might

complicate the status of a possible future edition of the same work in book

form, but the consensus was clear and the vote unanimous.

The Ann Arbor scheme was adopted in November 1962, with the

Library acting as agent for the Graduate School, but lasted for less than

three years. Then three doctoral candidates, claiming to be worried about

possible international copyright complications, refused to allow their

theses to be published at Ann Arbor, and the whole scheme was in danger

of crumbling. Fortunately the similar scheme that had sprouted rather

hesitantly at our National Library three years before was now growing

vigourously, and was ready to absorb all our future doctoral theses. I was

able to negotiate an arrangement whereby the abstracts would continue to

be published at Ann Arbor in Dissertation Abstracts with notice that

microform copies were available at the National Library ofCanada. After a

long debate this composite arrangement was adopted by the Graduate

School Council and reflected in its calendar from 1965-66 onward; our

worries about copyright as it related to future doctoral theses were finally

removed - unless some new and unforseen difficulty should arise. The
story as summarized here is rather long in the telling, but serves to

illustrate the ramifications ofone rather obscure problem that affects only a

miniscule part of the Library's collection, and a very minor part of our

interlibrary lending.

As the largest library in Canada and one of the first to have its holdings

included in the national union catalogue, the University of Toronto

Library faced a high demand for interlibrary loans, but was not the only

large library to bear a heavy burden. A study of the Ontario scene, in
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which I employed the techniques of operations research, demonstrated

that the flow of interloans between one library and another was geared

directly to the relative sizes of the libraries involved, and to the size of the

graduate enrolment and teaching staff and the total staff/student ratio at

the borrowing institution. (2 38)

Among the large American universities there was growing concern

about the cost of dealing with this demand. Two or three state legislatures

began to provide funds to compensate a few of their large lenders. (239)

Elsewhere there was some agitation for the borrowing libraries to be

charged a fee for that service, though it was feared that establishment of

fees might undermine the case for state funding. A broad study

commissioned by the Association of Research Libraries in 1971 showed

that the average direct cost to the lending library was $5.82 per loan,

mainly in staff time, without taking any account of wear and tear on the

book, or any share of the costs incurred in having the item to lend. This

figure was close to the one I had obtained in a quick survey made a bit

earlier in connection with some work on the National Research Council's

advisory board on scientific and technical information.

A monumental report on Canadian interlibrary lending, done by Basil

Stuart-Stubbs for the National Library, showed that the traffic was

increasing by about 10 percent per year. It also concluded, on the basis of

loans made in November 1974, that the cost per transaction, either

borrowing or lending, was about $6.50. It recommended that the federal

government, through some agency such as the National Library or Canada

Council, should bear the cost of out-of-province lending. Kaye Lamb's

successor, Guy Sylvestre, proposed instead to obtain funds to build up the

National Library collection so as to take the strain off the universities,

though many of us could not see how his collection could ever come near to

matching the breadth and depth of coverage then represented by some
forty million volumes already in the university libraries and growing at a

far greater rate, collectively, than the National Library could hope to achieve.

When the Association of Research Libraries met in Toronto in May
1974, its members had in hand the report of a further American study of

costs(240) and a recommendation that the association approve a fee of $7

per loan. Unfortunately the resolution was lost in a flood of irrelevancies

concerning the free flow of knowledge, and was replaced by a statement

that the association would support any members who found it necessary to

charge fees. This was not a very useful outcome; we all knew that the cost

of lending was rising steadily, but nobody wanted to be the first to begin

charging.
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By 1974-75 the number of interlibrary loans supplied by Toronto had

risen to more than 32,000 a year, costing us at least $250,000. Budget cuts

had brought about a thinning of staff and reduction of services to readers

on our own campus, and rigorous analysis of costs and benefits, introduced

by President John Evans, brought into question any large expenditure on

service to readers in other libraries. It appeared that we should have either

to discontinue the service - which was unthinkable - or to recover the cost

somehow.
Early in 1975 David Esplin, who was acting chief librarian during my

absence on sabbatical leave, convened a meeting of the directors of the

half-dozen Canadian libraries that were the biggest lenders. Meeting in

Toronto, they agreed to apply once more for federal aid, and if it was not

forthcoming by the end of the year, to begin charging a fee of $8 per loan to

cover the direct cost. Aid was not forthcoming, and at the beginning of

1976 Toronto and the University of British Columbia introduced a fee, as a

few American libraries had already begun to do. Our announcement drew
many protests from our borrowers, and denunciations from a few; it also

brought the flow of requests to a mere trickle, temporarily, while

borrowers sought other sources. As we had hoped, the Canadian Library

Association took up the cudgels again for federal funding of interlending,

and the Canadian Association of Research Libraries called on the

Association of Universities and Colleges ofCanada to try for a combination

of federal and provincial funding - but none was obtained. Gradually the

volume of our interlending increased to about half its former level, and

some other libraries began to charge. Unfortunately the fee is an inhibitor

for most graduate students and other scholars whose work is not supported

by research grants; the fullest possible use of Canada's expensive library

resources will not be attained until our governments are prepared to

reimburse the cost of interlibrary lending.

Another contentious issue with which our Library struggled, and which

remains unresolved in 1988, is the photocopying of library material. It is

related to interloans, because most libraries are loath to lend a bound

volume containing many numbers of a journal for the sake of the one article

that is wanted. Our Copyright Act, while it prohibits the issue of copies to

the public by anyone except the author or his agent, allows 'fair dealing

with any work for the purposes of private study, research, criticism,

review or newspaper summary.' Serious library users have always made
notes, including extensive quotations of text, for their own future

reference; photocopy equipment provides a means of doing so more

quickly and easily than by handwriting, and has become an essential tool.
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When in 1961 we established a photocopy service at Toronto we were not

selling copies of copyrighted material, but simply providing readers with

single copies that they might otherwise have made by hand for their private

study or research. Our charge was barely enough to cover the direct cost of

the service. This principle was unchanged when we added coin-operated

machines on which readers could make their own copies if they wished.

A federal interdepartmental committee on copyright, formed in 1969 to

consider possible major changes to the Copyright Act of 1924, began to

receive briefs that gave the impression that authors and publishers were

being starved because their books were being photocopied in libraries

instead of being bought in bookstores. I gathered that the trend of those

briefs was toward requiring libraries to pay a small royalty for each page

copied, and that discussions in the committee tended to drift among
generalities and speculations without any facts to anchor on.

A sample consisting of all photocopies made in our Library during a

two-week period, collected for me by Maureen Hutchinson, showed that

pages of Canadian publications amounted to only 140 or about two-thirds

of 1 percent of the 21,483 pages copied. (241) Thus, if our Copyright Act

had required a royalty per page, nearly all those royalties would have been

owed to copyright holders in other countries. The total direct cost of

recording the data in the sample had been $ 148 or 0. 7 cents per page, which

amounted to $ 1 .06 per Canadian copyrighted page, and indicated that any

attempt to benefit Canadian copyright holders by keeping detailed records

of photocopying done by libraries would be prohibitively expensive. After

receiving copies of my report of this sample, the interdepartmental

committee invited me to Ottawa to discuss it. At the meeting my son

Robert, who sat on the committee as the member from the department of

external affairs, maintained a discreet silence, but some other members
welcomed my report as the first factual evidence they had received. A
nation-wide study done later by Basil Stuart-Stubbs for the Canadian

Association of College and University Libraries obtained similar re-

sults(242) and strengthened our case. By 1981 public photocopying in

our own Library had exceeded 6 million exposures a year, mostly on

coin-operated machines, while discussions concerning copyright revision

continued to simmer. A 1988 study, sponsored in part by the Canadian

Association of Research Libraries, found that about 58 million exposures a

year were being made in the 26 largest academic libraries, nearly all of

them single copies. Partial revision of the Copyright Act in 1988, and an

official draft of further revisions, still permit the making of single copies for

private study or research. Any lapse of this principle would inhibit the
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work of Canadian scholars and scientists and put them at a distinct

disadvantge internationally.

Another issue that simmered for many years, in relation to copyright, is

often referred to as 'public lending right,' a proposed right of copyright

holders to receive a small royalty payment for each time one of their books

is lent by a library. Hearing some of the arguments for it, one might

conclude that authors and publishers are damaged by the lending of their

books and that they should therefore prefer to discourage libraries from

buying their productions - though in fact I have never found one who
would prefer to forgo the library market. Neither have I encountered one

ready for a dispassionate discussion of the basis on which a state should

assist its authors: should it reward them according to their artistic promise,

their proven literary merit, their age or financial need, the national

importance of their writing, their volume or frequency of publication, the

price and sales record of their works, their popularity among public library

borrowers, or some other factor? Some proponents give the impression,

quite wrongly, that a royalty per loan is already in effect in many
countries, though they seem to know little about the nature or objectives of

some library-related and other schemes that do exist. Many countries

besides Canada have established various ways to subsidize authors and

publishers, and a few of the schemes are related in some way to a periodic

sampling of library holdings or loan records, but I have never heard of any

royalty per loan being in force anywhere. A summary of existing schemes

was included in the brief that David Esplin and I presented in 1971 to the

Ontario Royal Commission on Book Publishing. (243) For Canada, I am in

full agreement with the position taken by the Canadian Library Associa-

tion in support of a federal 'system of increased financial rewards to writers

including the administrative costs of such a system' and the use of library

holdings data in developing an appropriate system 'in recognition of the

cultural contribution of Canadian writers and not in recognition of any

legal entitlement to recompense for library use.'(244) A compromise, in the

form of a federal fund to be distributed to Canadian authors through the

Canada Council as 'payment for public use' was announced by the federal

Government in 1986 and is now in force.

If this book and the patience of readers were infinitely expansible, it

would be tempting to write in detail of many other external involvements

of the University of Toronto Library during the past 30 years, local,

provincial, national and international. My annual report for 1980-81, for

instance, shows that our Library was represented in that year alone at more

than 80 conferences and workshops, 19 of them in the United States and
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two in Britain. Our involvement in the work of the Ontario Council of

University Libraries, the Canadian Association of College and University

Libraries, Canadian Association of Research Libraries, the Center for

Research Libraries in Chicago, the Association of Research Libraries in

Washington, and many other organizations, would fill at least another

book. (See Appendix H). Instead, let one more example suffice.

There have been many efforts to arrive at standard rules for descriptive

cataloguing, so that a given work may be referred to in the same way in all

libraries that adopt the standard. The object is to make life easier for

library users, and to achieve economies by promoting the easy exchange of

catalogue data among libraries. Attempts to establish an international

standard led to publication in the mid-1960s of a set of Anglo-American

Cataloguing Rules. The American Library Association formed an interna-

tional committee in the 1970s to review the rules. Academic library

directors by that time were so inured to the announcement of new
technical surveys and studies and assessments every second day that we
paid little attention to what looked like one more routine review, and I was

reassured by the fact that the committee included a Canadian cataloguer. It

was a shock therefore to learn, when its report was published in 1978, that

the international committee had produced what it conceived to be a set of

ideal rules without any attention whatever to the high cost of adopting

them and using them in conjunction with existing catalogues. It was

distressing to hear, at about the same time, that these new rules were to be

implemented in January 1980 by the Library of Congress, the principal

source of ready-made catalogue copy. Some of us hoped that these

expensive plans could be halted by discussion of them in the Association of

Research Libraries, which was due to meet at Nashville in May 1978. At
Nashville many members expressed their serious concern, but the

associate librarian of Congress told us flatly that his library was going

ahead as planned by agreement with the British Library and the national

libraries of Canada and Australia - nothing could be done to change it.

When I got home and reported this state of affairs to my three associate

librarians, Ritvars Bregzis and David Esplin and Maureen Hutchinson,

they felt that we should at least try to do something about it. By getting

busy on the telephone I found that many of our colleagues agreed, in

Canada and beyond. When the Canadian Association of Research

Libraries met in Calgary in June, with our national librarian present, I

proposed a motion calling for the cost implications of the new rules to be

studied, and implementation delayed. Within an hour of the resolution

being adopted it had gone by wire to the national libraries and library
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associations in Britain and Australia and the United States, and a chain

reaction began. The upshot was that implementation of the new Anglo-

American rules was postponed for a year, and application of them by the

Library of Congress was modified in several ways that reduced the cost.

Toronto and the other Canadian academic libraries, as Watson Kirk-

connell saw them in 1947 or as Edwin Williams saw them in 1962, would

not have had the international connections or the weight to achieve such a

result.



CHAPTER 3 4

Automation

neof the many recommendations in the McLaughlin Report of

1959 was that we should have on our staff some person 'devoted

to keeping abreast of and taking part in developments' in 'the

technical revolution now going on in the storage and retrieval of

information.' In those days there was an impression in some circles that all

the world's literature and recorded information would soon be available in

a tiny black box from which it could be drawn at will, in some magically

simple manner, into the skulls of all those who wanted it. Librarians were

warned that unless they seized the chance to participate in the develop-

ment of this magic, they would soon be passed by and replaced by others

who would.

Librarians, often accused of dragging their feet in such matters, had to

deal, however, with the fact that the world's literature continued to be

published at an accelerating rate in the form of print on paper, and would

continue to be so unless a real revolution occurred not only in the

technology but also in the economic and legal aspects of publication.

However fervently we hoped for that revolution to come and to stem the

relentless growth of our collections of books and journals, the best we
could do meanwhile was to look for ways in which new technology might

be applied to save time and money or to improve our management of

collections and services.

Our Library had not always been among the first to adopt new
techniques. When W.H. Van der Smissen managed to get a typewriter for

the production of library cards in 1891 , the Library Committee's chairman

felt called upon to write a letter insisting that its use begin immediately.

When our first building opened in 1892 it had electric lights, but the

fixtures carried gas also as insurance, and even the extension of 1910 had
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some gas fixtures. Before Hugh Langton invested in a vacuum cleaner to

replace feather dusters, he corresponded with American colleagues

concerning their experience. When I arrived in 1947 the Library had only

three telephones plus one extension, a rather scant provision but one that

could be envied by professors at University College. Our Library was one

of the first, I think, to use keysort cards to speed up the cancellation of loan

records, and to replace the hand wagon with a motor van for campus
deliveries - but what the McLaughlin Committee had in mind went far

beyond such things.

My response to the McLaughlin recommendation was to encourage

Ritvars Bregzis in an interest he had discovered while he was a student at

our Library School, in what was then called 'documentation.' After joining

our Catalogue Department in 1954, and succeeding Lorna Fraser as head

of the department in 1961, he pursued this interest with characteristic

thoroughness and tenacity. He established contacts with scientists and

librarians who were working on applications of the new computer

technology to the handling of information, and he tried to keep me briefed.

I could not begin to keep up with his knowledge of the field, but we were

agreed that any use of computers in connection with library management
should begin with the basic record of the collection, the catalogue, and

branch out from there. Some libraries were beginning to experiment with

automation of their purchasing procedures or loan records, but it seemed

to us that they were starting to construct a wheel by designing one or two
spokes rather than the axle. With this priority settled in our minds we were

ready for the opportunity that came in 1963.

Early that year Carl Williams was appointed as vice-president to plan

and establish two suburban colleges, Scarborough and Erindale. In urging

him to start assembling library collections for them without delay, I

pointed out the economies to be made through buying and cataloguing two

initial collections at the same time, as duplicates. In making his case for a

special provincial grant to get such a project under way, Williams

expanded the idea to include several other Ontario institutions that were to

begin enrolling their first students within the next year or two. That

summer J.R. McCarthy, secretary of the provincial governmnent's

Committee on University Affairs, invited me to propose a procedure and a

budget for such a project. (245) We drew up a proposal for assembling up to

six identical basic libraries ofabout 35,000 volumes each, of in-print books,

based on the curriculum then being planned for Scarborough and Erindale

Colleges, which were being planned as undergraduate colleges in arts and

science, with libraries limited to 'teaching collections.' We were to
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complete the task within four years for five librariies, for about what it

would cost to assemble two such libraries individually.
1

In order to

produce several identical catalogues and maintain them for a time after

they came into use in their home institutions, we proposed to create the

records in machine-readable form and to print them in book form by

computer, with periodic supplements and cumulations; this would test our

first step toward automation.

On September 19 we met in McCarthy's office with representatives

from all six of the new institutions, who had all had a chance to study the

proposal and comment on it. York University opted out, having had time

to begin building its own collection, but the other five (Brock, Guelph,

Trent, Scarborough and Erindale) accepted the proposal for what became
the Ontario New University Libraries Project (ONULP). McCarthy told

us that we could go ahead, with full support of the ministry, at the

beginning of October.

We assigned experienced staff members to take charge of the basic

operations,
2 and by November 7 the first orders had been placed. The

work went so well that it was completed some months ahead of schedule

and delivered basic collections about 27 percent larger than promised.

Moreover, when it was done, we were able to refund an unspent balance of

almost 10 percent of the original budget of $ 1 ,847,000.(246) Would that all

projects could match that record!

For us the most exciting aspect of ONULP was the chance to try our

hand at creating machine-readable catalogue records and using them to

replace card catalogues. The project began from scratch, without any

burden of old records to be incorporated, and came to a clean end so as to

leave us free to apply its lessons to our own larger and more abiding

problems. Bregzis had outlined a number of long-range possibilities in a

staff memorandum in September 1963,(247) and ONULP gave us the

chance we needed to begin testing his ideas.

We were so early in the field that library characters had to be specially

designed for the computer's print chain; Bregzis worked with Fred Kilgour

of the Yale Medical Library and Edward Heiliger of Florida Atlantic

University to agree on the design and to place a joint order with IBM for

the first three chains to be made. The ONULP catalogues were printed

three columns to the page, and bound as books. The first edition was
distributed in February 1965. There were monthly supplements cumulat-

ed quarterly and semi-annually, and a full cumulation annually. The final

cumulation, which went to press in May 1967, came to eight volumes, and

contained additional entries for books that Scarborough and Erindale had
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bought outside the joint project. With the university affairs ministry's

permission we printed 150 extra sets for distribution without charge to

selected libraries around the world, to show what had been done.

Even while ONULP was in progress, our pioneering in this field did not

go unnoticed. I was called on for a progress report at a conference of the

Canadian Library Association in 1964, and was rash enough to say that

Toronto was planning to replace its card catalogues with some form of

computer-based records. On a visit to Edmonton I was asked to address the

University of Alberta's library staff on the subject. Bregzis was in demand
as a speaker on both sides of the Atlantic, concerning the need to rethink

our approach to bibliography and to redefine its elements so as to take full

advantage ofwhat computers might be able to do. In an article published in

1964, on prerequisites to co-operative creation and use of automated

catalogues, he wrote that 'automation applied to the existing systems of

entry, classification and technological analysis may be likened to the

installation of a jet engine in an ox-cart on a superhighway. '(248) Verner

Clapp, then president of the Ford Foundation's Council on Library

Resources and former assistant librarian of Congress, had discussed these

matters with Bregzis; he used the article to increase pressure on the Library

of Congress to take the lead in the establishment of a standard biblio-

graphic format that would lend itself to machine-readable use.

At the Allerton House conference in late November 1964, at which the

Midwest Interlibrary Center was transmogrified into the Center for

Research Libraries, impatience was voiced by several members who were

under pressure to introduce automation in their own libraries but were

waiting for the Library of Congress to break trail. Since redefinition of

objectives was the theme of the conference, I moved a resolution that the

new Center for Research Libraries should announce a willingness to

become a centre of co-operative and computer-based cataloguing unless

the Library of Congress showed a clear intention of doing so in the near

future. Gordon Williams, director of the centre, had agreed to this

suggestion during the course of a walk in the park before breakfast that

morning. After my motion was adopted, without dissent, by the centre's

board of directors, Williams sent word of it to the Librarian of Congress

and to two major associations that were due to meet in late January, the

American Library Association and the Association of Research Libraries.

I like to imagine that this resolution had something to do with what

followed, though it may have been only an interesting coincidence that in

December Quincy Mumford, the librarian of Congress, invited Bregzis

and me, among others, to a meeting. The meeting was for a discussion of
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plans for catalogue automation, and was to take place at the Library of

Congress on January 11, a Monday. Bregzis and I planned to fly to

Washington late Sunday afternoon, but were not able to do so. When snow

began to fall in mid-afternoon I called the local airport and was told that all

airports along the eastern seaboard were closed on account of a major

snowstorm. Bregzis, having made the same discovery, had called a friend

in Maryland who told him that Baltimore had seven inches of snow and

more falling fast. Railway and bus schedules, also disrupted by the storm,

offered no hope of getting us to Washington in time for the meeting, but as

the only Canadians invited we were determined to get there if we could.

And so we drove, accompanied by my wife Patricia and a supply of

blankets and sandwiches It was a long night, but we had snow tires and I

was well acquainted with the road. Sometimes visibility was poor, and

sometimes we had to swerve around cars that had been abandoned in the

middle of the highway, but we ploughed our way into Washington in time

for an hour or two of sleep before the meeting was due to begin. Gordon
Williams stomped in behind us, having had to wade through the snow

from a downtown hotel, but several people were snowbound and the

meeting finally got under way with only about two dozen people present. I

knew the library directors who were there, and Bregzis was on familiar

terms with most of the others. That was the meeting at which preliminary

groundwork was laid for establishing a standard machine-readable format

and for what has become the international distribution of bibliographic

data in machine form.

The first requisite, as Bregzis had been saying, was for agreement on a

standard format and code for processing by machine. Bregzis continued to

be involved in the other meetings that followed, and the MARC
(machine-readable catalogue) format that evolved bore a strong family

resemblance to the one he had developed for our ONULP project.

When a pilot project was launched early in 1967, in which the Library of

Congress issued weekly MARC tapes of its current English-language

cataloguing to a handful of libraries that were ready to experiment with

them, Toronto was included and began using the tapes to derive catalogue

entries for a proportion of our new acquisitions. When Paul Reimers, then

co-ordinator of information systems at the Library of Congress, addressed

the International Federation of Library Associations in Toronto in

September 1967 concerning the pilot project, he said that the University of

Toronto was the foremost user of the MARC tapes. Our pioneering in the

field was not unnoticed or unappreciated.

Before the ONULP project was completed in 1967, we had begun
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converting the content of our central catalogue to machine form, for a

circulation control system and other future uses. Given the size of our

catalogues, this was a slow process. It involved a staff of input typists and
revisers, and considerable time of the machines at the University's

Institute of Computer Science. The institute was intended for research

and experimental work rather than for a regular operational load, and bv

June 1967 our requirement of machine time on a daily basis, mainly for

work on the prototype of an on-line catalogue, began to interfere with

other projects. Professor C.C. ('Kelly') Gotlieb, director of the institute,

who had been interested and helpful from the beginning, recommended to

the Presidential Advisory Committee on Computer Services that by 1969

the Library should have its own computer, designed for and dedicated to

our work. With his advice and help we obtained approval from the

President and Board of Governors, wrote specifications, obtained bids and

analysed them, and ontained a large Sigma 7 computer early in 1969 on a

rental-purchase basis.

Unlike the libraries at Stanford and the University of Chicago, which
were also working on systems of their own, we did not receive any special

development grants from foundations or governments. The whole cost of

rental, purchase, development, operation and staffing had to be given high

priority and built into our regular Library budget from the beginning, at

the expense of some other things we might have done; in 1968-69 this was

still possible to do and turned out to be a blessing, as it allowed us to

proceed without the constant fear of grants expiring. In order to justify the

cost of an operating system sophisticated enough to do all the things we
wanted, we assumed from the beginning that we would be able to offer

service to other libraries that would share the cost with us. Our plan was to

develop a system to serve the complex needs of all parts of the central

Library first of all, then to make it available to the other 40 or 50 libraries in

our University, and finally, after thorough testing in that complicated

environment, to offer service to other institutions. It was a noble plan, soon

buffeted and blown askew by bad luck and politics.

There were problems with the computer hardware and software. More
than two years passed, after delivery, before the manufacturer, Scientific

Data Systems of California, was able to bring all components of the

equipment up to the operational standards specified in our contract.

Recruitment and development of staff was difficult; people with suitable

qualifications were scarce and were snapped up by commercial and

industrial employers at rates considerably above those that the Universi-

ty's personnel department could be persuaded to allow. We continued,
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however, to push forward with what was possible. We developed a

composite format (UTL/M2) to accommodate and use the data we were

receiving from both the Library of Congress and the British National

Bibliography in the different LC/MARC and BNB/MARC formats that

had evolved after the end of the pilot project. After exploratory correspon-

dence begun in February 1969, we began in May 1970 to serve six

academic libraries (Brock, Laurentian and Ottawa universities, Trinity

and Victoria colleges, and Scarborough/Erindale) with what we called

'UTL MARC service.' By Thursday every week, each library sent us a list

of Library of Congress identification numbers for books they had

acquired; we ran these numbers against our consolidated base of MARC
data, printed unit cards for those records that were available in the tapes,

and mailed them out on the following Monday morning. In February 1972

we upgraded this service to provide a variety of options, including some

on-line service, and offered it to public as well as academic libraries in

Ontario. Meanwhile we went on building our own mechanized files ofnew
and existing records, and in 197 1 we began using this base to print a weekly

list of new accessions as well as a number of other lists and special

catalogues.

While there were no external granting agencies to watch over our

shoulders and be satisfied with what they saw, some of the University's

computer scientists viewed our equipment and our program with raised

eyebrows, and made their doubts known. (249) The central administra-

tion, needing assurance that our plans were indeed feasible, and our

approach sensible, engaged the consulting firm of Kates Peat Marwick in

1971 to review our progress and recommend a course of action. Dr. Josef

Kates, a former chief engineer in the University's Computer Centre, took

an active part in the study and was enthusiastic about what he saw; he

advised the University to put more resources into it and to accelerate the

marketing of external services in order to broaden the operational base and

press our advantage as pioneers in the field. (2 50)

Another firm of consultants, engaged the previous year to review

the organization and management of the University's whole library

system,(251) had recommended a change in the organization of our

Systems Department, in which the programming and operation of our

computer was being done within the Division of Systems and Technical

Services, under the direction of Ritvars Bregzis. They recommended that

the Systems Department become a separate division under a manager with

wide experience in the planning and operation of computer systems. I

worried about this suggestion because of my conviction that the engineer-
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ing of our system should be governed by our bibliographic requirements,

rather than the other way round; putting the architecture and engineering

of it under separate directors would make co-ordination of the two more
difficult. On the other hand I had to bow to the argument that our large and

expensive installation of equipment was plagued with problems and

needed expert technical management. Thus in July 1971 our Systems

Department became a separate Library division which we called UTLAS
(University ofToronto Library Automation Systems) with Everett Minett

in charge. In announcing his appointment I said that there would be a

co-ordinating Systems Board, consisting ofMinett and Bregzis (whose title

was altered to associate librarian for bibliographic systems and technical

services) and with me as chairman. Co-ordination of the two points of

view, however, as I had feared, was never easy.

Meanwhile, pressure had been mounting on us to use our computer to

do greater things for other Ontario universities. In 1967, only a few

months after publication of the Spinks Report, Ontario's Committee of

(University) Presidents approved the establishment of a bibliographic

centre that would have, among other things, 'an up-to-date registry in

machine-readable form of all catalogue data obtained from Ontario

universities and other sources. '(2 5 2) After much study the Council of

Ontario Universities opened an office of library co-ordination in 197 1 and

eventually moved with it into the eighth floor of the Robarts Library.

John Evans, who became president in 1972, was eager for us to expand

our services to other Ontario universities. His eagerness was shared by

Peter Meincke, whom he appointed vice-provost with responsibility

including, among other things, the Library, the Media Centre, and the

Computer Centre, which he saw simply as three aspects of information

service. Meincke was a physicist, the first of our academic administrators

to have a computer terminal on his desk in Simcoe Hall. He shared

Minett's optimistic view of the speed with which requirements could be

met, and pressed us into commitments that we were not ready to meet.

Though Bregzis and I maintained that we needed to finish building our raft

and testing it before taking passengers aboard, Meincke sided with those

librarians from other universities who insisted that they needed to help

build the raft in order to be sure it suited them. As a result we found

ourselves in April 197 3 , before we had finished moving our equipment into

the Robarts building, attempting a pilot project aimed at providing a full

on-line cataloguing service to six Ontario universities that had obtained a

provincial grant for equipment and initial operation. Two Quebec
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universities had been added for good measure, paying their own way and

expecting good results.

The pilot project was plagued by late delivery of some essential new
equipment, and problems of programming and communication, but was

judged to be promising enough to become fully operational in April 1974.

The six Ontario participants, working through the provincial office of

library co-ordination, called their project UNICAT, and a consortium of

seven Quebec libraries joined in as TELECAT, making up a combined

effort of UNICAT/TELECAT.(253)
Toronto, as the largest library and the provider of the automated

cataloguing support service (CATSS) on which the whole thing depended,

was obliged to participate as an ordinary member of the consortium, to our

disadvantage. From the beginning, which came too soon for us, we were

outvoted on some technical issues that were important to us. UNICAT/
TELECAT saw the project mainly as a mechanized means of deriving and

sharing catalogue information and printing sets of cards, and it insisted on

having one machine-readable union file shared by all. Toronto advocated a

separate file for each library, linked to all others for sharing. For various

purposes we needed a record specific to our own holdings - for instance,

we had begun in the summer of 1973 to use it to produce bookform

catalogues for the Science and Medicine Library, to take the place of the

central catalogue when it moved to Robarts. For political reasons we were

obliged to contribute to the union file for some time, while continuing to

maintain our own separate record, and to meet the extra cost. Again, the

CAN/MARC format adopted by the UNICAT/TELECAT group was

slightly different from the one we had evolved and used; for entries that

were affected by the differences our staff was obliged to follow both

patterns, one for ourselves and one for the union file. Our costs were

magnified further because, as members of the consortium, we were

obliged to buy the services of UTLAS through the office of library

co-ordination; in its billing that office added its own hefty overhead

charges, and a pro-rated share of the consortium's long-distance telephone

connections even though Toronto used no long-distance lines. Not only

were we paying a premium to an external agency for the services of our

own staff and equipment, but we were also supposed to communicate with

UTLAS concerning these matters through the office of library co-

ordination. The politics of inter-university co-operation had pushed us

into a very strange position from which there was no easy escape.

Eventually, however, other participants found that they too needed
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separate files, and that there were simpler and less expensive ways of

operating, and began to drop out of the consortium. UNICAT was
dissolved and the office of library co-ordination closed in 1980. It had

served to introduce automation into a number of libraries, and facilitated a

number of other co-operative efforts in Ontario. (254)

In 1975 the conversion of data from both the old catalogue (pre- 1959)

and new was completed. David Esplin, who acted in my stead while I was
on sabbatical leave that year, decided that the time had come to stop adding

to the card catalogues and to begin relying on our machine-readable file.

The staff needed a full year of intensive planning and preparation. Our
long-term objective was to have a mechanized system by which our whole

catalogue, including the very newest additions, could be consulted on-line

by all its users, through direct connection with computer terminals

operated by the users wherever they were. UTLAS, however, was not yet

able to provide the technical support for it, and was about to suffer a

setback when the Xerox Corporation, after buying the company that was
the supplier ofour equipment, announced in August 1975 that it was going

out of the computer business. Various interim expedients had to be

considered.

Our experience with computer-printed catalogues in bookform, for

ONULP and for our Science and Medicine Library, had demonstrated

that such a form was impractical for a collection as large and fast-growing

as ours. As an interim measure, until wide access to an on-line catalogue

became feasible, we chose COM (computer-output microfilm) as our

medium, and closed our card catalogues at the end ofJune 1976.

Ours was by no means the first library to use COM catalogues, even in

Ontario, but it was the first large research library anywhere to have its

whole catalogue in that form. Our first edition, produced both on rolls of

microfilm and on microfiche (which consists of small sheets rather than

rolls), contained about 1.2 million entries with six million access points. It

consisted of one section containing the full bibliographic record of each

book, arranged in shelf order, and three sections of alphabetical index

(author, title, subject) in abbreviated form. Because of its unique size and

arrangement it attracted floods of visitors from across the continent, so

many that we tried to economize on staff time by announcing a seminar for

visitors on the last Friday of each month. Again our staff members were in

demand; during the next three years they published at least half a dozen

papers(255) and delivered at least 25 talks at conferences and workshops,

from Montreal to Vancouver and from Boston to New Orleans to San

Francisco.
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We had expected some initial difficulty in getting our readers to switch

from the card catalogue to lists projected on a screen, but we need not have

worried. Most readers preferred the COM catalogues from the start, and

the others discovered before long that the card catalogues, though still in

place, were increasingly out of date. One advantage of COM was that it

combined the old (pre- 1959) and new catalogues in a single file - a thing

which had been impossible with the two card files built on different

principles - and brought about a noticeable increase in use of the older

books. Apparently, many readers had been ignoring the pre- 1959 card

catalogue. Another major advantage was that the whole catalogue could be

available in many places in the University, and in some other institutions

that bought copies, instead of one place only. Besides the copies, often

multiple copies, in all departments of the Library, there was an author

catalogue in two microfilm readers in the lobby of the Robarts building,

and a full microfiche copy on each floor of the stacks. A student who
complained that failure of a light bulb in one of the microfiche readers in

the stacks had made it necessary for him to walk down one whole storey, to

use another machine, had to be reminded that there had never been any

catalogues in the stacks until that year. In order to make catalogues

available to all parts of the campus where a need was indicated, but without

being beggared by frivolous requests, we offered one free microfiche

reader to each departmental library or office that would subscribe to the

fiche at cost. The result was that our first edition of the COM catalogue

was placed in 67 different locations in the University, and the number
increased thereafter to well over 100. The records were available on-line

also, through a limited number of terminals in Library departments, but

the system was not ready for wider use on-line, and would not be until

1988.

Within two years UTLAS was producing COM catalogues similar to

ours for 15 other libraries. Its total list of customers, for one or more of its

services, had grown by then to 75 Canadian libraries or library systems of

all kinds and sizes, from coast to coast, and was being promoted beyond the

capacity of the system to deliver. The mandatory emphasis on external

service, and the scramble to satisfy external customers, pushed our own
needs into low priority, creating frustration and unhappy tensions within

the Library.

In order to assure UNICAT/TELECAT and all the other users that our

own Library was not getting a free ride at their expense, we had separated

the UTLAS budget from all other accounts, and adjusted its scale of fees to

make it self-supporting. For UTLAS service to our own Library, we paid
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the standard fees out of our regular operating budget. In July 1977, when
UTLAS was beginning to repay the original capital investment, it was
listed by the University's financial authorities as one of the several

'ancillary' operations that were supposed to be self-supporting as a group if

not individually, and though it remained officially under my direction, its

budget became more and more a concern of Alex Rankin, vice-president

for administration, who was responsible for all other ancillaries. Finally in

March 1979 UTLAS was taken out of my hands entirely and became
Rankin's responsibility, though the creation and maintenance of our

catalogues had become very dependent on its services.

Rankin invited me to sit on a small advisory board that consisted (apart

from Kelly Gotlieb and me) of people from outside the University, people

acquainted with commerce but not with libraries. We struggled with

technical problems that had plagued UTLAS from the beginning:

obsolescence of equipment, late delivery, failed deadlines, over-extension

in an attempt to justify the capital investment. In its effort to command a

significant share of the market UTLAS had become the second largest

library utility on the continent, second only to the Ohio College Library

Center, and was the most diverse in the services it offered. It was

expanding into the United States and Japan, but was years beyond the date

by which it had undertaken to develop on-line circulation control for our

own Library. Having outgrown all the space it could be given in Robarts, it

moved to a commercial building on Bloor Street, where it needed a large

amount of new equipment and new programming to meet its commit-

ments. By the time Rankin's failing health obliged him to retire late in

198 1 , some members of the Governing Council were calling for UTLAS to

be disbanded. Rankin's successor, Alec Pathy, however, on the basis of an

analysis by consultants and in recognition of our own dependence on its

services, saved it. When I left the Library at the end of 1981 , he was in the

process of revamping it.

At the end of 1984 UTLAS was sold to the International Thomson Organ-

ization, with some provisos relating to our Library. I cannot guess its

future and have some misgivings about its past. I wish it well, and hope it

will continue to be counted as one of the principal pioneers in library automa-

tion. I shall always have fond grandfatherly recollections of its early begin-

nings in ONULP, and of the wild drive that Ritvars Bregzis and Patricia

and I made through an all-night snowstorm on our way to Washington, to

begin the international sharing of our experience with it.
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NOTES
1 The people who helped draft the plan for the new libraries project were Agatha Leonard

(Acquisition Department), Violet Taylor (Circulation) and Ritvars Bregzis (Technical

Services). Bregzis and I had already met with J. R. McCarthy and his assistant, Ed

Stewart, for a preliminary discussion.

2 The project was headed by Violet Taylor for book selection, Susan Merry for acquisition, and

Donald Smith for cataloguing. Except for book selection the project was managed within

the Technical Services area.



CHAPTER 35

Participation on Parnassus

uring my 35 years in the Library I saw many changes in the

place of the librarian and the Library staff within the adminis-

trative structure of the University. From 1856 until the 1890s

both policy and management of the Library had been closely

supervised by the Library Committee of the Senate, until H.H. Langton

as librarian gradually took managerial responsibility into his own hands.

Policy continued to be the legal prerogative of the Library Committee, but

interpretation and implementation devolved on the librarian. Occasionally

the librarian asked for the advice and assistance of the president, who was

chairman of the Library Committee and (from 1906 onward) of the Senate.

It was in this context that Stewart Wallace in 1952 refused to discuss his

budget proposal with anybody but the president, and sent me as his

deputy to talk with Vice-President Claude Bissell.

After Bissell's departure for Carleton University in 1956 and his return

to Toronto in 1958 as president, the traditional line of direct communica-

tion between president and librarian was resumed. During the expansive

1960s however, as vice-presidents increased in number and acquired

budget responsibility for their respective divisions of the University, it

became increasingly awkward for President Bissell, as arbiter among the

divisions, to remain as personal overseer (and champion in his budget

committee) of two divisions that were widely perceived as his pets: the

School of Graduate Studies and the Library. His happy solution in 1969

was to give Ernest Sirluck, who was dean of Graduate Studies, a new title

as vice-president for Graduate Studies and the Library, to vie with other

vice-presidents for his slice of the budget. After Sirluck moved to the

University of Manitoba as president in 1970, the Library moved into the

portfolio of the provost (academic vice-president) and later into that of a
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vice-provost. Thus as the administrative structure of the University grew

larger and more formal and complex, the lines of reporting grew longer and

left the heads of divisions farther away from the making of major decisions

on policy and budget.

The same process was at work within the Library: staff members who
had reported directly to department heads became responsible to section

heads, and department heads who had reported to the librarian found

themselves reporting instead to one or another of the associate librarians.

In 1954 the hierarchical reporting structure of the University was so simple

that there were only two or three steps between the president's office and

any Library staff member, librarian or clerk; 25 years later the distance had

stretched to at least six or seven steps and a formidible obstacle course of

committees. This sort of change may help to explain why various groups of

staff in the University turned to collective bargaining as a short cut to

decisions concerning matters that touch them closely.

When I joined the staff in 1947, Stewart Wallace and his four

department heads all had their offices on the same floor within a few steps

of one another. Department heads had their desks within sight and

speaking distance of most of their staff, and everybody knew everybody.

Though few staff members ever saw the Librarian in his office after the

initial interview, they all knew him and saw him nearly every day as he

came and went. He slit open all the first-class mail each morning and dealt

with it or passed it on to those who would. He interviewed all applicants,

signed all offers of employment, and with the help of his secretary, Julia

Jarvis, handled all requisitions, payments, accounts and other general

administrative work. An air of domesticity was added by the cooking

smells which wafted upward now and then from Mrs. Patterson's kitchen

just below. Wallace counted on Jim Patterson, the resident caretaker, to

run personal errands, and gave him a turkey every Christmas. He
consulted rarely and briefly with his department heads, but he and his

decisions were respected in all departments. As assistant librarian I did

odd jobs for him, and sat at his desk when he was away.

When I succeeded Wallace in 1954, many routines remained the same.

Patterson continued to receive his Christmas turkey as long as he lived.

Julia Jarvis or her successor, Betty How, and I continued to run the office

for several years, with the help of David Foley, my first assistant librarian.

But some things began to change. In planning the Sigmund Samuel wing
and planning the move into it, I had worked closely with the department

heads, singly and as a group. On becoming chief librarian I continued to

see them often. Every week we held what we called a senior staff meeting
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in my office and often included other staff members who were involved in

issues that were on the agenda. Opening of the new wing that autumn,
with new workrooms on different floors and with the enlarged staff

entering and leaving usually through the front and back doors of the new
wing, meant that departments saw less of one another and many people

saw little of the Chief Librarian. I had resolved to pay at least a short visit to

one department and one campus library every day, to maintain personal

contact, but after the first week or so my visits had to become less frequent.

In an effort to maintain a spirit of unity we tried various things. We
started a monthly newsletter. We began an annual Sunday afternoon tea

party for the teaching staff, with the Library staff as host, the President

and his wife standing in the receiving line with my wife, Patricia, and me.

The senior staff began giving a Christmas dinner in the new staff room:

department heads brought the vegetables and salads and desserts, and

Patricia roasted two large turkeys, which I carved into a hundred servings.

We also had end-of-term parties, and other celebrations as occasion

offered. After a few years, however, most of these gatherings had to be

discontinued. The staff room could no longer accommodate a Christmas

dinner and we moved to the Great Hall at Hart House; the senior staff no

longer felt able to meet the whole cost, and when we asked the other staff to

contribute the attendance dipped so low that there was no point in going

on. The reading rooms became so full of shelving that we had to drop the

annual reception for teaching staff. As the staffgrew larger, cliques formed

on the basis of department or language or length of service, and though I

made a point of going to the staff room occasionally to drink coffee with

different groups, I could no longer pretend to know all the names.

Economies of scale, which reduce the unit cost of production in many
enterprises as they become larger, occur to a very limited extent in libraries

and are outweighed by growth in complexity. Selection and acquisition of

books for a small college library, dealing mainly in standard works and

assigned readings in English that are available in the North American and

British book market, are comparatively simple matters. Selection and

acquisition for a research library such as ours became in the 1960s are far

more complicated; they reach beyond the ordinary book markets to all

kinds of obscure sources, commercial and otherwise, and into countries in

which the book trade is poorly developed. In 1970 we received books from

3,792 different sources: 1,570 in the United States, 929 in Canada, 245 in

Britain, 1 1 3 in France, 109 in Germany, 91 in Italy, 7 1 in India, 5 1 in the

Netherlands, 42 in Australia, 31 in Switzerland, 27 in Spain, 26 in Israel,

24 in Hong Kong, 23 each in Belgium, Mexico and South Africa, 22 in
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Lebanon, 20 each in Japan and Pakistan, one in the Soviet Union, and 371

in 78 other countries. Less than half the new acquisitions were in either of

Canada's official languages, and a significant proportion were not in the

Roman alphabet.
1 For such a mixture of acquisitions, ready-made

catalogue entries are much scarcer than for run-of-the-mill publications,

and the weight of original cataloguing to be done is greater in both volume

and difficulty. Our Chinese cataloguing staff needed to include a

calligrapher; work on an important collection in Ottoman Turkish had to

await recruitment of a cataloguer who could handle it. The size of the

collection as a whole also adds to the complexity; describing an item and

classifying it so as to make it readily findable in a catalogue ofmany million

entries, and among millions of volumes on tens of miles of shelf, require

more elaborate systems and greater precision than for a small library. Even

the shelvers have farther to walk, and must take greater care to achieve

accuracy. Though the size of the staff permits a greater specialization of

work, this advantage is offset by the wide variety of languages and other

specialties needed, and by the effort involved in recruiting and training and

organizing, and monitoring the quality of work. By 1967, original

cataloguing of Toronto's acquisitions printed in non-Roman characters

required more staff than for works in the Roman alphabet, while other

Ontario libraries were acquiring virtually no non-Roman titles.

Though our staff had experienced a sudden increase of 48 percent when
the Sigmund Samuel wing opened in 1954, its departmental structure

continued to reflect a division of work based mainly on function:

acquisition, cataloguing, reference and lending. Specialization by subject,

language, form, source or rarity of material was to come later. Increases in

demand, because of the mounting enrolment and what was being referred

to as the stockpiling of teaching staff in preparation for our climb to the

new plateau, and gradual increases in the book budget, were accompanied

by a somewhat more gradual increase in the complement of staff allowed to

the Library. Most of the additions were to the clerical grades we had

established in 1954, and in part-time student help. These additions helped

to bring about a deliberate separation of duties and rank according to the

nature of the work. Workrooms that seemed extremely commodious
compared with what there had been before 1954 gradually became
overcrowded, and offices had to be extended into the former seminar

rooms upstairs in the old wing.

Sudden doubling of the book budget in 1963, accompanied by a sudden
jump in graduate enrolment due to the new provincial grants to graduate

students, put a great strain on all parts of the Library. Hardest hit were the
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technical services (acquisition, cataloguing, serials, binding), which had

outgrown their space again, and had to be relieved by removal of the

Catalogue Department (except its card-production and filing sections) to a

rented building at the southwest corner of College and McCaul Streets in

the summer of 1963. Two years later, when the Library School inherited

that building, the Catalogue Department moved to the upper three floors

of the Superintendents' Building at 215 Huron Street. After two years in

that location it moved yet again, along with the Serials Department and

Systems Development Office it had spawned meanwhile, into the four

floors of a warehouse building at 175 Bedford Road, about a mile north of

the Library. These shifts were accompanied by repeated adjustments in

the organization and grouping of staff, to take account of the increasing

volume and complexity of the work, and the evolution of procedures in

search of greater efficiency. The organization chart printed in my annual

reports reflected changes nearly every year.

At the same time as Ritvars Bregzis and most of his technical services

staff moved to Bedford Road, Marion Brown and her Rare Books and

Special Collections Department moved to rented space in a new office

building at 45 Charles Street East, about a mile east of the Library, a

distance that discouraged all but the most determined readers in spite of

free taxi service from and to the Library. The former Rare Book Room was

taken over by the Book Selection Department, thereby allowing the Order

and Searching departments to expand on the second floor of the Sigmund
Samuel wing. The Library administrative offices expanded downward
into the caretaker's apartment when Jim Patterson retired in 1966. The
public service departments, tied as they were to their reference desks and

loan counters, could be given very little additional space despite the

growing demands for service on the spot, for delivery service across the

campus, and for interlibrary lending and borrowing. The steady worsen-

ing of working conditions, due to overcrowding and successive moves of

large segments of the staff into remote and makeshift quarters, put great

strains on staff morale. There were other difficulties as well.

One of the problems that Canadian academic libraries faced in 1962, one

which Edwin Williams of Harvard barely mentioned in the report of his

survey, was an acute shortage of staff qualified to do what was needed.

Perhaps Harvard had not experienced that difficulty. I remember a

classmate at Columbia, who had just accepted an appointment to Harvard

at a rather low salary, remarking to us that he would have been willing to

pay Harvard for the privilege of working there. Toronto did not enjoy any

such advantage, even among the students graduating from our own
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Library School and wanting to stay near home. For several years we
invited all students at the school to an evening coffee party in February,

treated them to a brief recruiting spiel by each of our department heads,

and made appointments to interview those who were interested. The best

students in those days had a wide choice of offers, however, and Toronto's

salary scale was never the highest. But even if it had been possible to fill all

our vacancies with suitable Toronto graduates, I should not have wanted

to do so. Annual recruiting trips by me and other senior members of staff to

the other library schools in Canada and the northern United States were

interpreted by some ofour own people as an unwelcome preference, on my
part, for outsiders. The truth was that I wanted to build into our

professional staff a healthy variety of educational experience and points of

view, and did not want an entirely home-grown crew. In advance of our

recruiting trips we sent copies ofmy annual reports to all North American

library schools as propaganda and bait.

We tried, in fact, to improve our chance of getting good home-grown
librarians by paying a bonus to first-class graduates, and by offering

Library School scholarships to university graduates who had shown
promise as clerical workers on our staff. Candidates received full salary for

part of the year, on the understanding that they would return to us for at

least two years after graduation. The first to take advantage of the scheme

was Sheila Laidlaw, now librarian of the University of New Brunswick,

who graduated in 1960.

One version of the scholarship scheme was used to enable two senior

staff members to get professional degrees before being confirmed as

department heads. So soon after persuading the President that the

University should recognize a distinction between librarians and other

administrative staff, and after establishing a rule that only graduates of

recognized library schools could be hired as librarians, I did not think it

would be prudent to appoint anybody who lacked the full paper

qualifications to the rank of department head. Katherine Wales, therefore,

after 30 years on staff and 20 of those years as the principal reference

librarian, obtained a degree at Columbia Library School before becoming
head of the new Reference Department. Three years later Alice Moulton,

after 22 years on staff, earned a degree at our own Library School before

being confirmed as head of the Circulation Department. I knew it was not

easy for these faithful veterans to go back to school and sit among students

who had little or no experience of library employment, but I think it gave

them a fresh outlook on their work and made life easier for them as

department heads.
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In the library schools at Columbia, Michigan and Illinois universities I

was allowed to comb the placement files for Canadian graduates working

south of the border; I wrote to all those whose qualifications looked

interesting, and several of them re-crossed the border subsequently.

Toronto had no monopoly on interesting openings - one of my letters in

early 1964 mentioned that chief librarians were being sought for Scar-

borough and Erindale colleges, and Brock, Simon Fraser, Calgary and

Montreal universities. Toronto advertised not only in Canada and the

United States but also in other countries, and made some appointments by
mail. John Ball, now librarian of Scarborough College, came to us from

England. Conrad Reitz, now associate librarian at the University of

Windsor, came to us from South Africa. And there were others.

During the very lean years from 1929 to 1946, Canadian libraries had

made so few appointments that many Canadian library school graduates

had gone to American libraries or found their way into other careers. Most
of the people who had scrimped and scraped through that period in senior

positions in Canadian academic libraries had retired by the 1950s or early

1960s, leaving very few experienced administrators to face the problems

Edwin Williams defined. Sudden expansion of existing libraries of all

kinds and the sprouting of new institutions across Canada and the United

States created so many openings at the beginning level that those of us who
went on recruiting visits to the library schools often felt that the students

were interviewing us. At the senior levels, competition for staff was even

keener. Circumstances that lured Toronto professors away to become
chairmen or deans or presidents at newer universities were present also in

libraries, and several of our people left for senior appointments elsewhere.

My first four assistant librarians left in this way: in 1961 David Foley

became librarian of the University of Manitoba; in 1963 Brian Land was

given a year's leave to serve as executive assistant to Walter Gordon, then

federal minister of finance, and returned to the University as director of

the Library School; Peter Steckl left in 1967 to establish a library in the

new federal department of manpower; in 1969 Gerald Prodrick joined the

library school staff at the University of Western Ontario. Because of the

need to provide some promising young people with administrative

experience I appointed a succession of administrative assistants in my own
office, with the idea that they would move up or out within two years: John
Ball and Hugh Smith became college librarians at Scarborough and

Erindale; Michael Campbell left to head a department at the Toronto

Board of Education Library; Anne Woodsworth became director of

libraries at York and then at Pittsburgh. These were but a few of the people
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who left us to go to other libraries - our inadvertent contributions to senior

staff in other institutions went as far afield as South Africa and Australia.

Sudden doubling of the book budget in 1963 required so many new
appointments that our staff was transformed not only in size but in nature.

In that year we lost 10 ofour 70 librarians by retirement or resignation, and

made 45 new appointments. 2 By the next year more than half our

professional staffwere comparative youngsters new to the Library. For the

next few years growth was more gradual, up to a maximum of 158

librarians in 1968-69, but additions plus replacements required between

20 and 30 recruits each year.

In our other staff, apart from librarians, growth and turnover were far

more rapid. The spectacular development of Metropolitan Toronto as a

commercial, industrial and cultural centre created an expanding job

market in which the University's pay scales were not very attractive except

to people who preferred the campus environment, or immigrants and

refugees hoping to use their language qualifications, or students taking a

rest from their studies, or others needing a temporary meal ticket while

they looked for greener fields. In 1963 we lost 70 people from a support

staff of 115, and made 159 appointments; more than three-quarters of the

support staff was new and a shrinking proportion was Canadian-born,

much less Toronto-born. Resignations were occurring after an average of

only eight months of service; I think the record for shortness of service was

two hours. The rate of turnover reached a peak of 68 percent in 1965-66.

By the time the support staff reached its maximum of 493 budgeted

positions (apart from more than 100 part-time student assistants at some
periods during term) in 1969-70, the annual turnover had dropped to 34

percent but was still a serious handicap. At any given moment there were

many positions vacant, many strangers newly arrived, and a great deal of

effort being spent by senior staff on recruiting and orientation and

training.

In these circumstances it was very easy for radical student groups and

their friends outside the University to plant union organizers inside the

Library staff, where they found fertile ground. In April 1967 there was an

application to the Ontario Labour Relations Board for recognition of a

union. By that time we had scores of clerical workers who had never

worked in the Library building or even on the campus, and who felt little

connection with other divisions of the Library. Those who worked on
campus were easily persuaded that their friends in other parts of the

University, in the same salary brackets, had less demanding work and

easier schedules. Those who worked in reader services, where timetables
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covered 96 hours a week and even some holidays when other University

offices were closed, saw other Library departments keeping easier office

hours. No doubt many people in all departments saw our plans for

automation as a direct threat to their jobs. All these things added to the

discomfort and inconvenience of crowded working conditions in all our

departments, on and off campus, while the long-promised new building

was not even begun and seemed in some danger of being put off forever.

Though many members of the support staff were against the idea of

unionization, they were a minority, and the organizers were able to sign up
the required 55 percent in order to be certified automatically without a vote

being taken. However, it took two years to define the bargaining unit.

In June 1969 the Labour Relations Board certified the Canadian Union
of Public Employees (CUPE) Local 1230 as the official bargaining unit for

all full-time, non-professional, non-supervisory staff paid out of the

budget of the chief librarian. During the lengthy proceedings that led up to

this event, we discovered that minor variations had arisen in the

interpretation of personnel policy in different parts of the Library. Five

years earlier I had delegated all personnel matters to my three assistants,

each for his own area: Bregzis for Technical Services, Prodrick for

Humanities and Social Sciences, Steckl for Science and Medicine. Each

had dealt directly with the University Personnel Office and had followed

our Library staff manual(256) but with some differences in interpretation,

differences few and minor but not to be permitted in the administration of

a union contract. We therefore created a central personnel office for the

Library, directed first by Michael McCahill and later by Donald Smith.

Contract negotiations between CUPE 1230 and John Parker, the

University's director of labour relations, in a strongly adversarial atmo-

sphere, led to salary increases that, in combination with the economic

recession of the 1970s, helped to reduce the rate of turnover. On the other

hand they removed our ability to reward people whose work was especially

good, and they made it almost impossible to get rid of anybody whose

performance, after a short period of probation, turned out to be less than

satisfactory. On the whole, staff relations became more rigid and

mechanical than before, and more difficult.

A breakdown in the University's negotiations with CUPE 1230 led to a

three-week strike and lockout in the late autumn of 1975, two years after

our headquarters departments had been consolidated in the Robarts

building. The University had never faced a strike before, and feelings ran

high on both sides. Some of us, with fresh recollections of violent

confrontations with student agitators, feared the possibility of sabotage.
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Indeed one or two zealous unionists already had created some disorder in

the shelving, and (perhaps by coincidence) there had been two small

mysterious fires to deal with in the old building, one in the machine room

and one in a wastebasket in the science stack. Parker, with his experience of

industrial strikes, gave us visions of militant picket lines reinforced by

imported goon squads wielding clubs. In the event, there were indeed

energetic picket lines blocking the entrances to our two principal

buildings. On the first afternoon President John Evans courageously led a

platoon of campus policemen up the steps and into the south door of the

Robarts Library, amid jeers and catcalls. The door was staffed for the

duration of the strike by shifts of policemen, who complained that the

President, by doing their job, had robbed them of credibility.

Management of the University's reaction to the strike was assigned to

Vice-Provost Peter Meincke, who took advice mainly from Parker. The
Robarts and Science and Medicine libraries were shut down, as they

needed to be for security's sake. We had made plans to carry on a limited

service in the Sigmund Samuel Library, but it too was shut down, and we
were not permitted to carry out our plans until a few days before the strike

ended. Our librarians and clerical supervisors carried on their own work as

well as they could, though we could not require them to pass through the

picket lines when there was risk of injury. As we came and went we were

jostled and insulted by pickets, and three people were knocked down, but

fortunately there was no serious injury except to feelings and morale. The
young editor of the University's official Bulletin did not help matters by

allowing his own pro-union bias to enter into the Bulletin's coverage of the

confrontation. Eventually, after three useless weeks, the union voted to

return to work without having gained any change in the University's offer

except a minor redistribution of money in favour of the lower grades at the

expense of the upper.

Unionization of our clerical staff, and growing activism in the Faculty

Association as the University edged toward a new governmental structure,

created some anxiety among librarians who felt that they were in danger of

being passed by and forgotten in the flow of events. Actually, our

librarians had come a long way since 1954 when they were first designated

as a separate group apart from the clerical ranks. At that time some ofthem
had wanted the salaries of our department heads to be formally equated

with those of lecturers; by 1969 their base was about the same as that for

associate professors. (See Appendix G). Their pension and other benefits

were the same as for all members of the University staff. They were

eligible for study leave and for grants from the University's Research
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Board. They were eligible to apply to me for travel assistance to attend

professional and academic meetings. A number of them sat on the

University's Library Council 3 and several of them represented me on
various faculty councils. Some of them served as lecturers at the Library

School or in other faculties, and were permitted to count their teaching

time as part of their regular library duties.

While I had helped to bring these things about I had resisted occasional

agitation among some of our librarians for faculty status, the formal

attachment of teaching ranks and titles that some universities had extended

to their librarians. While they needed academic as well as professional

qualifications to do their work, they were not the only members of the

non-teaching staff in that situation, and while their regular duties

sometimes included instruction or research, their regular duties were

different from those of the teaching staff. As I saw it, their dignity as well

as their financial and political advantage lay in whatever recognition they

earned in their important role as librarians, not in seeking to masquerade in

the ranks of lecturers and professors, where they would never be fully

accepted.

Six months after CUPE 1230 was certified as the bargaining agent for

our non-supervisory clerical staff, the librarians formed a campus-wide

organization, which they called LAUT (Librarians' Association of the

University of Toronto). Its purpose, as stated in the constitution, was to

promote the welfare of the libraries, librarians and other library staff of the

University of Toronto. It gave our campus librarians a corporate voice,

which they began to exercise in briefs and policy statements on political

issues, generally but not necessarily in support of my own efforts.

Librarians as well as members of the teaching staff had been affected by

the social revolution, and our staff included many recent recruits who had

been students during the days of sharp struggle against traditional

authority. They were anxious to participate actively in policy-making and

management. Librarians, moreover, had some reason to be worried about

the erosion of their numbers; as the deceleration of provincial grants began

to create budget problems, the University was protecting its teaching staff

at the expense of other things such as equipment, supplies, maintenance

and non-teaching staff.

Between 1969-70 and the summer of 1973, when we moved into the

Robarts building, the Central Library had lost 33 budgeted staff positions,

nearly all of them professional positions. Adding the Robarts building to

the units we were already administering raised the number of reader-

service points from 35 to 52, and since the University could not be
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persuaded to allow us any extra staff to cover those points, we had to draw
staff out of other parts of the Library to do it. In this process we switched

about 40 positions into the Reader Services area, all we could possibly

spare but not as many as were needed. Our staffs rejoicing at the

long-awaited expansion into a new building was diminished therefore by
the short-staffing it imposed on all departments, and by the certainty of

further budget reductions to come. In the early 1970s the University's

budget preparation began each autumn with a requirement for each

division to list the least damaging reductions that would amount to 5

percent and 10 percent of its current base budget. An across-the-board cut

of 5 percent, applied to the whole Library budget but without any

possibility of cutting the bookfund, required a 7 percent cut in the budget

for staff.

The blight of short-staffing was aggravated by restrictions on the filling

of vacant positions. In order to meet the certain prospect of further cuts in

staff and to do so by attrition rather than by layoffs or dismissals at the end

of the year, I was obliged each year to limit or suspend the replacement of

departing staff, so as to accumulate a number of vacant positions for

cancellation in the next budget. The consequent saving in salaries could be

used on temporary staff and student help, and to bolster the bookfund, but

our hard-working staff derived no comfort from the knowledge that their

current departmental budgets contained positions that were being held

vacant, awaiting the axe.

On top of these problems and the usual problems of settling into a new
building - taming new equipment, establishing new procedures and

workflow and lines of communication - there was also the frustration of

sharing the two staff elevators with contractors still bringing in material to

construct faculty offices on the 14th floor. All these things were felt most

bitterly in the reader services departments, where the 18 percent increase

in staff did not begin to meet the increase in service points or the soaring

volume of library use. In spite of our best efforts to find a tolerable path

through this combination of problems, frustration in some sections of the

staff continued to grow during our first six months in the new building,

until it erupted in a revolt.

On 18 February 1974 I received a message signed by 15 members of the

Reference Department. It was not a belated Valentine card. It was an

ultimatum. It contained a number of sweeping recommendations, and
unless I agreed by 1 p.m. next day to implement all of them, I was to

resign. Otherwise there would be a work stoppage and other actions. (2 5 7)

When I met with the 15 people next day they refused to discuss or even
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clarify their message, but agreed to compose a brief in response to my
questions. Their brief, dated 4 March, raised questions of University

policy beyond the jurisdiction of the Library, and I asked President Evans

to appoint a committee to consider it.

A Presidential Working Group on the Library, with Peter Meincke as

chairman,(258) invited briefs and comments from other quarters. It

identified and reviewed 48 different issues and presented a report with 1

7

recommendations, most of them aimed at broadening staff participation in

the decision-making process. (2 59) The principal outcome was agreement

that my advisory group, which had always consisted of senior staff

members, should be augmented by an equal number of elected members of

other staff to form a Library Advisory Council (LAC) and that the Library

should embark on an internal management review and analysis program

(MRAP) that had been designed by the Association of Research Libraries.

Preparations for LAC elections and for the MRAP study were under way
when I left at the end ofJuly for the year's leave for which I had applied 12

months earlier.

This sabbatical leave was my first long absence from the librarian's desk

in more than 20 years, and I was ready for it. My secretary, Betty How,
had delayed her retirement for 1 3 months to see us through the first year in

the new building. For 19 years she had handled all my correspondence and

reports, guarded my door, arranged all social events (including Library

parties in her own house and garden) and done whatever was required of

her in the changing environment of my office. She had developed her

secretarial talents first as secretary to Lester Pearson at Canada House in

London just before World War 2, and was a secretary of many un-

secretarial interests: golfing, skiing, dancing, gardening, travel, and in

retirement taking University courses. On her last day in office, and my last

before going on leave, she was only amused when I gave her two more

letters to do an hour before we were due at a small farewell party at the

Faculty Club. When well-wishers gathered to wish me Son voyage

speculated as to how I had managed to survive my first 20 years in office, I

needed only to point and say 'Here's How!'

David Esplin, who was acting chief librarian during my absence, had

promised not to get in touch with me for 1 2 months, and kept his word. My
wife Patricia and I spent most of the year in Europe, and it was a wonderful

time. During 20 years of constant preoccupation with library matters I had

given wife and family far less time and attention than they deserved, and

here was a belated chance to amend the balance. We picked up a new Volvo

at the factory in Sweden, and before returning it to the factory for
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shipment home we drove it 28,000 miles from Finland to Spain to Turkey

and Scotland. Our three children and their families arranged their holidays

to spend some weeks with us at various places along the way. I paid no

formal visits to libraries except for two days as a guest at the British Library

and a week as a guest of Bavarian libraries, invited to talk about

developments at Toronto. I had profited greatly from visiting libraries in

the past,
4 had employed our travel budget to encourage my staff to do

likewise, and had also brought distinguished librarians from afar for a few

days or weeks to bring us their ideas.
5
In the course of my Bavarian visit I

initiated arrangements for Dr. Joachim Wieder, librarian of the Technical

University in Munich, to be our visiting librarian for a month in 1977. In

Stuttgart we visited the Brockhaus family, of the firm that had served as

the University's German agent since 1890. We visited other friends along

the way, and had a wonderful year.

On returning to the Library in the autumn of 1975 I found that many
things had happened, including one about which I had some misgivings.

The Faculty Association (UTFA) with the concurrence of the librarians'

association (LAUT) had made librarians eligible for membership, and had

added some librarians to its council. Many librarians perceived this

development as a great step toward faculty status, but it was seen by many
faculty members as an invasion of their preserve. The Governing Council,

however, ignored it, and in its electoral constituencies continued to count

librarians as non-academic support staff. The Library Subcommittee of

the Academic Affairs Committee of Governing Council appointed a

working group on the status of librarians, but the work of this group was

overtaken by other events.

The Faculty Association, influenced by some of its members intent on

turning it into a labour union with or without provincial certification,

negotiated a memorandum of agreement with the University in 1977.(260)

The agreement set forth in great detail the conditions and procedures

relating to the employment of faculty members, and procedures for

settling disputes over salaries and other matters. Librarians, as UTFA
members posing different problems, were referred to only in general

terms, but the memorandum required the President to establish a joint

committee to draft policies and procedures covering librarians, especially a

ranking structure, the granting of 'permanent status' (as distinct from

tenure) and special procedures for making appointments to positions at or

above the level of department head. Thus we had a new working group to

formulate policies for librarians, chaired by Professor Roger Savory of

Near Eastern Studies. (261) This group's draft report was circulated
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widely and was on the agenda for three of Provost Donald Chant's fort-

nightly meetings with principals, deans and directors. Its final report, in

March 1978, ran to 74 clauses and became the basis for a University-wide

policy governing the employment of librarians. It did not, of course, deal

with the question of salaries, leaving that to be dealt with annually as a

minor detail in the negotiations conducted by UTFA.
One clause in the new policy, to which David Esplin had objected in a

minority report of the working group, specified that future chief librarians

should be appointed for a term of not less than seven years and not more
than 10. There were to be limited term appointments also for other line

officers, department heads and up, with administrative stipends attached

because administrative duties were no longer to be a factor in the ranking of

librarians. Several of us had argued from the beginning against the idea of

term appointments in the Library, but apparently it appealed to all those

who thought it would make the Library more like the teaching divisions,

which had adopted term appointments for senior positions, and less like

the administrative divisions, which had not.

It seemed to me that replacement of the former Senate and Board of

Governors by a Governing Council, composed of people elected or

appointed for terms of three years or less, had replaced the old 'double

innocence' (that is, isolation of the Board from matters academic and

isolation of the Senate from matters of finance) with an almost universal

innocence of institutional memory and experience. It seemed to me, too,

that the introduction of term appointments for teaching department

chairmen (rather than department heads) and deans and other senior

academics, up to and including the president, had created a round of

musical chairs in which continuity and authority suffered. For a chairman

or dean or president, however, a term as administrator can be considered a

temporary diversion from a chosen career, and when the term is up he or

she can return to the study or laboratory and classroom to pick up the

chosen career with some loss of momentum (more or less depending on

subject field) but with enhanced prestige. For library administrators and

especially chief librarians, there is no such parachute; administration is the

chosen career, and dropping down at the end of a term to a subordinate

administrative position would usually create a most uncomfortable

situation for all concerned. I saw no problem in the idea of a periodic

review of performance - indeed appointments such as my own were made
'at the pleasure of the Board' and subject to review and termination at any

time, and there were at least three Canadian universities that dismissed

their chief librarians in the 1960s - but those proposing term appointments
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for Toronto seemed to have something else in mind. 1 he procedure they

had in mind was the one already in effect in the teaching divisions; that is,

the position would be declared vacant at the end of a term, and the

incumbent would be free to enter a new competition (or not) with all

comers including members of his or her own staff. I had known deans and

chairmen who did not wish to re-apply for their own positions under those

conditions, and I could not imagine myself doing so or accepting a term

appointment with such a prospect. In fact the greatest disadvantage of a

term appointment to this position is at the point of recruitment.

As I wrote when the idea was first posed by a number of our reference

librarians, (262) I thought the majority of candidates for a limited-term

appointment as chief librarian would be of three kinds. There could be

librarians nearing the end of their careers, ready to retire at the end of term.

There could be young librarians without any particular commitment to

Toronto, seeing it only as a step on the way to greater things elsewhere.

And there could be tenured professors with established careers to go back

to after taking a few years off to set the Library straight. As the first

professional librarian to be appointed to the position at Toronto, I could

not be sure that future appointments would follow that precedent. As I

saw it and still see it, term appointments for that position put the

University of Toronto at a needless disadvantage in competition for the

best people.

It cannot be expected that anybody could have all the qualities the

University would like to find in a chief librarian. Commendations of

various candidates in earlier days ranged all the way from 'a most amiable,

inoffensive honourable man of good literary acquirements' to one who was

'not too good-natured for the job.' Modern search committees seek

combinations that are even more difficult: proven ability as a leader and

persuader, wide knowledge of books and the book trade, experience and

demonstrated talent as a senior administrator, academic competence

acceptable in a world of scholars and scientists, mastery of technological

wonders, adaptability to change, political acumen, skill at raising funds

and stretching budgets, professional distinction, and (some might add) the

ability to walk on water. The supply of suitable candidates who could

attempt to meet a sufficient number of such expectations to a passable

degree is not great, and future supply could be a serious problem.

The unprecedented growth and departmentalization of libraries in the

1960s gave rise to a generation of comparatively specialized assistant and

associate librarians, at salary levels that made many of them content to

continue in their specialties rather than move on to the centre of the target
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as chief librarians. Further, the development of talent that would supply

senior administrators in the future has been constricted in the 1970s and

'80s by the steady attrition of staff and the inability of libraries to hire very

many new graduates. As David Esplin wrote in 1975, 'while the next

generation of managers and administrators is in the ranks, the succeeding

generations are very thinly represented.'(263) A similar blight is distorting

the age distribution of staff in teaching departments as well, and is turning

away new graduates who should be developing as future leaders in their

chosen fields. The University has survived this sort of malady before and

presumably will be able to do so again, but convalescence will be very slow

and will require large transfusions of cash.

It was obvious that the stresses of the 1960s and early 1970s had taken a

heavy toll of university librarians as well as presidents. By 1973 the rate of

departures among directors of large academic libraries had become
alarming: a few were retiring with honour, or being fired, or dying in

harness; but many were resigning to take up other pursuits. In the year

1971-72 alone, directors of seven out of the 1 1 largest American university

libraries left their posts, only one by normal retirement. In a survey of the

78 largest academic libraries on the continent, my colleague Arthur

McAnally of the University of Oklahoma found that exactly half of them

had changed directors within the previous three years, four of them twice.

In reporting the survey he commented on various pressures responsible for

the rate of turnover, including pressures from the president's office, from

library staff, from the teaching departments and the student body - and a

month before the report was published McAnally himself died sudden-

ly. (264) Closer to home I noted that only four of us remained in charge

among the 14 Canadian libraries that Edwin Williams had surveyed 10

years earlier: two had retired and eight had resigned or been eased out.

And of the 14 people who represented their institutions in 1968 in the

Ontario Council of University Libraries, nine had resigned within a

decade, one had retired and three were about to retire, leaving only me.

Wherever I went among chief librarians, I began to feel like a lone survivor

of the flood. The fact that I survived my last half-dozen years in office must

be attributed to my extraordinary good fortune in the quality of my senior

staff, especially the three associate librarians. Ritvars Bregzis with his

command of techniques and his flair for reading the fine print, David

Esplin with his bookmanship and political acuity, Maureen Hutchinson

with her unfailing energy and good sense: they took their full share of the

strain.

The internal review of organization and management (MRAP) that I had
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set in motion before my sabbatical year in 1974-75 was well under way
when I returned. Jane Cooper, chairman of the study team, met from time

to time with her opposite numbers from several American libraries

engaged in the same exercise, to compare notes. (265) The work of the

study team and its 10 task forces went on for two years and finally brought

forth almost 200 recommendations, aimed mainly at increasing the amount

of communication and formal consultation within the organization. (266)

With the help of a small committee on implementation I was able to deal

with all those recommendations during the following year, the same year

in which the University was arriving at a formal policy for librarians.

As a result of the two presidential working groups (under Meincke and

Savory) and the MRAP review, all within four years, my headquarters

staff had been enlarged
6 and the Library had an elaborate structure of

committees designed to ensure broad consultation with staff members on

every possible issue. As the person ultimately responsible for administer-

ing the Library and its budget I maintained my authority to make
decisions, but the formal advisory structure had become quite formidable

and it was understood that I would not act against its advice without giving

good reasons. As in other parts of the University, meetings and committee

work took up a great deal of time that many of us would have preferred to

use in other ways. In an organization as complex as ours had become,

however, this degree of participation may have been necessary to help staff

members understand the real difficulties we faced, and to brace them for

the even steeper trails which lay ahead.

NOTES
1 In 1970-71, when 44,490 new titles were received through dealer-selection orders, only 13,115

(29.4 percent) were from dealers in Australia, Britain, Canada, France, New Zealand and the

United States. In 1980-81 the corresponding figures were 52,767 and 17,553 (33.2 percent).

2 The initial salary for a person with BA plus BLS or MLS degree in 1964 was $4,950 plus $150

for first-class standing at library school.

3 I think librarians (and others) were shocked into realizing how far they had come when Violet

Taylor, head of Circulation and Reference, rose in the Library Council and told Andrew

Gordon, dean of Graduate Studies, that he didn't know what he was talking about concerning

the administration and use of graduate theses.

4 Apart from my Carnegie travel fellowship in the United States and Europe in 1951-52, there

had been numerous conferences and library openings across North America, and conferences

in Warsaw, Frankfurt, Moscow, Brussels and Uppsala. For a sample of my activities beyond

our own Library, see Appendix H.

5 Among those who served as 'visiting librarian' were George Healey of Cornell, Waclaw

Slabczynski of the National Library of Poland, Gunther Pflug of the University of Bochum,

Periam Danton of Berkeley, Sam Rothstein of the University of British Columbia.
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6 The national origins of the senior staff who were listed in my annual report for 1980-81

indicate the shift that had taken place since 1941, when the great majority of Library staff

members were Toronto-born graduates of University College. The 1981 list reads rather like

an excerpt from an Olympic roster. The three associate librarians hailed from Ireland,

New Zealand and Latvia. Of the 20 others, only two were native Torontonians. Three came

from elsewhere in Ontario, four from elsewhere in Canada, five from the United Kingdom,

two from the United States, one each from France, Germanv, Estonia and Poland.
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CHAPTER 36

Surviving the Lean Years

he brief golden age that our University experienced in the

1960s was not the first, and I trust it will not be the last. The
Library's rate of acquisition reached its highest point in 1968-

69 and then began to slide, four years before our expansion into

the Robarts Library. The new building, planned and begun in the 1960s, is

a symbol of the transformation that was then taking place in the

University's size and complexity and expectations, and of the enlarged

academic program requiring strong support in order to remain healthy. It

was actually, as well as symbolically, the heart of a great university.

Through the 1970s the University of Toronto continued to grow in size

and complexity, and was struggling to maintain high standards in times no

longer golden. By 1974 the shrinkage of provincial support was presenting

dangers that were implied in the title of an address by President John
Evans - 'Sliding down Parnassus. '(267)

The Library budget was being used as one of the skids to smooth the

descent. In the nine years following 1967-68 the Library's annual

expenditure, as a percentage of the total operating expenditure of the

University, declined by more than one third, from 8.28 to 5.41. By 1979

the Library's base budget had actually been cut by $2 million, and since we
could not afford to reduce the bookfund, the cuts had to be taken from the

only other substantial item, the budget for staff. Some reductions in

staffing were tolerable because the bookfund, beset by rising prices and

devaluation of the Canadian dollar, brought us a dwindling intake of new
material to be dealt with. Some reductions were offset by automation in

certain aspects of the work - for instance, the introduction of computer-

produced micro-catalogues eliminated 19 card-filing positions. The major-

ity of reductions, however, simply caused the slowing down of our
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operation, the growth of backlogs, the thinning down of most services and

elimination of some. (268) In 1979-80 there was encouragement in the

University's belated decision to maintain, as well as it could, the current

purchasing power of the bookfund; there was also discouragement in the

knowledge that the Library had lost 1 30 budgeted positions in seven years,

more than a fifth ofour staff, and that there were further cuts to come. (269)

There was little comfort in the fact that other libraries across the continent

were facing similar problems.

At the beginning of the decade, our cataloguing of new accessions had

been virtually on a current basis, but by 1980 we had a backlog of more
than 50,000 titles, for lack of people to deal with it. The backlog amounted
almost to a full year's work, and its growth was accelerating. There was no

hope of cataloguing the backlog or stemming its growth in the foreseeable

future. Therefore, on the principle that even a sketchy form of biblio-

graphic control is better than none, we established a program of brieflisting

for a large part of the backlog and for that part of our current intake that

was beyond our capacity for full cataloguing. The idea of brieflisting was

accepted very reluctantly by our staff, by the University's Advisory

Committee on the Library System and the Academic Affairs Committee of

Governing Council, but clearly it was better for scores of thousands of

books to be on shelves in the stacks, with abbreviated records in the

catalogues, than for them to be buried indefinitely in an inaccessible

backlog. As word got around, other libraries with the same problem began

to take an interest in this expedient as one useful technique for survival.

Survival was the ruling consideration in the priorities adopted in 1981

by the Advisory Committee on the Library System. (2 70) Vice-Provost

Bill Saywell, l then our go-between in the University's budget process, had

asked the chairman, Professor Richard Helmstadter, to advise him on

priorities for the system for the new decade. The committee was well

aware of many ways in which the library system should be improved, as a

resource and a service, but conceded that the real aim, under the

circumstances, was to plan for survival. To survive even at the current

reduced level would require annual increments of money larger than we
could hope to receive. To survive with a stand-pat budget, or more likely

with annual cuts continuing for several years, implied continued deteriora-

tion of the collection, services, staffing and equipment.

The general strategy agreed on by the committee was for the Library to

continue to concentrate its budget cuts, as far as possible, in areas that

would do least permanent damage because they could be most easily

restored in future, and to continue concentrating its efforts on the
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acquisition of important current publications. The report listed a number
of painful expedients, most of which were already being used, and

recommended that it would be 'necessary for the Library, conceiving its

operation as an integral whole, to develop each year what it considers to be

the best combination of specific economies.' It conceded that each of those

economies would be painful.

Pondering the list helped me to realize that I did not wish to go on

negotiating annual budgets that built down what I had helped to build up.

Thirty budgets made a good round figure, and were enough. What had to

be done in the next lean years, I thought, could be done more easily by

somebody else who had not spent most of a career building the Library up,

somebody who did not have such a strong parental interest in it. Then I

began to think ofother and better reasons to ask for early retirement. Three

or four other major Canadian academic libraries were looking for chief

librarians, or were about to do so, and I did not want Toronto to have last

choice. Also, two ofmy three associate librarians were within a year ofmy
own age, and if I stayed on to age 65 then my successor would have no time

to find his or her feet before setting out to fill two of the three most senior

positions.
2
Finally, I had been planning for some time to write the story of

our Library, and was eager to begin. President Jim Ham gave me leave to

begin doing so, and here is the result.

In its first 130 years the University of Toronto had 12 presidents or

acting presidents, and I had served under six ofthem. When I left my office

at the end of December 1981 it was 182 years to the day since John
Strachan arrived in Upper Canada, and exactly 90 since Hugh Langton

became librarian. When my successor was appointed I gave her the same
present Stewart Wallace had given me, and Hugh Langton had given him:

a promise never to come near the office again without a specific invitation.

The story up to 198 1 is of a library that started from nothing, twice, and

grew to rank among academic libraries of the world. A library that John
Strachan expected to launch on £100 a year, and that I saw grow from an

inadequate budget of $170,000 to $14,919,000, which was even more
inadequate because of the transformation that had taken place in the

University and its needs. A library on hard rations and facing great

obstacles - but it had survived such things before and would do so again.

The University could not thrive without a healthy heart.

NOTES
1 Both Milton Israel and Bill Saywell had chaired the Advisory Committee on the Library
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System before becoming vice-provosts. Problems of library policy, which interact with all

faculties and departments of the University, have often served as training ground for

academic administrators at Toronto and elsewhere.

2 This part of my plan turned out to be useless. My successor, Marilyn Sharrow, resigned just

as Maureen Hutchinson and Ritvars Bregzis were due to retire, and David Esplin had

died. Fortunately, Maureen Hutchinson was prepared to postpone her retirement for a year

and serve as acting chief librarian while a new successor was being sought.
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Alexander Lorimer's Printed Catalogue of 1857,

Classification and Extent of Holdings, with

John Langton's Allotment of Funds

for Further Additions

1 Archaeology

2 Bibliography & Literary History

3 Biography

4 Chemistry & Chemical Physics

5 Divinity

6 Encyc. & Dictionaries of Science & Art

7 English Literature

8 Fine and Useful Arts

9 French, German & etc. Literature

10 Geography, Voyages & Travels

1

1

Grammar, Lexicons & etc.

12 Greek & Latin Classics

13 History, Chronology, Ethnology

14 Law, Political Economy & etc.

15 Mathematics, pure & mixed

16 Medicine

17 Metaphysics, Ethics, Logic & Rhetoric

18 Mineralogy & Geology

19 Natural History

20 Oriental Literature

2

1

Transactions & Periodicals

lumes Allotment

135 £300

143 150

229 100

178 150

469 -

234 100

296 250

266 150

345 300

141 200

202 300

632 200

654 250

167 200

380 200

734 -

130 100

87 250

382 200

20 200

1,110 300

6,934 £3,900
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Staffing of University Libraries,

Toronto and Others

(from H.H. Langton's brief to President Falconer, October 1907)

Bound Annual

Volumes Expenditure

University Staff Held* on Books

Harvard 43 plus 7 boys 815,000 $30,000

Columbia 37 plus 17 boys 420,000 25,000

Princeton 35 plus student assistants 342,000 21,000

Cornell 20 353,628 p

Pennsylvania 19 plus 4 boys 272,000 20,000

Michigan 16 plus student assistants 221,907 20,000

Wisconsin 16 291,600 20,000

Yale 15 500,000 19,000

Illinois 14 plus student assistants 110,390 35,000

California 1 3 plus student assistants 215,000 15,000

McGill 10 112,000 10,000

Dartmouth 10 100,000 7,600

Stanford 8 110,879 9,000

Minnesota 6 112,000 8,700

Nebraska 6 78,656 8,700

Brown 6 176,000 6,000

Clark 5 plus student assistants 50,000 11,900

Toronto SVi 91,000 14,400

*These figures are not from Langton's brief but from other sources, mainly the

1907-8 report (p692-720) of the U.S. Commissioner of Education.
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APPENDIX C

Local Libraries Administered by Faculties,

Departments, Schools, Institutes or

Centres at the University of Toronto

Authorized Volumes Held

By Library Including Transfers

Designation Committee 1963 1981

Aerospace (Aerophysics) 25,593 71,560

Anatomy April 1923 975 -

Anthropology Dec. 1965 - 2,478

Applied Physics 2,200 -

Applied Science May 1903 - -

Archaeology (ROM) April 1923 - -

Architecture 6,125 20,334

Astronomy April 1961 7,518 29,649

Audio-visual - 603

Biochemistry April 1916 538 -

Biology Dec. 1893 - -

Botany 24,207 12,129

Chemical Engineering 9,037 -

Chemistry Sept. 1938 8,368 26,215

Child Study 4,423 7,076

Chinese Studies (ROM) Feb. 1944 - -

Civil Engineering 3,978 -

Computer Science Nov. 1962 480 9,924

Connaught Laboratories 5,349 -

Criminology Feb. 1965 - 18,347

Dentistry Feb. 1926 11,381 21,376

East Asiatic Studies 71,175 —

Education 62,314 34,723

Educational Research 8,860 -
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Electrical Engineering 3,917

Environmental Studies - 13,894

Far Eastern (ROM) Jan. 1962 5,311 -

Fine Art Oct. 1939 2,163 17,469

Food Sciences Sept. 1945 6,764 -

Forestry Oct. 1907 36,815 22,916

Geography March 1963 33,056 -

Geology April 1905 8,457 25,794

Geophysics 810 -

Hygiene Jan. 1924 20,212 .
-

Industrial Engineering Feb. 1965 - -

Industrial Relations Oct. 1967 - 7,885

Law Sept. 1950 50,330 101,159

Library Science 16,893 88,457

Management Studies (Business) April 1961 1,131 48,929

Map Library March 1963 - -

Massey College - 38,841

Mathematics Feb. 1969 16,393

Mechanical Engineering Oct. 1921 4,281 -

Medical Research Sept. 1932 5,782 6,728

Medicine May 1898 - -

Metallurgy Dec. 1921 1,990 -

Mineralogy & Petrology Oct. 1907 - -

Mining Engineering 5,271 -

Music Dec. 1945 15,598 94,612

Nursing April 1933 4,855 -

Palaeontology (ROM) Dec. 1914 - -

Pathology April 1916 4,687 3,829

Pharmacy 13,139 -

Physical & Health Ed. (Women) Sept. 1943 649 -

Physics Dec. 1901 4,568 23,153

Policy Analysis - 6,151

Psychiatric Nursing April 1949 - -

Psychiatry 3,548 -

Psychological Laboratory Sept. 1894 - -

Royal Ontario Museum 43,478 -

School of Practical Science March 1895 - —

Social Work Sept. 1945 7,820 -

Surveying Oct. 1907 - -

Zoology 5,069 14,633
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April 1916

April 1923

46,140 70,790

605,255

83,764

521,491

856,047

256,069

599,978

Zoology (Aquatic Biology)

Zoology (ROM)
ZymoTogy

Total volumes held

Less transfers from Central

Own holdings

*Note: This may not be a complete list, as new libraries kept turning up without

official sanction. Those listed without holdings have been incorporated into

the central collection, in 1981 were no longer administered by the University, or

had otherwise ceased to exist. Between 1963 and 1981 the number fell from 44

to 29. Of the 67 libraries in the list, only 43 were authorized by the Library

Committee.
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Robarts Library Complex -

Fact Sheet

Design Consultant: Warner, Burns, Toan, Lunde; New York
Architect: Mathers & Haldenby; Toronto

Project Management: Stone & Webster (Canada) Ltd.; Toronto

General Contractor: Cape-Ryco; Toronto

Cost:

Net construction

Bookstacks

Conveyors

Furniture, fees, etc.

Total

$33,963,000

650,000

625,000

6,462,000

$41,700,000

Chronology:

Program approved

Design accepted

Excavation begun

Library Science wing opened

Rare Book wing opened

Research Library opened

June 1965

March 1966

November 1968

June 1971

December 1972

July 1973

Total construction time of four years nine months included 1 5 months

lost because of labour strikes.

Construction:

Foundation under the Research Library is a reinforced concrete mat

seven feet thick; the two wings are on spread footings.

Structure is two storeys below grade, 14 storeys above.

Exterior is combination of poured-in-place and pre-cast concrete.
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Interior walls and ceilings are poured concrete, with some vinyl fabric

on plaster, some mahogany panelling to match furniture.

Under-floor ducts are installed throughout except in stack floors.

Escalators serve the four public floors of the Research Library. The
three buildings in the complex have three service and seven passenger

elevators, plus shafts for two to be added.

Size:

Robarts Research Library 864,000 gross sq. ft.

Fisher Rare Book Library 70,000 " " "

Faculty of Library Science 102,000 " " "

Total 1,036,000 " " "

Robarts shelf capacity:

Stacks (5 floors) 2.7 million volumes

Reference books 3 2 ,000 volumes

Periodicals display 3,700 titles

Government documents 250,000 volumes

Microforms 2 million items

Compact storage 2 million items

Robarts seating capacity:

Places for 4,100 readers in reading rooms, open carrels and lockable

carrels
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Growth of Holdings, 1849-1981

(a) Central University Library, Federated University and College

Libraries, Growth of Bookform Holdings

UofT
Library Knox St. Michael's Trinity Victoria Wycliffe

149 4,500 4,111

59 13,000 3,400

69 15,000 1,300 4,500

79 5,000

89 33,000 10,883 7,000 6,147

99

>09

69,000

127,868

14,103

16,408

7,000 10,000 11,596 7,387

10,660

19 207,896 23,840 12,833

29 328,005 33,040 16,500 44,397 15,244

39 508,780 36,880 27,000 38,643 66,759 16,775

49 651,816 40,666 40,000 91,584 18,118

54 746,339 44,648 52,000 97,040 20,882

59 876,969 47,801 77,000 50,522 109,659 22,961

64 1,124,756 53,482 104,207 71,751 135,201 27,478

69 1,808,706 61,200 140,000 77,945 139,858 32.072

74 2,619,104 66,823 185,464 87,227 179,668 24,125

79 3,381,880 68,600 213,940 98,068 196,857 22,444

>81 3,654,127 63,516 228,300 102,057 196,062 43,337
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(b) University Library System, Bookform Holdings

University of Toronto

Federated Associated

Central Departmental Scarborough Universities & Related

Library Libraries & Erindale & Colleges

307,943

Institutions Total

1959 876,969 p — p

1964 1,124,756 542,373 — 392,119 — 2,059,248

1969 1,808,706 546,492 165,907 451,075 115,803 3,087,983

1974 2,619,104 619,289 284,898 543,307 145,476 4,212,074

1979 3,381,880 582,025 356,539 619,909 364,613 5,304,966

1981 3,654,127 590,978 378,775 633,372 389,247 5,646,399

(c) University Library System, Total Holdings Reported

Book Form Microform Other*

1964

1969

1974

1979

1981

2,059,248

3,087,983

4,212,074

5,304,966

5,646,399

414,080

1,089,066

1,409,366

1,984,607

137,350

513,255

637,342

894,000

* Other includes aerial photographs, audio cassettes, charts, corporation reports, film

loops and strips, films, globes, manuscripts, maps, photographs, prints, sheet music,

slides, sound recordings, transparencies, university calendars, vertical files, video

cassettes, videotapes, etc.
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Dealer Selection Orders -

Titles Received 1980-81

Books newly published in:

Africa 496

Arabic-speaking countries 1,565

Atlases 77

Australia 400

Belgium and Luxembourg 258

Brazil 1,074

Bulgaria 236

Canada - English titles 1,641

Canada - French titles 895

China, Hong Kong and Taiwan 801

Czechoslovakia 475

France 1,969

Germany and Austria 4,752

Hungary 409

India 4,636

Israel 1,292

Italy 1,549

Japan 3,909

Latin America and the Caribbean

(excluding Brazil) 1,656

Netherlands 533

New Zealand 88

Poland 484

Portugal 552

Rumania 217
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Scandinavia (Denmark, Norway & Sweden) 200

South Africa 119

Soviet Union (excluding Ukraine) 4,293

Spain 1,821

Switzerland 910

Turkey 382

Ukrainian publications (Soviet and emigre) 177

United Kingdom 5,192

United States 9,243

University of Toronto Press publications 94

Yugoslavia 372

Total Books 52,767

Music Scores

United Kingdom 361

Soviet Union 724

Other Countries 3,208

Total Scores 4,293
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Salary Base for Various Ranks, Teaching Staff

and Library Staff University of Toronto

1955-56 to 1985-86

1955-56 1968-69 1974-75 1981-82 1985-86

Professor $8,000- $15,800- 20,500- 33,700- 44,200-

Associate Professor 6,500- 11,700- 15,500- 25,200-41,900 33,200-59,600

Assistant Professor 5,000- 9,500- 12,500- 20,500-34,900 27,000-45,800

Lecturer 3,500- 7,800- 10,500- 17,000-28,400 22,600-37,400

Librarian 4

3

2

1

4,100-

3,450-

3,000-

2,700-

11,400- 15,000-

9,300- 12,300-

7,800- 10,300-

7,000- 9,400-

24,200-39,700 32,100-53,500

21,000-33,600 27,900-44,100

18,200-22,400 24,300-29,500

16,700 22,300

Programmer F

Technician 6

5

4

3

2

1

Equivalents in 1971 Dollars

— 9,150- 12,307-15,109 25,449-29,292 —

8,760-10,753 16,849-19,346 22,776-24,977

— 5,800- 7,825-9,686 15,248-17,748 20,597-22,565

— 4,780- 6,989-8,580 13,815-15,807 18,649-20,408

2,772- 4,240- 6,237-7,657 12,529-14,303 16,899-18,466

1,944- 3,800- 5,511-6,839 — —
1,728- 3,600- — — —

1955-56 1968-69 1974-75 1981-82 1985-8

Consumer Price Index

(1971 = 100) 67.5 90 125 236.9 308.2

Associate Professor 9,630- 13,000- 12,400- 10,637- 10,772

Librarian 4 6,074- 12,667- 12,000- 10,215- 10,415

Lowest Technician 2,560- 4,000- 4,457- 5,289- 5,483
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Sample of Chief Librarian's Activities

outside the University Library,

July 1970 to June 1971

MEMBERSHIPS: American Library Association, and its council; Associa-

tion of Research Libraries (Washington), and its committee on preserva-

tion; Canadian Association of College and University Libraries, and its

committee on copyright legislation; Canadian Library Association,

and its committee on copyright; Institute of Professional Librarians of

Ontario; Ontario Library Association; Ontario Association of College

and University Librarians; Council of the Center for Research Libraries

(Chicago); National Research Council advisory board on scientific and

technological information, and its committtee for short-term problems;

corporation visiting committee for the libraries, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology; chairman of the graduate and research library committee

(GARLIC) of the Ontario Committee of Presidents; Ontario Council

of University Librarians, and its committee to prepare a brief to the

Wright Commission; Advisory Joint Council (OCUL-OCGS), and its

steering committee; University of Toronto Senate, and all faculty coun-

cils; University of Toronto Presidential Advisory Committee on Instruc-

tional Media; University of Toronto Research Board; library committee

of the Toronto School of Theology.

Attended (outside Toronto): International Federation of Library Associa-

tions, Moscow, Aug. 28-Sept. 7; Ontario Council of University Li-

braries, Waterloo, Oct. 1-2; NRC advisory board on scientific and tech-

nological information, Ottawa, Oct. 30, Jan. 25, Mar. 30, June 3-4;

Canadian Association of College and University Libraries, Winnipeg,

Nov. 2-3; Collaborative Library Systems Development Conference,

New York, Nov. 9-10; Ontario Council of University Libraries, Mon-
treal, Nov. 12-13; MIT visiting committee, Cambridge, Apr. 7-9;
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350th Jubilee of the Uppsala University Library, Sweden, Apr. 19-23;

Association of Research Libraries, Colorado Springs, May 14-16; On-
tario Royal Commission on Book Publishing, Ottawa, June 14; Canadian

Library Association, Vancouver, June 21-4.

PUBLICATIONS: 'Canadian content in a sample of photocopying' Canadian

Library Journal Sept. -Oct. 1970 p3 32-40; Tor argument's sake - on

the right of libraries to import books' Quill and Quire Oct. 23 1970 p5;

'Photocopying in a university library' Scholarly Publishing Oct. 1970

p49-58; Briefsubmitted to the Ontario Royal Commission on Book Publishing

(May 1971); 'Openness of university libraries in Ontario' Ontario Library

Review June 1971 p87-9

NOTE: In the Annual Report of the ChiefLibrarian 1970-71 there were nine

single-spaced pages devoted to the activities of other members of the

Library staff.
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APPENDIX I

University Library Organization

Chart, June 1981
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Department Heads and More
Senior Staff

(a) University Librarians 1843-1954 and Chief Librarians 1954-86

1843-Oct. 1852 The Rev. John McCaul ma lld

Oct. 1852-Dec. 1853 The Rev. John William Small am

June 1854-Sept. 1868 The Rev. Alexander Lorimer

Oct. 1868-Sept. 1872 John Edgeworth Thomson ba

Oct. 1873-May 1891 William Henry Van der Smissen ma

Jan. 1892-June 1923 Hugh Hornby Langton ma

July 1923-June 1954 William Stewart Wallace ma lld

July 1954-Dec. 1981 Robert Harold Blackburn ma ms lld

July 1982-June 1985 Marilyn Sharrow bsmals

July 1986- Carole Moore ab ms

(b) Acting Librarians up to 1986

John Storey Jan. -June 1854

Alexander Brown Sept. -Oct. 1868 and Sept. 1872-Sept. 1873

James Brebner ba May-Dec. 1891

William Henry Fraser ba (part-time) July 1895-June 1896

George Needier PhD (part-time) Jan. 1912-June 1913

William Stewart Wallace ma July 1922-June 1923

David Esplin ba DipNZLS anzla Aug. 1974-Aug. 1975 and Jan. -June
1982

Maureen Hutchinson DLT(Ireland) flai July 198 5-June 1986

(c) Department Heads, Assistant and Associate Librarians up to 1981

Aer, Elvi bamls (on staff 1964-) Order Dept. 1974-

Ball, John ma DipLib(London) mls (on staff 1959-) librarian of Scar-

borough College and assistant to chief librarian 1964-
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Ball, Katharine Lucy ma bls (on staff 1928-51) Catalogue Dept. 1947-51

Bethune, E. Veronique (on staff 1909-47) Catalogue Dept. 1926-47

Blackburn, Robert H. mams (on staff 1947-81) assistant librarian

1947-54

Bregzis, Ritvars ma bls (on staff 1954-85) Catalogue Dept. 1961-63,

assistant librarian for Technical Services 1963-69, associate librarian

for Systems and Technical Services 1969-71, associate librarian for

Bibliographic Systems and Technical Services 1971-85

Brown, Marion ba bls (on staff 1955-76) Rare Books and Special

Collections Dept. 1955-76

Buchan, Gertrude (on staff 1901-2 1) retired 192 1 as head of Periodicals

Dept.

Cain, Jack ba bls (on staff 1966-79) Catalogue Dept. 1972-77

Cooper, Jane bamls (on staff 1958-60, 1967-) Circulation Dept. 1977-

Cordingley, Audrey ba (on staff 1919-51) Periodicals Dept. 1936-48,

Order Dept. 1948-51

Costin, Andre BEng mba (on staff 1971-75) library move co-ordinator

1971-73, director of Library Administrative Services 1973-75

de Bruin, Valentina ba bls (on staff 1966-72, 1974-) systems librarian

1974-

Esplin, David G. ba DipNZLS anzla (on staff 1966-82) assistant librarian

for Book Selection 1966-69, associate librarian for Book Selection

and Acquisition 1969-82

Fairbairn, Helen ba (on staff 1908-36) Periodicals Dept. 1921-36

Feeley, James ba bls (on staff 1966-70) Order Dept. 1966-69

Foley, David W. maamls (on staff 1954-61) assistant librarian 1954—

61

Fraser, Lorna ma bls (on staff 1951-61) Catalogue Dept. 1956-61

Frost, Kenneth (on staff 1968-74) Systems Dept. 1969-71

Heaton, Gwynneth ba mls (on staff 1970-) Science and Medicine Dept.

1970-

Horne, Alan ba ala (on staff 1972-) assistant librarian for Reader

Services 1972-81, Reference Dept. 1981-

Hutchinson, Maureen DLT(Ireland) flai (on staff 1956-57, 1958-86)

Circulation Dept. 1964-65 (acting), assistant to the associate librarian

for Reader Services 1969-74, associate librarian for Reader Services

1974-85

Imrie, Donald BChE BSc (on staff 1971-73) director of Library

Administrative Services 1971-73

Keys, V. Isabelle ba (on staff 1936-53) Periodicals Dept. 1952-53
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Laidlaw, Sheila mamls (on staff 1957-66, 1968-82) Sigmund Samuel

Library 1973-82

Land, R. Brian mamls (on staff 1959-64) assistant librarian 1959-63,

associate librarian (on leave) 1963-64

Landon, Richard G. ma bls (on staff 1967-) Rare Books and Special

Collections Dept. 1976-

Langton, Hugh H. ba (on staff 1892-1923) assistant librarian (without

duties or pay) 1887-1891

Lee, Maureen ma bls (on staff 1968-) Serials Dept. 1974-

Leonard, Agatha ba (on staff 1926-64) Order Dept. 1951-62, Acquisi-

tion Dept. 1962-64

Linton, Mildred babls (on staff 1948-72) Catalogue Dept. 1964-72

Maclver, Edith ba (on staff 1922-33, 36-56) Catalogue Dept. 1951-56

Mason, Laura ma (on staff 1907-21) retired 1921 as head of Order Dept.

McCahill, Michael J. bamls (on staff 1968-86) deputy librarian for

Personnel 1969-74, special projects librarian 1974-86

Minett, Everett E. ba (on staff 1971-79) director of Library Automa-

tion Systems 1971-79

Moore, Carole abms (on staff 1968-) Reference Dept. 1974-81, Biblio-

graphic Processing Dept. 1981-85, associate librarian for Technical

Services 1985-86

Moulton, Alice babls (on staff 1942-77) Circulation Dept. 1963-4,

1965-77

Newton, May L. ma (on staff 1910-51) Circulation Dept. 1913-38,

Circulation and Reference Dept. 1938-51

Page, Elizabeth ba bls (on staff 1949-66) Acquisition Dept. 1964-65,

Book Selection for Research Dept. 1965-66

Peach, Phyllis babls (on staff 1966-81) Technical Processing Dept.

1969-77, Bibliographic Processing Dept. 1977-81

Prodrick, Gerald mams (on staff 1961-69) assistant librarian 1961-69

Raudzens, Jadviga ba bls (on staff 1963-80) Searching Dept. 1965-77,

Catalogue Records Dept. 1977-80

Rosenstock, Michael ma DipLib(London) (on staff 1966-) Book Selec-

tion Dept. 1966-

Rudkin, David W. ma (on staff 1973-85) head of University Archives

1973-85

Shepherd, Mary ba bls (on staff 1963-66) Order Dept. 1965-66

Sholler, Herbert ab amls (on staff 1967-81) assistant librarian for

Science and Medicine 1967-69, associate librarian for Reader Services

1969-74, library system co-ordinator 1974-81
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Silverberg, Solange mamls (on staff 1980-) Catalogue Records Dept.

1980-

Smith, Amy ba bls (on staff 1963-67, 1968-74) Order Dept. 1969-74

Smith, Donald ba bls (on staff 1958-) Serials Dept. 1965-74, assistant

librarian for Technical Services 1969-74, personnel librarian 1974-84,

processing flow co-ordinator 1984-

Smith, Hugh L. ba bls (on staff 196 3-) librarian of Erindale College and

assistant to chief librarian 1965-

Steckl, Peter baamls (on staff 1963-67) assistant librarian for Science

and Medicine 1963-67

Taylor, Violet ba (on staff 1926-67) Circulation and Reference Dept.

1951-62, Circulation Dept. 1962-3, Undergraduate Book Selection

Dept. 1963-67

Tod, Dorothea D. (on staff 1930-62) Periodicals Dept. 1953-62

Trowern, Irene ba (on staff 1923-52) Periodicals Dept. 1948-52

Wales, Katherine ba ms (on staff 1931-72) Reference Dept. 1962-7

1

Wallace, W. Stewart ma (on staff 1920-54) assistant librarian 1920-22,

associate librarian in charge 1922-23

Whiffen, Jean ba bls (on staff 1957-65) Periodicals Dept. 1962-5

Woodsworth, Anne bfamls (on staff 1970-74) Reference Dept. 197 1-74

Woolryche, Hilda ba (on staff 1910-48) Order Dept. 192 1-48, assistant

librarian 1927-48

Wright, Gordon H. ala firt (on staff 1975-84) director of Library

Planning, Budget & Administrative Services 1975-84

Young, Hester ma (on staff 1903-38) Catalogue Dept. to 1925

(d) Heads ofDepartments up to 1981:

Acquisition (1962-65): Leonard, Page

Bibliographic Processing (197 7-): Peach, Moore
Book Selection (1965-): Page, Rosenstock

Catalogue (to 1977): Young, Bethune, Ball, Maclver, Fraser, Bregzis,

Linton, Cain

Catalogue Records (197 7-): Raudzens, Silverberg

Circulation: Newton, Taylor, Moulton, Cooper

Circulation and Reference (1938-62): Newton, Taylor

Order: Mason, Woolryche, Cordingley, Leonard, Shepherd, Feeley, A.

Smith, Aer
Periodicals (to 1965): Buchan, Fairbairn, Cordingley, Trowern, Keys,

Tod, Whiffen

Rare Books and Special Collections (195 5-): Brown, Landon
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Reference (1962—): Wales, Woodsworth, Moore, Home
Science and Medicine (1962-): Steckl, Heaton

Searching (1965-77): Raudzens

Serials (1965-): D. Smith, Lee

Sigmund Samuel Library (197 3-): Laidlaw

Systems (1969-71): Frost

University Archives (197 3-): Rudkin

NOTE:

For many of the early names and dates I have relied on data compiled by
Katherine Wales.
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fairs 220, 268

Aer, Elvi 335

Aerospace Library 321

air conditioning 2 1

3

Alberta, University of 193, 194, 275,

286

affiliated colleges 54

Alexander, W.J. 54, 73, 181

Allan Steamship Line 62

Allen, bookseller 39, 40, 63

Allerton House Conference 252, 286

allotments see bookfund allotments

Alumni Association 105,110

American influence, reaction against 3,

5, 6, 104, 199, 213

American Library Association 160,

281, 286

American occupation of York 5 , 31, 35

Anatomy Library 321

ancillary operations 294

Andison,J.G. 155

Andrews, Grace 75

Andrews, John 206

Anglo-American cataloguing rules

281-2

x\nnett, Adele 353

annual reception 193, 195, 225, 298

annual report 139, 158, 200, 301

Anthropology Library 3 2

1
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Applied Physics Library 321

Applied Science and Engineering 268

Applied Science Library 321

appointment procedures 16,75,175,

309

appointments, authority to make see au-

thority to hire and fire

appointments, limited term see term

appointments

Appraisals Committee 246, 247

approval plan 97; see also dealer selec-

tion orders

Archaeology Library (ROM) 321

architects see Cumberland, Frederic;

Dick, D.B.; Darling, Frank; Math-

ers and Haldenby; Warner, Burns,

Toan and Lunde

Architecture Library 262,321

archival policy 254

archives see University of Toronto Ar-

chives; Ontario Archives

Arlt, Gustave 201

Arnoldi, F.B. Ill

Art Room 123, 126, 183

Ashley, W.J. 64, 100

Associates of the University of Toron-

to 194

Association of Canadian Medical Col-

leges 198

Association of Research Libraries 161,

225,255, 273, 274, 277,279, 281,

286, 308

Association of Universities and Colleges

of Canada 177, 193, 194, 202, 275

Astor Library 66

Astronomy Library 321

Audio-visual Library 321

auditorium 216, 219

authority of the Librarian 114-21, 258,

261, 313

authority of the President 115, 185

authority to hire and fire 20, 46, 74,

80, 84, 114-15

automation 179, 188, 190, 283-94,

304, 315

Avison, Elizabeth 353

Bacon collection 252

Baden-Powell, George 63, 64, 66

Baillie, James 252

Bain, J. W., professor 137

Bain, James, librarian 75,101

Baker, Alfred 83, 92

Baker, George 66

Ball, John 302, 335

Ball, Katharine 336, 347

Banting, Frederick 252

Barnstead, Winifred 104, 111, 144, 153

Barwick, Walter 61, 71, 74, 76, 77, 80,

82, 83, 88, 89, 91; see also photo

section

basement storage 67, 142, 157, 167

Bassam, Bertha, 158,221

Bauer, Walter 173

Beaven, James 13,14,40

Bebout, Rick 353

Belford, George 65

Best, Charles 252

Bethune, E. Veronique 112, 137, 336

Bethune, Norman 48, 49

Bibliographic Centre 197,201

Bibliotheque Nationale de Quebec 352

Bilaniuk, Petro 173

bindery 95, 124

binding 76, 82,95,96, 120

Biochemistry Library 321

Biology Building 56, 67, 68

Biology Library 3 2

1

Birney, Earle 253

Bishop's University 352
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Bissell, Claude T. x, 50, 175, 176, 213,

231, 254; promoter of libraries,

180, 183, 185, 190, 194, 204, 225; and

library budget, 164, 250, 271; and

Robarts Library, 185, 207, 208, 210,

212, 214, 215, 219, 226; and Li-

brary School, 219; and federated col-

leges, 188, 189-90; and university

governance, 230, 296; see also photo

section

Black, Bernard 191

Blackburn family: John Henry, 160;

Karen, 165, 226; Patricia, 165, 190,

226, 269, 298, 308; Robert G., 172,

197, 287, 294; Robert H., 335, 336,

347; see also photo section

Bladen, Vincent 207, 259, 260, 263

Bladen Report 198-9, 202

Blake, Edward 13, 61, 62, 76, 83, 102,

107, 157

Blake, William Hume 24

Board of Governors ( 1 906-) 111,113,

115, 148, 210, 230, 310

Board of Management (1878-84) 53

Board of Trustees (1884-1906) 59, 75

Bodleian Library, Oxford 226, 249

Bondy, L.J. 182

Bonn Report 201

book selection 14,243-5,300

Book Selection Department 244,338

bookfund 53, 110, 113, 126, 140, 164,

241, 242

bookfund, allotments 53, 118, 127,

200,243, 256, 259, 319

bookfund, comparisons 111, 168, 320

Borden, Henry 210, 224

Boston Athenaeum 66

Boston Public Library 66

Botany Library 321

Braithwaite, Robin 353

Brebner, James 79, 86, 335; as library

assistant 52, 56, 60,68, 71, 74,

75, 151; as acting librarian 80, 81,

82, 83, 98, 115; as registrar, 84, 85,

100; see also photo section

Bregzis, Ritvars 281, 284-90, 294,

295, 300, 304, 312, 318, 336

Bremerhaven 64

brieflisting 316

British Columbia, University of 157,

160, 164, 174, 193, 194, 278

British Library 281, 309

British Museum 12, 38, 63

British National Bibliography 289

Brock University 250, 285, 289, 352

Brockhaus, bookseller 64, 309

Bronowski collection 252

Brown, Alexander 41, 46, 48, 50, 51,

56,62, 111, 335

Brown, George 99

Brown, Jack 153

Brown, Harcourt 252

Brown, Marion 183, 254, 300, 336

Brown, W.T. 347

Brown Brothers, bookbinders 40, 94

Brown University 183, 320, 349

Browne, W. Hand 87

Browning, Robert Barrett 65

Buchan, Gertrude 336, 345

Buchan, M.H. Ill

Buchanan, Milton A. 100, 117, 141,

153, 155, 156, 167, 248

Buckland, George 41

Buckler, Ernest 253

budget cuts 162,307,315,316

budget procedure 118, 158, 162, 307

building plans (1856-59) 26, 27, 28;

(1892) 87-92; (1910) 95, 123-5;

(1929) 141-2; (1954) 164-73; (1960-

74) 204-22
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Building Plans Committee see Users'

Committee

Burns, Gordon 99

Burpee, Lawrence 106

Burton, Eli F. 120

Business Library 262

buying power 127, 240, 242, 245, 315,

316

CACUL see Canadian Association of

College and University Libraries

CARL see Canadian Association of Re-

search Libraries

CGS see Council of Graduate Schools

CLA see Canadian Library Association

COU see Council of Ontario Universities

CPUO see Committee of Presidents

CRL see Center for Research Libraries

CUPE see Canadian Union of Public

Employees

cafeteria 216, 219

Cain, Jack 336

Calgary, University of 150,194

California, University of 201, 247,

320, 349

Cambridge University 33, 63

Cameron, Robert 46

Campbell, Michael 302

campus union catalogue 139,187-8,

264, 270

Canada Council 185, 194, 196, 197,

207, 250

Canadian Association of College and Un-

iversity Libraries 198, 279, 281

Canadian Association of Research Li-

braries 278, 279, 281

Canadian Catalogue ofBooks 134

Canadian Historical Review 99, 102, 130,

132

Canadian Library 194

Canadian Library Agency 136

Canadian Library Association 106, 160,

161, 162, 174, 186, 278, 280, 286

Canadian Library Week 186

Canadian Pacific Railway 62

Canadian Periodical Index 134

Canadian publishing 240,280

Canadian Societyfor the Protection of Science

and Learning 135, 137

Canadian Union of Public Employees 231,

304, 306

Canadian War Services Library Council

134

Canadiana Gallery 170

Canterbury, Archbishop of 9,63

capital grants 61, 196, 215, 220, 221

Caput 144-5

caretaker, resident 92, 125, 151, 297; see

also Tozer, Ephriam; Patterson,

James; Hood, Eddie

Carleton University 185

carrels 124, 209, 212-13, 220

Carnegie Corporation 113, 141, 143,

160, 262; and H.H. Langton's pen-

sion 128, 129; and travel fellow-

ship 159

Cartwright, Richard 4

Cassidy, H.M. 253

catalogue 9, 43; author or author-title

186, 292; subject 43, 111, 186,

292; ledger 10, 79; pasted slips 10,

38, 68; printed 37, 38, 319; card

10,65,69, 70, 71, 72, 81, 292, 293;

dictionary 70, 81, 143, 186; di-

vided 70; computer-printed 285,

291, 292; computer-output micro-

form 38, 267, 292, 293, 315; on-

line 10, 288, 292, 293

catalogue cabinet, two-sided 92, 125,

130
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Catalogue Department 125, 172, 185,

300, 338

Catalogue Records Department 338

Cataloguing Support Service 291

censorship 127, 145, 146

centennial project 207, 214

Center for Research Libraries 251-2,

286

centralization 190, 257, 258, 261-2,

267-8, 269

Centre for Criminology 264, 265

Centre for Culture and Technology

265

centres see graduate centres and institutes

certification of accounts 1 1

8

Chadwick, M. 353

Champlain Society 102, 126, 133, 135

Chant, Donald 310

Chapman, Edward J. 41,45,64

Chapman, John 193, 194

Chauncey, Isaac 5, 31

checkroom 2 1

6

Chemical Engineering Library 321

Chemistry Library 268,321

Cherriman,J.B. 41,45

Chicago, University of 1 19, 123, 205,

251, 260, 288

chief librarian, title 50,179

Child Study Library 321

Chinese Studies Library 321

Chisholm, Robert 194

Chown, Mabel 104

Circulation and Reference Department

134, 144, 338

circulation control, automated 288,

294

Circulation Department 301,338

Civil Engineering Library 266,321

Clapp, Verner 286

Clark Universitv 320

classification schemes 10, 69-71, 81,

103, 115, 116, 185-6

Cody, HJ. 134, 146, 148, 162, 262,

271

Cohen, Leonard 253

Cole, J.W. 191

collective bargaining 231, 297, 303,

305, 309; see also Canadian Union of

Public Employees; Faculty

Association

collection size see holdings

college libraries 184,189

college library grants 190

college subjects 55

Colorado College 108

colour-coding 81, 188

Columbia University 43, 65, 66, 70,

116, 123, 300, 301, 320

Commission on University Govern-

ment 230

Committee of Concerned Faculty 235

Committee of Presidents 1 97 , 201,

215, 290

Committee on Co-ordination of Academ-

ic Library Services 271

Committee on Graduate Studies 126

Committee on Printing and Publishing

98

Committee on University Affairs 201,

284

compact storage 216, 217, 219

comparison with other libraries 141,

168, 194, 200, 241, 255-6

Computer Centre 290

computer installation 288

computer-output microfilm 292,293

Computer Science Library 268,321

Conacher, D.J. 349

Conacher, J.B. 242

Concordia University 352
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Coney, Donald 160

confiscation of books 145,150

Connaught Laboratories Library 321

consultants 88, 89, 96, 179-80, 185,

206, 218, 223, 246, 289, 294

conversion of data 288,292

Convocation hall 90

Cook, Edith 151

Cooper, Jane 313, 336, 353

co-operation 103, 270, 272, 291, 331-2

Copyright Act 273, 278, 279

copyright problems 273-6,278-80

Cordingley, Audrey 134, 137, 336

Cornell University 66, 73, 78, 88, 116,

185, 320, 349

Costin, Andre 336

Council of Campus Libraries 270

Council of Graduate Schools 201, 251,

256

Council of Ontario Universities 271,

290

Council on Library Resources 286

Cowan, Julia 75, 107

Coxeter, H.S.M. 137

Cozzi, Susan 353

Craigie, E.H. 347

Creighton, Donald 148, 182, 207, 208,

256, 259, 260, 261

Creighton, Edith 137

Criminology Library 264-6,321

Croft, H.H. 40, 46, 50

Crooks, Adam 13

Cumberland, Frederic 24, 25, 26, 27,

30, 35

curriculum 40, 55, 239- 40

Curzon, Edward R. 16

Cutter, Chas. A. 88, 89 , 103

Cutter author tables 70, 142

Dale, William 83

Daniels, Roy 149

Danton, Periam M. 244, 313

Darling, Frank 123, 171

Dartmouth College 156,320

Darwin collection 252

Davis, R.C. 87

Davis, William 210, 214, 225, 349

Dawson, R. MacGregor 347

Deacon, W.A. 253

dealer selection orders 244-6,313,

328-9; see also approval plan

Deane, Thomas 27

De Bruin, Valentina 336

decentralization 118-19, 190, 257

De La Roche, Mazo 193, 194, 253

delivery service 138, 269, 271, 284

De Lury, Alfred Tennyson 248

Dentistry Library 321

departmental libraries 68, 119, 120,

139, 257-71, 321-3, 326

deposit of publications 12,44

Deutsch Report 197, 198, 203

devaluation 127, 240, 242, 315

Dewey, Melvil 70, 88, 89, 103

Dewey decimal classification 69, 70,

71, 103, 115

Dick, D.B. 61, 86, 88,89,91

Dictionary of Canadian Biography 133,

135

Dignum, Doris 137

Dissertation Abstracts 274, 275, 276

division of work 299

Dobson, Bill 262, 263, 271

doctoral studies 55, 240, 246

Dominion Steamship Lines 62

Donnelly, S.G. 155

donors 64, 65, 66, 252-3

door-count 225

Dora Hood's Book Room 136,137

Douglas, James 105
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Downs Report 202

Drake, Stillman 252

Draper, Wm. 24

Dryer, D.P. 349

ductwork 218

Duncan, Douglas 252

Dundas, Henry 3

duplicate copy library 209, 224, 229,

234; see also undergraduate library;

Sigmund Samuel Library

duplicates 66, 117

duplication 120, 257, 258, 268

Dupre, Stefan 226, 236

Dymond,J.R. 264

Eakins, W.G. 82

East Asian Library 262, 271, 321

Easterbrook, W.T. 150, 200, 207

Eastman, Harry 252, 268, 350

Eayrs, James 260

Eccles, W.J. 349

economies of scale 298

education for librarianship 103-5

Education Library 321

Educational Research Library 321

Edwards, John 265,266

Edwards, Mary 75

Einstein collection 252

Electrical Engineering Library 266,

322

elevators 220

Elgin, Lord (Governor General) 32

Ellis, W.H. 68

Ellsworth, Ralph 160

employment of women see women, em-

ployment of

Encyclopedia of Canada 134, 135, 157

Endicott, Kathleen 347

Endicott, Norman 153, 164, 182, 183.

207, 252, 349

endowment 4, 5, 13, 14, 23, 26, 32,

110

Engineering Library 266-8

Engineering Library, Ajax 154, 164

English, Florence 159

enrolment see student enrolment

Environmental Studies Library 322

Erindale College 177, 215, 219, 269,

270, 284, 285, 289

escalators 212, 216, 220

Esplin, David 244, 247, 249, 250, 253,

256, 278, 280, 281, 292, 308, 310,

312, 318, 335, 336, 353

Evans, John 225, 242, 268, 278, 290,

305, 308

Evans, Martin 353

Ewart, Alison 99, 135

exchanges 78, 82, 98

extramural readers 117, 139, 237; see

also public access; Public Reading

Room

Faculty Association 229, 305, 309

Faculty Club 153

faculty councils 149, 307

Faculty of Library and Information Sci-

ence 112, 133, 157, 206, 207,

216, 219, 222

faculty offices 209, 216, 220

Faculty Reading Room 124

faculty register 148

Fairbairn, Helen 99, 109, 336, 345

Falconer, Robert 96, 104, 111, 112,

113, 120, 123, 128, 137, 152, 161

Far Eastern Library (ROM) 262-3,

322

Farmington Plan 161, 273

federal grants 163, 164, 169, 196, 197

federated colleges 55, 186, 189, 258,

269, 327
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Federation Act see University of Toronto

Act, 1887

Feeley, James 336

Feliciter 1 74

Fenian raids 29, 46

Fielding, Henry x

filing rules 81, 186

Fine Art Library 322

fines 116, 145

fire: University Library (1890) 58-9,

131; Parliamentary Library 35;

City of Toronto (1904) 95; Ontario

Legislative Library 125; Provin-

cial Library Service 214; Science and

Medicine Library (1975) 305; En-

gineering Library (1977) 267; other

libraries 127; see also photo section

fire safety 87, 89,92, 116, 218

first library building 91-3; see also pho-

to section

Fisher, Charles 223, 252, 254

Fisher, Sidney 223, 254

Fisher, Thomas 223

Fitzgerald, Edward 16

fleeting opportunity grants 197

Flenley, Ralph 347

Flexner, Abraham 155, 159, 165

floor levels 172

Florida Atlantic University 285

Foley, David 188, 297, 302, 336

Food Science Library 262, 269, 322

Forbes collection 249

Forecast of the Cost ofAcademic Library Ser-

vices 198-9

Forestry Library 322

formula financing 199, 220; see also

space formula

Forneri, James 41, 45, 54

Forster, Donald 232, 235, 236

Foster, Stuart 50

foundtions, building 28, 172, 222

Francis, F.J. 137

Fraser, George 108

Fraser, Lorna 182, 185, 284, 336

Fraser, W.H. 77,95, 108, 335

Frost, Kenneth 336

full-time staff 41, 59, 111

Galbraith, John 67

Galbraith Building 94, 266

Gale, Alexander 16

Galileo collection 252

Gallant, Mavis 253

gazebo 221, 222; see also photo section

Gelmon,Judy 353

general fund 118, 127

Geography Library 262, 322

Geology Library 322

Geophysics Library 322

George III 4

George IV 7

Gilman, Daniel Coit 56, 165

Glendon Hall 260

Gordon, Andrew 256, 276, 313

Gornall, A.G. 204

Gotlieb, C.C. ('Kelly') 288, 294

Goudge, Tom 184

Gould, Charles 104

governance of the library 15,38

Governing Council 230, 309, 310

government documents 2 1

7

government support see capital grants;

endowment; federal grants; fleeting

opportunity grants; formula financing;

operating grants; Province of On-

tario Graduate Fellowships; Canada

Council

graduate centres and institutes 239,

265

graduate programs 239-40
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graduate studies 55, 190, 192, 197,

199,239-40, 272

Graduate Students' Union 233

Graham, Victor 248, 349

Grand Trunk Railway 62

grants to college libraries 189-90

Gray, John 193,253

Great Depression 140, 142, 162, 167

Greene, Robert 353

Guelph, University of 215, 221, 285,

352

Gzowski, Casimir 86

Ham, James 242, 267, 271, 317

Hamilton, Richard 94-100, 120, 122

Hannah collection 252

Hare, Kenneth 201

Harris, Robin 255

Harvard University 43, 111, 116, 150,

168, 176, 193, 215, 256, 300, 320

Hastie, Frank 205

Hatchwell, Richard 249

Haultain, T.A. 82

Havana Medical Faculty 127

Head, Edmund Walker 26, 28

Head, Francis Bond 8

Healey, George 313

Heaton, Gwynneth 336

Heiliger, Edward 285

Heinrich, T.A. 263

Helleiner, Karl 135, 137, 200

Helmstadter, Richard 316

Heyworth, Peter 233, 236, 249

Heyworth Report 234, 236

Hill, Alexander Stavely 63, 66, 90

Hincks, Wm. 22,41,46

Hirschfelder,J.M. 41

Historical Club 131

Hobbes, Thomas 252

Hodgins,J.G. 62

holdings: library system 1 19, 127, 194,

269, 327; central library 11, 36,

43, 59, 93, 176, 269, 326-7; college

libraries 187, 269, 326-7; depart-

mental libraries 269, 321-3; compar-

isons 320, 326

Hollar collection 254

honour courses 55

Hood, Eddie 221

Home, Alan 336

hours of work 75, 181

How, Betty 297, 308

Howe, Julia Ward 80

Hughes, Norman 236

Humanities and Social Sciences Re-

search Library 207, 211-27; see

also Robarts Library; see also photo

section

Hull, T.E. 352

Humanities Research Council 176,

196, 198

Hume, J. G. 119

Hunter, Grace 104

Hunter, Peter 1

1

hunting license 248

Huntsman, A. G. 137, 254

Hutchinson, Maureen 281, 312, 318,

335, 336

Hutton, Maurice 56, 84, 123

Huxley, Thos. Henry 22

Hygiene Library 262, 269, 322

Hynes, Susanne 353

IUTS see Inter-University Transit System

Illinois, University of 168, 256, 320

Ilsley Commission 274, 275

Imperial Federation League 63

Imrie, Donald 336

Indiana, University of 256

Industrial Engineering Library 322
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Industrial Relations Library 322

Innis, Harold 137, 176, 254

Innis College 189

Institute of Computer Science 288

institutes see graduate centres and

institutes

insurance 59, 70

insurance register 53, 60, 70, 231

interlibrary loan 149, 192, 273, 276;

costs and fees 277-8

International Federation of Library As-

sociations 225, 287

Inter-University Transit System 271

interview procedure 158

Irwin, H.E. 82, 83

Israel, Milton 242, 316

Keynes collection 252

Keys, David R. 52, 60, 73

Keys, V. Isabelle 159, 336

keysort cards 155,284

Khaki University 132, 137

Kilgour, Fred 285

King, Wm. Lyon Mackenzie

King's College, Toronto 7,8,

25, 39, 45

King's College, Windsor, N.S.

Kingston, Betty 263

Kingston, G.T. 41

Kipling collection 252

Kirkconnell Watson 176, 198

Knox, R.S. 347

Knox College 54, 55, 326

84, 106

10, 11,

127

Jackson, Allan 218

Jameson, Anna 31

Jarvis, Julia 135, 137, 151, 158, 180-1

297

Jeanneret, F.C.A. 136, 179

Jeanneret, Marsh 137, 276

job evaluation see staff classification

John Crerar Library 127

Johns Hopkins University 55, 56, 87,

138

Johnson, J. H. 347

Johnston, R. Holland 85

Joint Catalogue of Periodicals 101, 134,

157, 272

Jurkewycz, Teodore 263

Kates, Josef 288

Keen, G.B. 87

Kelly, John 189

Kelso Abbey 89

Kenney collection 253

Kerr, W.H.C. 41

Ketchum,J.D. 254

labour disputes 222, 231, 304

labour union see collective bargaining;

Canadian Union of Public

Employees

301, 337, 353

189, 196

164, 174, 187, 193,

Laidlaw, Sheila

Laidlaw Library

Lamb, W. Kaye

272, 274, 275

Lamont Library, Harvard 173

Land, R. Brian 199, 221, 302, 337, 353

Landauer, John 64, 66

Landon, Fred 160

Landon, Richard 337

Langdon,John 252,254

Langstone, T.W. 94

Langton, Anne 33, 106, 108

Langton, Ethel Street 109, 126

Langton, Hugh H. ix, 62, 97, 158,

172,248, 317, 335, 337; early life

5 1 , 66; appointment 82 , 8 3 , 84, 9 1

,

107; as editor and author 99, 101 —

6; as educator 103-5, 108, 113; and

classification schemes 69, 71,
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103, 108, 114; and authority of the li-

brarian 114-21, 296; and build-

ing plans 118, 122-30; and library

associations 103, 106, 272; and

pension plans 1 12-13, 129; health

problems 105, 108-10, 115, 128,

129; see also photo section

Langton,John 23-33, 36-8, 51, 319;

see also photo section

Langton, William 26, 108

languages 240, 299

Laskin, Bora 199, 244, 246, 259, 260,

270-1

Laskin Report 199-200, 203

Laurentian University 289

Laval University 127, 176, 352

Law Library 258-61, 322

Law Reading Room 143, 258

Lee, Maureen 337

Lehmann Bindery 96

lending 10, 39,68,91, 186

Leonard, Agatha 137, 171, 337

LePan, A.D. 170, 347

Lewis, Doris 199

librarian, qualifications 16, 19, 84,

311-12

librarians, status 139, 179-80, 301,

305, 306, 309, 313

Librarians' Association 235, 306, 309

Libraries for Tomorrow, conference

202

library, early recognition of need 3, 4,

24, 34

Library Advisory Council 308

library budget 6, 111, 141, 200; as

share of university budget 141,

169, 199, 315

Library Bureau 69, 72

Library Committee chairman 3 3

Library Committee Executive 185, 204

Library Committee of the Senate 37,

91, 96, 114, 166, 204, 268, 296; see

also Library Council; Library Sub-

committee of Academic Affairs;

Advisory Committee on the Univer-

sity of Toronto Library System

Library Council 204, 229, 233, 234,

268, 306

Library Council Executive 265

library extension service 144

library fees 52-3, 1 10, 142; see also ex-

tramural readers; interlibrary loan

library handbook 154

library headquarters 9, 25, 59, 67, 68,

209; see also photo section

library hours 16, 41, 43, 91, 107, 138

library Newsletter 206, 298

Library of Congress 66, 85, 138, 218,

281, 286, 287; classification 185-

6; depository catalogue 144, 272

library policy 15, 296, 318

library regulations 9, 15, 32, 39, 42,

116, 237

Library Restoration Committee 61,63,

67, 74, 83

library scholarships 51, 75

Library School see Faculty of Library

and Information Science

library school scholarships 301

Library Science Library 322

library site 86, 87, 205, 206

Library Sub-committee of Academic Af-

fairs 270, 309

library system 257, 269, 327

library use 42, 225

lighting 68, 91, 93, 124, 219, 283; see

also photo section

Linton, Mildred 337

Literary and Scientific Society 58, 84

Liverpool University Library 123
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loan periods 42, 116, 117, 126

Lochhead, Douglas 250

Locke, George 141, 143, 160

Locke, John 252

London, Lord Mayor of 63

Lorimer, Alexander 10, 22, 36, 44,

111, 335; early life 2 1 ; appoint-

ment 19, 20, 21, 39, 45; duties 30,

40-4, 319; see also photo section

Loudon, James 55, 75, 85, 91, 94, 99,

100, 102, 110, 114

Louise, Princess 52

Louvain University Library 127

Ludlow, Basil 171

Lunde, Fritz 210

MARC see machine-readable catalogue

MRAP see management review and

analysis

Macdonald, John A. 26

Macdonald Report 203

MacEwen, Gwendolyn 253

MacGillivray, Agnes 164

machine-readable catalogue 287, 289

Maclver, Edith 171, 181, 182, 337

Mackenzie, Lizzie 75

Mackenzie, Nora 126

Mackenzie, Wm. Lyon 24

Maclean-Hunter collection 252

MacLennan, Hugh 253

Maitland, Peregrine 5

Malcolm, Merk 212

management review and analysis 308,

312-13

Management Studies Library 322

Manchester University Library 123

Manitoba, University of 194

Mann, Barbara 350

manuscript collections 253

Map Library 322

Marburg University Library 64

Mason, Laura 337, 345

Massey, Lionel 264

Massey, Vincent 175

Massey College Library 322

Massey Commission 163,196

Mathematics Library 268, 322

Mathers, A.S. ('Shy') 171, 175, 206

Mathers, Andrew 206, 208

Mathers and Haldenby, architects 141,

142, 167, 169-71, 205, 210," 217

Mavor, James 95, 100, 156

Maxwell, D. 170, 171

McAnally, Arthur 312

McCahill, Michael 219, 304, 337

McCallum, H. Ill

McCallum, John 109

McCarthy, J.R. 284, 285, 295

McCarthy, Stephen 184, 206

McCaul, John 23, 25, 26, 36, 39, 40,

44, 47, 59; as Librarian 9-13, 15,

37, 71, 335; see also photo section

McGill, James 5,11

McGill University 5, 11, 84, 85, 104,

110, 112, 119, 176, 194, 320, 352

McKim, Robert 52, 151

McLaughlin, R.R. ('Roly') 179, 184,

186, 193, 204, 266, 347

McLaughlin Report 185-90, 203, 204,

261, 268, 283

McLennan, J. C. 105

McLuhan, Marshall 265

McMaster University 132,143,174,

249, 352

McMicking, Annie 72, 75, 81, 97

McNaught, Ken 235

McRae, R.F. 204

Mechanical Engineering Library 322

Mechanics' Institute, Toronto 30, 31

Media Centre 290
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Medical Reading Room 142

Medical Research Council 198

Medical Research Library 322

Medicine Library 322

Meincke, Peter 290, 305, 308, 313

Memorandum of Agreement 309

Memorial University, St John's 194

Men's Reading Room 124, 142

Merry, Susan 295

messenger service see delivery service

Metallurgy Library 322

Metcalf, Keyes 174, 184, 222, 227

Metropolitan Toronto Reference Libr-

ary 267

Michigan, University of 80, 87, 88,

116, 124, 126, 138, 259, 320

Microform Reading Room 216

Midwest Interlibrary Center see Center

for Research Libraries

Miller, Edwin 166

millionth item 194, 195

Milne, Howard 171, 172, 183, 210, 349

Mineralogy and Petrology Library 322

Minett, Everett 337

Mining Engineering Library 322

Minnesota, University of 320

Monck, Chas. S. 44

Montreal, University of 90, 352

Moore, A.B.B. 191

Moore, Carole 335, 337, 353

Moore, Dora Mavor 253

Moore, Gail 353

Morrison, Carson 266

Morton, Elizabeth 162

Moss Hall 25,40,56

Moulton, Alice 301,337

moves 40, 173, 223-4, 267

Mu collection 175,262-3

Mulock, William 74, 76, 82, 83, 86,

106, 152

Mumford, Quincy 286

Munn, Ralph 153

Munthe, Wilhelm 174

Murray, Mary 353

Museum 25, 43, 46; see also Royal On-

tario Museum

Music Library 261,322

Myers, Roger 150

My res, John 174, 190

mysteries 148

National Conference of Canadian Uni-

versities and Colleges see Associa-

tion of Universities and Colleges of

Canada

National Fund campaign 189

National Library of Australia 281, 282

National Library of Canada 187,192,

275, 276, 277, 281, 282

National Research Council 198, 201

National Union Catalogue 172,187,

188, 192, 276

Nebraska, University of 161, 320

Needier, George 109, 115, 335

Neufeld, Edward 207

New Brunswick, University of 301

New College 189, 231

New Play Society 253

New Republic 146-8

Newlove,John 253

Newton, May 137, 155, 163, 337, 345

Normal School Library 62

Northwestern University 259

Notre Dame University 349

Nursing Library 322

OCUL see Ontario Council of University

Libraries

ONULP see Ontario New University

Libraries Project
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O'Brien, Lucius 14, 16

Office of Library Co-ordination 290,

291, 292

Officers Training Corps 132,134

Ohio College Library Center 294

Ontario, University of 201, 202, 214

Ontario Agricultural College 55

Ontario Archives 143, 157, 170, 175

Ontario College of Pharmacy 55

Ontario Council of University Librar-

ies 215,250,312

Ontario Council on Graduate Studies

246

Ontario Heritage Foundation 254

Ontario Historical Society 126

Ontario Institute for Studies in Educa-

tion 240

Ontario Labour Relations Board 303,

304

Ontario Legislative Library 62, 67,

125, 143

Ontario Library Association 103, 134,

161

Ontario Medical Library 67

Ontario New University Libraries Proj-

ect 284-6, 287, 292, 294

Ontario Science Centre 214, 224

operating grants 98, 110, 197, 198, 229

oral history 255

Order Department 125, 300, 338

orientation of readers 81,144

original cataloguing 299

OsgoodeHall 67, 261, 270

Ostry, Bernard 196

Ottawa, University of 127, 193, 289

Oxford University 32, 63, 131, 190,

201

Page, Elizabeth 337

Paikin, Marnie 176

Pakenham, William 104

Palaeontology Library 322

Panizzi, Anthony 12

Parkdale Collegiate 62

Parker, John 305

Parliament Buildings 8, 25

Parliamentary Library 31, 35, 59

Pathology Library 322

Pathy, Alec 294

Patterson, James 151, 152, 181, 297,

300

Patton, James 47

payment for public use 242

Peach, Phyllis 337

Pennsylvania, University of 87, 88,

320, 349

pensions 112-13, 129, 137, 305

Periodicals Department 338

Periodicals Reading Room 144

permanent status 309

Pernet, Emile 53

Personnel Office, Library 262, 304

Personnel Office, University 179, 180,

304

Pflug, Gunther 313

Pharmacy Library 322

Phillips, Eric 153

photocopying 279

Physical and Applied Science Library

209, 268

Physical and Health Education

Library 322

Physics Library 120, 268, 322

Plateau Committee 177

police 231, 232, 233, 235

policies for librarians 309- 1

1

Policy Analysis Library 322

Political Science Reading Room 143

Pollution Probe 222

Pratt Institute 112
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Pratt Library, Victoria College 189

prayers 55, 56

preservation 217, 233

Presidential Advisory Committee on Ac-

commodation and Facilities 204

Presidential Advisory Committee on

Computer Services 288

Presidential Advisory Committee on In-

structional Media 3 3

1

Presidential Working Group on the

Library 308

Press Building 97 , 1 00, 2 1 5 ; see also

University of Toronto Press

Pride, Archibald 56, 58, 60

Priestley, F.E.L. 198

Princeton University 111,123,127,

320

Printing Committee 95, 96, 98

printing plant 94-7,124

privacy of loans 148

private studies see carrels

Prodrick, Gerald 302, 304, 337

Province of Ontario Graduate Fellow-

ships 197

provincial library 24, 32, 213, 214

Provincial Library Service 214

provincial university library system

202,213

Psychiatric Nursing Library 322

Psychology Library 204, 322

public access 28, 29, 30, 33; see also ex-

tramural readers

public lending right see payment for pub-

lic use

Public Reading Room 28, 30-5; see also

extramural readers

publicity 144, 195

publishing 98-100, 273, 274

Quebec Legislative Library 62

Quebec Province 62, 90

Queen's Own Rifles see University

Company

Queen's University 176, 194

Radio Varsity 233

Rankin, Alex 294

Rare Books and Special Collections

156, 183, 248, 254, 300, 338; see also

Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library

Rathbun, Jeanette 1 36

Raudzens, Jadviga 337

Readers Services 307

Ready, Will 250, 350

Rebellion of 1837 8

reclassification 142-3, 185-6

recruiting 301-2, 311

Reference Department 301,307,339

Reference Room 143, 154, 155

reference service 138, 140, 143

Reitz, Conrad 302

rented quarters 300

replacement of lost books 1 17

Research Board 304

Reserve Reading Room 126, 138, 142,

173

Residence Reading Room 28, 29

restricted books 145,150

Revenues and Requirements, 1891 76, 78,

83, 90, 107

Review ofHistorical Publications Relating to

Canada 102, 132

Richardson, H.H. 88, 93

Rider, Fremont 160

Ridington, John 160

Robarts, John P. 13, 213, 224, 234, 349

Robarts, Thomas P. 1

3

Robarts, Thomas T. 13

Robarts Library 224, 263, 264, 290,

305, 306; fact sheet 324-5; see also
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Humanities and Social Sciences Re-

search Library; see also photo

section

Roberts, John 172

Robertson, Jack 172

Robinson, Edgar 159

Robinson, Gilbert de B. 254

Robinson, John Beverley 3

1

Robson, Jack 236

Rolph,John 20, 22, 39

Rosenstock, Michael 249, 337

Ross, George W. 82

Ross, Murray 184

Ross, Robin 176, 215, 236

Rothstein, Sam 313

Rousseau collection 252

Rowsell and Hutchinson, printers 72,

94

Royal Canadian Institute 125,139,

157, 248

Royal College of Dental Surgeons 55

Royal Commission on Book Publishing

280

Royal Ontario Museum 170, 224, 264

Royal Ontario Museum Library 264,

322

Royal Society of Canada 1 3 3

Rudkin, David 337

Russell, Bertrand, papers 249-50

Russell, Peter, president of Executive

Council 4

Russell, Peter, professor 200, 207, 236,

349

Russell collection 250, 252

Ryerson, Egerton 13, 23, 30, 31, 32

Rytel, Alexander 137

SAC see Students' Administrative Council

St Laurent, Louis 163

St Michael's College 54, 55, 189, 326

sabotage 231, 305

salaries - library and teaching staff 40,

305, 330

salary cuts 162

salary levels 6, 8, 10, 41, 45, 313, 330

salary scale 78, 112, 113

Salo, S. 353

Salter, F.M. 166

Samuel, Sigmund 170, 172, 174, 175,

262

Sanderson, Charles 1 5

1

Sandford Fleming Building 267, 268

Saskatchewan, University of 194, 201

Satterly, John 254

Scarborough College 28,177,269,

270, 284, 285, 289

Savory, Roger 309,313

Saywell, Bill 316, 317

Scadding, Henry 127

School of Graduate Studies 141, 233,

264, 274, 276, 296

School of Practical Science 55, 68, 322

Schurman, Jacob 73,78,88

Science and Medicine Library 209,

267, 268, 291, 292, 305, 339

Scott, Bessie M. 57, 59, 85

Scott, Duncan Campbell 253

Searching Department 300

seating capacity 91, 122, 209, 325

security control 117,216,217

seminar method 55

seminar rooms 92, 116, 124, 299

Senate of the University 1 5 , 2 3 , 47 , 54,

149, 183, 230, 234, 236, 310

Serials Department 300, 339

Shakespeare collection 254

Sharrow, Marilyn 51, 318, 335

Shastri Institute 249

Shaw, Ralph 160

Sheffield, Ted 177
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shelf capacity see stack capacity

Shepherd, Mary 337

Sherbrooke, University of 352

Sholler, Herbert 337, 350

Sidney Smith Hall 263

Siegel, Jacob 353

Sigmund Samuel Library 170,171,

173, 207, 234, 236, 305, 339; see also

photo section

Silcox, David 353

Silverberg, Solange 338

Simcoe, John Graves 3,4, 11, 213

Simon, Beatrice 198

Sirluck, Ernest 225, 248, 250; and

graduate studies 192, 251, 256,

272, 276, 296; and building plans

205,210, 215

Skvorecky, Joseph 253

Slabczynski, Waclaw 313

Slater, John 252

Slater, Margaret 202

Small, John W. 16, 17, 18, 19, 39, 111,

335

Smith, A.J.M. 253

Smith, Amy 338

Smith, David 353

Smith, Donald 295, 338, 353

Smith, Goldwin 63, 82, 125, 127, 248

Smith, Harold W. 353

Smith, Hugh 211, 212, 218, 219, 223,

302, 338

Smith, Sidney 15, 153, 173, 177, 187;

270; and library budget 149, 163,

168, 181, 182, 270; and chief librari-

an 161, 166, 172, 183, 271; and

Law Library 259, 260, 261; and Sig-

mund Samuel 170, 174, 175

Social Science Research Council 196

Social Sciences and Humanities Re-

search Council 197

Social Work Library 322

Society for the Promotion of Christian

Knowledge 7, 11, 13

Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment 126

sources of material 298,328

Souster, Raymond 253

Southam Press collection 253

space formula 220, 226; see also formula

financing

special collections 249-55

Speculative Club 1 3

1

Spinks Report vii, 201, 202, 203, 213,

214, 246

sprinklers 218

Squair, John 53, 57, 62

stack access 117, 154, 228-37

stack capacity 28, 92, 122, 209, 325

Stackpole, Stephen 159

staff classification 1 13, 179, 180, 330

staff complaints 169, 181

staff cuts 306, 307, 315-16

staff manual 154, 304

staff participation 171, 182, 211, 297,

306-13

staff room 125, 172, 182, 298

staff turnover 242, 303, 312

staff unrest 182, 304-8

staffing 10,41,75, 107, 111-13,240,

241, 288, 299, 303, 307

staffing, comparisons 110, 111, 320

Stanford University 256, 288, 320

Steckl, Peter 302, 304, 338

Stefansson, Vilhjalmer 156, 166

Stevens, Mary 249

Stewart, Edward 295

Stewart Wallace Room 174, 175, 189,

229

Stone, Frank 205

Stone and Webster 210,211,213

Storey, John 19, 335
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Strachan,John 3-11, 13, 31, 317;**

also photo section

Strassburg University Library 62

Street, Julian 345

strikes 102, 222, 304-5

Stuart-Stubbs, Basil 277, 279

student assistants 6, 9, 10, 13, 17, 51,

75, 111, 149, 303

student comment 57, 59, 69

student demonostrations 231, 232,

233,235, 236

student enrolment 40, 45, 54, 141, 154,

177,237, 239

student recollections 8, 43, 79

student unrest 102,115,229-36

Students' Administrative Council 229,

231,232, 233, 234

Students' Book Department 96, 97,

124

Students' Reading Room 28

study leave 305

subject allotments see bookfund,

allotments

subscription prices 78, 140, 240

subscriptions 118, 141

Superintendent of Buildings and

Grounds 46, 168, 205

Superintendent of Documents 66

Surveying Library 322

survival 316-17

Sword,Jack 164, 215, 230, 231, 233,

236,237, 255

Sylvestre, Guy 277

Systems and Technical Services 289

Systems Department 289, 290, 339

Systems Development Office 300

Taddle Creek

tax exemption

Taylor, Violet

172

253-4

171, 244, 295, 313, 338

teaching staff 40-1, 54, 239, 241, 299

telephone 91, 143, 155, 284

temperature control 2 1

7

Tennyson, Alfred, Lord 52, 63, 65

tent city 232

term appointments 310-12

theft 145, 146

theses 119, 254, 273-6

Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library 223;

see also Rare Books and Special Col-

lections; see also photo section

Thompson, Laura 344

Thomson, John Edgeworth 46, 47, 48,

49, 50, 335

time capsule 222

Toan, Dan 210, 211, 212, 214, 217

Tod, Dorothea 134, 159, 171, 338

Toronto, University of 10, 12, 36, 55,

176; see also University of Toronto ...

Toronto Baptist College 54

Toronto College of Music 55

Toronto Orchestral Society 62

Toronto Public Library 35, 67, 75,

103, 104, 110, 112, 141

Toronto School of Medicine

Toronto School of Theology

245-6

Toronto World 62

Tory, Henry Marshall 186

Toulouse University Library

tower 90, 91, 93, 220; see also photo

section

Tozer, Ephriam 75, 107

travel fund 161, 306, 309

travelling committee 167,208,210,

212

Trent University 285

triangular plan 211, 214, 216, 222; see

also photo section

Trinity College, Dublin 16

55

188,

127
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Trinity College, Toronto 7, 13, 19,

59

Trinity College Library, Cambridge

27, 28

Trinity College Library, Dublin 10, 27

Trinity College Library, Toronto 1 1

,

189, 289, 326

Trinity College School 127

Trowern, Irene 137, 338

trust funds 127

Turin National Library 127

Turnbull, James 41

Turner, F.J., artist 26, 84

Tushingham, Douglas 263

Tweed, Terry 137

Tweed, Tommy 155

typewriter 76, 283

Tyrrell, J. B. 253

UNICAT/TELECAT 291, 292, 293

UTL MARC service 289

UTLAS see University of Toronto

Library Automation Systems

undergraduate library 178, 179, 189;

see also duplicate copy library; Sig-

mund Samuel Library

Underhill, Frank 146-8

union catalogue see campus union cata-

logue; National Union Catalogue

United Typothetae of America 96

University Affairs, Department of 212

University Bookstore see Students' Book

Department

University College 23, 36, 54, 164,

182-3

University College Library see Laidlaw

Library

University College Reading Room 143,

189

University Company, Queen's Own

Rifles 29, 46, 47

University Hospital Supply Associa-

tion 126

'University Lunatic Asylum' 25

University of ... see name of city, prov-

ince, etc.

University of Toronto Act ( 1 849) 1 2

,

13; (1853) 17, 23, 26; (1873) 54;

(1887) 55, 74; (1906) 85, 105, 110,

114; (1971) 230

University of Toronto Archives x, 254,

339

University of Toronto Bulletin 305

University of Toronto Library Automa-

tion Systems 290-4

University of Toronto Library in East

Hall, 27-9; see also photo section

University of Toronto Press 94- 1 00

University of Toronto Quarterly 98, 100

University of Toronto Studies 98- 1 00,

102, 133, 273

University-wide Committee 230

Upper Canada College 101

Upper Canada School Act, 1850 32

Users' Committee 205, 206, 207, 208,

212, 214, 215

users' guide 1 54

vacation allowance 76

vacuum cleaner 151,284

Valasquez, H. 353

vandalism 144

Van der Smissen, William Henry 10,

43, 48, 56, 335; as candidate 46,

50, 51; as librarian 52, 53, 59, 65,

67-72, 75, 79, 87, 116; and Daniel

Wilson 50, 77; and Walter Barwick

76, 80; as teacher 54, 56, 57; as

scholar 77; see also photo section

Varsity 53, 56, 146, 173,232, 233
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Varsity Fund Appeal 169, 175, 194

Varsity Graduate 194

Vaughan, O.D. 220, 224

Victoria, University of 194

Victoria College, Toronto 23, 55, 85,

289, 326

Virginia, University of 269

visiting librarian 309, 3 1

3

Volinska, John 353

Voltaire collection 252

Wade, Fred 254

Waldie, Penelope 165

Wales, Katherine 152, 154, 273, 301,

338, 339, 347

Wallace, Ian Stewart 346

Wallace, Malcolm 129, 141, 142

Wallace, Robert C. 137

Wallace, William Stewart ix, 29, 56,

71, 221, 335, 336; early life 131-

2; military service 132, 134, 151; and

H.H. Langton 102, 128, 132,

138; as author and editor 99, 102,

132-5, 149, 273; as lecturer 112,

133, 144, 151, 157; as bookseller

135-136; as innovator 81,138-9,

155, 274; as mentor 158, 159, 165,

182; and staff 139, 158, 164, 297,

317; and library budget 118, 158,

163, 215; and annual reports 139,

158; and space problems 141-2, 165,

167-70, 173, 347; and building

plans 139-42; and the central admin-

istration 121, 153, 164, 296; and

special collections 156-7; and library

associations 160-2, 272; and the

New Republic 146-8; his pension

137; see also photo section

Walmsley, L.C. 262

Wang, Yung 212

War Measures Act, 1914 127

War of 1812 5, 31, 35, 199

War Service Advisory Board 1 34

Warner, Burns, Toan and Lunde, archi-

tects 210

Wahington University, St Louis 349

Waterloo, University of 199

Watson, A.M. 248

Weeks, Edward 194

West Campus 178

Western Ontario, University of 131,

160, 194, 215, 352

Westminster, Cardinal of 63

Whiffenjean 338

White, William C. 262, 271

Wickson, A. 41

Widener Library, Harvard 226

Wieder, Joachim 309

Will, J. S. 248

Williams, Carl 182, 204, 205, 207, 208,

215, 284

Williams, Edwin E. 193-4, 300

Williams, Gordon 251, 286, 287

Williams Report 193, 194, 198, 203

Wilson, Daniel 61, 76, 80, 85; early

life 19; as professor 34,41,47,

48, 54; and the Library 17, 59, 63,

67,69, 73; and John Small 17;

and W.H. Van der Smissen 50, 77,

88; and H.H. Langton 52, 84;

and William Mulock 74, 82; and the

Ontario Government 48, 54, 82;

and building plans 26, 86; see also

photo section

Winegard, William 215

Wisconsin, University of 123, 320

withdrawal of privileges 117,145

women, admission of 54; see also Young

Lady Undergraduates

women, employment of 104,152
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Women's Literary Society 1 16

Women's Reading Room 54, 58, 68,

72,91, 104, 124, 126, 172

Wood, Kate 80, 84

Woodhouse, A.S.P. 176

Woodside, Moffatt 178, 184

Woodsworth, Anne 302, 338

Woolryche, Hilda 137, 152, 165, 338,

345

World War 1 126, 132

World War 2 134, 142

Wren, Christopher 27

Wright, C.A. ('Caesar') 259, 260, 261,

270, 271

Wright, Douglas 234

Wright, Gordon 267, 338

Wright, Ramsay 118, 258

Wrong, George 97, 101-2, 132, 133,

148

Wycliffe College 54, 55, 94, 326

YMCA Building 103

Yale Medical Library 285

Yale University 43, 56, 66, 75, 127,

256, 320

York University 194, 261, 271, 285,

352

Young, Hester 104, 143, 338, 345, 347

Young Lady Undergraduates 62, 66,

72

Zoology Library 264, 322-3

Zymology Library 323












